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 "There are lies, damned lies, and 
statistics." (Mark Twain)  
 
Statistics show that 50% of all 
statistics are wrong.  



Q: Why do people decide to become 
statisticians?  

A: They find accounting too exciting.  
 
"Did you hear about the statistician who 

drowned in a lake averaging only 2 
inches in depth?"  



Purposes of the Summit 

1. Where we have been 
2. Where we are 
3. Where we need to go in the future 
4. NOT BUDGETING!!! 
5. Share information 
6. Raise awareness 

 



 
 
Obstacles to Evaluation 

 Municipal accounting systems 
Do not record all costs 
Oriented to legal compliance 
Do not integrate economic and demographic 

data 
 State of the art 
No solid data available for research 
No normative standards 
No practical evaluation techniques 



Why Evaluate? 
 Communities need a practical evaluative tool to 

help them 
Anticipate problems 
Provide time to take corrective action 
Provide a better understanding of forces 

which affect financial condition 



FTMS Methodology 
 Identifies 12 primary factors 
 Provides 36 early warning indicators 
 Focuses on multi-year trends 
 Utilizes existing data 
 Combines financial and non-financial information 
 Includes benchmarks used by credit rating 

industry 
 



Revenues 

 
 Indicator 1  Revenue per Capita 
 Indicator 2  Intergovernmental Revenue 
 Indicator 3  Elastic Revenue 
 Indicator 4  Property Tax Revenue 
 Indicator 5  Uncollected Property Tax Revenue 
 Indicator 6  Revenue Shortfalls 
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Indicator 1:  Favorable 
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		1999		$   592,250

		2000

		2001		$   1,740,946

		2002		$   1,018,820

		2003		$   2,999,995

		2004

		2005





ch sheet history

		

		06		05		04		03		02		01		00		99		98		97		96		95		94		93		92		91		90		89		88

		8,004,911		$8,001,904		$8,260,514		$8,257,356		$8,138,390		$5,775,652		$5,168,791		$4,420,413		$3,518,671		$3,218,846		$3,014,171		$2,789,584		$2,461,908		$2,289,902		$2,370,453		$2,563,676		$3,467,838		$3,179,000

														$321,325

														$5,172,902





03 actual

		

		FY		Chapter 70, Governor				School Trans Programs		School Construction		Tuition of State Wards		Per Pupil Aid		Racial Imbalance		Racial Imbal. Inc. per year		School Lunch		Remediation Asst.		Lottery, Beano & Charity Games				Lottery inc. per year		Additional Assistance		Highway Fund		Police Career Incentive		Vets' Benefits		Exempt: Vets, Blind and Surviving Spouses		Exempt: Elderly		State Owned Land		Muni. Stabilization		Public Libraries		Total		Less SBA						Assessments		Net C.S.

		05		3,164,092				158,413		2,878,748		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		102,915				7,500		6,500		31,462				19,200		8,388,497

		04		3,083,242				158,413		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.03		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		99,917				7,500		6,500		31,462				18,823		8,647,092

		03		3,005,942		5.95%		158,413		3,221,567		0				296,820		0.03		10,704				915,572				0.00		754,778		0		97,007		2,271		9,013		6,510		31,462				18,545		8,528,604		5,307,037		1.88%				262,541		8,266,063

		02		2,837,016		11.45%		150,033		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.05		9,521		0		915,572				0.06		807,321		27,744		91,745		0		7,775		5,854		47,356				21,280		8,430,559		5,208,992		4.44%				308,631		8,121,928

		01		2,545,546		22.01%		202,785		788,129		0				301,988		0.32		8,937				867,066		7.92%		0.08		807,321		110,976		88,676				8,100		7,028		20,110				18,990		5,775,652		4,987,523		13.85%		662,897		352,123		5,423,529

		00		2,086,346		44.42%		195,236		788,129		0				228,850		0.10		9,462				803,448		10.12%		0.10		807,321		110,976		82,086		0		10,709		11,044		16,673				18,510		5,168,791		4,380,662		20.60%		745,622		408,158		4,760,633

		99		1,444,646		20.76%		190,022		788,129		4,517				208,938		-0.10		7,955				729,602		8.74%		0.09		807,321		110,976		78,403				10,813		10,542		13,422				15,127		4,420,413		3,632,284		9.46%		885,937		405,403		4,015,010

		98		1,196,330		17.42%		173,351		200,222		0				233,350		-0.00		7,206				670,965		9.65%		0.10		807,321		110,976		71,521				10,780		10,026		11,267				15,356		3,518,671		3,318,449		9.93%		309,165		389,598		3,129,073

		97		1,018,880		19.05%		136,519		200,222		0				233,764		0.00		6,354				611,899		9.15%		0.09		807,321		110,976		49,708		2,814		10,399		5,139		8,930				15,921		3,218,846		3,018,624		7.27%		198,239		398,938		2,819,908

		96		855,830		22.33%		156,710		200,222		0				233,437		-0.06		5,702				560,595		12.07%		0.12		807,321		110,976		43,743				11,546		5,019		8,062				15,008		3,014,171		2,813,949		8.67%		213,591		392,502		2,621,669

		95		699,605				123,188		200,222		0				248,763		0.00		6,877				500,235				0.20		807,321		110,976		48,947		4,982		13,052		5,220		5,053				15,143		2,789,584		2,589,362						381,506		2,408,078

		94		652,000				104,213		0		0				248,763		0.23		5,483		0		418,367				0.00		807,321		110,976		55,860		0		4,891		13,000		5,089		25,447		10,498		2,461,908

		93		369,870				118,270		0		0		189,700		201,678				5,416		0		418,367						807,321		110,964		33,259		0		4,797		14,840		4,927				10,493		2,289,902

						included in Senate version for 01

		The 01 estimate was updated to show final cherry sheet 8/4/00

		The 01 estimate was updated to show preliminary cherry sheet dated 3/28/00																																														8257356

																																																271,248

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		5.71%		124,565		3.12%						1,701,812				-3.87%				262,541						-14.93%		5,298,256		122,862				2.37%

		02		3,284,345		7.36%		120,800		4.35%						1,770,249				4.47%				308,631						-12.35%		5,175,394		305,875				6.28%

		01		3,059,256		21.40%		115,766		4.01%						1,694,497				4.12%				352,123						-13.73%		4,869,519		610,878				14.34%

		00		2,519,894		36.10%		111,305		6.67%						1,627,442				4.97%				408,158						0.68%		4,258,641		752,392				21.46%

		99		1,851,561		14.99%		104,343		6.85%						1,550,345				4.08%				405,403						4.06%		3,506,249		308,802				9.66%

		98		1,610,237		15.39%		97,657		28.45%						1,489,553				4.30%				389,598						-2.34%		3,197,447		297,752				10.27%

		97		1,395,517		11.49%		76,028		8.15%						1,428,150				3.79%				398,938						1.64%		2,899,695		201,741				7.48%

		96		1,251,679		16.06%		70,297		-8.87%						1,375,978				4.83%				392,502						2.88%		2,697,954		229,770				9.31%

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		187,534		124,565		3,765						1,701,812				(68,437)				262,541						-46,090		5,298,256		122,862				0.0237396419

		02		3,284,345		225,089		120,800		5,034						1,770,249				75,752				308,631						-43,492		5,175,394		305,875				0.0628142122

		01		3,059,256		539,362		115,766		4,461						1,694,497				67,055				352,123						-56,035		4,869,519		610,878				0.1434443523

		00		2,519,894		668,333		111,305		6,962						1,627,442				77,097				408,158						2,755		4,258,641		752,392				0.2145860149

		99		1,851,561		241,324		104,343		6,686						1,550,345				60,792				405,403						15,805		3,506,249		308,802				0.0965776759

		98		1,610,237		214,720		97,657		21,629						1,489,553				61,403				389,598						-9,340		3,197,447		297,752				0.102683903

		97		1,395,517		143,838		76,028		5,731						1,428,150				52,172				398,938						6,436		2,899,695		201,741				0.0747755521

		96		1,251,679		173,246		70,297		(6,845)						1,375,978				63,369				392,502						10,996		2,697,954		229,770				0.0930927354

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184



&CCHERRY SHEET HISTORY

&Lmgv&Cftms/&F &A&R&D &T



REV DATA

		SECTION A:  REVENUES

				FY95				FY96				FY97				FY98				FY99				FY00				FY01				FY02				FY 03				FY 04				FY 05				FY 06

				Actual				Actual				Actual @		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Unaudited		% of		Actual		% of		Projected		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of

				12 months*		% of total		12 months*		% of total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		Actual		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total

		Personal Property		540,990		1.71%		518,142		1.53%		530,289		1.47%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Real Estate		24,567,041		77.53%		26,475,863		78.34%		27,851,077		77.31%		31,093,583		72.76%		32,333,356		73.49%		35,523,166		75.20%		38,801,854		76.22%		44,320,566		73.27%		48,840,640		77.70%		49,250,251		78.86%		49,876,735		79.33%		51,213,805		79.71%

		Tax Liens redeemed		515,932		1.63%		601,986		1.78%		412,242		1.14%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Intergovernmental (state aid)		2,407,699		7.60%		2,608,740		7.72%		2,852,363		7.92%		3,954,089		9.25%		5,342,468		12.14%		4,938,368		10.45%		5,522,707		10.85%		8,138,390		13.45%		8,257,356		13.14%		8,260,514		13.23%		8,001,904		12.73%		8,004,911		12.46%

		Motor Vehicle Excise		1,695,049		5.35%		1,632,879		4.83%		1,758,786		4.88%		2,005,785		4.69%		2,170,950		4.93%		2,365,447		5.01%		2,558,043		5.02%		2,550,667		4.22%		2,658,734		4.23%		2,685,321		4.30%		2,712,175		4.31%		2,739,296		4.26%

		Other excise		1,474		0.00%		2,784		0.01%		1,551		0.00%		1,867		0.00%		2,441		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		60		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%

		Hotel/Motel excise (non cherry sheet revenue)		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		62,359		0.15%		46,810		0.11%		57,492		0.12%		64,630		0.13%		66,035		0.11%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.07%

		Penalties and Interest		260,339		0.82%		279,823		0.83%		245,896		0.68%		280,471		0.66%		183,924		0.42%		278,641		0.59%		259,891		0.51%		125,506		0.21%		150,000		0.24%		100,000		0.16%		105,000		0.17%		110,250		0.17%

		PILOTS		67,328		0.21%		69,346		0.21%		113,543		0.32%		48,331		0.11%		59,092		0.13%		74,583		0.16%		84,424		0.17%		31,100		0.05%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.09%

		Fees		0		0.00%		14,556		0.04%		21,439		0.06%		186,199		0.44%		128,575		0.29%		146,048		0.31%		107,184		0.21%		99,035		0.16%		117,000		0.19%		119,925		0.19%		122,923		0.20%		125,996		0.20%

		Rentals		0		0.00%		37,806		0.11%		22,650		0.06%		50,496		0.12%		22,503		0.05%		41,831		0.09%		159,367		0.31%		159,802		0.26%		80,000		0.13%		84,000		0.13%		88,200		0.14%		84,000		0.13%

		Other Departmental Revenues		189,663		0.60%		271,933		0.80%		318,890		0.89%		80,862		0.19%		11,161		0.03%		199,930		0.42%		55,880		0.11%		69,435		0.11%		50,000		0.08%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%

		Licenses and Permits		304,518		0.96%		154,384		0.46%		156,269		0.43%		388,752		0.91%		318,288		0.72%		394,266		0.83%		369,887		0.73%		696,963		1.15%		290,000		0.46%		297,250		0.48%		304,681		0.48%		312,298		0.49%

		Fines & Forfeits		126,678		0.40%		101,200		0.30%		89,046		0.25%		121,382		0.28%		107,222		0.24%		100,478		0.21%		97,335		0.19%		96,694		0.16%		90,000		0.14%		90,000		0.14%		91,800		0.15%		91,800		0.14%

		Investment Income		279,508		0.88%		364,810		1.08%		346,679		0.96%		606,435		1.42%		1,992,369		4.53%		800,104		1.69%		511,468		1.00%		358,572		0.59%		425,000		0.68%		350,000		0.56%		357,000		0.57%		374,850		0.58%

		Reserved investment income																		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Chapter 203 Assessment														0				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		211,585		0.35%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%

		Other/One time income				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		43,745		0.09%		895,940		1.48%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%

		Subtotal, operating revenues		30,956,219				33,134,252				34,720,720				38,880,609				42,719,159				44,923,054				48,639,115				57,820,349				61,194,365				61,512,896				61,936,053				63,332,841

		Free cash/transfers		443,000		1.40%		489,000		1.45%		993,696		2.76%		1,249,723		2.92%		763,419		1.74%		1,758,117		3.72%		1,800,000		3.54%		1,900,000		3.14%		1,180,000		1.88%		750,000		1.20%		750,000		1.19%		750,000		1.17%

		Chapter 90														969,204				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Transfers other funds/ Available Funds		286,231		0.90%		174,255		0.52%		312,209		0.87%		1,633,188		3.82%		515,157		1.17%		559,911		1.19%		471,756		0.93%		771,862		1.28%		482,790		0.77%		190,000		0.30%		190,000		0.30%		165,000		0.26%

		Subtotal, revenues		31,685,450		100%		33,797,507		100%		36,026,625		100%		42,732,724		98%		43,997,735		100%		47,241,082		100%		50,910,871		100%		60,492,211		100%		62,857,155		100%		62,452,896		100%		62,876,053		100%		64,247,841		100%

		Less taxes for exempt items														3,373,485				2,606,551				4,369,224				4,453,118				7,825,452				7,231,140				6,000,513				4,945,754				4,534,549

		Less reserved investment income														0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0

		Less Cherry Sheet to pay school debt														200,222				788,129				788,129				788,129				3,221,567				3,169,449				3,169,449				2,826,630				2,826,630

		Quasi-operating revenues														39,159,017				40,603,055				42,083,729				45,669,624				49,445,192				52,456,566				53,282,934				55,103,669				56,886,662

																				1,444,038				1,480,674				3,585,895				3,775,568				3,011,374				826,368				1,820,735				1,782,993

		Auditors		31,245,276				33,145,537				34,968,153								42,258,133

		Difference		(289,057)				(11,285)				(247,433)

		non general fund

		enterprise funds														667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		septage grant loan program																		0

		transport bond																		0

		total, non general fund										0				667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		Total, all revenue														43,400,427				44,634,695				47,858,898				51,581,718				61,133,000				63,441,032				63,080,111				63,525,221				64,919,730

		Total, all expenses														40,321,441				41,327,556				46,433,886				50,346,491				60,654,382				63,384,147				65,672,165				67,617,991				71,016,512

																3,078,986				3,307,139				1,425,012				1,235,227				478,618				56,885				(2,592,054)				(4,092,770)				(6,096,782)

		Net Intergovernmental														3,753,867				4,554,339				4,150,239				4,734,578				4,916,823				5,087,907

																								11,741,140

		Gross cherry sheet																		4,420,413				34,937,994

		Less library offset																		(15,127)				46,679,134

		Less METCO offset																		(208,938)

		Less school lunch																		(7,955)

																				4,188,393				1,179,764

																								782,500

																				5,342,468				(397,264)

																				1,154,075

																				4,420,413

																				4,267,574

																				152,839



Maureen G. Valente: check cherry aid 97 v 98

Maureen G. Valente:
figure is from 99 recap

ValenteM:
ok w/sue as of 7/20/99

MGV
updated 11/2/99

Source of this data??

Town of Sudbury:
from warrant of 99
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1REVPERCAP

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Less:  excluded debt		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673		47,101,429		47,801,157		49,052,585

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Net operating revenues & transfers per capita

		(constant dollars)		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648		2,797		2,838		2,913

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673

		rev per capita		1,971		1,989		2,138		2,326		2,504		2,546		2,759		3,127

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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1REVPERCAP (2)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

										Net Operating

										Revenues				CPI		Per Capita		Per Capita		2003		2004		2005		Percent

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Population		1995 base year		Actual		Constant		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Change

		1995								30,573,932		15,510		100.000		1,971		1,971

		1996								31,978,798		16,079		0.97134		1,989		1,932								-2.00%

		1997								34,304,946		16,042		0.95016		2,138		2,032		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		5.18%

		1998								38,390,035		16,506		0.93444		2,326		2,173		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		6.96%

		1999								41,391,184		16,532		0.91482		2,504		2,290		180.1		180.1		180.1		5.39%

		2000								42,871,858		16,841		0.88252		2,546		2,247		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		-1.91%

		2001								46,457,753		16,841		0.85915		2,759		2,370		0		0		0		5.49%

		2002								52,666,759		16,841		0.84675		3,127		2,648		16,841		16,841		16,841		11.73%

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

		Analysis

		Revenues per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measured on a constant dollar basis.

		The revenue growth has been generated by increases in Cherry Sheet revenues from the Commonwealth to support

		educational spending, as well as property tax overrides in FY00, 01 and 02.  Additionally, elastic revenues, such as

		investment income and motor vehicle excise, showed strong growth rates over the last four years.  These

		revenues do not perform as well when the economy is not performing well.  Finally, free cash has been used as a

		revenue source.  All these observations together mean that revenue projections for the next few years should be

		cautious given that only the within levy property tax is consistently available.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		38,390,035		16,506		1		2,326		2,173

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		46,457,753		16,841		1		2,759		2,370

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										38,390,035.15

				140.3		144.5		148.2		41,391,183.89		3,001,149

				1		0.970934		0.946694		42,871,858.00		1,480,674

										47,286,077.00		4,414,219

										52,666,758.70		5,380,682
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1REVPERCAP (3)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenue Mix														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

																				2003		2004		2005

		Fiscal Year								Within Levy		Overrides		Cherry Sheet		Local Receipts		Free cash		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Total

		1997																		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		1998								27,720,098		- 0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		38,189,813

		1999								29,134,555		592,250		4,554,339		5,558,492		763,419		180.1		180.1		180.1		40,603,055

		2000								31,153,942		- 0		4,150,239		5,021,431		1,758,117		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		42,083,729

		2001								32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000		0		0		0		45,669,624

		2002								35,476,294		1,018,820		4,916,823		6,133,255		1,900,000		16,841		16,841		16,841		49,445,192

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		27,720,098		0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		0		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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2INTERGOVREV

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Intergovernmental operating revenue

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Intergovernmental operating revenue, less SBAB		2,607,921		2,408,518		2,652,141		3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		4,734,578		4,916,823		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274

		Intergovernmental operating revenues as a

		percentage of operating revenues		8.2%		7.1%		7.4%		9.8%		11.0%		9.7%		10.2%		9.3%		8.1%		8.2%		8.2%

		Description

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The primary

		concern in analyzing intergovernmental revenues is to know and monitor the town's vulnerability to reductions in such

		revenues, and to determine whether the town is controlling its use of this external revenue- or whether these revenues

		are controlling town policies.  The potential for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor

		these revenues, and to have contingency plans if the state aid were reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.
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2INTERGOVREV (2)

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend:																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																x		Uncertain

		Formula:

		Intergovernmental operating revenue																																						5,044,496

		Operating Revenues																																						4,900,361

																																								4,635,400

										Net Operating		Intergovermental		As a percent		Education		As a percent																						3,972,504

										Revenues		Revenue less		of net oper.		related		of total																						3,226,881

		Fiscal Year								(Nominal)		SBAB grants		revenue		Intergov		intergovern.																						2,928,851

		1995								31,685,450		2,607,921		8.23%																										2,619,686

		1996								33,797,507		2,408,518		7.13%																										2,421,447

		1997								36,026,625		2,652,141		7.36%																										2,207,856

		1998								42,732,724		3,753,867		8.78%		1,610,237		42.90%

		1999								43,997,735		4,554,339		10.35%		1,851,561		40.65%

		2000								47,241,082		4,150,239		8.79%		2,519,894		60.72%

		2001								51,739,195		5,562,902		10.75%		3,059,256		54.99%

		2002								60,492,211		4,916,823		8.13%		3,284,345		66.80%

		Description:

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The potential

		for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor these revenues, and to have contingency

		plans ready if the state aid were to be reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to nearly 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.

		3								3,471,879

		2								3,284,345

		1								3,059,256

		0								2,519,894

		99								1,851,561

		98								1,610,237
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3ELASTICREV

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues														x		Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		0

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		62,876,053

		Elastic operating revenues		1,974,557		1,997,689		2,105,465		2,612,220		4,163,319		3,165,551		3,069,511		2,909,239		3,083,734		3,035,321		3,069,175

		Elastic operating revenues as a percentage of

		operating revenues		6.5%		6.2%		6.1%		6.8%		10.1%		7.4%		6.6%		5.5%		5.5%		5.4%		4.9%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		As the economic base expands or inflation goes up, elastic revenues rise in roughly proportional or greater

		amounts and vice-versa.  Good examples are Motor Vehicle Excise and Investment Income as they respond to

		changes in the economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on

		total revenues.  Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximixe these revenues, while

		having a contingency plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.

		Analysis

		Elastic revenues have ranged from a  high of 10.1% in FY99 to about half that in FY2002.  FY1999 was an

		unusual year, in that a large size borrowing for school construction enabled higher than usual investment income to be

		realized. Investment income in particular has fallen off dramatically as interest rates have plunged.  As one example, the MMDT

		yield in July 2000 was over 6%;  by February of 2002 it had fallen to just under 2%, and has held steady since then.

		The overall result is that the production from these revenue sources has decreased as a percent of overall revenues.

		This leads to more reliance on the property tax to make up the difference in our revenue sources.
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3ELASTICREV (2)

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:														x		Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

										Net Operating

										Revenues		Elastic		Elastic operating revenues %

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Revenues		of operating revenues

		1995

		1996

		1997																		0		0		0

		1998								38,390,035		2,612,220		6.80%

		1999								41,391,184		4,163,319		10.06%

		2000								42,871,858		3,165,551		7.38%

		2001								47,286,077		3,069,511		6.49%

		2002								52,666,759		2,909,239		5.52%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		Motor vehicle excise and investment income are the two revenue sources that respond to changes in the

		economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on total revenues.

		Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximize these revenues, while having a contingency

		plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.
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4PROPTAXREV

		INDICATOR 4

		Property Tax Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in property tax revenues																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Property tax revenues

		constant dollars

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Property tax revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583		32,333,356		35,523,166		38,801,854		44,320,566		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Operating property tax revenues		24,512,445		25,777,282		27,071,929		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,348,736		36,495,114		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.000		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620

		Property tax revenues

		(constant dollars)		24,512,445		25,037,972		25,705,682		25,885,680		27,176,755		27,476,046		29,491,534		30,882,040		35,209,816		36,597,779		38,020,441

		Percent growth in constant dollar		0		2.14%		2.67%		0.70%		4.99%		1.10%		7.34%		4.71%

		Description

		Property tax revenues are analyzed separately because the town relies so heavily on them for both operating and capital

		spending.  A decline in growth rate in property taxes can have a number of causes.  First, it may reflect an overall decline

		in property values.  Second, it may result from unwilling default on property taxes by property owners.  Third, it may from

		poor assessment/ appraisal methods.  Finally, a decline can be cause by deliberate default by owners who realize that

		they can use the Town to finance their liabilities.  Any decrease in the net property tax revenues should be monitored

		carefully to ensure that collections are at a high level.  Also, any rapid increase due to operating overrides should be noted

		for their impact on future override requests.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much growth required voter approval.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 ($572,250); FY2001 ($1,740,946) and FY 2002 ($1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars

		rev per capital

		constant $ rev per capita		24,512,445.00		25,037,971.81		25,705,682.12		25,885,679.75

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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5UNCOLLECT

		INDICATOR 5

		Uncollected Property Taxes														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing amount of uncollected property taxes as																Unfavorable

		a percentage of net property tax levy																Uncertain

		Formula

		Uncollected property taxes @ June 30

		Net property tax levy

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Total property tax levy		25,546,414		27,071,563		28,670,586		31,096,413		32,403,999		35,783,508		40,063,013		44,823,263		0		0		0

		Overlay for abatements/exemptions		347,972		228,340		229,682		290,364		523,480		315,867		865,754		523,533		0		0		0

		Net property tax levy		25,198,442		26,843,223		28,440,904		30,806,049		31,880,519		35,467,641		39,197,259		44,299,730		0		0		0

		Uncollected taxes at June 30		903,765		561,386		314,387		337,044		23,097		364,877		431,133		502,697		0		0		0

		Uncollected property taxes as a

		percentage of net levy		3.59%		2.09%		1.11%		1.09%		0.07%		1.03%		1.10%		1.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		Every year, a percentage of property owners are unable or unwilling to pay property taxes.  If this

		percentage increases over time, it may indicate overall decline in the town's economic health.  Additionally, as

		uncollected property taxes rise, liquidity is decreased, and there is less cash on hand to pay bills or invest.

		This is an early warning indicator of concerns about the financial health of the taxpayers of the town.

		Analysis

		This is a critical indicator to monitor for many reasons.  The credit rating industry assumes that a municipality in

		good financial health will be able to collect 97 to 98% of its property taxes within the year that the taxes are due.

		If uncollected property taxes grow to more than 5 to 8 %, that is considered a negative factor.  Sudbury consistently

		collects about 99% of propety taxes due by June 30 of each fiscal year, and an even greater total amount within

		the 6 months after the end of the fiscal year.
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Uncollected property taxes as a    percentage of net levy

Fiscal Year

Uncollected Property Taxes



6REVSHORT

		INDICATOR 6

		Revenue Shortfalls														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend														x		Marginal

		Increase in revenue shortfalls as a percentage of																Unfavorable

		actual operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Revenue shortfalls/surpluses

		Operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Actual gross operating revenues		31,685,450		33,308,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Budgeted operating revenues		30,757,401		32,726,706		35,811,969		39,052,345		41,579,890		45,084,681		48,296,805		58,097,642		41,579,890		41,579,890		41,579,890

		Revenue surpluses		928,049		581,801		214,656		2,711,175		2,417,845		2,156,401		2,614,066		2,394,569		21,277,265		20,873,006		21,296,163

		Revenue surpluses as a percentage of

		of actual operating revenues		2.93%		1.75%		0.60%		6.49%		5.50%		4.56%		5.13%		3.96%		33.85%		33.42%		33.87%

		Description

		This indicator examines the differences between revenue estimates and revenues actually received

		during the fiscal year.  Major discrepancies that continue year after year can indicate a declining economy, inefficient

		collection procedures, or inaccurate estimating techniques.  Discrepancies may also indicate that high

		revenue estimates are being made to accommodate political pressures.  If revenue shortfalls are

		increasing in frequency or size, a detailed analysis of each revenue should be made to pincpoint the source.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for sources such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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7ONETIME

		INDICATOR 7

		One Time Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																x		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing use of one-time operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		One time operating revenues

		Net operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		One-time operating revenues (+FREE CASH)		1		489,000		993,696		1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,843,745		2,795,940		1,280,000		850,000		850,000

		One-time operating revenues as a

		percentage of net operating revenues		0.00%		1.53%		2.90%		3.18%		1.84%		4.10%		3.97%		5.31%		2.30%		1.51%		1.47%

		Description

		A one-time revenues is one that cannot reasonably be expected to continue, such as a single-purpose

		state grant, supplemental lottery distributions, one-times savings in health insurance accounts, sale of

		assets, investment income from bond proceeds, and free cash.  Continual use of one-time revenues

		to balance the annual budget can indicate that the revenues base is not strong enough

		to support current service levels.  It can also mean the government is incurring operating deficits.

		Further, it means the town has little room to maneuver if there were a downturn in revenues

		such as might occur during a regional or national recession, or because of the suddent expenditures

		occasioned by a natural disaster.  Use of one-time revenues increases the probability that the town will

		will have to make large cutbacks if such revenues cease to be available.
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One-time operating revenues as a percentage of net operating revenues

Fiscal year



9FREECASH

		INDICATOR 9

		Free Cash

																		Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

																				Marginal

																		x		Unfavorable

																				Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Free Cash Available for Appropriation		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997		$   1,182,077

		Free Cash Appropriated		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,800,000		$   1,900,000		$   1,180,000

		Percentage of Free Cash Appropriated		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		91.7%		93.3%		99.8%

		Description

		Source:  Revenues 95-98, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant
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8FUNDBAL

		INDICATOR 8

		Unreserved Fund Balance														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in Undesignated Fund Balance as % of expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Undesignated fund balance

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Undesignated fund balance		1,405,737		1,442,676		1,049,210		2,636,637		4,361,663		4,343,243		2,091,077		1,550,000		* est.

		Net Operating expenditures		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Undesignated Fund Balance as a % of expenditures		4.67%		4.38%		3.02%		6.97%		10.74%		9.60%		4.15%		2.63%

		Certified Free Cash available for appropriation								$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997

		Description

		Undesignated fund balances are not synonymous with available for appropriation because often they are

		reserved for some other purpose, such as for prior year's encumbrances.  Nevertheless, the size of a muncipality's

		fund balances can affect its ability to withstand financial emergencies.

		request.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much is growth requires voter approval at the ballot box.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 (572,250); FY2001 (1,740,946) and FY 2002 (1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.
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Fiscal Year



10SPENDPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 7

		Spending Per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)														X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,737,390		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,977,893		34,393,667		37,305,055		40,141,190		44,699,826		48,140,682		51,822,534

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		28,937,438		30,242,510		31,313,588		32,117,616		34,104,921		35,402,300		38,378,893		41,333,182		43,852,050

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,506		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures

		(constant dollars)		1,866		1,881		1,952		1,946		2,066		2,102		2,279		2,454		2,604

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.  Or it may indicate that the demographics of the community are changing

		requiring increased spending in related services.

		Analysis

		Expenditures per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measurered on a constant dollar basis.

		The indicator alone only points to the need for further analysis to identify more specifically the drivers of such growth

		so that steps can be taken to reduce the rate of such growth, and a better understanding of the future implications of

		current decisions.
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Per capita expenditures (constant dollars)

Fiscal Year

Per Capita Expenditures (constant dollars)



11SPENDWOLSRHS

		INDICATOR 11

		Spending Per Capita, non regional schools

																		Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																		Marginal

		(constant dollars)																		Unfavorable

																		x		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		LLSRHS & MVHS appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		8,467,889		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch. operating expenditures and transfers		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,837,166		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		21,282,074		22,325,212		23,273,051		24,070,578		26,363,432		26,753,489		29,308,324		31,270,347		33,202,105

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,532		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures, non regional schools

		(constant dollars)		1,372.2		1,388.5		1,450.8		1,456.0		1,594.7		1,588.6		1,740.3		1,856.8		1,971.5

		* Includes lease expenses

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for souces such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing personnel costs as a percentage of total non regional school spending																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

		Net operating expenditures & transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (curr $)		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Less exempt debt spending		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Less regional schools appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		9,058,676		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch operating expenditures		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,246,379		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Salaries & Wages as a percentage of

		non reg sch spending		66.69%		66.61%		62.97%		67.37%		65.25%		67.32%		65.25%		64.87%		64.50%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.
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Salaries & Wages as a percentage of   non reg sch spending

Fiscal Year

Salaries & Wages



spend data

		SECTION B				FY95								FY96								FY97								FY98								FY99								FY 00								FY 01								FY 02								FY 03		(appropriated)

		SPENDING DATA

				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		General Government		890,867		347,659		3,500		1,242,026		909,859		229,654		78,076		1,217,589		907,574		400,123		15,830		1,323,527		1,047,412		354,262		69,160		1,470,834		1,094,151		324,815		0		1,418,966		1,091,432		417,288		0		1,508,720		1,202,778		531,032		0		1,733,810		1,296,260		555,609		0		1,851,869		1,461,483		450,724		0		1,912,207

		Public Safety		3,006,495		484,042		16,198		3,506,735		3,148,169		391,622		54,885		3,594,676		3,330,902		395,091		166,556		3,892,549		3,434,653		404,607		329,763		4,169,023		3,555,181		386,208		200,670		4,142,059		3,775,568		448,611		680,021		4,904,200		3,935,901		560,577		180,972		4,677,450		4,113,310		739,764		112,288		4,965,362		4,327,179		627,103		172,000		5,126,282

		Public Works		870,653		753,717		13,617		1,637,987		1,012,832		940,502		47,344		2,000,678		959,410		736,240		48,100		1,743,750		966,394		668,179		165,679		1,800,252		1,162,373		760,971		78,596		2,001,940		1,172,324		709,442		89,250		1,971,016		1,255,512		907,203		234,654		2,397,369		1,240,188		894,565		145,096		2,279,848		1,390,381		982,013		122,430		2,494,824

		Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487		0		12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300		0		14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176		0		20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252		0		22,118,366

		L/SRHS & MVHS		0		7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889		0		8,467,889		0		8,617,300		0		8,617,300		0		9,058,676		0		9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525		0		10,592,603		0		10,592,603		0		11,720,166		0		11,720,166		0		12,585,663		0		12,585,663

		Human Services		190,172		12,892		82,724		285,788		200,765		112,065		0		312,830		209,882		129,037		0		338,919		218,682		135,805		0		354,487		237,517		136,622		0		374,139		278,284		177,036		20,696		476,016		292,952		182,045		0		474,997		342,055		158,131		7,500		507,686		354,025		152,530		0		506,555

		Cultural & Recreation Services		498,048		135,019		0		633,067		513,588		151,729		0		665,317		530,002		146,647		0		676,649		532,507		151,033		0		683,540		420,437		154,286		0		574,723		466,876		232,387		0		699,263		489,408		269,821		372		759,601		520,359		288,743		0		809,103		569,921		281,156		16,060		867,137

		Debt & Interest		0		1,152,169		0		1,152,169		0		1,795,869		0		1,795,869		0		1,724,550		0		1,724,550		0		3,450,970		0		3,450,970		0		3,296,540		0		3,296,540		0		5,124,295		0		5,124,295		0		5,709,262		0		5,709,262		0		10,687,287		0		10,687,287		0		9,834,201		0		9,834,201

		Personnel Benefits		0		2,790,350		0		2,790,350		0		3,110,279		0		3,110,279		0		3,062,210		0		3,062,210		0		2,937,448		0		2,937,448		0		3,289,447		0		3,289,447		0		3,374,866		0		3,374,866		0		4,167,796		0		4,167,796		0		4,786,013		0		4,786,013		0		5,819,220		0		5,819,220

		Transfers		0		5,706		0		5,706		0		116,779		0		116,779		0		324,000		0		324,000		747		0		0		747		0		247,438		0		247,438		0		0		0		0		0		588,649		0		588,649		0		149,937		0		149,937		0		0		0		0

		Unclassified		0		66,080		0		66,080		0		163,031		0		163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877		0		78,949		0		78,949		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		161,697		0		161,697		0		360,007		0		360,007		0		392,280		0		392,280

		Unappropriated																																		0		500		0		500		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0

		Total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,619,109		550,487		40,601,595		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		27,746,727		415,998		50,437,216		23,625,687		34,937,398		264,883		58,827,968		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

		Auditors								31,090,925																34,979,816

																										(277,373)

																				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		Selectmen		199,215		28,388				227,603		203,986		27,210				231,196		221,404		42,726				264,130		165,815		31,978				197,793		172,861		24,022				196,883		140,417		46,319				186,736		188,417		82,526				270,943		205,415		75,777				281,192		231,110		33,632				264,742

		Town Meeting		1,954		12,866				14,820				28,030				28,030				36,047				36,047				19,278				19,278		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		15,562				15,562		- 0		- 0				0								0

		FinCom		8,080		279				8,359		8,651				274		8,925		9,260		284				9,544		91,959		2,189				94,148		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0						0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Information Systems																																		60,384		58,493				118,877		67,216		88,876				156,092		95,440		81,752				177,192		104,786		145,146				249,932		113,028		143,445				256,473

		Accounting		118,231		31,488				149,719		134,996				48,151		183,147		89,455		89,088				178,543		108,155		50,155				158,310		115,082		37,861				152,943		123,672		35,807				159,479		132,003		47,533				179,536		169,391		48,359				217,749		184,431		47,470				231,901

		Assessors		126,969		35,330		0		162,299		130,597				29,651		160,248		134,533		39,426		15,830		189,789		151,211		23,584				174,795		148,387		14,452				162,839		160,442		26,933				187,375		157,033		44,574				201,607		154,118		16,875				170,993		191,402		27,500				218,902

		Treasurers		149,596		51,931		3,500		205,027		153,022		65,163				218,185		153,601		61,857				215,458		161,855		65,695				227,550		158,762		48,112				206,874		170,923		51,208				222,131		173,749		90,967				264,716		202,229		83,437				285,666		217,846		65,400				283,246

		Law Dept		56,880		92,287				149,167		59,774		68,209				127,983		56,208		84,582				140,790		58,804		84,756				143,560		62,610		96,923				159,533		62,256		118,325				180,581		57,336		110,697				168,033		63,694		136,662				200,356		70,392		78,955				149,347

		Personnel		4,543		611				5,154		4,867		559				5,426		5,209		280				5,489		54,811		24,650		69,160		148,621		101,400		2,550		- 0		103,950		83,710		2,658		- 0		86,368		95,691		14,005		- 0		109,696		102,941		3,183		- 0		106,124		117,493		5,100				122,593

		PBC		0		48,008				48,008								0		0		0				0				852				852		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0				- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0

		Doc. Preservation																																				373				373		- 0		972				972		- 0		1,550				1,550				2,240				2,240		- 0		1,000				1,000

		Clerk		124,210		36,712				160,922		103,638		27,096				130,734		125,898		33,733				159,631		131,316		31,259				162,575		133,322		28,667				161,989		138,556		28,144				166,700		150,173		30,121				180,294		123,299		32,370				155,669		157,913		38,654				196,567

		Conservation		38,327		7,364				45,691		41,249		8,390				49,639		38,144		8,440				46,584		43,078		14,666				57,744		46,279		10,190				56,469		46,279		10,190				56,469		50,870		5,553				56,423		61,620		5,359				66,979		61,547		5,218				66,765

		Planning		52,212		1,930				54,142		60,033		4,504				64,537		62,875		2,655				65,530		67,957		4,175				72,132		79,979		2,063				82,042		83,022		3,795				86,817		85,723		5,027				90,750		88,258		4,860				93,117		93,838		2,500				96,338

		ZBA		9,595		387				9,982		9,046		493				9,539		10,987		1,005				11,992		12,451		1,025				13,476		15,085		1,109				16,194		14,939		4,061				19,000		16,343		1,165				17,508		20,510		1,341				21,851		22,483		1,850				24,333

		Design Review Bd		1,055		78				1,133		0						0								0								0								0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Other																																																								0

		Police		1,313,457		152,664				1,466,121		1,398,266		115,521		54,885		1,568,672		1,469,459		101,602		76,972		1,648,033		1,506,785		120,208		61,500		1,688,493		1,564,665		112,240		72,003		1,748,908		1,646,819		142,825		112,000		1,901,644		1,728,577		143,235		120,000		1,991,812		1,816,444		158,083		99,924		2,074,451		1,919,206		126,023		122,500		2,167,729

		Fire		1,429,088		110,381		16,198		1,555,667		1,479,825		131,143				1,610,968		1,584,772		132,711				1,717,483		1,631,252		138,892		263,263		2,033,407		1,702,578		145,143		128,667		1,976,388		1,801,798		168,615		548,521		2,518,934		1,884,260		163,943		26,058		2,074,261		1,991,301		268,382		4,914		2,264,597		2,069,564		193,220		40,000		2,302,784

		Building Insp		242,433		220,026				462,459		247,888		143,200				391,088		253,817		159,134		89,584		502,535		272,791		144,384		5,000		422,175		280,280		127,523		- 0		407,803		318,569		136,000		19,500		474,069		314,409		252,018		34,914		601,341		296,571		311,991		7,450		616,012		329,415		306,300		9,500		645,215

		Dog Officer		21,517		971				22,488		22,190		1,758				23,948		22,854		1,644				24,498		23,825		1,123				24,948		7,658		1,302		- 0		8,960		8,382		1,171				9,553		8,655		1,381				10,036		8,994		1,307				10,301		8,994		1,560				10,554

		Engineer		220,264		10,936		13,617		244,817		229,137		33,412				262,549		239,648		13,232		13,100		265,980		247,094		12,242		12,332		271,668		258,992		11,656		6,407		277,055		269,562		12,594		6,479		288,635		257,309		18,690		4,186		280,184		252,860		17,898		5,496		276,254		287,804		19,512				307,316

		Highway		153,590						153,590		157,082		20,536		47,344		224,962		176,867		1,191		35,000		213,058		93,057				153,347		246,404		592,923		540,389		63,889		1,197,201		571,500		509,947		81,246		1,162,693		581,719		575,065		222,790		1,379,574		602,875		652,151		132,332		1,387,358		661,624		702,095		115,162		1,478,881

		Highway contr		454,186						454,186		454,039		0				454,039		469,646						469,646		462,523						462,523		- 0		- 0		- 0		0						- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Snow ice		42,613		93,028				135,641		172,574		341,173				513,747		73,249		166,392				239,641		63,114		145,100				208,214		79,675		157,761		- 0		237,436		57,270		138,850		- 0		196,120		123,204		239,416		- 0		362,620		63,283		128,939		- 0		192,222		89,225		182,535				271,760

		Street lighting				74,144				74,144				75,050				75,050				78,123				78,123				74,719				74,719		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Oth highway				575,609				575,609				470,331				470,331				477,302				477,302				407,708				407,708		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Parks & Grounds																																		131,349		12,582		8,300		152,231		109,773		19,038		1,525		130,336		129,856		17,127		7,678		154,661		136,573		29,559		7,268		173,399		147,382		20,350		7,268		175,000

		Cemetery																										100,606		28,410				129,016		99,434		38,583		- 0		138,017		164,219		29,013		- 0		193,232		163,424		56,905		- 0		220,329		184,596		66,018		- 0		250,615		204,346		57,521				261,867

		Health insp		124,452				82,724		207,176		129,568		93,680				223,248		135,149		109,216				244,365		139,116		101,303				240,419		143,739		112,162				255,901		148,251		143,633		20,696		312,580		157,421		141,999				299,420		164,500		137,067				301,567		162,067		135,095				297,162

		Council Aging		61,697		8,485				70,182		64,997		12,681				77,678		68,347		16,861				85,208		71,666		28,286				99,952		85,030		21,297				106,327		105,471		28,988		- 0		134,459		102,792		30,514				133,306		100,663		6,427		7,500		114,590		107,568		9,910				117,478

		Youth				1,357				1,357								0				1,600				1,600				3,138				3,138		419		1,912				2,331		15,989		1,663		- 0		17,652		23,915		4,703				28,618		31,732		3,750				35,482		34,264		4,550				38,814

		Family Services																																																		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		35,848		2,575				38,423		40,257		725				40,982

		Veterans		4,023		3,050				7,073		6,200		5,704				11,904		6,386		1,360				7,746		7,900		3,078				10,978		8,329		1,251				9,580		8,573		2,752		- 0		11,325		8,824		4,829				13,653		9,312		8,312				17,624		9,869		2,250				12,119

		Library		338,895		103,452				442,347		350,267		118,914				469,181		359,345		130,526				489,871		355,446		135,471				490,917		361,152		150,024				511,176		400,250		220,947		- 0		621,197		423,665		246,100				669,765		449,181		259,990				709,171		487,619		273,681		12,100		773,400

		Recreation		159,086		29,782				188,868		163,321		29,764				193,085		170,657		14,624				185,281		177,061		14,068				191,129		58,534		2,667				61,201		61,739		9,886		- 0		71,625		65,070		2,998		372		68,440		70,296		23,483		- 0		93,779		81,081		1,250		3,960		86,291

		Historical Comm		67		1,785				1,852		0		3,051				3,051				1,497				1,497				1,494				1,494		- 0		1,498				1,498		- 0		1,496		- 0		1,496				9,153				9,153				3,841				3,841		- 0		5,950				5,950

		Historic Dist. Comm																																		751		97				848		489		58		- 0		547		673		11,570				12,243		882		113				995		1,221		275				1,496

		CATV Committee																																		- 0		- 0				0		4,398		- 0		- 0		4,398		- 0		- 0				0				1,317				1,317		- 0		- 0				0

		Debt service princi				790,000				790,000				1,265,000				1,265,000				1,215,000				1,215,000				2,590,000				2,590,000		- 0		2,473,500				2,473,500		- 0		2,020,000		- 0		2,020,000				1,935,000				1,935,000				7,637,750				7,637,750				7,106,662				7,106,662

		Int lg term				338,603				338,603				511,685				511,685				406,426				406,426				790,048				790,048				585,325				585,325		- 0		756,772		- 0		756,772				1,583,991				1,583,991				2,621,044				2,621,044				2,530,339				2,530,339

		Int st term				21,004				21,004				19,184				19,184				103,124				103,124				63,524				63,524				237,715				237,715		- 0		2,347,523		- 0		2,347,523				2,190,271				2,190,271				421,918				421,918				187,200				187,200

		Other int				2,562				2,562								0								0				7,398				7,398				- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0				- 0				0				6,575				6,575				10,000				10,000

		Retirem				797,863				797,863				843,493				843,493				883,925				883,925				912,455				912,455				965,028				965,028		- 0		1,050,447				1,050,447				1,073,879				1,073,879				1,067,717				1,067,717				1,316,785				1,316,785

		Workers comp				33,480				33,480				208,477				208,477				29,335				29,335				106,000				106,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				22,151				22,151				22,626				22,626				52,100				52,100

		Unemployment		0		0		0		0				17,000				17,000				15,000				15,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				15,967				15,967				31,650				31,650

		Health ins				1,785,705				1,785,705				1,857,629				1,857,629				1,931,075				1,931,075				1,679,705				1,679,705				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,828,062				2,828,062				3,423,536				3,423,536				4,137,000				4,137,000

		Life in				4,613				4,613				4,822				4,822				4,931				4,931				4,200				4,200				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,825				4,825				4,487				4,487				5,600				5,600

		Medicare				88,280				88,280				101,654				101,654				118,340				118,340				136,500				136,500				153,084				153,084				153,084				153,084				218,879				218,879				251,680				251,680				276,085				276,085

		Liability ins				80,409				80,409				77,204				77,204				79,604				79,604				78,588				78,588				81,884				81,884				81,884				81,884				82,410				82,410				88,021				88,021				104,000				104,000

		Unclassified				66,080				66,080				163,031				163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877				78,949				78,949				77,744				77,744				77,744				77,744				79,287				79,287				271,986				271,986		- 0		288,280				288,280

		State Charges																																																				379,184				379,184				325,233				325,233

		Other uses/trans				5,706				5,706				116,779				116,779				324,000				324,000		747						747		- 0		247,438				247,438		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		588,649				588,649		- 0		149,937				149,937								0

		Total, non school		5,456,235		5,747,634		116,039		11,319,908		5,785,213		7,011,530		180,305		12,977,048		5,938,201		7,083,099		257,731		13,279,031		6,200,395		8,181,253		564,602		14,946,250		6,469,659		8,755,955		279,266		15,504,880		6,784,484		10,643,553		789,967		18,218,004		7,176,552		13,457,266		415,998		21,049,816		7,512,172		18,945,288		264,883		26,722,343		8,102,989		18,539,227		310,490		26,952,706

																										12,954,858

		K-8 Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487				12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300				14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176				20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252				22,118,366

		Regional schools				7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889				8,467,889		- 0		8,617,300				8,617,300				9,058,676				9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525				10,592,603				10,592,603				11,720,166				11,720,166				12,585,663				12,585,663

		Total schools		8,737,474		10,032,225		0		18,769,699		9,525,293		10,429,026		0		19,954,319		9,495,036		11,928,376		0		21,423,412		11,165,787		11,732,600		0		22,898,387		11,962,340		12,862,654		271,221		25,096,215		13,635,557		13,411,924		0		27,047,481		15,097,940		14,668,644		0		29,766,584		16,113,515		16,317,342		0		32,430,858		17,204,114		17,499,915		0		34,704,029

		total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,618,609		550,487		40,601,095		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		28,125,911		415,998		50,816,400		23,625,687		35,262,631		264,883		59,153,201		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

																				15,433,237								17,366,182
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12WAGES (2)

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Rapidly increasing spending for salaries & wages																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

																				appropriated

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Town employees		5,456,235		5,785,213		5,938,201		6,200,395		6,469,659		6,784,484		7,176,552		7,512,172		8,102,989

						6.03%		2.64%		4.42%		4.34%		4.87%		5.78%		4.68%		7.86%

		Sudbury Public Schools employees		8,737,474		9,525,293		9,495,036		11,165,787		11,962,340		13,635,557		15,097,940		16,113,515		17,204,114

						9.02%		-0.32%		17.60%		7.13%		13.99%		10.72%		6.73%		6.77%

		Total non regional school wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Percent increase in spending for salaries &

		wages, non regional schools				7.87%		0.80%		12.52%		6.14%		10.79%		9.08%		6.07%		7.12%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.

		However, the FY02 numbers show a reduced rate of increase, and appropriations for FY03 continue this

		trend of a slower rate of increase in spending for salaries & wages.
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Town employees

Sudbury Public Schools employees

Fiscal Year

Salaries & wages
 as a percent of spending



12EMPPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 9

		Employees Per 1000 Population		Not finished												Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing number of municipal employees per 1000 population																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Number of municipal employees

		Population in thousands

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Number of FTE Town employees		165.5		168.43		171.87		164.81		169.61		177.07		179.00		181.00		181.00

		Number SPS FTE employees		222.13		251.47		266.34		302.93		318.93		345.99		393.46		410.74		385.74

		Total number of employees		387.63		419.9		438.21		467.74		488.54		523.06		572.46		591.74		566.74

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population								9.98		10.26		10.51		10.63		10.75

		Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population								18.35		19.29		20.54		23.36		24.39

		Total municipal employees/1000 population (non-regional)								28.34		29.55		31.06		33.99		35.14

		% incr. in number of municipal employees per 1000		2.50%		2.61%		2.73%		6.74%		4.45%		7.07%		9.44%		3.37%		3.37%

		Description

		Because personnel costs are a major portion of  the town's operating budget, monitoring changes in the number of employees

		per thousand residents is a good way to further explore and understand changes in overall expenditure growth.  An increase

		in employees per thousand that is linked to an overall growth in spending is an important indicator to monitor.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that the Town employment has remained fairly constant, keeping pace with modest increases in the

		Town's population.  For the Sudbury Public Schools, the indicator shows that the number of employees has been increasing

		steadily.  However, a better measure of  linking employment to service needs for education might be a separate chart that

		shows employment per thousand of students rather than overall population.
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Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population

Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population

Fiscal Year

Municipal Employees



Sheet1

		

				FY 2000

				Rev Per Capita

		Winchester		2,500.00

		Wellesley		2,517.38

		Belmont		2,583.38

		Concord		2,708.61

		Sudbury		2,859.33

		Wayland		3,057.33

		Weston		3,740.05

				FY2002

				State Aid per capita

		Concord		252.05

		Wellesley		286.25

		Weston		336.99

		Belmont		344.97

		Wayland		387.09

		Sudbury		500.76

				FY2002

				Tax Levy Per Capita

		Belmont		1,774.39

		Wellesley		2,029.75

		Concord		2,299.10

		Wayland		2,466.17

		Sudbury		2,661.56

		Weston		3,156.80





13BENEFITS

		INDICATOR 10

		Pensions & Insurance														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing pension & insurance costs as a percentage of non-regional wages & salaries														X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension & insurance costs

		Non-regional schools wages & salaries

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Pension & insurance costs		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		3,450,970		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Pension & insurance spending as a percent of

		non regional wages and salaries		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		19.87%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		Pensions & Insurance represent a significant share of operating costs, and especially in the area of health insurance, can

		consume a significant portion of the budget.  It is important to monitor this indicator carefully to note such cost increases.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that while the Town was successful in keeping increases in pension & insurance costs down in the years

		FY98-2000, costs of benefits began to spike in FY01 and continued in FY02.  The budgetary allocation for FY03 shows no relief

		from this trend, as the amount approrpriated for FY03 is $5,819,220.
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Pension & insurance spending as a percent of  non regional wages and salaries

Fiscal Year

Pension & Insurance Spending



15FIXEDCOSTS

		INDICATOR 15

		Fixed Costs														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fixed costs

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Fixed costs		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Net operating expenditures		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		2,937,448		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating

		expenditures		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		16.91%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		The operating expenditures of the town are composed in part of mandatory and fixed expenditures

		over which officials have little short-run control.  These include expenditures to which the town is legally

		committed (such as debt service and pension benefits) as well as expenditures mandated by the

		state and federal government.  The higher the level of fixed expenditures, the less freedom the town has

		to adjust spending in response to economic change.
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Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures

Fiscal Year



16REVVEXP

		INDICATOR 16

		Revenues versus Expenditures

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

																		Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		51,739,195		59,989,572		60,009,896		59,948,744		60,120,763

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		8,171,627		7,488,989		5,450,284		4,078,956

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		47,286,077		51,817,945		52,520,907		54,498,460		56,041,807

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701		37,865,360		37,835,407		40,626,066		44,519,643		45,123,596		46,822,621		48,148,595

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Revenues per capita		1,971.2		1,988.9		2,138.4		2,384.5		2,503.7		2,545.7		2,807.8		3,076.9		3,118.6		3,236.1		3,327.7

		Spending per capita		1,868.3		1,935.0		2,055.9		2,088.4		2,298.2		2,428.4		2,753.0		3,027.2		3,216.4

		Description

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701

		rev per capital		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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Revenues per capita

Spending per capita

Revenues v Spending



17SURPLUS

		INDICATOR 17

		General Fund Operating Surplus/Deficit														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:  Deficits on an Operating Basis																Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

		Formula:																Uncertain

		Net non-exempt debt operating revenues

		Net non-exempt debt operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,562,163		33,409,862		35,032,929		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,980,764		34,471,152		37,995,044		40,896,261		45,984,098		51,002,516

		Operating Deficit/Surplus		1,513,207		455,655		330,486		3,918,883		3,396,140		1,975,597		473,655		1,664,243

		Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues		4.97%		1.44%		0.99%		10.21%		8.20%		4.61%		1.02%		3.16%

		Description

		Analysis

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637

		rev per capital		26.43		17.59		19.35		11.38

		constant $ rev per capita

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues

Fiscal Year



18 CURR LIAB

		INDICATOR 18

		Current Liabilities														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing current liabilities at the end of the year as a																Unfavorable

		percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Current liabilities

		Net operating revenues and transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Current liabilities		1,137,893		1,044,559		1,129,395		2,653,689		3,176,151		2,679,548		2,869,876		2,500,000		* est.

		Operating revenues and transfers		23,227,293		25,837,094		26,632,078		39,159,017		40,603,055		42,083,729		45,669,624		49,445,192

		Current liabilities as a percentage of

		operating revenues and transfers		4.90%		4.04%		4.24%		6.78%		7.82%		6.37%		6.28%		5.06%

		Description

		Current liabilities are defined as the sum of all liabilities due at the end of the fiscal year, including short-term debt,

		all accounts payable, accrued liabilities and other current liabilities.

		A major component of current liabilities may be short-term debt in the form of tax or bond anticipation notes.

		Although short-term borrowing is an accepted way to deal with uneven cash flows, an increasing amount of short-

		term debt outstanding at the end of successive years can indicate liquidity problems, deficit spending, or both.

		Analysis
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Current liabilities as a percentage of operating revenues and transfers

Fiscal year



19 Pension

		INDICATOR 19		Unfinished

		Pension liability														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Unfunded pension plan liability as a percentage of														x		Unfavorable

		operating expenditures																Uncertain

		Formula

		Unfunded pension liability

		Total operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Unfunded pension liability		30,089,607		33,349,982		34,702,443				0		31,956,967		0		0

		Total operating expenditures		1,152,169		1,795,869		3,062,210		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Unfunded pension liability as a percentage

		of operating exprenditures		2611.56%		1857.04%		1133.25%		0.00%		0.00%		70.60%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		The town is a member of the Middlesex County Retirement System, which has chosen to amortize its unfunded

		pension liability over the maximum amount of time allowed by state law.  This is a significant obligation of the

		town that will continue to

		Analysis
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Unfunded pension liability as a percentage      of operating exprenditures

Fiscal year

Unfunded pension liability as a percentage of operating expenditures



20PENSION

		INDICATOR 20				not finished

		Pension Assets						Sudbury Trend

										Favorable

		Warning Trend								Marginal

		Decreasing value of pension plan assets								Unfavorable

		as a percentage of benefits paid								Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension plan assets

		Annual pension benefits paid

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998

		Pension plan assets		34,916,147		36,503,419		37,187,753		40,642,016

		Benefits paid		1,150,264		1,227,220		1,322,825		1,595,936

		Ratio of assets to benefits paid		30.4		29.7		28.1		25.5

		Sources:    Revenues 95-97, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant

		Description

		A pension plan's assets are held primarily as cash or investments.  A decline in the ratio of plan assets to benefits

		due can indicate serious problems in the management of the pension plan.  An additional ratio to consider is the

		annual amount of pension receipts as a percentage of annual benefits paid, which focuses more specifically on

		a pension plan's ability to meet its current cash requirements.
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Ratio of assets to benefits paid

Fiscal Year



21PROPVALUE

		INDICATOR 21

		Property Value														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Declining growth or drop in the market																Unfavorable

		value of residential, commercial, or																Uncertain

		industrial property (constant dollars)

		Formula

		Change in property value (constant dollars)

		Prior year property value (constant dollars)

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Market value of property		1,552,504,196		1,691,223,217		1,741,962,896		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600

		Consumer price index		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		411.1		411.1

		Property value

		(constant dollars)		0		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504		560,230,504

		Property value in prior

		year (constant dollars)		0		1,018,035,538		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504

		Percent  change in

		property value

		(constant dollars)		0.00%		5.81%		0.75%		4.57%		-2.10%		-3.53%		21.05%		-1.44%		0.00%		-56.19%		0.00%

		Description

		Changes in property value are important because most local governments depend on the property tax for a

		substantial portion of their revenues.  Especially in a community with a stable or fixed tax rate, the higher the

		aggregate property value, the higher the revenues.  Communities experiencing population and economic growth

		are likely to experience short-run, per unit increases in property value.  This is because in the short run, the

		housing supply is fixed and the increase in demand created by growth will force prices up.  Declining areas are

		more likely to see a decrease in the market value of properties.

		The effect of declining property value on governmental revenues depends on the government's reliance on

		property taxes.  The extent to which the decline will ripple through the community's economy, affecting other

		revenues such as those from sales tax, is more difficult to determine.  All of the economic and demographic

		factors are closely related.  A decline in property value will most probably not be a cause but a symptom of

		other, underlying problems.
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Percent  change in property value (constant dollars)

Fiscal year





Indicator 2:  Uncertain 

Intergovermental Revenues  
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override history

		

				op

		1997

		1998

		1999		$   592,250

		2000

		2001		$   1,740,946

		2002		$   1,018,820

		2003		$   2,999,995

		2004

		2005





ch sheet history

		

		06		05		04		03		02		01		00		99		98		97		96		95		94		93		92		91		90		89		88

		8,004,911		$8,001,904		$8,260,514		$8,257,356		$8,138,390		$5,775,652		$5,168,791		$4,420,413		$3,518,671		$3,218,846		$3,014,171		$2,789,584		$2,461,908		$2,289,902		$2,370,453		$2,563,676		$3,467,838		$3,179,000

														$321,325

														$5,172,902





03 actual

		

		FY		Chapter 70, Governor				School Trans Programs		School Construction		Tuition of State Wards		Per Pupil Aid		Racial Imbalance		Racial Imbal. Inc. per year		School Lunch		Remediation Asst.		Lottery, Beano & Charity Games				Lottery inc. per year		Additional Assistance		Highway Fund		Police Career Incentive		Vets' Benefits		Exempt: Vets, Blind and Surviving Spouses		Exempt: Elderly		State Owned Land		Muni. Stabilization		Public Libraries		Total		Less SBA						Assessments		Net C.S.

		05		3,164,092				158,413		2,878,748		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		102,915				7,500		6,500		31,462				19,200		8,388,497

		04		3,083,242				158,413		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.03		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		99,917				7,500		6,500		31,462				18,823		8,647,092

		03		3,005,942		5.95%		158,413		3,221,567		0				296,820		0.03		10,704				915,572				0.00		754,778		0		97,007		2,271		9,013		6,510		31,462				18,545		8,528,604		5,307,037		1.88%				262,541		8,266,063

		02		2,837,016		11.45%		150,033		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.05		9,521		0		915,572				0.06		807,321		27,744		91,745		0		7,775		5,854		47,356				21,280		8,430,559		5,208,992		4.44%				308,631		8,121,928

		01		2,545,546		22.01%		202,785		788,129		0				301,988		0.32		8,937				867,066		7.92%		0.08		807,321		110,976		88,676				8,100		7,028		20,110				18,990		5,775,652		4,987,523		13.85%		662,897		352,123		5,423,529

		00		2,086,346		44.42%		195,236		788,129		0				228,850		0.10		9,462				803,448		10.12%		0.10		807,321		110,976		82,086		0		10,709		11,044		16,673				18,510		5,168,791		4,380,662		20.60%		745,622		408,158		4,760,633

		99		1,444,646		20.76%		190,022		788,129		4,517				208,938		-0.10		7,955				729,602		8.74%		0.09		807,321		110,976		78,403				10,813		10,542		13,422				15,127		4,420,413		3,632,284		9.46%		885,937		405,403		4,015,010

		98		1,196,330		17.42%		173,351		200,222		0				233,350		-0.00		7,206				670,965		9.65%		0.10		807,321		110,976		71,521				10,780		10,026		11,267				15,356		3,518,671		3,318,449		9.93%		309,165		389,598		3,129,073

		97		1,018,880		19.05%		136,519		200,222		0				233,764		0.00		6,354				611,899		9.15%		0.09		807,321		110,976		49,708		2,814		10,399		5,139		8,930				15,921		3,218,846		3,018,624		7.27%		198,239		398,938		2,819,908

		96		855,830		22.33%		156,710		200,222		0				233,437		-0.06		5,702				560,595		12.07%		0.12		807,321		110,976		43,743				11,546		5,019		8,062				15,008		3,014,171		2,813,949		8.67%		213,591		392,502		2,621,669

		95		699,605				123,188		200,222		0				248,763		0.00		6,877				500,235				0.20		807,321		110,976		48,947		4,982		13,052		5,220		5,053				15,143		2,789,584		2,589,362						381,506		2,408,078

		94		652,000				104,213		0		0				248,763		0.23		5,483		0		418,367				0.00		807,321		110,976		55,860		0		4,891		13,000		5,089		25,447		10,498		2,461,908

		93		369,870				118,270		0		0		189,700		201,678				5,416		0		418,367						807,321		110,964		33,259		0		4,797		14,840		4,927				10,493		2,289,902

						included in Senate version for 01

		The 01 estimate was updated to show final cherry sheet 8/4/00

		The 01 estimate was updated to show preliminary cherry sheet dated 3/28/00																																														8257356

																																																271,248

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		5.71%		124,565		3.12%						1,701,812				-3.87%				262,541						-14.93%		5,298,256		122,862				2.37%

		02		3,284,345		7.36%		120,800		4.35%						1,770,249				4.47%				308,631						-12.35%		5,175,394		305,875				6.28%

		01		3,059,256		21.40%		115,766		4.01%						1,694,497				4.12%				352,123						-13.73%		4,869,519		610,878				14.34%

		00		2,519,894		36.10%		111,305		6.67%						1,627,442				4.97%				408,158						0.68%		4,258,641		752,392				21.46%

		99		1,851,561		14.99%		104,343		6.85%						1,550,345				4.08%				405,403						4.06%		3,506,249		308,802				9.66%

		98		1,610,237		15.39%		97,657		28.45%						1,489,553				4.30%				389,598						-2.34%		3,197,447		297,752				10.27%

		97		1,395,517		11.49%		76,028		8.15%						1,428,150				3.79%				398,938						1.64%		2,899,695		201,741				7.48%

		96		1,251,679		16.06%		70,297		-8.87%						1,375,978				4.83%				392,502						2.88%		2,697,954		229,770				9.31%

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		187,534		124,565		3,765						1,701,812				(68,437)				262,541						-46,090		5,298,256		122,862				0.0237396419

		02		3,284,345		225,089		120,800		5,034						1,770,249				75,752				308,631						-43,492		5,175,394		305,875				0.0628142122

		01		3,059,256		539,362		115,766		4,461						1,694,497				67,055				352,123						-56,035		4,869,519		610,878				0.1434443523

		00		2,519,894		668,333		111,305		6,962						1,627,442				77,097				408,158						2,755		4,258,641		752,392				0.2145860149

		99		1,851,561		241,324		104,343		6,686						1,550,345				60,792				405,403						15,805		3,506,249		308,802				0.0965776759

		98		1,610,237		214,720		97,657		21,629						1,489,553				61,403				389,598						-9,340		3,197,447		297,752				0.102683903

		97		1,395,517		143,838		76,028		5,731						1,428,150				52,172				398,938						6,436		2,899,695		201,741				0.0747755521

		96		1,251,679		173,246		70,297		(6,845)						1,375,978				63,369				392,502						10,996		2,697,954		229,770				0.0930927354

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184
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REV DATA

		SECTION A:  REVENUES

				FY95				FY96				FY97				FY98				FY99				FY00				FY01				FY02				FY 03				FY 04				FY 05				FY 06

				Actual				Actual				Actual @		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Unaudited		% of		Actual		% of		Projected		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of

				12 months*		% of total		12 months*		% of total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		Actual		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total

		Personal Property		540,990		1.71%		518,142		1.53%		530,289		1.47%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Real Estate		24,567,041		77.53%		26,475,863		78.34%		27,851,077		77.31%		31,093,583		72.76%		32,333,356		73.49%		35,523,166		75.20%		38,801,854		76.22%		44,320,566		73.27%		48,840,640		77.70%		49,250,251		78.86%		49,876,735		79.33%		51,213,805		79.71%

		Tax Liens redeemed		515,932		1.63%		601,986		1.78%		412,242		1.14%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Intergovernmental (state aid)		2,407,699		7.60%		2,608,740		7.72%		2,852,363		7.92%		3,954,089		9.25%		5,342,468		12.14%		4,938,368		10.45%		5,522,707		10.85%		8,138,390		13.45%		8,257,356		13.14%		8,260,514		13.23%		8,001,904		12.73%		8,004,911		12.46%

		Motor Vehicle Excise		1,695,049		5.35%		1,632,879		4.83%		1,758,786		4.88%		2,005,785		4.69%		2,170,950		4.93%		2,365,447		5.01%		2,558,043		5.02%		2,550,667		4.22%		2,658,734		4.23%		2,685,321		4.30%		2,712,175		4.31%		2,739,296		4.26%

		Other excise		1,474		0.00%		2,784		0.01%		1,551		0.00%		1,867		0.00%		2,441		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		60		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%

		Hotel/Motel excise (non cherry sheet revenue)		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		62,359		0.15%		46,810		0.11%		57,492		0.12%		64,630		0.13%		66,035		0.11%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.07%

		Penalties and Interest		260,339		0.82%		279,823		0.83%		245,896		0.68%		280,471		0.66%		183,924		0.42%		278,641		0.59%		259,891		0.51%		125,506		0.21%		150,000		0.24%		100,000		0.16%		105,000		0.17%		110,250		0.17%

		PILOTS		67,328		0.21%		69,346		0.21%		113,543		0.32%		48,331		0.11%		59,092		0.13%		74,583		0.16%		84,424		0.17%		31,100		0.05%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.09%

		Fees		0		0.00%		14,556		0.04%		21,439		0.06%		186,199		0.44%		128,575		0.29%		146,048		0.31%		107,184		0.21%		99,035		0.16%		117,000		0.19%		119,925		0.19%		122,923		0.20%		125,996		0.20%

		Rentals		0		0.00%		37,806		0.11%		22,650		0.06%		50,496		0.12%		22,503		0.05%		41,831		0.09%		159,367		0.31%		159,802		0.26%		80,000		0.13%		84,000		0.13%		88,200		0.14%		84,000		0.13%

		Other Departmental Revenues		189,663		0.60%		271,933		0.80%		318,890		0.89%		80,862		0.19%		11,161		0.03%		199,930		0.42%		55,880		0.11%		69,435		0.11%		50,000		0.08%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%

		Licenses and Permits		304,518		0.96%		154,384		0.46%		156,269		0.43%		388,752		0.91%		318,288		0.72%		394,266		0.83%		369,887		0.73%		696,963		1.15%		290,000		0.46%		297,250		0.48%		304,681		0.48%		312,298		0.49%

		Fines & Forfeits		126,678		0.40%		101,200		0.30%		89,046		0.25%		121,382		0.28%		107,222		0.24%		100,478		0.21%		97,335		0.19%		96,694		0.16%		90,000		0.14%		90,000		0.14%		91,800		0.15%		91,800		0.14%

		Investment Income		279,508		0.88%		364,810		1.08%		346,679		0.96%		606,435		1.42%		1,992,369		4.53%		800,104		1.69%		511,468		1.00%		358,572		0.59%		425,000		0.68%		350,000		0.56%		357,000		0.57%		374,850		0.58%

		Reserved investment income																		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Chapter 203 Assessment														0				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		211,585		0.35%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%

		Other/One time income				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		43,745		0.09%		895,940		1.48%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%

		Subtotal, operating revenues		30,956,219				33,134,252				34,720,720				38,880,609				42,719,159				44,923,054				48,639,115				57,820,349				61,194,365				61,512,896				61,936,053				63,332,841

		Free cash/transfers		443,000		1.40%		489,000		1.45%		993,696		2.76%		1,249,723		2.92%		763,419		1.74%		1,758,117		3.72%		1,800,000		3.54%		1,900,000		3.14%		1,180,000		1.88%		750,000		1.20%		750,000		1.19%		750,000		1.17%

		Chapter 90														969,204				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Transfers other funds/ Available Funds		286,231		0.90%		174,255		0.52%		312,209		0.87%		1,633,188		3.82%		515,157		1.17%		559,911		1.19%		471,756		0.93%		771,862		1.28%		482,790		0.77%		190,000		0.30%		190,000		0.30%		165,000		0.26%

		Subtotal, revenues		31,685,450		100%		33,797,507		100%		36,026,625		100%		42,732,724		98%		43,997,735		100%		47,241,082		100%		50,910,871		100%		60,492,211		100%		62,857,155		100%		62,452,896		100%		62,876,053		100%		64,247,841		100%

		Less taxes for exempt items														3,373,485				2,606,551				4,369,224				4,453,118				7,825,452				7,231,140				6,000,513				4,945,754				4,534,549

		Less reserved investment income														0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0

		Less Cherry Sheet to pay school debt														200,222				788,129				788,129				788,129				3,221,567				3,169,449				3,169,449				2,826,630				2,826,630

		Quasi-operating revenues														39,159,017				40,603,055				42,083,729				45,669,624				49,445,192				52,456,566				53,282,934				55,103,669				56,886,662

																				1,444,038				1,480,674				3,585,895				3,775,568				3,011,374				826,368				1,820,735				1,782,993

		Auditors		31,245,276				33,145,537				34,968,153								42,258,133

		Difference		(289,057)				(11,285)				(247,433)

		non general fund

		enterprise funds														667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		septage grant loan program																		0

		transport bond																		0

		total, non general fund										0				667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		Total, all revenue														43,400,427				44,634,695				47,858,898				51,581,718				61,133,000				63,441,032				63,080,111				63,525,221				64,919,730

		Total, all expenses														40,321,441				41,327,556				46,433,886				50,346,491				60,654,382				63,384,147				65,672,165				67,617,991				71,016,512

																3,078,986				3,307,139				1,425,012				1,235,227				478,618				56,885				(2,592,054)				(4,092,770)				(6,096,782)

		Net Intergovernmental														3,753,867				4,554,339				4,150,239				4,734,578				4,916,823				5,087,907

																								11,741,140

		Gross cherry sheet																		4,420,413				34,937,994

		Less library offset																		(15,127)				46,679,134

		Less METCO offset																		(208,938)

		Less school lunch																		(7,955)

																				4,188,393				1,179,764

																								782,500

																				5,342,468				(397,264)

																				1,154,075

																				4,420,413

																				4,267,574

																				152,839



Maureen G. Valente: check cherry aid 97 v 98

Maureen G. Valente:
figure is from 99 recap
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Source of this data??

Town of Sudbury:
from warrant of 99
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1REVPERCAP

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Less:  excluded debt		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673		47,101,429		47,801,157		49,052,585

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Net operating revenues & transfers per capita

		(constant dollars)		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648		2,797		2,838		2,913

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673

		rev per capita		1,971		1,989		2,138		2,326		2,504		2,546		2,759		3,127

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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1REVPERCAP (2)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

										Net Operating

										Revenues				CPI		Per Capita		Per Capita		2003		2004		2005		Percent

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Population		1995 base year		Actual		Constant		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Change

		1995								30,573,932		15,510		100.000		1,971		1,971

		1996								31,978,798		16,079		0.97134		1,989		1,932								-2.00%

		1997								34,304,946		16,042		0.95016		2,138		2,032		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		5.18%

		1998								38,390,035		16,506		0.93444		2,326		2,173		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		6.96%

		1999								41,391,184		16,532		0.91482		2,504		2,290		180.1		180.1		180.1		5.39%

		2000								42,871,858		16,841		0.88252		2,546		2,247		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		-1.91%

		2001								46,457,753		16,841		0.85915		2,759		2,370		0		0		0		5.49%

		2002								52,666,759		16,841		0.84675		3,127		2,648		16,841		16,841		16,841		11.73%

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

		Analysis

		Revenues per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measured on a constant dollar basis.

		The revenue growth has been generated by increases in Cherry Sheet revenues from the Commonwealth to support

		educational spending, as well as property tax overrides in FY00, 01 and 02.  Additionally, elastic revenues, such as

		investment income and motor vehicle excise, showed strong growth rates over the last four years.  These

		revenues do not perform as well when the economy is not performing well.  Finally, free cash has been used as a

		revenue source.  All these observations together mean that revenue projections for the next few years should be

		cautious given that only the within levy property tax is consistently available.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		38,390,035		16,506		1		2,326		2,173

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		46,457,753		16,841		1		2,759		2,370

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										38,390,035.15

				140.3		144.5		148.2		41,391,183.89		3,001,149

				1		0.970934		0.946694		42,871,858.00		1,480,674

										47,286,077.00		4,414,219

										52,666,758.70		5,380,682
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1REVPERCAP (3)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenue Mix														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

																				2003		2004		2005

		Fiscal Year								Within Levy		Overrides		Cherry Sheet		Local Receipts		Free cash		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Total

		1997																		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		1998								27,720,098		- 0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		38,189,813

		1999								29,134,555		592,250		4,554,339		5,558,492		763,419		180.1		180.1		180.1		40,603,055

		2000								31,153,942		- 0		4,150,239		5,021,431		1,758,117		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		42,083,729

		2001								32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000		0		0		0		45,669,624

		2002								35,476,294		1,018,820		4,916,823		6,133,255		1,900,000		16,841		16,841		16,841		49,445,192

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		27,720,098		0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		0		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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2INTERGOVREV

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Intergovernmental operating revenue

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Intergovernmental operating revenue, less SBAB		2,607,921		2,408,518		2,652,141		3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		4,734,578		4,916,823		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274

		Intergovernmental operating revenues as a

		percentage of operating revenues		8.2%		7.1%		7.4%		9.8%		11.0%		9.7%		10.2%		9.3%		8.1%		8.2%		8.2%

		Description

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The primary

		concern in analyzing intergovernmental revenues is to know and monitor the town's vulnerability to reductions in such

		revenues, and to determine whether the town is controlling its use of this external revenue- or whether these revenues

		are controlling town policies.  The potential for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor

		these revenues, and to have contingency plans if the state aid were reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.
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2INTERGOVREV (2)

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend:																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																x		Uncertain

		Formula:

		Intergovernmental operating revenue																																						5,044,496

		Operating Revenues																																						4,900,361

																																								4,635,400

										Net Operating		Intergovermental		As a percent		Education		As a percent																						3,972,504

										Revenues		Revenue less		of net oper.		related		of total																						3,226,881

		Fiscal Year								(Nominal)		SBAB grants		revenue		Intergov		intergovern.																						2,928,851

		1995								31,685,450		2,607,921		8.23%																										2,619,686

		1996								33,797,507		2,408,518		7.13%																										2,421,447

		1997								36,026,625		2,652,141		7.36%																										2,207,856

		1998								42,732,724		3,753,867		8.78%		1,610,237		42.90%

		1999								43,997,735		4,554,339		10.35%		1,851,561		40.65%

		2000								47,241,082		4,150,239		8.79%		2,519,894		60.72%

		2001								51,739,195		5,562,902		10.75%		3,059,256		54.99%

		2002								60,492,211		4,916,823		8.13%		3,284,345		66.80%

		Description:

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The potential

		for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor these revenues, and to have contingency

		plans ready if the state aid were to be reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to nearly 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.

		3								3,471,879

		2								3,284,345

		1								3,059,256

		0								2,519,894

		99								1,851,561

		98								1,610,237
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3ELASTICREV

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues														x		Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		0

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		62,876,053

		Elastic operating revenues		1,974,557		1,997,689		2,105,465		2,612,220		4,163,319		3,165,551		3,069,511		2,909,239		3,083,734		3,035,321		3,069,175

		Elastic operating revenues as a percentage of

		operating revenues		6.5%		6.2%		6.1%		6.8%		10.1%		7.4%		6.6%		5.5%		5.5%		5.4%		4.9%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		As the economic base expands or inflation goes up, elastic revenues rise in roughly proportional or greater

		amounts and vice-versa.  Good examples are Motor Vehicle Excise and Investment Income as they respond to

		changes in the economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on

		total revenues.  Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximixe these revenues, while

		having a contingency plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.

		Analysis

		Elastic revenues have ranged from a  high of 10.1% in FY99 to about half that in FY2002.  FY1999 was an

		unusual year, in that a large size borrowing for school construction enabled higher than usual investment income to be

		realized. Investment income in particular has fallen off dramatically as interest rates have plunged.  As one example, the MMDT

		yield in July 2000 was over 6%;  by February of 2002 it had fallen to just under 2%, and has held steady since then.

		The overall result is that the production from these revenue sources has decreased as a percent of overall revenues.

		This leads to more reliance on the property tax to make up the difference in our revenue sources.
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3ELASTICREV (2)

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:														x		Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

										Net Operating

										Revenues		Elastic		Elastic operating revenues %

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Revenues		of operating revenues

		1995

		1996

		1997																		0		0		0

		1998								38,390,035		2,612,220		6.80%

		1999								41,391,184		4,163,319		10.06%

		2000								42,871,858		3,165,551		7.38%

		2001								47,286,077		3,069,511		6.49%

		2002								52,666,759		2,909,239		5.52%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		Motor vehicle excise and investment income are the two revenue sources that respond to changes in the

		economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on total revenues.

		Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximize these revenues, while having a contingency

		plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.
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4PROPTAXREV

		INDICATOR 4

		Property Tax Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in property tax revenues																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Property tax revenues

		constant dollars

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Property tax revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583		32,333,356		35,523,166		38,801,854		44,320,566		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Operating property tax revenues		24,512,445		25,777,282		27,071,929		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,348,736		36,495,114		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.000		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620

		Property tax revenues

		(constant dollars)		24,512,445		25,037,972		25,705,682		25,885,680		27,176,755		27,476,046		29,491,534		30,882,040		35,209,816		36,597,779		38,020,441

		Percent growth in constant dollar		0		2.14%		2.67%		0.70%		4.99%		1.10%		7.34%		4.71%

		Description

		Property tax revenues are analyzed separately because the town relies so heavily on them for both operating and capital

		spending.  A decline in growth rate in property taxes can have a number of causes.  First, it may reflect an overall decline

		in property values.  Second, it may result from unwilling default on property taxes by property owners.  Third, it may from

		poor assessment/ appraisal methods.  Finally, a decline can be cause by deliberate default by owners who realize that

		they can use the Town to finance their liabilities.  Any decrease in the net property tax revenues should be monitored

		carefully to ensure that collections are at a high level.  Also, any rapid increase due to operating overrides should be noted

		for their impact on future override requests.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much growth required voter approval.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 ($572,250); FY2001 ($1,740,946) and FY 2002 ($1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars

		rev per capital

		constant $ rev per capita		24,512,445.00		25,037,971.81		25,705,682.12		25,885,679.75

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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5UNCOLLECT

		INDICATOR 5

		Uncollected Property Taxes														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing amount of uncollected property taxes as																Unfavorable

		a percentage of net property tax levy																Uncertain

		Formula

		Uncollected property taxes @ June 30

		Net property tax levy

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Total property tax levy		25,546,414		27,071,563		28,670,586		31,096,413		32,403,999		35,783,508		40,063,013		44,823,263		0		0		0

		Overlay for abatements/exemptions		347,972		228,340		229,682		290,364		523,480		315,867		865,754		523,533		0		0		0

		Net property tax levy		25,198,442		26,843,223		28,440,904		30,806,049		31,880,519		35,467,641		39,197,259		44,299,730		0		0		0

		Uncollected taxes at June 30		903,765		561,386		314,387		337,044		23,097		364,877		431,133		502,697		0		0		0

		Uncollected property taxes as a

		percentage of net levy		3.59%		2.09%		1.11%		1.09%		0.07%		1.03%		1.10%		1.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		Every year, a percentage of property owners are unable or unwilling to pay property taxes.  If this

		percentage increases over time, it may indicate overall decline in the town's economic health.  Additionally, as

		uncollected property taxes rise, liquidity is decreased, and there is less cash on hand to pay bills or invest.

		This is an early warning indicator of concerns about the financial health of the taxpayers of the town.

		Analysis

		This is a critical indicator to monitor for many reasons.  The credit rating industry assumes that a municipality in

		good financial health will be able to collect 97 to 98% of its property taxes within the year that the taxes are due.

		If uncollected property taxes grow to more than 5 to 8 %, that is considered a negative factor.  Sudbury consistently

		collects about 99% of propety taxes due by June 30 of each fiscal year, and an even greater total amount within

		the 6 months after the end of the fiscal year.
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6REVSHORT

		INDICATOR 6

		Revenue Shortfalls														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend														x		Marginal

		Increase in revenue shortfalls as a percentage of																Unfavorable

		actual operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Revenue shortfalls/surpluses

		Operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Actual gross operating revenues		31,685,450		33,308,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Budgeted operating revenues		30,757,401		32,726,706		35,811,969		39,052,345		41,579,890		45,084,681		48,296,805		58,097,642		41,579,890		41,579,890		41,579,890

		Revenue surpluses		928,049		581,801		214,656		2,711,175		2,417,845		2,156,401		2,614,066		2,394,569		21,277,265		20,873,006		21,296,163

		Revenue surpluses as a percentage of

		of actual operating revenues		2.93%		1.75%		0.60%		6.49%		5.50%		4.56%		5.13%		3.96%		33.85%		33.42%		33.87%

		Description

		This indicator examines the differences between revenue estimates and revenues actually received

		during the fiscal year.  Major discrepancies that continue year after year can indicate a declining economy, inefficient

		collection procedures, or inaccurate estimating techniques.  Discrepancies may also indicate that high

		revenue estimates are being made to accommodate political pressures.  If revenue shortfalls are

		increasing in frequency or size, a detailed analysis of each revenue should be made to pincpoint the source.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for sources such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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Fiscal Year

Revenue Surplus/Shortfalls



7ONETIME

		INDICATOR 7

		One Time Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																x		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing use of one-time operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		One time operating revenues

		Net operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		One-time operating revenues (+FREE CASH)		1		489,000		993,696		1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,843,745		2,795,940		1,280,000		850,000		850,000

		One-time operating revenues as a

		percentage of net operating revenues		0.00%		1.53%		2.90%		3.18%		1.84%		4.10%		3.97%		5.31%		2.30%		1.51%		1.47%

		Description

		A one-time revenues is one that cannot reasonably be expected to continue, such as a single-purpose

		state grant, supplemental lottery distributions, one-times savings in health insurance accounts, sale of

		assets, investment income from bond proceeds, and free cash.  Continual use of one-time revenues

		to balance the annual budget can indicate that the revenues base is not strong enough

		to support current service levels.  It can also mean the government is incurring operating deficits.

		Further, it means the town has little room to maneuver if there were a downturn in revenues

		such as might occur during a regional or national recession, or because of the suddent expenditures

		occasioned by a natural disaster.  Use of one-time revenues increases the probability that the town will

		will have to make large cutbacks if such revenues cease to be available.
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One-time operating revenues as a percentage of net operating revenues

Fiscal year



9FREECASH

		INDICATOR 9

		Free Cash

																		Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

																				Marginal

																		x		Unfavorable

																				Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Free Cash Available for Appropriation		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997		$   1,182,077

		Free Cash Appropriated		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,800,000		$   1,900,000		$   1,180,000

		Percentage of Free Cash Appropriated		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		91.7%		93.3%		99.8%

		Description

		Source:  Revenues 95-98, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant
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Percentage of Free Cash Appropriated



8FUNDBAL

		INDICATOR 8

		Unreserved Fund Balance														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in Undesignated Fund Balance as % of expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Undesignated fund balance

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Undesignated fund balance		1,405,737		1,442,676		1,049,210		2,636,637		4,361,663		4,343,243		2,091,077		1,550,000		* est.

		Net Operating expenditures		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Undesignated Fund Balance as a % of expenditures		4.67%		4.38%		3.02%		6.97%		10.74%		9.60%		4.15%		2.63%

		Certified Free Cash available for appropriation								$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997

		Description

		Undesignated fund balances are not synonymous with available for appropriation because often they are

		reserved for some other purpose, such as for prior year's encumbrances.  Nevertheless, the size of a muncipality's

		fund balances can affect its ability to withstand financial emergencies.

		request.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much is growth requires voter approval at the ballot box.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 (572,250); FY2001 (1,740,946) and FY 2002 (1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.
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Undesignated Fund Balance as a % of expenditures

Fiscal Year



10SPENDPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 7

		Spending Per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)														X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,737,390		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,977,893		34,393,667		37,305,055		40,141,190		44,699,826		48,140,682		51,822,534

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		28,937,438		30,242,510		31,313,588		32,117,616		34,104,921		35,402,300		38,378,893		41,333,182		43,852,050

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,506		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures

		(constant dollars)		1,866		1,881		1,952		1,946		2,066		2,102		2,279		2,454		2,604

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.  Or it may indicate that the demographics of the community are changing

		requiring increased spending in related services.

		Analysis

		Expenditures per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measurered on a constant dollar basis.

		The indicator alone only points to the need for further analysis to identify more specifically the drivers of such growth

		so that steps can be taken to reduce the rate of such growth, and a better understanding of the future implications of

		current decisions.
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Per capita expenditures (constant dollars)

Fiscal Year

Per Capita Expenditures (constant dollars)



11SPENDWOLSRHS

		INDICATOR 11

		Spending Per Capita, non regional schools

																		Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																		Marginal

		(constant dollars)																		Unfavorable

																		x		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		LLSRHS & MVHS appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		8,467,889		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch. operating expenditures and transfers		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,837,166		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		21,282,074		22,325,212		23,273,051		24,070,578		26,363,432		26,753,489		29,308,324		31,270,347		33,202,105

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,532		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures, non regional schools

		(constant dollars)		1,372.2		1,388.5		1,450.8		1,456.0		1,594.7		1,588.6		1,740.3		1,856.8		1,971.5

		* Includes lease expenses

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for souces such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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11WAGES

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing personnel costs as a percentage of total non regional school spending																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

		Net operating expenditures & transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (curr $)		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Less exempt debt spending		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Less regional schools appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		9,058,676		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch operating expenditures		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,246,379		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Salaries & Wages as a percentage of

		non reg sch spending		66.69%		66.61%		62.97%		67.37%		65.25%		67.32%		65.25%		64.87%		64.50%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.
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Salaries & Wages as a percentage of   non reg sch spending

Fiscal Year

Salaries & Wages



spend data

		SECTION B				FY95								FY96								FY97								FY98								FY99								FY 00								FY 01								FY 02								FY 03		(appropriated)

		SPENDING DATA

				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		General Government		890,867		347,659		3,500		1,242,026		909,859		229,654		78,076		1,217,589		907,574		400,123		15,830		1,323,527		1,047,412		354,262		69,160		1,470,834		1,094,151		324,815		0		1,418,966		1,091,432		417,288		0		1,508,720		1,202,778		531,032		0		1,733,810		1,296,260		555,609		0		1,851,869		1,461,483		450,724		0		1,912,207

		Public Safety		3,006,495		484,042		16,198		3,506,735		3,148,169		391,622		54,885		3,594,676		3,330,902		395,091		166,556		3,892,549		3,434,653		404,607		329,763		4,169,023		3,555,181		386,208		200,670		4,142,059		3,775,568		448,611		680,021		4,904,200		3,935,901		560,577		180,972		4,677,450		4,113,310		739,764		112,288		4,965,362		4,327,179		627,103		172,000		5,126,282

		Public Works		870,653		753,717		13,617		1,637,987		1,012,832		940,502		47,344		2,000,678		959,410		736,240		48,100		1,743,750		966,394		668,179		165,679		1,800,252		1,162,373		760,971		78,596		2,001,940		1,172,324		709,442		89,250		1,971,016		1,255,512		907,203		234,654		2,397,369		1,240,188		894,565		145,096		2,279,848		1,390,381		982,013		122,430		2,494,824

		Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487		0		12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300		0		14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176		0		20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252		0		22,118,366

		L/SRHS & MVHS		0		7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889		0		8,467,889		0		8,617,300		0		8,617,300		0		9,058,676		0		9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525		0		10,592,603		0		10,592,603		0		11,720,166		0		11,720,166		0		12,585,663		0		12,585,663

		Human Services		190,172		12,892		82,724		285,788		200,765		112,065		0		312,830		209,882		129,037		0		338,919		218,682		135,805		0		354,487		237,517		136,622		0		374,139		278,284		177,036		20,696		476,016		292,952		182,045		0		474,997		342,055		158,131		7,500		507,686		354,025		152,530		0		506,555

		Cultural & Recreation Services		498,048		135,019		0		633,067		513,588		151,729		0		665,317		530,002		146,647		0		676,649		532,507		151,033		0		683,540		420,437		154,286		0		574,723		466,876		232,387		0		699,263		489,408		269,821		372		759,601		520,359		288,743		0		809,103		569,921		281,156		16,060		867,137

		Debt & Interest		0		1,152,169		0		1,152,169		0		1,795,869		0		1,795,869		0		1,724,550		0		1,724,550		0		3,450,970		0		3,450,970		0		3,296,540		0		3,296,540		0		5,124,295		0		5,124,295		0		5,709,262		0		5,709,262		0		10,687,287		0		10,687,287		0		9,834,201		0		9,834,201

		Personnel Benefits		0		2,790,350		0		2,790,350		0		3,110,279		0		3,110,279		0		3,062,210		0		3,062,210		0		2,937,448		0		2,937,448		0		3,289,447		0		3,289,447		0		3,374,866		0		3,374,866		0		4,167,796		0		4,167,796		0		4,786,013		0		4,786,013		0		5,819,220		0		5,819,220

		Transfers		0		5,706		0		5,706		0		116,779		0		116,779		0		324,000		0		324,000		747		0		0		747		0		247,438		0		247,438		0		0		0		0		0		588,649		0		588,649		0		149,937		0		149,937		0		0		0		0

		Unclassified		0		66,080		0		66,080		0		163,031		0		163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877		0		78,949		0		78,949		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		161,697		0		161,697		0		360,007		0		360,007		0		392,280		0		392,280

		Unappropriated																																		0		500		0		500		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0

		Total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,619,109		550,487		40,601,595		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		27,746,727		415,998		50,437,216		23,625,687		34,937,398		264,883		58,827,968		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

		Auditors								31,090,925																34,979,816

																										(277,373)

																				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		Selectmen		199,215		28,388				227,603		203,986		27,210				231,196		221,404		42,726				264,130		165,815		31,978				197,793		172,861		24,022				196,883		140,417		46,319				186,736		188,417		82,526				270,943		205,415		75,777				281,192		231,110		33,632				264,742

		Town Meeting		1,954		12,866				14,820				28,030				28,030				36,047				36,047				19,278				19,278		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		15,562				15,562		- 0		- 0				0								0

		FinCom		8,080		279				8,359		8,651				274		8,925		9,260		284				9,544		91,959		2,189				94,148		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0						0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Information Systems																																		60,384		58,493				118,877		67,216		88,876				156,092		95,440		81,752				177,192		104,786		145,146				249,932		113,028		143,445				256,473

		Accounting		118,231		31,488				149,719		134,996				48,151		183,147		89,455		89,088				178,543		108,155		50,155				158,310		115,082		37,861				152,943		123,672		35,807				159,479		132,003		47,533				179,536		169,391		48,359				217,749		184,431		47,470				231,901

		Assessors		126,969		35,330		0		162,299		130,597				29,651		160,248		134,533		39,426		15,830		189,789		151,211		23,584				174,795		148,387		14,452				162,839		160,442		26,933				187,375		157,033		44,574				201,607		154,118		16,875				170,993		191,402		27,500				218,902

		Treasurers		149,596		51,931		3,500		205,027		153,022		65,163				218,185		153,601		61,857				215,458		161,855		65,695				227,550		158,762		48,112				206,874		170,923		51,208				222,131		173,749		90,967				264,716		202,229		83,437				285,666		217,846		65,400				283,246

		Law Dept		56,880		92,287				149,167		59,774		68,209				127,983		56,208		84,582				140,790		58,804		84,756				143,560		62,610		96,923				159,533		62,256		118,325				180,581		57,336		110,697				168,033		63,694		136,662				200,356		70,392		78,955				149,347

		Personnel		4,543		611				5,154		4,867		559				5,426		5,209		280				5,489		54,811		24,650		69,160		148,621		101,400		2,550		- 0		103,950		83,710		2,658		- 0		86,368		95,691		14,005		- 0		109,696		102,941		3,183		- 0		106,124		117,493		5,100				122,593

		PBC		0		48,008				48,008								0		0		0				0				852				852		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0				- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0

		Doc. Preservation																																				373				373		- 0		972				972		- 0		1,550				1,550				2,240				2,240		- 0		1,000				1,000

		Clerk		124,210		36,712				160,922		103,638		27,096				130,734		125,898		33,733				159,631		131,316		31,259				162,575		133,322		28,667				161,989		138,556		28,144				166,700		150,173		30,121				180,294		123,299		32,370				155,669		157,913		38,654				196,567

		Conservation		38,327		7,364				45,691		41,249		8,390				49,639		38,144		8,440				46,584		43,078		14,666				57,744		46,279		10,190				56,469		46,279		10,190				56,469		50,870		5,553				56,423		61,620		5,359				66,979		61,547		5,218				66,765

		Planning		52,212		1,930				54,142		60,033		4,504				64,537		62,875		2,655				65,530		67,957		4,175				72,132		79,979		2,063				82,042		83,022		3,795				86,817		85,723		5,027				90,750		88,258		4,860				93,117		93,838		2,500				96,338

		ZBA		9,595		387				9,982		9,046		493				9,539		10,987		1,005				11,992		12,451		1,025				13,476		15,085		1,109				16,194		14,939		4,061				19,000		16,343		1,165				17,508		20,510		1,341				21,851		22,483		1,850				24,333

		Design Review Bd		1,055		78				1,133		0						0								0								0								0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Other																																																								0

		Police		1,313,457		152,664				1,466,121		1,398,266		115,521		54,885		1,568,672		1,469,459		101,602		76,972		1,648,033		1,506,785		120,208		61,500		1,688,493		1,564,665		112,240		72,003		1,748,908		1,646,819		142,825		112,000		1,901,644		1,728,577		143,235		120,000		1,991,812		1,816,444		158,083		99,924		2,074,451		1,919,206		126,023		122,500		2,167,729

		Fire		1,429,088		110,381		16,198		1,555,667		1,479,825		131,143				1,610,968		1,584,772		132,711				1,717,483		1,631,252		138,892		263,263		2,033,407		1,702,578		145,143		128,667		1,976,388		1,801,798		168,615		548,521		2,518,934		1,884,260		163,943		26,058		2,074,261		1,991,301		268,382		4,914		2,264,597		2,069,564		193,220		40,000		2,302,784

		Building Insp		242,433		220,026				462,459		247,888		143,200				391,088		253,817		159,134		89,584		502,535		272,791		144,384		5,000		422,175		280,280		127,523		- 0		407,803		318,569		136,000		19,500		474,069		314,409		252,018		34,914		601,341		296,571		311,991		7,450		616,012		329,415		306,300		9,500		645,215

		Dog Officer		21,517		971				22,488		22,190		1,758				23,948		22,854		1,644				24,498		23,825		1,123				24,948		7,658		1,302		- 0		8,960		8,382		1,171				9,553		8,655		1,381				10,036		8,994		1,307				10,301		8,994		1,560				10,554

		Engineer		220,264		10,936		13,617		244,817		229,137		33,412				262,549		239,648		13,232		13,100		265,980		247,094		12,242		12,332		271,668		258,992		11,656		6,407		277,055		269,562		12,594		6,479		288,635		257,309		18,690		4,186		280,184		252,860		17,898		5,496		276,254		287,804		19,512				307,316

		Highway		153,590						153,590		157,082		20,536		47,344		224,962		176,867		1,191		35,000		213,058		93,057				153,347		246,404		592,923		540,389		63,889		1,197,201		571,500		509,947		81,246		1,162,693		581,719		575,065		222,790		1,379,574		602,875		652,151		132,332		1,387,358		661,624		702,095		115,162		1,478,881

		Highway contr		454,186						454,186		454,039		0				454,039		469,646						469,646		462,523						462,523		- 0		- 0		- 0		0						- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Snow ice		42,613		93,028				135,641		172,574		341,173				513,747		73,249		166,392				239,641		63,114		145,100				208,214		79,675		157,761		- 0		237,436		57,270		138,850		- 0		196,120		123,204		239,416		- 0		362,620		63,283		128,939		- 0		192,222		89,225		182,535				271,760

		Street lighting				74,144				74,144				75,050				75,050				78,123				78,123				74,719				74,719		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Oth highway				575,609				575,609				470,331				470,331				477,302				477,302				407,708				407,708		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Parks & Grounds																																		131,349		12,582		8,300		152,231		109,773		19,038		1,525		130,336		129,856		17,127		7,678		154,661		136,573		29,559		7,268		173,399		147,382		20,350		7,268		175,000

		Cemetery																										100,606		28,410				129,016		99,434		38,583		- 0		138,017		164,219		29,013		- 0		193,232		163,424		56,905		- 0		220,329		184,596		66,018		- 0		250,615		204,346		57,521				261,867

		Health insp		124,452				82,724		207,176		129,568		93,680				223,248		135,149		109,216				244,365		139,116		101,303				240,419		143,739		112,162				255,901		148,251		143,633		20,696		312,580		157,421		141,999				299,420		164,500		137,067				301,567		162,067		135,095				297,162

		Council Aging		61,697		8,485				70,182		64,997		12,681				77,678		68,347		16,861				85,208		71,666		28,286				99,952		85,030		21,297				106,327		105,471		28,988		- 0		134,459		102,792		30,514				133,306		100,663		6,427		7,500		114,590		107,568		9,910				117,478

		Youth				1,357				1,357								0				1,600				1,600				3,138				3,138		419		1,912				2,331		15,989		1,663		- 0		17,652		23,915		4,703				28,618		31,732		3,750				35,482		34,264		4,550				38,814

		Family Services																																																		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		35,848		2,575				38,423		40,257		725				40,982

		Veterans		4,023		3,050				7,073		6,200		5,704				11,904		6,386		1,360				7,746		7,900		3,078				10,978		8,329		1,251				9,580		8,573		2,752		- 0		11,325		8,824		4,829				13,653		9,312		8,312				17,624		9,869		2,250				12,119

		Library		338,895		103,452				442,347		350,267		118,914				469,181		359,345		130,526				489,871		355,446		135,471				490,917		361,152		150,024				511,176		400,250		220,947		- 0		621,197		423,665		246,100				669,765		449,181		259,990				709,171		487,619		273,681		12,100		773,400

		Recreation		159,086		29,782				188,868		163,321		29,764				193,085		170,657		14,624				185,281		177,061		14,068				191,129		58,534		2,667				61,201		61,739		9,886		- 0		71,625		65,070		2,998		372		68,440		70,296		23,483		- 0		93,779		81,081		1,250		3,960		86,291

		Historical Comm		67		1,785				1,852		0		3,051				3,051				1,497				1,497				1,494				1,494		- 0		1,498				1,498		- 0		1,496		- 0		1,496				9,153				9,153				3,841				3,841		- 0		5,950				5,950

		Historic Dist. Comm																																		751		97				848		489		58		- 0		547		673		11,570				12,243		882		113				995		1,221		275				1,496

		CATV Committee																																		- 0		- 0				0		4,398		- 0		- 0		4,398		- 0		- 0				0				1,317				1,317		- 0		- 0				0

		Debt service princi				790,000				790,000				1,265,000				1,265,000				1,215,000				1,215,000				2,590,000				2,590,000		- 0		2,473,500				2,473,500		- 0		2,020,000		- 0		2,020,000				1,935,000				1,935,000				7,637,750				7,637,750				7,106,662				7,106,662

		Int lg term				338,603				338,603				511,685				511,685				406,426				406,426				790,048				790,048				585,325				585,325		- 0		756,772		- 0		756,772				1,583,991				1,583,991				2,621,044				2,621,044				2,530,339				2,530,339

		Int st term				21,004				21,004				19,184				19,184				103,124				103,124				63,524				63,524				237,715				237,715		- 0		2,347,523		- 0		2,347,523				2,190,271				2,190,271				421,918				421,918				187,200				187,200

		Other int				2,562				2,562								0								0				7,398				7,398				- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0				- 0				0				6,575				6,575				10,000				10,000

		Retirem				797,863				797,863				843,493				843,493				883,925				883,925				912,455				912,455				965,028				965,028		- 0		1,050,447				1,050,447				1,073,879				1,073,879				1,067,717				1,067,717				1,316,785				1,316,785

		Workers comp				33,480				33,480				208,477				208,477				29,335				29,335				106,000				106,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				22,151				22,151				22,626				22,626				52,100				52,100

		Unemployment		0		0		0		0				17,000				17,000				15,000				15,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				15,967				15,967				31,650				31,650

		Health ins				1,785,705				1,785,705				1,857,629				1,857,629				1,931,075				1,931,075				1,679,705				1,679,705				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,828,062				2,828,062				3,423,536				3,423,536				4,137,000				4,137,000

		Life in				4,613				4,613				4,822				4,822				4,931				4,931				4,200				4,200				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,825				4,825				4,487				4,487				5,600				5,600

		Medicare				88,280				88,280				101,654				101,654				118,340				118,340				136,500				136,500				153,084				153,084				153,084				153,084				218,879				218,879				251,680				251,680				276,085				276,085

		Liability ins				80,409				80,409				77,204				77,204				79,604				79,604				78,588				78,588				81,884				81,884				81,884				81,884				82,410				82,410				88,021				88,021				104,000				104,000

		Unclassified				66,080				66,080				163,031				163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877				78,949				78,949				77,744				77,744				77,744				77,744				79,287				79,287				271,986				271,986		- 0		288,280				288,280

		State Charges																																																				379,184				379,184				325,233				325,233

		Other uses/trans				5,706				5,706				116,779				116,779				324,000				324,000		747						747		- 0		247,438				247,438		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		588,649				588,649		- 0		149,937				149,937								0

		Total, non school		5,456,235		5,747,634		116,039		11,319,908		5,785,213		7,011,530		180,305		12,977,048		5,938,201		7,083,099		257,731		13,279,031		6,200,395		8,181,253		564,602		14,946,250		6,469,659		8,755,955		279,266		15,504,880		6,784,484		10,643,553		789,967		18,218,004		7,176,552		13,457,266		415,998		21,049,816		7,512,172		18,945,288		264,883		26,722,343		8,102,989		18,539,227		310,490		26,952,706

																										12,954,858

		K-8 Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487				12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300				14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176				20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252				22,118,366

		Regional schools				7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889				8,467,889		- 0		8,617,300				8,617,300				9,058,676				9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525				10,592,603				10,592,603				11,720,166				11,720,166				12,585,663				12,585,663

		Total schools		8,737,474		10,032,225		0		18,769,699		9,525,293		10,429,026		0		19,954,319		9,495,036		11,928,376		0		21,423,412		11,165,787		11,732,600		0		22,898,387		11,962,340		12,862,654		271,221		25,096,215		13,635,557		13,411,924		0		27,047,481		15,097,940		14,668,644		0		29,766,584		16,113,515		16,317,342		0		32,430,858		17,204,114		17,499,915		0		34,704,029

		total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,618,609		550,487		40,601,095		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		28,125,911		415,998		50,816,400		23,625,687		35,262,631		264,883		59,153,201		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

																				15,433,237								17,366,182



&L&9mgv&C&9F:\&F &A&R&9&D &T

Maureen G. Valente:
since data not available, used total general fund appropriation, less $100,000 as guess at reversions
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		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Rapidly increasing spending for salaries & wages																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

																				appropriated

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Town employees		5,456,235		5,785,213		5,938,201		6,200,395		6,469,659		6,784,484		7,176,552		7,512,172		8,102,989

						6.03%		2.64%		4.42%		4.34%		4.87%		5.78%		4.68%		7.86%

		Sudbury Public Schools employees		8,737,474		9,525,293		9,495,036		11,165,787		11,962,340		13,635,557		15,097,940		16,113,515		17,204,114

						9.02%		-0.32%		17.60%		7.13%		13.99%		10.72%		6.73%		6.77%

		Total non regional school wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Percent increase in spending for salaries &

		wages, non regional schools				7.87%		0.80%		12.52%		6.14%		10.79%		9.08%		6.07%		7.12%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.

		However, the FY02 numbers show a reduced rate of increase, and appropriations for FY03 continue this

		trend of a slower rate of increase in spending for salaries & wages.
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Town employees

Sudbury Public Schools employees

Fiscal Year

Salaries & wages
 as a percent of spending



12EMPPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 9

		Employees Per 1000 Population		Not finished												Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing number of municipal employees per 1000 population																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Number of municipal employees

		Population in thousands

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Number of FTE Town employees		165.5		168.43		171.87		164.81		169.61		177.07		179.00		181.00		181.00

		Number SPS FTE employees		222.13		251.47		266.34		302.93		318.93		345.99		393.46		410.74		385.74

		Total number of employees		387.63		419.9		438.21		467.74		488.54		523.06		572.46		591.74		566.74

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population								9.98		10.26		10.51		10.63		10.75

		Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population								18.35		19.29		20.54		23.36		24.39

		Total municipal employees/1000 population (non-regional)								28.34		29.55		31.06		33.99		35.14

		% incr. in number of municipal employees per 1000		2.50%		2.61%		2.73%		6.74%		4.45%		7.07%		9.44%		3.37%		3.37%

		Description

		Because personnel costs are a major portion of  the town's operating budget, monitoring changes in the number of employees

		per thousand residents is a good way to further explore and understand changes in overall expenditure growth.  An increase

		in employees per thousand that is linked to an overall growth in spending is an important indicator to monitor.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that the Town employment has remained fairly constant, keeping pace with modest increases in the

		Town's population.  For the Sudbury Public Schools, the indicator shows that the number of employees has been increasing

		steadily.  However, a better measure of  linking employment to service needs for education might be a separate chart that

		shows employment per thousand of students rather than overall population.
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Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population

Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population

Fiscal Year

Municipal Employees



Sheet1

		

				FY 2000

				Rev Per Capita

		Winchester		2,500.00

		Wellesley		2,517.38

		Belmont		2,583.38

		Concord		2,708.61

		Sudbury		2,859.33

		Wayland		3,057.33

		Weston		3,740.05

				FY2002

				State Aid per capita

		Concord		252.05

		Wellesley		286.25

		Weston		336.99

		Belmont		344.97

		Wayland		387.09

		Sudbury		500.76

				FY2002

				Tax Levy Per Capita

		Belmont		1,774.39

		Wellesley		2,029.75

		Concord		2,299.10

		Wayland		2,466.17

		Sudbury		2,661.56

		Weston		3,156.80





13BENEFITS

		INDICATOR 10

		Pensions & Insurance														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing pension & insurance costs as a percentage of non-regional wages & salaries														X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension & insurance costs

		Non-regional schools wages & salaries

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Pension & insurance costs		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		3,450,970		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Pension & insurance spending as a percent of

		non regional wages and salaries		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		19.87%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		Pensions & Insurance represent a significant share of operating costs, and especially in the area of health insurance, can

		consume a significant portion of the budget.  It is important to monitor this indicator carefully to note such cost increases.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that while the Town was successful in keeping increases in pension & insurance costs down in the years

		FY98-2000, costs of benefits began to spike in FY01 and continued in FY02.  The budgetary allocation for FY03 shows no relief

		from this trend, as the amount approrpriated for FY03 is $5,819,220.
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Pension & insurance spending as a percent of  non regional wages and salaries

Fiscal Year

Pension & Insurance Spending



15FIXEDCOSTS

		INDICATOR 15

		Fixed Costs														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fixed costs

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Fixed costs		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Net operating expenditures		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		2,937,448		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating

		expenditures		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		16.91%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		The operating expenditures of the town are composed in part of mandatory and fixed expenditures

		over which officials have little short-run control.  These include expenditures to which the town is legally

		committed (such as debt service and pension benefits) as well as expenditures mandated by the

		state and federal government.  The higher the level of fixed expenditures, the less freedom the town has

		to adjust spending in response to economic change.
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Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures

Fiscal Year



16REVVEXP

		INDICATOR 16

		Revenues versus Expenditures

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

																		Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		51,739,195		59,989,572		60,009,896		59,948,744		60,120,763

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		8,171,627		7,488,989		5,450,284		4,078,956

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		47,286,077		51,817,945		52,520,907		54,498,460		56,041,807

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701		37,865,360		37,835,407		40,626,066		44,519,643		45,123,596		46,822,621		48,148,595

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Revenues per capita		1,971.2		1,988.9		2,138.4		2,384.5		2,503.7		2,545.7		2,807.8		3,076.9		3,118.6		3,236.1		3,327.7

		Spending per capita		1,868.3		1,935.0		2,055.9		2,088.4		2,298.2		2,428.4		2,753.0		3,027.2		3,216.4

		Description

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701

		rev per capital		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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Revenues per capita

Spending per capita

Revenues v Spending



17SURPLUS

		INDICATOR 17

		General Fund Operating Surplus/Deficit														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:  Deficits on an Operating Basis																Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

		Formula:																Uncertain

		Net non-exempt debt operating revenues

		Net non-exempt debt operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,562,163		33,409,862		35,032,929		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,980,764		34,471,152		37,995,044		40,896,261		45,984,098		51,002,516

		Operating Deficit/Surplus		1,513,207		455,655		330,486		3,918,883		3,396,140		1,975,597		473,655		1,664,243

		Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues		4.97%		1.44%		0.99%		10.21%		8.20%		4.61%		1.02%		3.16%

		Description

		Analysis

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637

		rev per capital		26.43		17.59		19.35		11.38

		constant $ rev per capita

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues

Fiscal Year



18 CURR LIAB

		INDICATOR 18

		Current Liabilities														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing current liabilities at the end of the year as a																Unfavorable

		percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Current liabilities

		Net operating revenues and transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Current liabilities		1,137,893		1,044,559		1,129,395		2,653,689		3,176,151		2,679,548		2,869,876		2,500,000		* est.

		Operating revenues and transfers		23,227,293		25,837,094		26,632,078		39,159,017		40,603,055		42,083,729		45,669,624		49,445,192

		Current liabilities as a percentage of

		operating revenues and transfers		4.90%		4.04%		4.24%		6.78%		7.82%		6.37%		6.28%		5.06%

		Description

		Current liabilities are defined as the sum of all liabilities due at the end of the fiscal year, including short-term debt,

		all accounts payable, accrued liabilities and other current liabilities.

		A major component of current liabilities may be short-term debt in the form of tax or bond anticipation notes.

		Although short-term borrowing is an accepted way to deal with uneven cash flows, an increasing amount of short-

		term debt outstanding at the end of successive years can indicate liquidity problems, deficit spending, or both.

		Analysis
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Current liabilities as a percentage of operating revenues and transfers

Fiscal year



19 Pension

		INDICATOR 19		Unfinished

		Pension liability														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Unfunded pension plan liability as a percentage of														x		Unfavorable

		operating expenditures																Uncertain

		Formula

		Unfunded pension liability

		Total operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Unfunded pension liability		30,089,607		33,349,982		34,702,443				0		31,956,967		0		0

		Total operating expenditures		1,152,169		1,795,869		3,062,210		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Unfunded pension liability as a percentage

		of operating exprenditures		2611.56%		1857.04%		1133.25%		0.00%		0.00%		70.60%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		The town is a member of the Middlesex County Retirement System, which has chosen to amortize its unfunded

		pension liability over the maximum amount of time allowed by state law.  This is a significant obligation of the

		town that will continue to

		Analysis
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Unfunded pension liability as a percentage      of operating exprenditures

Fiscal year

Unfunded pension liability as a percentage of operating expenditures



20PENSION

		INDICATOR 20				not finished

		Pension Assets						Sudbury Trend

										Favorable

		Warning Trend								Marginal

		Decreasing value of pension plan assets								Unfavorable

		as a percentage of benefits paid								Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension plan assets

		Annual pension benefits paid

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998

		Pension plan assets		34,916,147		36,503,419		37,187,753		40,642,016

		Benefits paid		1,150,264		1,227,220		1,322,825		1,595,936

		Ratio of assets to benefits paid		30.4		29.7		28.1		25.5

		Sources:    Revenues 95-97, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant

		Description

		A pension plan's assets are held primarily as cash or investments.  A decline in the ratio of plan assets to benefits

		due can indicate serious problems in the management of the pension plan.  An additional ratio to consider is the

		annual amount of pension receipts as a percentage of annual benefits paid, which focuses more specifically on

		a pension plan's ability to meet its current cash requirements.
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Ratio of assets to benefits paid

Fiscal Year



21PROPVALUE

		INDICATOR 21

		Property Value														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Declining growth or drop in the market																Unfavorable

		value of residential, commercial, or																Uncertain

		industrial property (constant dollars)

		Formula

		Change in property value (constant dollars)

		Prior year property value (constant dollars)

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Market value of property		1,552,504,196		1,691,223,217		1,741,962,896		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600

		Consumer price index		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		411.1		411.1

		Property value

		(constant dollars)		0		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504		560,230,504

		Property value in prior

		year (constant dollars)		0		1,018,035,538		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504

		Percent  change in

		property value

		(constant dollars)		0.00%		5.81%		0.75%		4.57%		-2.10%		-3.53%		21.05%		-1.44%		0.00%		-56.19%		0.00%

		Description

		Changes in property value are important because most local governments depend on the property tax for a

		substantial portion of their revenues.  Especially in a community with a stable or fixed tax rate, the higher the

		aggregate property value, the higher the revenues.  Communities experiencing population and economic growth

		are likely to experience short-run, per unit increases in property value.  This is because in the short run, the

		housing supply is fixed and the increase in demand created by growth will force prices up.  Declining areas are

		more likely to see a decrease in the market value of properties.

		The effect of declining property value on governmental revenues depends on the government's reliance on

		property taxes.  The extent to which the decline will ripple through the community's economy, affecting other

		revenues such as those from sales tax, is more difficult to determine.  All of the economic and demographic

		factors are closely related.  A decline in property value will most probably not be a cause but a symptom of

		other, underlying problems.
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Percent  change in property value (constant dollars)

Fiscal year





Indicator 3:  Unfavorable 

Elastic Revenues 
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override history

		

				op

		1997

		1998

		1999		$   592,250

		2000

		2001		$   1,740,946

		2002		$   1,018,820

		2003		$   2,999,995

		2004

		2005





ch sheet history

		

		06		05		04		03		02		01		00		99		98		97		96		95		94		93		92		91		90		89		88

		8,004,911		$8,001,904		$8,260,514		$8,257,356		$8,138,390		$5,775,652		$5,168,791		$4,420,413		$3,518,671		$3,218,846		$3,014,171		$2,789,584		$2,461,908		$2,289,902		$2,370,453		$2,563,676		$3,467,838		$3,179,000

														$321,325

														$5,172,902





03 actual

		

		FY		Chapter 70, Governor				School Trans Programs		School Construction		Tuition of State Wards		Per Pupil Aid		Racial Imbalance		Racial Imbal. Inc. per year		School Lunch		Remediation Asst.		Lottery, Beano & Charity Games				Lottery inc. per year		Additional Assistance		Highway Fund		Police Career Incentive		Vets' Benefits		Exempt: Vets, Blind and Surviving Spouses		Exempt: Elderly		State Owned Land		Muni. Stabilization		Public Libraries		Total		Less SBA						Assessments		Net C.S.

		05		3,164,092				158,413		2,878,748		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		102,915				7,500		6,500		31,462				19,200		8,388,497

		04		3,083,242				158,413		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.03		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		99,917				7,500		6,500		31,462				18,823		8,647,092

		03		3,005,942		5.95%		158,413		3,221,567		0				296,820		0.03		10,704				915,572				0.00		754,778		0		97,007		2,271		9,013		6,510		31,462				18,545		8,528,604		5,307,037		1.88%				262,541		8,266,063

		02		2,837,016		11.45%		150,033		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.05		9,521		0		915,572				0.06		807,321		27,744		91,745		0		7,775		5,854		47,356				21,280		8,430,559		5,208,992		4.44%				308,631		8,121,928

		01		2,545,546		22.01%		202,785		788,129		0				301,988		0.32		8,937				867,066		7.92%		0.08		807,321		110,976		88,676				8,100		7,028		20,110				18,990		5,775,652		4,987,523		13.85%		662,897		352,123		5,423,529

		00		2,086,346		44.42%		195,236		788,129		0				228,850		0.10		9,462				803,448		10.12%		0.10		807,321		110,976		82,086		0		10,709		11,044		16,673				18,510		5,168,791		4,380,662		20.60%		745,622		408,158		4,760,633

		99		1,444,646		20.76%		190,022		788,129		4,517				208,938		-0.10		7,955				729,602		8.74%		0.09		807,321		110,976		78,403				10,813		10,542		13,422				15,127		4,420,413		3,632,284		9.46%		885,937		405,403		4,015,010

		98		1,196,330		17.42%		173,351		200,222		0				233,350		-0.00		7,206				670,965		9.65%		0.10		807,321		110,976		71,521				10,780		10,026		11,267				15,356		3,518,671		3,318,449		9.93%		309,165		389,598		3,129,073

		97		1,018,880		19.05%		136,519		200,222		0				233,764		0.00		6,354				611,899		9.15%		0.09		807,321		110,976		49,708		2,814		10,399		5,139		8,930				15,921		3,218,846		3,018,624		7.27%		198,239		398,938		2,819,908

		96		855,830		22.33%		156,710		200,222		0				233,437		-0.06		5,702				560,595		12.07%		0.12		807,321		110,976		43,743				11,546		5,019		8,062				15,008		3,014,171		2,813,949		8.67%		213,591		392,502		2,621,669

		95		699,605				123,188		200,222		0				248,763		0.00		6,877				500,235				0.20		807,321		110,976		48,947		4,982		13,052		5,220		5,053				15,143		2,789,584		2,589,362						381,506		2,408,078

		94		652,000				104,213		0		0				248,763		0.23		5,483		0		418,367				0.00		807,321		110,976		55,860		0		4,891		13,000		5,089		25,447		10,498		2,461,908

		93		369,870				118,270		0		0		189,700		201,678				5,416		0		418,367						807,321		110,964		33,259		0		4,797		14,840		4,927				10,493		2,289,902

						included in Senate version for 01

		The 01 estimate was updated to show final cherry sheet 8/4/00

		The 01 estimate was updated to show preliminary cherry sheet dated 3/28/00																																														8257356

																																																271,248

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		5.71%		124,565		3.12%						1,701,812				-3.87%				262,541						-14.93%		5,298,256		122,862				2.37%

		02		3,284,345		7.36%		120,800		4.35%						1,770,249				4.47%				308,631						-12.35%		5,175,394		305,875				6.28%

		01		3,059,256		21.40%		115,766		4.01%						1,694,497				4.12%				352,123						-13.73%		4,869,519		610,878				14.34%

		00		2,519,894		36.10%		111,305		6.67%						1,627,442				4.97%				408,158						0.68%		4,258,641		752,392				21.46%

		99		1,851,561		14.99%		104,343		6.85%						1,550,345				4.08%				405,403						4.06%		3,506,249		308,802				9.66%

		98		1,610,237		15.39%		97,657		28.45%						1,489,553				4.30%				389,598						-2.34%		3,197,447		297,752				10.27%

		97		1,395,517		11.49%		76,028		8.15%						1,428,150				3.79%				398,938						1.64%		2,899,695		201,741				7.48%

		96		1,251,679		16.06%		70,297		-8.87%						1,375,978				4.83%				392,502						2.88%		2,697,954		229,770				9.31%

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		187,534		124,565		3,765						1,701,812				(68,437)				262,541						-46,090		5,298,256		122,862				0.0237396419

		02		3,284,345		225,089		120,800		5,034						1,770,249				75,752				308,631						-43,492		5,175,394		305,875				0.0628142122

		01		3,059,256		539,362		115,766		4,461						1,694,497				67,055				352,123						-56,035		4,869,519		610,878				0.1434443523

		00		2,519,894		668,333		111,305		6,962						1,627,442				77,097				408,158						2,755		4,258,641		752,392				0.2145860149

		99		1,851,561		241,324		104,343		6,686						1,550,345				60,792				405,403						15,805		3,506,249		308,802				0.0965776759

		98		1,610,237		214,720		97,657		21,629						1,489,553				61,403				389,598						-9,340		3,197,447		297,752				0.102683903

		97		1,395,517		143,838		76,028		5,731						1,428,150				52,172				398,938						6,436		2,899,695		201,741				0.0747755521

		96		1,251,679		173,246		70,297		(6,845)						1,375,978				63,369				392,502						10,996		2,697,954		229,770				0.0930927354

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184
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REV DATA

		SECTION A:  REVENUES

				FY95				FY96				FY97				FY98				FY99				FY00				FY01				FY02				FY 03				FY 04				FY 05				FY 06

				Actual				Actual				Actual @		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Unaudited		% of		Actual		% of		Projected		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of

				12 months*		% of total		12 months*		% of total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		Actual		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total

		Personal Property		540,990		1.71%		518,142		1.53%		530,289		1.47%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Real Estate		24,567,041		77.53%		26,475,863		78.34%		27,851,077		77.31%		31,093,583		72.76%		32,333,356		73.49%		35,523,166		75.20%		38,801,854		76.22%		44,320,566		73.27%		48,840,640		77.70%		49,250,251		78.86%		49,876,735		79.33%		51,213,805		79.71%

		Tax Liens redeemed		515,932		1.63%		601,986		1.78%		412,242		1.14%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Intergovernmental (state aid)		2,407,699		7.60%		2,608,740		7.72%		2,852,363		7.92%		3,954,089		9.25%		5,342,468		12.14%		4,938,368		10.45%		5,522,707		10.85%		8,138,390		13.45%		8,257,356		13.14%		8,260,514		13.23%		8,001,904		12.73%		8,004,911		12.46%

		Motor Vehicle Excise		1,695,049		5.35%		1,632,879		4.83%		1,758,786		4.88%		2,005,785		4.69%		2,170,950		4.93%		2,365,447		5.01%		2,558,043		5.02%		2,550,667		4.22%		2,658,734		4.23%		2,685,321		4.30%		2,712,175		4.31%		2,739,296		4.26%

		Other excise		1,474		0.00%		2,784		0.01%		1,551		0.00%		1,867		0.00%		2,441		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		60		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%

		Hotel/Motel excise (non cherry sheet revenue)		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		62,359		0.15%		46,810		0.11%		57,492		0.12%		64,630		0.13%		66,035		0.11%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.07%

		Penalties and Interest		260,339		0.82%		279,823		0.83%		245,896		0.68%		280,471		0.66%		183,924		0.42%		278,641		0.59%		259,891		0.51%		125,506		0.21%		150,000		0.24%		100,000		0.16%		105,000		0.17%		110,250		0.17%

		PILOTS		67,328		0.21%		69,346		0.21%		113,543		0.32%		48,331		0.11%		59,092		0.13%		74,583		0.16%		84,424		0.17%		31,100		0.05%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.09%

		Fees		0		0.00%		14,556		0.04%		21,439		0.06%		186,199		0.44%		128,575		0.29%		146,048		0.31%		107,184		0.21%		99,035		0.16%		117,000		0.19%		119,925		0.19%		122,923		0.20%		125,996		0.20%

		Rentals		0		0.00%		37,806		0.11%		22,650		0.06%		50,496		0.12%		22,503		0.05%		41,831		0.09%		159,367		0.31%		159,802		0.26%		80,000		0.13%		84,000		0.13%		88,200		0.14%		84,000		0.13%

		Other Departmental Revenues		189,663		0.60%		271,933		0.80%		318,890		0.89%		80,862		0.19%		11,161		0.03%		199,930		0.42%		55,880		0.11%		69,435		0.11%		50,000		0.08%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%

		Licenses and Permits		304,518		0.96%		154,384		0.46%		156,269		0.43%		388,752		0.91%		318,288		0.72%		394,266		0.83%		369,887		0.73%		696,963		1.15%		290,000		0.46%		297,250		0.48%		304,681		0.48%		312,298		0.49%

		Fines & Forfeits		126,678		0.40%		101,200		0.30%		89,046		0.25%		121,382		0.28%		107,222		0.24%		100,478		0.21%		97,335		0.19%		96,694		0.16%		90,000		0.14%		90,000		0.14%		91,800		0.15%		91,800		0.14%

		Investment Income		279,508		0.88%		364,810		1.08%		346,679		0.96%		606,435		1.42%		1,992,369		4.53%		800,104		1.69%		511,468		1.00%		358,572		0.59%		425,000		0.68%		350,000		0.56%		357,000		0.57%		374,850		0.58%

		Reserved investment income																		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Chapter 203 Assessment														0				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		211,585		0.35%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%

		Other/One time income				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		43,745		0.09%		895,940		1.48%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%

		Subtotal, operating revenues		30,956,219				33,134,252				34,720,720				38,880,609				42,719,159				44,923,054				48,639,115				57,820,349				61,194,365				61,512,896				61,936,053				63,332,841

		Free cash/transfers		443,000		1.40%		489,000		1.45%		993,696		2.76%		1,249,723		2.92%		763,419		1.74%		1,758,117		3.72%		1,800,000		3.54%		1,900,000		3.14%		1,180,000		1.88%		750,000		1.20%		750,000		1.19%		750,000		1.17%

		Chapter 90														969,204				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Transfers other funds/ Available Funds		286,231		0.90%		174,255		0.52%		312,209		0.87%		1,633,188		3.82%		515,157		1.17%		559,911		1.19%		471,756		0.93%		771,862		1.28%		482,790		0.77%		190,000		0.30%		190,000		0.30%		165,000		0.26%

		Subtotal, revenues		31,685,450		100%		33,797,507		100%		36,026,625		100%		42,732,724		98%		43,997,735		100%		47,241,082		100%		50,910,871		100%		60,492,211		100%		62,857,155		100%		62,452,896		100%		62,876,053		100%		64,247,841		100%

		Less taxes for exempt items														3,373,485				2,606,551				4,369,224				4,453,118				7,825,452				7,231,140				6,000,513				4,945,754				4,534,549

		Less reserved investment income														0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0

		Less Cherry Sheet to pay school debt														200,222				788,129				788,129				788,129				3,221,567				3,169,449				3,169,449				2,826,630				2,826,630

		Quasi-operating revenues														39,159,017				40,603,055				42,083,729				45,669,624				49,445,192				52,456,566				53,282,934				55,103,669				56,886,662

																				1,444,038				1,480,674				3,585,895				3,775,568				3,011,374				826,368				1,820,735				1,782,993

		Auditors		31,245,276				33,145,537				34,968,153								42,258,133

		Difference		(289,057)				(11,285)				(247,433)

		non general fund

		enterprise funds														667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		septage grant loan program																		0

		transport bond																		0

		total, non general fund										0				667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		Total, all revenue														43,400,427				44,634,695				47,858,898				51,581,718				61,133,000				63,441,032				63,080,111				63,525,221				64,919,730

		Total, all expenses														40,321,441				41,327,556				46,433,886				50,346,491				60,654,382				63,384,147				65,672,165				67,617,991				71,016,512

																3,078,986				3,307,139				1,425,012				1,235,227				478,618				56,885				(2,592,054)				(4,092,770)				(6,096,782)

		Net Intergovernmental														3,753,867				4,554,339				4,150,239				4,734,578				4,916,823				5,087,907

																								11,741,140

		Gross cherry sheet																		4,420,413				34,937,994

		Less library offset																		(15,127)				46,679,134

		Less METCO offset																		(208,938)

		Less school lunch																		(7,955)

																				4,188,393				1,179,764

																								782,500

																				5,342,468				(397,264)

																				1,154,075

																				4,420,413

																				4,267,574

																				152,839
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1REVPERCAP

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Less:  excluded debt		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673		47,101,429		47,801,157		49,052,585

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Net operating revenues & transfers per capita

		(constant dollars)		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648		2,797		2,838		2,913

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673

		rev per capita		1,971		1,989		2,138		2,326		2,504		2,546		2,759		3,127

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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1REVPERCAP (2)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

										Net Operating

										Revenues				CPI		Per Capita		Per Capita		2003		2004		2005		Percent

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Population		1995 base year		Actual		Constant		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Change

		1995								30,573,932		15,510		100.000		1,971		1,971

		1996								31,978,798		16,079		0.97134		1,989		1,932								-2.00%

		1997								34,304,946		16,042		0.95016		2,138		2,032		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		5.18%

		1998								38,390,035		16,506		0.93444		2,326		2,173		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		6.96%

		1999								41,391,184		16,532		0.91482		2,504		2,290		180.1		180.1		180.1		5.39%

		2000								42,871,858		16,841		0.88252		2,546		2,247		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		-1.91%

		2001								46,457,753		16,841		0.85915		2,759		2,370		0		0		0		5.49%

		2002								52,666,759		16,841		0.84675		3,127		2,648		16,841		16,841		16,841		11.73%

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

		Analysis

		Revenues per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measured on a constant dollar basis.

		The revenue growth has been generated by increases in Cherry Sheet revenues from the Commonwealth to support

		educational spending, as well as property tax overrides in FY00, 01 and 02.  Additionally, elastic revenues, such as

		investment income and motor vehicle excise, showed strong growth rates over the last four years.  These

		revenues do not perform as well when the economy is not performing well.  Finally, free cash has been used as a

		revenue source.  All these observations together mean that revenue projections for the next few years should be

		cautious given that only the within levy property tax is consistently available.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		38,390,035		16,506		1		2,326		2,173

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		46,457,753		16,841		1		2,759		2,370

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										38,390,035.15

				140.3		144.5		148.2		41,391,183.89		3,001,149

				1		0.970934		0.946694		42,871,858.00		1,480,674

										47,286,077.00		4,414,219

										52,666,758.70		5,380,682
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1REVPERCAP (3)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenue Mix														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

																				2003		2004		2005

		Fiscal Year								Within Levy		Overrides		Cherry Sheet		Local Receipts		Free cash		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Total

		1997																		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		1998								27,720,098		- 0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		38,189,813

		1999								29,134,555		592,250		4,554,339		5,558,492		763,419		180.1		180.1		180.1		40,603,055

		2000								31,153,942		- 0		4,150,239		5,021,431		1,758,117		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		42,083,729

		2001								32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000		0		0		0		45,669,624

		2002								35,476,294		1,018,820		4,916,823		6,133,255		1,900,000		16,841		16,841		16,841		49,445,192

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		27,720,098		0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		0		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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2INTERGOVREV

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Intergovernmental operating revenue

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Intergovernmental operating revenue, less SBAB		2,607,921		2,408,518		2,652,141		3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		4,734,578		4,916,823		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274

		Intergovernmental operating revenues as a

		percentage of operating revenues		8.2%		7.1%		7.4%		9.8%		11.0%		9.7%		10.2%		9.3%		8.1%		8.2%		8.2%

		Description

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The primary

		concern in analyzing intergovernmental revenues is to know and monitor the town's vulnerability to reductions in such

		revenues, and to determine whether the town is controlling its use of this external revenue- or whether these revenues

		are controlling town policies.  The potential for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor

		these revenues, and to have contingency plans if the state aid were reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.
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2INTERGOVREV (2)

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend:																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																x		Uncertain

		Formula:

		Intergovernmental operating revenue																																						5,044,496

		Operating Revenues																																						4,900,361

																																								4,635,400

										Net Operating		Intergovermental		As a percent		Education		As a percent																						3,972,504

										Revenues		Revenue less		of net oper.		related		of total																						3,226,881

		Fiscal Year								(Nominal)		SBAB grants		revenue		Intergov		intergovern.																						2,928,851

		1995								31,685,450		2,607,921		8.23%																										2,619,686

		1996								33,797,507		2,408,518		7.13%																										2,421,447

		1997								36,026,625		2,652,141		7.36%																										2,207,856

		1998								42,732,724		3,753,867		8.78%		1,610,237		42.90%

		1999								43,997,735		4,554,339		10.35%		1,851,561		40.65%

		2000								47,241,082		4,150,239		8.79%		2,519,894		60.72%

		2001								51,739,195		5,562,902		10.75%		3,059,256		54.99%

		2002								60,492,211		4,916,823		8.13%		3,284,345		66.80%

		Description:

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The potential

		for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor these revenues, and to have contingency

		plans ready if the state aid were to be reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to nearly 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.

		3								3,471,879

		2								3,284,345

		1								3,059,256

		0								2,519,894

		99								1,851,561

		98								1,610,237
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3ELASTICREV

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues														x		Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		0

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		62,876,053

		Elastic operating revenues		1,974,557		1,997,689		2,105,465		2,612,220		4,163,319		3,165,551		3,069,511		2,909,239		3,083,734		3,035,321		3,069,175

		Elastic operating revenues as a percentage of

		operating revenues		6.5%		6.2%		6.1%		6.8%		10.1%		7.4%		6.6%		5.5%		5.5%		5.4%		4.9%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		As the economic base expands or inflation goes up, elastic revenues rise in roughly proportional or greater

		amounts and vice-versa.  Good examples are Motor Vehicle Excise and Investment Income as they respond to

		changes in the economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on

		total revenues.  Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximixe these revenues, while

		having a contingency plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.

		Analysis

		Elastic revenues have ranged from a  high of 10.1% in FY99 to about half that in FY2002.  FY1999 was an

		unusual year, in that a large size borrowing for school construction enabled higher than usual investment income to be

		realized. Investment income in particular has fallen off dramatically as interest rates have plunged.  As one example, the MMDT

		yield in July 2000 was over 6%;  by February of 2002 it had fallen to just under 2%, and has held steady since then.

		The overall result is that the production from these revenue sources has decreased as a percent of overall revenues.

		This leads to more reliance on the property tax to make up the difference in our revenue sources.
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3ELASTICREV (2)

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:														x		Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

										Net Operating

										Revenues		Elastic		Elastic operating revenues %

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Revenues		of operating revenues

		1995

		1996

		1997																		0		0		0

		1998								38,390,035		2,612,220		6.80%

		1999								41,391,184		4,163,319		10.06%

		2000								42,871,858		3,165,551		7.38%

		2001								47,286,077		3,069,511		6.49%

		2002								52,666,759		2,909,239		5.52%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		Motor vehicle excise and investment income are the two revenue sources that respond to changes in the

		economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on total revenues.

		Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximize these revenues, while having a contingency

		plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.
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4PROPTAXREV

		INDICATOR 4

		Property Tax Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in property tax revenues																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Property tax revenues

		constant dollars

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Property tax revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583		32,333,356		35,523,166		38,801,854		44,320,566		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Operating property tax revenues		24,512,445		25,777,282		27,071,929		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,348,736		36,495,114		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.000		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620

		Property tax revenues

		(constant dollars)		24,512,445		25,037,972		25,705,682		25,885,680		27,176,755		27,476,046		29,491,534		30,882,040		35,209,816		36,597,779		38,020,441

		Percent growth in constant dollar		0		2.14%		2.67%		0.70%		4.99%		1.10%		7.34%		4.71%

		Description

		Property tax revenues are analyzed separately because the town relies so heavily on them for both operating and capital

		spending.  A decline in growth rate in property taxes can have a number of causes.  First, it may reflect an overall decline

		in property values.  Second, it may result from unwilling default on property taxes by property owners.  Third, it may from

		poor assessment/ appraisal methods.  Finally, a decline can be cause by deliberate default by owners who realize that

		they can use the Town to finance their liabilities.  Any decrease in the net property tax revenues should be monitored

		carefully to ensure that collections are at a high level.  Also, any rapid increase due to operating overrides should be noted

		for their impact on future override requests.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much growth required voter approval.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 ($572,250); FY2001 ($1,740,946) and FY 2002 ($1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars

		rev per capital

		constant $ rev per capita		24,512,445.00		25,037,971.81		25,705,682.12		25,885,679.75

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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5UNCOLLECT

		INDICATOR 5

		Uncollected Property Taxes														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing amount of uncollected property taxes as																Unfavorable

		a percentage of net property tax levy																Uncertain

		Formula

		Uncollected property taxes @ June 30

		Net property tax levy

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Total property tax levy		25,546,414		27,071,563		28,670,586		31,096,413		32,403,999		35,783,508		40,063,013		44,823,263		0		0		0

		Overlay for abatements/exemptions		347,972		228,340		229,682		290,364		523,480		315,867		865,754		523,533		0		0		0

		Net property tax levy		25,198,442		26,843,223		28,440,904		30,806,049		31,880,519		35,467,641		39,197,259		44,299,730		0		0		0

		Uncollected taxes at June 30		903,765		561,386		314,387		337,044		23,097		364,877		431,133		502,697		0		0		0

		Uncollected property taxes as a

		percentage of net levy		3.59%		2.09%		1.11%		1.09%		0.07%		1.03%		1.10%		1.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		Every year, a percentage of property owners are unable or unwilling to pay property taxes.  If this

		percentage increases over time, it may indicate overall decline in the town's economic health.  Additionally, as

		uncollected property taxes rise, liquidity is decreased, and there is less cash on hand to pay bills or invest.

		This is an early warning indicator of concerns about the financial health of the taxpayers of the town.

		Analysis

		This is a critical indicator to monitor for many reasons.  The credit rating industry assumes that a municipality in

		good financial health will be able to collect 97 to 98% of its property taxes within the year that the taxes are due.

		If uncollected property taxes grow to more than 5 to 8 %, that is considered a negative factor.  Sudbury consistently

		collects about 99% of propety taxes due by June 30 of each fiscal year, and an even greater total amount within

		the 6 months after the end of the fiscal year.
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6REVSHORT

		INDICATOR 6

		Revenue Shortfalls														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend														x		Marginal

		Increase in revenue shortfalls as a percentage of																Unfavorable

		actual operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Revenue shortfalls/surpluses

		Operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Actual gross operating revenues		31,685,450		33,308,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Budgeted operating revenues		30,757,401		32,726,706		35,811,969		39,052,345		41,579,890		45,084,681		48,296,805		58,097,642		41,579,890		41,579,890		41,579,890

		Revenue surpluses		928,049		581,801		214,656		2,711,175		2,417,845		2,156,401		2,614,066		2,394,569		21,277,265		20,873,006		21,296,163

		Revenue surpluses as a percentage of

		of actual operating revenues		2.93%		1.75%		0.60%		6.49%		5.50%		4.56%		5.13%		3.96%		33.85%		33.42%		33.87%

		Description

		This indicator examines the differences between revenue estimates and revenues actually received

		during the fiscal year.  Major discrepancies that continue year after year can indicate a declining economy, inefficient

		collection procedures, or inaccurate estimating techniques.  Discrepancies may also indicate that high

		revenue estimates are being made to accommodate political pressures.  If revenue shortfalls are

		increasing in frequency or size, a detailed analysis of each revenue should be made to pincpoint the source.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for sources such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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7ONETIME

		INDICATOR 7

		One Time Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																x		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing use of one-time operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		One time operating revenues

		Net operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		One-time operating revenues (+FREE CASH)		1		489,000		993,696		1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,843,745		2,795,940		1,280,000		850,000		850,000

		One-time operating revenues as a

		percentage of net operating revenues		0.00%		1.53%		2.90%		3.18%		1.84%		4.10%		3.97%		5.31%		2.30%		1.51%		1.47%

		Description

		A one-time revenues is one that cannot reasonably be expected to continue, such as a single-purpose

		state grant, supplemental lottery distributions, one-times savings in health insurance accounts, sale of

		assets, investment income from bond proceeds, and free cash.  Continual use of one-time revenues

		to balance the annual budget can indicate that the revenues base is not strong enough

		to support current service levels.  It can also mean the government is incurring operating deficits.

		Further, it means the town has little room to maneuver if there were a downturn in revenues

		such as might occur during a regional or national recession, or because of the suddent expenditures

		occasioned by a natural disaster.  Use of one-time revenues increases the probability that the town will

		will have to make large cutbacks if such revenues cease to be available.
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One-time operating revenues as a percentage of net operating revenues

Fiscal year



9FREECASH

		INDICATOR 9

		Free Cash

																		Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

																				Marginal

																		x		Unfavorable

																				Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Free Cash Available for Appropriation		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997		$   1,182,077

		Free Cash Appropriated		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,800,000		$   1,900,000		$   1,180,000

		Percentage of Free Cash Appropriated		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		91.7%		93.3%		99.8%

		Description

		Source:  Revenues 95-98, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant
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8FUNDBAL

		INDICATOR 8

		Unreserved Fund Balance														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in Undesignated Fund Balance as % of expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Undesignated fund balance

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Undesignated fund balance		1,405,737		1,442,676		1,049,210		2,636,637		4,361,663		4,343,243		2,091,077		1,550,000		* est.

		Net Operating expenditures		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Undesignated Fund Balance as a % of expenditures		4.67%		4.38%		3.02%		6.97%		10.74%		9.60%		4.15%		2.63%

		Certified Free Cash available for appropriation								$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997

		Description

		Undesignated fund balances are not synonymous with available for appropriation because often they are

		reserved for some other purpose, such as for prior year's encumbrances.  Nevertheless, the size of a muncipality's

		fund balances can affect its ability to withstand financial emergencies.

		request.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much is growth requires voter approval at the ballot box.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 (572,250); FY2001 (1,740,946) and FY 2002 (1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.
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Undesignated Fund Balance as a % of expenditures

Fiscal Year



10SPENDPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 7

		Spending Per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)														X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,737,390		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,977,893		34,393,667		37,305,055		40,141,190		44,699,826		48,140,682		51,822,534

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		28,937,438		30,242,510		31,313,588		32,117,616		34,104,921		35,402,300		38,378,893		41,333,182		43,852,050

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,506		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures

		(constant dollars)		1,866		1,881		1,952		1,946		2,066		2,102		2,279		2,454		2,604

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.  Or it may indicate that the demographics of the community are changing

		requiring increased spending in related services.

		Analysis

		Expenditures per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measurered on a constant dollar basis.

		The indicator alone only points to the need for further analysis to identify more specifically the drivers of such growth

		so that steps can be taken to reduce the rate of such growth, and a better understanding of the future implications of

		current decisions.
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Per capita expenditures (constant dollars)

Fiscal Year

Per Capita Expenditures (constant dollars)



11SPENDWOLSRHS

		INDICATOR 11

		Spending Per Capita, non regional schools

																		Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																		Marginal

		(constant dollars)																		Unfavorable

																		x		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		LLSRHS & MVHS appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		8,467,889		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch. operating expenditures and transfers		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,837,166		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		21,282,074		22,325,212		23,273,051		24,070,578		26,363,432		26,753,489		29,308,324		31,270,347		33,202,105

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,532		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures, non regional schools

		(constant dollars)		1,372.2		1,388.5		1,450.8		1,456.0		1,594.7		1,588.6		1,740.3		1,856.8		1,971.5

		* Includes lease expenses

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for souces such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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11WAGES

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing personnel costs as a percentage of total non regional school spending																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

		Net operating expenditures & transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (curr $)		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Less exempt debt spending		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Less regional schools appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		9,058,676		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch operating expenditures		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,246,379		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Salaries & Wages as a percentage of

		non reg sch spending		66.69%		66.61%		62.97%		67.37%		65.25%		67.32%		65.25%		64.87%		64.50%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.
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Salaries & Wages as a percentage of   non reg sch spending

Fiscal Year

Salaries & Wages



spend data

		SECTION B				FY95								FY96								FY97								FY98								FY99								FY 00								FY 01								FY 02								FY 03		(appropriated)

		SPENDING DATA

				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		General Government		890,867		347,659		3,500		1,242,026		909,859		229,654		78,076		1,217,589		907,574		400,123		15,830		1,323,527		1,047,412		354,262		69,160		1,470,834		1,094,151		324,815		0		1,418,966		1,091,432		417,288		0		1,508,720		1,202,778		531,032		0		1,733,810		1,296,260		555,609		0		1,851,869		1,461,483		450,724		0		1,912,207

		Public Safety		3,006,495		484,042		16,198		3,506,735		3,148,169		391,622		54,885		3,594,676		3,330,902		395,091		166,556		3,892,549		3,434,653		404,607		329,763		4,169,023		3,555,181		386,208		200,670		4,142,059		3,775,568		448,611		680,021		4,904,200		3,935,901		560,577		180,972		4,677,450		4,113,310		739,764		112,288		4,965,362		4,327,179		627,103		172,000		5,126,282

		Public Works		870,653		753,717		13,617		1,637,987		1,012,832		940,502		47,344		2,000,678		959,410		736,240		48,100		1,743,750		966,394		668,179		165,679		1,800,252		1,162,373		760,971		78,596		2,001,940		1,172,324		709,442		89,250		1,971,016		1,255,512		907,203		234,654		2,397,369		1,240,188		894,565		145,096		2,279,848		1,390,381		982,013		122,430		2,494,824

		Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487		0		12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300		0		14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176		0		20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252		0		22,118,366

		L/SRHS & MVHS		0		7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889		0		8,467,889		0		8,617,300		0		8,617,300		0		9,058,676		0		9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525		0		10,592,603		0		10,592,603		0		11,720,166		0		11,720,166		0		12,585,663		0		12,585,663

		Human Services		190,172		12,892		82,724		285,788		200,765		112,065		0		312,830		209,882		129,037		0		338,919		218,682		135,805		0		354,487		237,517		136,622		0		374,139		278,284		177,036		20,696		476,016		292,952		182,045		0		474,997		342,055		158,131		7,500		507,686		354,025		152,530		0		506,555

		Cultural & Recreation Services		498,048		135,019		0		633,067		513,588		151,729		0		665,317		530,002		146,647		0		676,649		532,507		151,033		0		683,540		420,437		154,286		0		574,723		466,876		232,387		0		699,263		489,408		269,821		372		759,601		520,359		288,743		0		809,103		569,921		281,156		16,060		867,137

		Debt & Interest		0		1,152,169		0		1,152,169		0		1,795,869		0		1,795,869		0		1,724,550		0		1,724,550		0		3,450,970		0		3,450,970		0		3,296,540		0		3,296,540		0		5,124,295		0		5,124,295		0		5,709,262		0		5,709,262		0		10,687,287		0		10,687,287		0		9,834,201		0		9,834,201

		Personnel Benefits		0		2,790,350		0		2,790,350		0		3,110,279		0		3,110,279		0		3,062,210		0		3,062,210		0		2,937,448		0		2,937,448		0		3,289,447		0		3,289,447		0		3,374,866		0		3,374,866		0		4,167,796		0		4,167,796		0		4,786,013		0		4,786,013		0		5,819,220		0		5,819,220

		Transfers		0		5,706		0		5,706		0		116,779		0		116,779		0		324,000		0		324,000		747		0		0		747		0		247,438		0		247,438		0		0		0		0		0		588,649		0		588,649		0		149,937		0		149,937		0		0		0		0

		Unclassified		0		66,080		0		66,080		0		163,031		0		163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877		0		78,949		0		78,949		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		161,697		0		161,697		0		360,007		0		360,007		0		392,280		0		392,280

		Unappropriated																																		0		500		0		500		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0

		Total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,619,109		550,487		40,601,595		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		27,746,727		415,998		50,437,216		23,625,687		34,937,398		264,883		58,827,968		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

		Auditors								31,090,925																34,979,816

																										(277,373)

																				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		Selectmen		199,215		28,388				227,603		203,986		27,210				231,196		221,404		42,726				264,130		165,815		31,978				197,793		172,861		24,022				196,883		140,417		46,319				186,736		188,417		82,526				270,943		205,415		75,777				281,192		231,110		33,632				264,742

		Town Meeting		1,954		12,866				14,820				28,030				28,030				36,047				36,047				19,278				19,278		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		15,562				15,562		- 0		- 0				0								0

		FinCom		8,080		279				8,359		8,651				274		8,925		9,260		284				9,544		91,959		2,189				94,148		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0						0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Information Systems																																		60,384		58,493				118,877		67,216		88,876				156,092		95,440		81,752				177,192		104,786		145,146				249,932		113,028		143,445				256,473

		Accounting		118,231		31,488				149,719		134,996				48,151		183,147		89,455		89,088				178,543		108,155		50,155				158,310		115,082		37,861				152,943		123,672		35,807				159,479		132,003		47,533				179,536		169,391		48,359				217,749		184,431		47,470				231,901

		Assessors		126,969		35,330		0		162,299		130,597				29,651		160,248		134,533		39,426		15,830		189,789		151,211		23,584				174,795		148,387		14,452				162,839		160,442		26,933				187,375		157,033		44,574				201,607		154,118		16,875				170,993		191,402		27,500				218,902

		Treasurers		149,596		51,931		3,500		205,027		153,022		65,163				218,185		153,601		61,857				215,458		161,855		65,695				227,550		158,762		48,112				206,874		170,923		51,208				222,131		173,749		90,967				264,716		202,229		83,437				285,666		217,846		65,400				283,246

		Law Dept		56,880		92,287				149,167		59,774		68,209				127,983		56,208		84,582				140,790		58,804		84,756				143,560		62,610		96,923				159,533		62,256		118,325				180,581		57,336		110,697				168,033		63,694		136,662				200,356		70,392		78,955				149,347

		Personnel		4,543		611				5,154		4,867		559				5,426		5,209		280				5,489		54,811		24,650		69,160		148,621		101,400		2,550		- 0		103,950		83,710		2,658		- 0		86,368		95,691		14,005		- 0		109,696		102,941		3,183		- 0		106,124		117,493		5,100				122,593

		PBC		0		48,008				48,008								0		0		0				0				852				852		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0				- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0

		Doc. Preservation																																				373				373		- 0		972				972		- 0		1,550				1,550				2,240				2,240		- 0		1,000				1,000

		Clerk		124,210		36,712				160,922		103,638		27,096				130,734		125,898		33,733				159,631		131,316		31,259				162,575		133,322		28,667				161,989		138,556		28,144				166,700		150,173		30,121				180,294		123,299		32,370				155,669		157,913		38,654				196,567

		Conservation		38,327		7,364				45,691		41,249		8,390				49,639		38,144		8,440				46,584		43,078		14,666				57,744		46,279		10,190				56,469		46,279		10,190				56,469		50,870		5,553				56,423		61,620		5,359				66,979		61,547		5,218				66,765

		Planning		52,212		1,930				54,142		60,033		4,504				64,537		62,875		2,655				65,530		67,957		4,175				72,132		79,979		2,063				82,042		83,022		3,795				86,817		85,723		5,027				90,750		88,258		4,860				93,117		93,838		2,500				96,338

		ZBA		9,595		387				9,982		9,046		493				9,539		10,987		1,005				11,992		12,451		1,025				13,476		15,085		1,109				16,194		14,939		4,061				19,000		16,343		1,165				17,508		20,510		1,341				21,851		22,483		1,850				24,333

		Design Review Bd		1,055		78				1,133		0						0								0								0								0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Other																																																								0

		Police		1,313,457		152,664				1,466,121		1,398,266		115,521		54,885		1,568,672		1,469,459		101,602		76,972		1,648,033		1,506,785		120,208		61,500		1,688,493		1,564,665		112,240		72,003		1,748,908		1,646,819		142,825		112,000		1,901,644		1,728,577		143,235		120,000		1,991,812		1,816,444		158,083		99,924		2,074,451		1,919,206		126,023		122,500		2,167,729

		Fire		1,429,088		110,381		16,198		1,555,667		1,479,825		131,143				1,610,968		1,584,772		132,711				1,717,483		1,631,252		138,892		263,263		2,033,407		1,702,578		145,143		128,667		1,976,388		1,801,798		168,615		548,521		2,518,934		1,884,260		163,943		26,058		2,074,261		1,991,301		268,382		4,914		2,264,597		2,069,564		193,220		40,000		2,302,784

		Building Insp		242,433		220,026				462,459		247,888		143,200				391,088		253,817		159,134		89,584		502,535		272,791		144,384		5,000		422,175		280,280		127,523		- 0		407,803		318,569		136,000		19,500		474,069		314,409		252,018		34,914		601,341		296,571		311,991		7,450		616,012		329,415		306,300		9,500		645,215

		Dog Officer		21,517		971				22,488		22,190		1,758				23,948		22,854		1,644				24,498		23,825		1,123				24,948		7,658		1,302		- 0		8,960		8,382		1,171				9,553		8,655		1,381				10,036		8,994		1,307				10,301		8,994		1,560				10,554

		Engineer		220,264		10,936		13,617		244,817		229,137		33,412				262,549		239,648		13,232		13,100		265,980		247,094		12,242		12,332		271,668		258,992		11,656		6,407		277,055		269,562		12,594		6,479		288,635		257,309		18,690		4,186		280,184		252,860		17,898		5,496		276,254		287,804		19,512				307,316

		Highway		153,590						153,590		157,082		20,536		47,344		224,962		176,867		1,191		35,000		213,058		93,057				153,347		246,404		592,923		540,389		63,889		1,197,201		571,500		509,947		81,246		1,162,693		581,719		575,065		222,790		1,379,574		602,875		652,151		132,332		1,387,358		661,624		702,095		115,162		1,478,881

		Highway contr		454,186						454,186		454,039		0				454,039		469,646						469,646		462,523						462,523		- 0		- 0		- 0		0						- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Snow ice		42,613		93,028				135,641		172,574		341,173				513,747		73,249		166,392				239,641		63,114		145,100				208,214		79,675		157,761		- 0		237,436		57,270		138,850		- 0		196,120		123,204		239,416		- 0		362,620		63,283		128,939		- 0		192,222		89,225		182,535				271,760

		Street lighting				74,144				74,144				75,050				75,050				78,123				78,123				74,719				74,719		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Oth highway				575,609				575,609				470,331				470,331				477,302				477,302				407,708				407,708		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Parks & Grounds																																		131,349		12,582		8,300		152,231		109,773		19,038		1,525		130,336		129,856		17,127		7,678		154,661		136,573		29,559		7,268		173,399		147,382		20,350		7,268		175,000

		Cemetery																										100,606		28,410				129,016		99,434		38,583		- 0		138,017		164,219		29,013		- 0		193,232		163,424		56,905		- 0		220,329		184,596		66,018		- 0		250,615		204,346		57,521				261,867

		Health insp		124,452				82,724		207,176		129,568		93,680				223,248		135,149		109,216				244,365		139,116		101,303				240,419		143,739		112,162				255,901		148,251		143,633		20,696		312,580		157,421		141,999				299,420		164,500		137,067				301,567		162,067		135,095				297,162

		Council Aging		61,697		8,485				70,182		64,997		12,681				77,678		68,347		16,861				85,208		71,666		28,286				99,952		85,030		21,297				106,327		105,471		28,988		- 0		134,459		102,792		30,514				133,306		100,663		6,427		7,500		114,590		107,568		9,910				117,478

		Youth				1,357				1,357								0				1,600				1,600				3,138				3,138		419		1,912				2,331		15,989		1,663		- 0		17,652		23,915		4,703				28,618		31,732		3,750				35,482		34,264		4,550				38,814

		Family Services																																																		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		35,848		2,575				38,423		40,257		725				40,982

		Veterans		4,023		3,050				7,073		6,200		5,704				11,904		6,386		1,360				7,746		7,900		3,078				10,978		8,329		1,251				9,580		8,573		2,752		- 0		11,325		8,824		4,829				13,653		9,312		8,312				17,624		9,869		2,250				12,119

		Library		338,895		103,452				442,347		350,267		118,914				469,181		359,345		130,526				489,871		355,446		135,471				490,917		361,152		150,024				511,176		400,250		220,947		- 0		621,197		423,665		246,100				669,765		449,181		259,990				709,171		487,619		273,681		12,100		773,400

		Recreation		159,086		29,782				188,868		163,321		29,764				193,085		170,657		14,624				185,281		177,061		14,068				191,129		58,534		2,667				61,201		61,739		9,886		- 0		71,625		65,070		2,998		372		68,440		70,296		23,483		- 0		93,779		81,081		1,250		3,960		86,291

		Historical Comm		67		1,785				1,852		0		3,051				3,051				1,497				1,497				1,494				1,494		- 0		1,498				1,498		- 0		1,496		- 0		1,496				9,153				9,153				3,841				3,841		- 0		5,950				5,950

		Historic Dist. Comm																																		751		97				848		489		58		- 0		547		673		11,570				12,243		882		113				995		1,221		275				1,496

		CATV Committee																																		- 0		- 0				0		4,398		- 0		- 0		4,398		- 0		- 0				0				1,317				1,317		- 0		- 0				0

		Debt service princi				790,000				790,000				1,265,000				1,265,000				1,215,000				1,215,000				2,590,000				2,590,000		- 0		2,473,500				2,473,500		- 0		2,020,000		- 0		2,020,000				1,935,000				1,935,000				7,637,750				7,637,750				7,106,662				7,106,662

		Int lg term				338,603				338,603				511,685				511,685				406,426				406,426				790,048				790,048				585,325				585,325		- 0		756,772		- 0		756,772				1,583,991				1,583,991				2,621,044				2,621,044				2,530,339				2,530,339

		Int st term				21,004				21,004				19,184				19,184				103,124				103,124				63,524				63,524				237,715				237,715		- 0		2,347,523		- 0		2,347,523				2,190,271				2,190,271				421,918				421,918				187,200				187,200

		Other int				2,562				2,562								0								0				7,398				7,398				- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0				- 0				0				6,575				6,575				10,000				10,000

		Retirem				797,863				797,863				843,493				843,493				883,925				883,925				912,455				912,455				965,028				965,028		- 0		1,050,447				1,050,447				1,073,879				1,073,879				1,067,717				1,067,717				1,316,785				1,316,785

		Workers comp				33,480				33,480				208,477				208,477				29,335				29,335				106,000				106,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				22,151				22,151				22,626				22,626				52,100				52,100

		Unemployment		0		0		0		0				17,000				17,000				15,000				15,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				15,967				15,967				31,650				31,650

		Health ins				1,785,705				1,785,705				1,857,629				1,857,629				1,931,075				1,931,075				1,679,705				1,679,705				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,828,062				2,828,062				3,423,536				3,423,536				4,137,000				4,137,000

		Life in				4,613				4,613				4,822				4,822				4,931				4,931				4,200				4,200				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,825				4,825				4,487				4,487				5,600				5,600

		Medicare				88,280				88,280				101,654				101,654				118,340				118,340				136,500				136,500				153,084				153,084				153,084				153,084				218,879				218,879				251,680				251,680				276,085				276,085

		Liability ins				80,409				80,409				77,204				77,204				79,604				79,604				78,588				78,588				81,884				81,884				81,884				81,884				82,410				82,410				88,021				88,021				104,000				104,000

		Unclassified				66,080				66,080				163,031				163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877				78,949				78,949				77,744				77,744				77,744				77,744				79,287				79,287				271,986				271,986		- 0		288,280				288,280

		State Charges																																																				379,184				379,184				325,233				325,233

		Other uses/trans				5,706				5,706				116,779				116,779				324,000				324,000		747						747		- 0		247,438				247,438		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		588,649				588,649		- 0		149,937				149,937								0

		Total, non school		5,456,235		5,747,634		116,039		11,319,908		5,785,213		7,011,530		180,305		12,977,048		5,938,201		7,083,099		257,731		13,279,031		6,200,395		8,181,253		564,602		14,946,250		6,469,659		8,755,955		279,266		15,504,880		6,784,484		10,643,553		789,967		18,218,004		7,176,552		13,457,266		415,998		21,049,816		7,512,172		18,945,288		264,883		26,722,343		8,102,989		18,539,227		310,490		26,952,706

																										12,954,858

		K-8 Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487				12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300				14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176				20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252				22,118,366

		Regional schools				7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889				8,467,889		- 0		8,617,300				8,617,300				9,058,676				9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525				10,592,603				10,592,603				11,720,166				11,720,166				12,585,663				12,585,663

		Total schools		8,737,474		10,032,225		0		18,769,699		9,525,293		10,429,026		0		19,954,319		9,495,036		11,928,376		0		21,423,412		11,165,787		11,732,600		0		22,898,387		11,962,340		12,862,654		271,221		25,096,215		13,635,557		13,411,924		0		27,047,481		15,097,940		14,668,644		0		29,766,584		16,113,515		16,317,342		0		32,430,858		17,204,114		17,499,915		0		34,704,029

		total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,618,609		550,487		40,601,095		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		28,125,911		415,998		50,816,400		23,625,687		35,262,631		264,883		59,153,201		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

																				15,433,237								17,366,182
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		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Rapidly increasing spending for salaries & wages																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

																				appropriated

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Town employees		5,456,235		5,785,213		5,938,201		6,200,395		6,469,659		6,784,484		7,176,552		7,512,172		8,102,989

						6.03%		2.64%		4.42%		4.34%		4.87%		5.78%		4.68%		7.86%

		Sudbury Public Schools employees		8,737,474		9,525,293		9,495,036		11,165,787		11,962,340		13,635,557		15,097,940		16,113,515		17,204,114

						9.02%		-0.32%		17.60%		7.13%		13.99%		10.72%		6.73%		6.77%

		Total non regional school wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Percent increase in spending for salaries &

		wages, non regional schools				7.87%		0.80%		12.52%		6.14%		10.79%		9.08%		6.07%		7.12%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.

		However, the FY02 numbers show a reduced rate of increase, and appropriations for FY03 continue this

		trend of a slower rate of increase in spending for salaries & wages.
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12EMPPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 9

		Employees Per 1000 Population		Not finished												Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing number of municipal employees per 1000 population																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Number of municipal employees

		Population in thousands

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Number of FTE Town employees		165.5		168.43		171.87		164.81		169.61		177.07		179.00		181.00		181.00

		Number SPS FTE employees		222.13		251.47		266.34		302.93		318.93		345.99		393.46		410.74		385.74

		Total number of employees		387.63		419.9		438.21		467.74		488.54		523.06		572.46		591.74		566.74

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population								9.98		10.26		10.51		10.63		10.75

		Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population								18.35		19.29		20.54		23.36		24.39

		Total municipal employees/1000 population (non-regional)								28.34		29.55		31.06		33.99		35.14

		% incr. in number of municipal employees per 1000		2.50%		2.61%		2.73%		6.74%		4.45%		7.07%		9.44%		3.37%		3.37%

		Description

		Because personnel costs are a major portion of  the town's operating budget, monitoring changes in the number of employees

		per thousand residents is a good way to further explore and understand changes in overall expenditure growth.  An increase

		in employees per thousand that is linked to an overall growth in spending is an important indicator to monitor.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that the Town employment has remained fairly constant, keeping pace with modest increases in the

		Town's population.  For the Sudbury Public Schools, the indicator shows that the number of employees has been increasing

		steadily.  However, a better measure of  linking employment to service needs for education might be a separate chart that

		shows employment per thousand of students rather than overall population.
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Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population

Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population

Fiscal Year

Municipal Employees



Sheet1

		

				FY 2000

				Rev Per Capita

		Winchester		2,500.00

		Wellesley		2,517.38

		Belmont		2,583.38

		Concord		2,708.61

		Sudbury		2,859.33

		Wayland		3,057.33

		Weston		3,740.05

				FY2002

				State Aid per capita

		Concord		252.05

		Wellesley		286.25

		Weston		336.99

		Belmont		344.97

		Wayland		387.09

		Sudbury		500.76

				FY2002

				Tax Levy Per Capita

		Belmont		1,774.39

		Wellesley		2,029.75

		Concord		2,299.10

		Wayland		2,466.17

		Sudbury		2,661.56

		Weston		3,156.80





13BENEFITS

		INDICATOR 10

		Pensions & Insurance														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing pension & insurance costs as a percentage of non-regional wages & salaries														X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension & insurance costs

		Non-regional schools wages & salaries

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Pension & insurance costs		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		3,450,970		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Pension & insurance spending as a percent of

		non regional wages and salaries		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		19.87%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		Pensions & Insurance represent a significant share of operating costs, and especially in the area of health insurance, can

		consume a significant portion of the budget.  It is important to monitor this indicator carefully to note such cost increases.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that while the Town was successful in keeping increases in pension & insurance costs down in the years

		FY98-2000, costs of benefits began to spike in FY01 and continued in FY02.  The budgetary allocation for FY03 shows no relief

		from this trend, as the amount approrpriated for FY03 is $5,819,220.
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Pension & insurance spending as a percent of  non regional wages and salaries

Fiscal Year

Pension & Insurance Spending



15FIXEDCOSTS

		INDICATOR 15

		Fixed Costs														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fixed costs

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Fixed costs		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Net operating expenditures		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		2,937,448		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating

		expenditures		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		16.91%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		The operating expenditures of the town are composed in part of mandatory and fixed expenditures

		over which officials have little short-run control.  These include expenditures to which the town is legally

		committed (such as debt service and pension benefits) as well as expenditures mandated by the

		state and federal government.  The higher the level of fixed expenditures, the less freedom the town has

		to adjust spending in response to economic change.
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Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures

Fiscal Year



16REVVEXP

		INDICATOR 16

		Revenues versus Expenditures

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

																		Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		51,739,195		59,989,572		60,009,896		59,948,744		60,120,763

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		8,171,627		7,488,989		5,450,284		4,078,956

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		47,286,077		51,817,945		52,520,907		54,498,460		56,041,807

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701		37,865,360		37,835,407		40,626,066		44,519,643		45,123,596		46,822,621		48,148,595

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Revenues per capita		1,971.2		1,988.9		2,138.4		2,384.5		2,503.7		2,545.7		2,807.8		3,076.9		3,118.6		3,236.1		3,327.7

		Spending per capita		1,868.3		1,935.0		2,055.9		2,088.4		2,298.2		2,428.4		2,753.0		3,027.2		3,216.4

		Description

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701

		rev per capital		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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Revenues per capita

Spending per capita

Revenues v Spending



17SURPLUS

		INDICATOR 17

		General Fund Operating Surplus/Deficit														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:  Deficits on an Operating Basis																Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

		Formula:																Uncertain

		Net non-exempt debt operating revenues

		Net non-exempt debt operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,562,163		33,409,862		35,032,929		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,980,764		34,471,152		37,995,044		40,896,261		45,984,098		51,002,516

		Operating Deficit/Surplus		1,513,207		455,655		330,486		3,918,883		3,396,140		1,975,597		473,655		1,664,243

		Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues		4.97%		1.44%		0.99%		10.21%		8.20%		4.61%		1.02%		3.16%

		Description

		Analysis

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637

		rev per capital		26.43		17.59		19.35		11.38

		constant $ rev per capita

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues

Fiscal Year



18 CURR LIAB

		INDICATOR 18

		Current Liabilities														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing current liabilities at the end of the year as a																Unfavorable

		percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Current liabilities

		Net operating revenues and transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Current liabilities		1,137,893		1,044,559		1,129,395		2,653,689		3,176,151		2,679,548		2,869,876		2,500,000		* est.

		Operating revenues and transfers		23,227,293		25,837,094		26,632,078		39,159,017		40,603,055		42,083,729		45,669,624		49,445,192

		Current liabilities as a percentage of

		operating revenues and transfers		4.90%		4.04%		4.24%		6.78%		7.82%		6.37%		6.28%		5.06%

		Description

		Current liabilities are defined as the sum of all liabilities due at the end of the fiscal year, including short-term debt,

		all accounts payable, accrued liabilities and other current liabilities.

		A major component of current liabilities may be short-term debt in the form of tax or bond anticipation notes.

		Although short-term borrowing is an accepted way to deal with uneven cash flows, an increasing amount of short-

		term debt outstanding at the end of successive years can indicate liquidity problems, deficit spending, or both.

		Analysis
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Current liabilities as a percentage of operating revenues and transfers

Fiscal year



19 Pension

		INDICATOR 19		Unfinished

		Pension liability														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Unfunded pension plan liability as a percentage of														x		Unfavorable

		operating expenditures																Uncertain

		Formula

		Unfunded pension liability

		Total operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Unfunded pension liability		30,089,607		33,349,982		34,702,443				0		31,956,967		0		0

		Total operating expenditures		1,152,169		1,795,869		3,062,210		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Unfunded pension liability as a percentage

		of operating exprenditures		2611.56%		1857.04%		1133.25%		0.00%		0.00%		70.60%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		The town is a member of the Middlesex County Retirement System, which has chosen to amortize its unfunded

		pension liability over the maximum amount of time allowed by state law.  This is a significant obligation of the

		town that will continue to

		Analysis
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Unfunded pension liability as a percentage      of operating exprenditures

Fiscal year

Unfunded pension liability as a percentage of operating expenditures



20PENSION

		INDICATOR 20				not finished

		Pension Assets						Sudbury Trend

										Favorable

		Warning Trend								Marginal

		Decreasing value of pension plan assets								Unfavorable

		as a percentage of benefits paid								Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension plan assets

		Annual pension benefits paid

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998

		Pension plan assets		34,916,147		36,503,419		37,187,753		40,642,016

		Benefits paid		1,150,264		1,227,220		1,322,825		1,595,936

		Ratio of assets to benefits paid		30.4		29.7		28.1		25.5

		Sources:    Revenues 95-97, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant

		Description

		A pension plan's assets are held primarily as cash or investments.  A decline in the ratio of plan assets to benefits

		due can indicate serious problems in the management of the pension plan.  An additional ratio to consider is the

		annual amount of pension receipts as a percentage of annual benefits paid, which focuses more specifically on

		a pension plan's ability to meet its current cash requirements.
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Ratio of assets to benefits paid

Fiscal Year



21PROPVALUE

		INDICATOR 21

		Property Value														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Declining growth or drop in the market																Unfavorable

		value of residential, commercial, or																Uncertain

		industrial property (constant dollars)

		Formula

		Change in property value (constant dollars)

		Prior year property value (constant dollars)

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Market value of property		1,552,504,196		1,691,223,217		1,741,962,896		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600

		Consumer price index		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		411.1		411.1

		Property value

		(constant dollars)		0		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504		560,230,504

		Property value in prior

		year (constant dollars)		0		1,018,035,538		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504

		Percent  change in

		property value

		(constant dollars)		0.00%		5.81%		0.75%		4.57%		-2.10%		-3.53%		21.05%		-1.44%		0.00%		-56.19%		0.00%

		Description

		Changes in property value are important because most local governments depend on the property tax for a

		substantial portion of their revenues.  Especially in a community with a stable or fixed tax rate, the higher the

		aggregate property value, the higher the revenues.  Communities experiencing population and economic growth

		are likely to experience short-run, per unit increases in property value.  This is because in the short run, the

		housing supply is fixed and the increase in demand created by growth will force prices up.  Declining areas are

		more likely to see a decrease in the market value of properties.

		The effect of declining property value on governmental revenues depends on the government's reliance on

		property taxes.  The extent to which the decline will ripple through the community's economy, affecting other

		revenues such as those from sales tax, is more difficult to determine.  All of the economic and demographic

		factors are closely related.  A decline in property value will most probably not be a cause but a symptom of

		other, underlying problems.
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Percent  change in property value (constant dollars)

Fiscal year





Indicator 4:  Favorable 

Property Tax Revenues
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override history

		

				op

		1997

		1998

		1999		$   592,250

		2000

		2001		$   1,740,946

		2002		$   1,018,820

		2003		$   2,999,995

		2004

		2005





ch sheet history

		

		06		05		04		03		02		01		00		99		98		97		96		95		94		93		92		91		90		89		88

		8,004,911		$8,001,904		$8,260,514		$8,257,356		$8,138,390		$5,775,652		$5,168,791		$4,420,413		$3,518,671		$3,218,846		$3,014,171		$2,789,584		$2,461,908		$2,289,902		$2,370,453		$2,563,676		$3,467,838		$3,179,000

														$321,325

														$5,172,902





03 actual

		

		FY		Chapter 70, Governor				School Trans Programs		School Construction		Tuition of State Wards		Per Pupil Aid		Racial Imbalance		Racial Imbal. Inc. per year		School Lunch		Remediation Asst.		Lottery, Beano & Charity Games				Lottery inc. per year		Additional Assistance		Highway Fund		Police Career Incentive		Vets' Benefits		Exempt: Vets, Blind and Surviving Spouses		Exempt: Elderly		State Owned Land		Muni. Stabilization		Public Libraries		Total		Less SBA						Assessments		Net C.S.

		05		3,164,092				158,413		2,878,748		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		102,915				7,500		6,500		31,462				19,200		8,388,497

		04		3,083,242				158,413		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.03		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		99,917				7,500		6,500		31,462				18,823		8,647,092

		03		3,005,942		5.95%		158,413		3,221,567		0				296,820		0.03		10,704				915,572				0.00		754,778		0		97,007		2,271		9,013		6,510		31,462				18,545		8,528,604		5,307,037		1.88%				262,541		8,266,063

		02		2,837,016		11.45%		150,033		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.05		9,521		0		915,572				0.06		807,321		27,744		91,745		0		7,775		5,854		47,356				21,280		8,430,559		5,208,992		4.44%				308,631		8,121,928

		01		2,545,546		22.01%		202,785		788,129		0				301,988		0.32		8,937				867,066		7.92%		0.08		807,321		110,976		88,676				8,100		7,028		20,110				18,990		5,775,652		4,987,523		13.85%		662,897		352,123		5,423,529

		00		2,086,346		44.42%		195,236		788,129		0				228,850		0.10		9,462				803,448		10.12%		0.10		807,321		110,976		82,086		0		10,709		11,044		16,673				18,510		5,168,791		4,380,662		20.60%		745,622		408,158		4,760,633

		99		1,444,646		20.76%		190,022		788,129		4,517				208,938		-0.10		7,955				729,602		8.74%		0.09		807,321		110,976		78,403				10,813		10,542		13,422				15,127		4,420,413		3,632,284		9.46%		885,937		405,403		4,015,010

		98		1,196,330		17.42%		173,351		200,222		0				233,350		-0.00		7,206				670,965		9.65%		0.10		807,321		110,976		71,521				10,780		10,026		11,267				15,356		3,518,671		3,318,449		9.93%		309,165		389,598		3,129,073

		97		1,018,880		19.05%		136,519		200,222		0				233,764		0.00		6,354				611,899		9.15%		0.09		807,321		110,976		49,708		2,814		10,399		5,139		8,930				15,921		3,218,846		3,018,624		7.27%		198,239		398,938		2,819,908

		96		855,830		22.33%		156,710		200,222		0				233,437		-0.06		5,702				560,595		12.07%		0.12		807,321		110,976		43,743				11,546		5,019		8,062				15,008		3,014,171		2,813,949		8.67%		213,591		392,502		2,621,669

		95		699,605				123,188		200,222		0				248,763		0.00		6,877				500,235				0.20		807,321		110,976		48,947		4,982		13,052		5,220		5,053				15,143		2,789,584		2,589,362						381,506		2,408,078

		94		652,000				104,213		0		0				248,763		0.23		5,483		0		418,367				0.00		807,321		110,976		55,860		0		4,891		13,000		5,089		25,447		10,498		2,461,908

		93		369,870				118,270		0		0		189,700		201,678				5,416		0		418,367						807,321		110,964		33,259		0		4,797		14,840		4,927				10,493		2,289,902

						included in Senate version for 01

		The 01 estimate was updated to show final cherry sheet 8/4/00

		The 01 estimate was updated to show preliminary cherry sheet dated 3/28/00																																														8257356

																																																271,248

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		5.71%		124,565		3.12%						1,701,812				-3.87%				262,541						-14.93%		5,298,256		122,862				2.37%

		02		3,284,345		7.36%		120,800		4.35%						1,770,249				4.47%				308,631						-12.35%		5,175,394		305,875				6.28%

		01		3,059,256		21.40%		115,766		4.01%						1,694,497				4.12%				352,123						-13.73%		4,869,519		610,878				14.34%

		00		2,519,894		36.10%		111,305		6.67%						1,627,442				4.97%				408,158						0.68%		4,258,641		752,392				21.46%

		99		1,851,561		14.99%		104,343		6.85%						1,550,345				4.08%				405,403						4.06%		3,506,249		308,802				9.66%

		98		1,610,237		15.39%		97,657		28.45%						1,489,553				4.30%				389,598						-2.34%		3,197,447		297,752				10.27%

		97		1,395,517		11.49%		76,028		8.15%						1,428,150				3.79%				398,938						1.64%		2,899,695		201,741				7.48%

		96		1,251,679		16.06%		70,297		-8.87%						1,375,978				4.83%				392,502						2.88%		2,697,954		229,770				9.31%

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		187,534		124,565		3,765						1,701,812				(68,437)				262,541						-46,090		5,298,256		122,862				0.0237396419

		02		3,284,345		225,089		120,800		5,034						1,770,249				75,752				308,631						-43,492		5,175,394		305,875				0.0628142122

		01		3,059,256		539,362		115,766		4,461						1,694,497				67,055				352,123						-56,035		4,869,519		610,878				0.1434443523

		00		2,519,894		668,333		111,305		6,962						1,627,442				77,097				408,158						2,755		4,258,641		752,392				0.2145860149

		99		1,851,561		241,324		104,343		6,686						1,550,345				60,792				405,403						15,805		3,506,249		308,802				0.0965776759

		98		1,610,237		214,720		97,657		21,629						1,489,553				61,403				389,598						-9,340		3,197,447		297,752				0.102683903

		97		1,395,517		143,838		76,028		5,731						1,428,150				52,172				398,938						6,436		2,899,695		201,741				0.0747755521

		96		1,251,679		173,246		70,297		(6,845)						1,375,978				63,369				392,502						10,996		2,697,954		229,770				0.0930927354

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184
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REV DATA

		SECTION A:  REVENUES

				FY95				FY96				FY97				FY98				FY99				FY00				FY01				FY02				FY 03				FY 04				FY 05				FY 06

				Actual				Actual				Actual @		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Unaudited		% of		Actual		% of		Projected		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of

				12 months*		% of total		12 months*		% of total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		Actual		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total

		Personal Property		540,990		1.71%		518,142		1.53%		530,289		1.47%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Real Estate		24,567,041		77.53%		26,475,863		78.34%		27,851,077		77.31%		31,093,583		72.76%		32,333,356		73.49%		35,523,166		75.20%		38,801,854		76.22%		44,320,566		73.27%		48,840,640		77.70%		49,250,251		78.86%		49,876,735		79.33%		51,213,805		79.71%

		Tax Liens redeemed		515,932		1.63%		601,986		1.78%		412,242		1.14%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Intergovernmental (state aid)		2,407,699		7.60%		2,608,740		7.72%		2,852,363		7.92%		3,954,089		9.25%		5,342,468		12.14%		4,938,368		10.45%		5,522,707		10.85%		8,138,390		13.45%		8,257,356		13.14%		8,260,514		13.23%		8,001,904		12.73%		8,004,911		12.46%

		Motor Vehicle Excise		1,695,049		5.35%		1,632,879		4.83%		1,758,786		4.88%		2,005,785		4.69%		2,170,950		4.93%		2,365,447		5.01%		2,558,043		5.02%		2,550,667		4.22%		2,658,734		4.23%		2,685,321		4.30%		2,712,175		4.31%		2,739,296		4.26%

		Other excise		1,474		0.00%		2,784		0.01%		1,551		0.00%		1,867		0.00%		2,441		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		60		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%

		Hotel/Motel excise (non cherry sheet revenue)		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		62,359		0.15%		46,810		0.11%		57,492		0.12%		64,630		0.13%		66,035		0.11%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.07%

		Penalties and Interest		260,339		0.82%		279,823		0.83%		245,896		0.68%		280,471		0.66%		183,924		0.42%		278,641		0.59%		259,891		0.51%		125,506		0.21%		150,000		0.24%		100,000		0.16%		105,000		0.17%		110,250		0.17%

		PILOTS		67,328		0.21%		69,346		0.21%		113,543		0.32%		48,331		0.11%		59,092		0.13%		74,583		0.16%		84,424		0.17%		31,100		0.05%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.09%

		Fees		0		0.00%		14,556		0.04%		21,439		0.06%		186,199		0.44%		128,575		0.29%		146,048		0.31%		107,184		0.21%		99,035		0.16%		117,000		0.19%		119,925		0.19%		122,923		0.20%		125,996		0.20%

		Rentals		0		0.00%		37,806		0.11%		22,650		0.06%		50,496		0.12%		22,503		0.05%		41,831		0.09%		159,367		0.31%		159,802		0.26%		80,000		0.13%		84,000		0.13%		88,200		0.14%		84,000		0.13%

		Other Departmental Revenues		189,663		0.60%		271,933		0.80%		318,890		0.89%		80,862		0.19%		11,161		0.03%		199,930		0.42%		55,880		0.11%		69,435		0.11%		50,000		0.08%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%

		Licenses and Permits		304,518		0.96%		154,384		0.46%		156,269		0.43%		388,752		0.91%		318,288		0.72%		394,266		0.83%		369,887		0.73%		696,963		1.15%		290,000		0.46%		297,250		0.48%		304,681		0.48%		312,298		0.49%

		Fines & Forfeits		126,678		0.40%		101,200		0.30%		89,046		0.25%		121,382		0.28%		107,222		0.24%		100,478		0.21%		97,335		0.19%		96,694		0.16%		90,000		0.14%		90,000		0.14%		91,800		0.15%		91,800		0.14%

		Investment Income		279,508		0.88%		364,810		1.08%		346,679		0.96%		606,435		1.42%		1,992,369		4.53%		800,104		1.69%		511,468		1.00%		358,572		0.59%		425,000		0.68%		350,000		0.56%		357,000		0.57%		374,850		0.58%

		Reserved investment income																		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Chapter 203 Assessment														0				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		211,585		0.35%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%

		Other/One time income				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		43,745		0.09%		895,940		1.48%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%

		Subtotal, operating revenues		30,956,219				33,134,252				34,720,720				38,880,609				42,719,159				44,923,054				48,639,115				57,820,349				61,194,365				61,512,896				61,936,053				63,332,841

		Free cash/transfers		443,000		1.40%		489,000		1.45%		993,696		2.76%		1,249,723		2.92%		763,419		1.74%		1,758,117		3.72%		1,800,000		3.54%		1,900,000		3.14%		1,180,000		1.88%		750,000		1.20%		750,000		1.19%		750,000		1.17%

		Chapter 90														969,204				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Transfers other funds/ Available Funds		286,231		0.90%		174,255		0.52%		312,209		0.87%		1,633,188		3.82%		515,157		1.17%		559,911		1.19%		471,756		0.93%		771,862		1.28%		482,790		0.77%		190,000		0.30%		190,000		0.30%		165,000		0.26%

		Subtotal, revenues		31,685,450		100%		33,797,507		100%		36,026,625		100%		42,732,724		98%		43,997,735		100%		47,241,082		100%		50,910,871		100%		60,492,211		100%		62,857,155		100%		62,452,896		100%		62,876,053		100%		64,247,841		100%

		Less taxes for exempt items														3,373,485				2,606,551				4,369,224				4,453,118				7,825,452				7,231,140				6,000,513				4,945,754				4,534,549

		Less reserved investment income														0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0

		Less Cherry Sheet to pay school debt														200,222				788,129				788,129				788,129				3,221,567				3,169,449				3,169,449				2,826,630				2,826,630

		Quasi-operating revenues														39,159,017				40,603,055				42,083,729				45,669,624				49,445,192				52,456,566				53,282,934				55,103,669				56,886,662

																				1,444,038				1,480,674				3,585,895				3,775,568				3,011,374				826,368				1,820,735				1,782,993

		Auditors		31,245,276				33,145,537				34,968,153								42,258,133

		Difference		(289,057)				(11,285)				(247,433)

		non general fund

		enterprise funds														667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		septage grant loan program																		0

		transport bond																		0

		total, non general fund										0				667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		Total, all revenue														43,400,427				44,634,695				47,858,898				51,581,718				61,133,000				63,441,032				63,080,111				63,525,221				64,919,730

		Total, all expenses														40,321,441				41,327,556				46,433,886				50,346,491				60,654,382				63,384,147				65,672,165				67,617,991				71,016,512

																3,078,986				3,307,139				1,425,012				1,235,227				478,618				56,885				(2,592,054)				(4,092,770)				(6,096,782)

		Net Intergovernmental														3,753,867				4,554,339				4,150,239				4,734,578				4,916,823				5,087,907

																								11,741,140

		Gross cherry sheet																		4,420,413				34,937,994

		Less library offset																		(15,127)				46,679,134

		Less METCO offset																		(208,938)

		Less school lunch																		(7,955)

																				4,188,393				1,179,764

																								782,500

																				5,342,468				(397,264)

																				1,154,075

																				4,420,413

																				4,267,574

																				152,839
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1REVPERCAP

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Less:  excluded debt		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673		47,101,429		47,801,157		49,052,585

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Net operating revenues & transfers per capita

		(constant dollars)		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648		2,797		2,838		2,913

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673

		rev per capita		1,971		1,989		2,138		2,326		2,504		2,546		2,759		3,127

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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1REVPERCAP (2)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

										Net Operating

										Revenues				CPI		Per Capita		Per Capita		2003		2004		2005		Percent

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Population		1995 base year		Actual		Constant		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Change

		1995								30,573,932		15,510		100.000		1,971		1,971

		1996								31,978,798		16,079		0.97134		1,989		1,932								-2.00%

		1997								34,304,946		16,042		0.95016		2,138		2,032		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		5.18%

		1998								38,390,035		16,506		0.93444		2,326		2,173		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		6.96%

		1999								41,391,184		16,532		0.91482		2,504		2,290		180.1		180.1		180.1		5.39%

		2000								42,871,858		16,841		0.88252		2,546		2,247		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		-1.91%

		2001								46,457,753		16,841		0.85915		2,759		2,370		0		0		0		5.49%

		2002								52,666,759		16,841		0.84675		3,127		2,648		16,841		16,841		16,841		11.73%

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

		Analysis

		Revenues per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measured on a constant dollar basis.

		The revenue growth has been generated by increases in Cherry Sheet revenues from the Commonwealth to support

		educational spending, as well as property tax overrides in FY00, 01 and 02.  Additionally, elastic revenues, such as

		investment income and motor vehicle excise, showed strong growth rates over the last four years.  These

		revenues do not perform as well when the economy is not performing well.  Finally, free cash has been used as a

		revenue source.  All these observations together mean that revenue projections for the next few years should be

		cautious given that only the within levy property tax is consistently available.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		38,390,035		16,506		1		2,326		2,173

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		46,457,753		16,841		1		2,759		2,370

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										38,390,035.15

				140.3		144.5		148.2		41,391,183.89		3,001,149

				1		0.970934		0.946694		42,871,858.00		1,480,674

										47,286,077.00		4,414,219

										52,666,758.70		5,380,682
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1REVPERCAP (3)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenue Mix														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

																				2003		2004		2005

		Fiscal Year								Within Levy		Overrides		Cherry Sheet		Local Receipts		Free cash		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Total

		1997																		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		1998								27,720,098		- 0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		38,189,813

		1999								29,134,555		592,250		4,554,339		5,558,492		763,419		180.1		180.1		180.1		40,603,055

		2000								31,153,942		- 0		4,150,239		5,021,431		1,758,117		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		42,083,729

		2001								32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000		0		0		0		45,669,624

		2002								35,476,294		1,018,820		4,916,823		6,133,255		1,900,000		16,841		16,841		16,841		49,445,192

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		27,720,098		0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		0		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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2INTERGOVREV

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Intergovernmental operating revenue

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Intergovernmental operating revenue, less SBAB		2,607,921		2,408,518		2,652,141		3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		4,734,578		4,916,823		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274

		Intergovernmental operating revenues as a

		percentage of operating revenues		8.2%		7.1%		7.4%		9.8%		11.0%		9.7%		10.2%		9.3%		8.1%		8.2%		8.2%

		Description

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The primary

		concern in analyzing intergovernmental revenues is to know and monitor the town's vulnerability to reductions in such

		revenues, and to determine whether the town is controlling its use of this external revenue- or whether these revenues

		are controlling town policies.  The potential for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor

		these revenues, and to have contingency plans if the state aid were reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.
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2INTERGOVREV (2)

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend:																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																x		Uncertain

		Formula:

		Intergovernmental operating revenue																																						5,044,496

		Operating Revenues																																						4,900,361

																																								4,635,400

										Net Operating		Intergovermental		As a percent		Education		As a percent																						3,972,504

										Revenues		Revenue less		of net oper.		related		of total																						3,226,881

		Fiscal Year								(Nominal)		SBAB grants		revenue		Intergov		intergovern.																						2,928,851

		1995								31,685,450		2,607,921		8.23%																										2,619,686

		1996								33,797,507		2,408,518		7.13%																										2,421,447

		1997								36,026,625		2,652,141		7.36%																										2,207,856

		1998								42,732,724		3,753,867		8.78%		1,610,237		42.90%

		1999								43,997,735		4,554,339		10.35%		1,851,561		40.65%

		2000								47,241,082		4,150,239		8.79%		2,519,894		60.72%

		2001								51,739,195		5,562,902		10.75%		3,059,256		54.99%

		2002								60,492,211		4,916,823		8.13%		3,284,345		66.80%

		Description:

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The potential

		for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor these revenues, and to have contingency

		plans ready if the state aid were to be reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to nearly 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.

		3								3,471,879

		2								3,284,345

		1								3,059,256

		0								2,519,894

		99								1,851,561

		98								1,610,237
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3ELASTICREV

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues														x		Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		0

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		62,876,053

		Elastic operating revenues		1,974,557		1,997,689		2,105,465		2,612,220		4,163,319		3,165,551		3,069,511		2,909,239		3,083,734		3,035,321		3,069,175

		Elastic operating revenues as a percentage of

		operating revenues		6.5%		6.2%		6.1%		6.8%		10.1%		7.4%		6.6%		5.5%		5.5%		5.4%		4.9%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		As the economic base expands or inflation goes up, elastic revenues rise in roughly proportional or greater

		amounts and vice-versa.  Good examples are Motor Vehicle Excise and Investment Income as they respond to

		changes in the economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on

		total revenues.  Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximixe these revenues, while

		having a contingency plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.

		Analysis

		Elastic revenues have ranged from a  high of 10.1% in FY99 to about half that in FY2002.  FY1999 was an

		unusual year, in that a large size borrowing for school construction enabled higher than usual investment income to be

		realized. Investment income in particular has fallen off dramatically as interest rates have plunged.  As one example, the MMDT

		yield in July 2000 was over 6%;  by February of 2002 it had fallen to just under 2%, and has held steady since then.

		The overall result is that the production from these revenue sources has decreased as a percent of overall revenues.

		This leads to more reliance on the property tax to make up the difference in our revenue sources.
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3ELASTICREV (2)

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:														x		Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

										Net Operating

										Revenues		Elastic		Elastic operating revenues %

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Revenues		of operating revenues

		1995

		1996

		1997																		0		0		0

		1998								38,390,035		2,612,220		6.80%

		1999								41,391,184		4,163,319		10.06%

		2000								42,871,858		3,165,551		7.38%

		2001								47,286,077		3,069,511		6.49%

		2002								52,666,759		2,909,239		5.52%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		Motor vehicle excise and investment income are the two revenue sources that respond to changes in the

		economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on total revenues.

		Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximize these revenues, while having a contingency

		plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.
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4PROPTAXREV

		INDICATOR 4

		Property Tax Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in property tax revenues																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Property tax revenues

		constant dollars

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Property tax revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583		32,333,356		35,523,166		38,801,854		44,320,566		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Operating property tax revenues		24,512,445		25,777,282		27,071,929		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,348,736		36,495,114		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.000		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620

		Property tax revenues

		(constant dollars)		24,512,445		25,037,972		25,705,682		25,885,680		27,176,755		27,476,046		29,491,534		30,882,040		35,209,816		36,597,779		38,020,441

		Percent growth in constant dollar		0		2.14%		2.67%		0.70%		4.99%		1.10%		7.34%		4.71%

		Description

		Property tax revenues are analyzed separately because the town relies so heavily on them for both operating and capital

		spending.  A decline in growth rate in property taxes can have a number of causes.  First, it may reflect an overall decline

		in property values.  Second, it may result from unwilling default on property taxes by property owners.  Third, it may from

		poor assessment/ appraisal methods.  Finally, a decline can be cause by deliberate default by owners who realize that

		they can use the Town to finance their liabilities.  Any decrease in the net property tax revenues should be monitored

		carefully to ensure that collections are at a high level.  Also, any rapid increase due to operating overrides should be noted

		for their impact on future override requests.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much growth required voter approval.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 ($572,250); FY2001 ($1,740,946) and FY 2002 ($1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars

		rev per capital

		constant $ rev per capita		24,512,445.00		25,037,971.81		25,705,682.12		25,885,679.75

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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5UNCOLLECT

		INDICATOR 5

		Uncollected Property Taxes														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing amount of uncollected property taxes as																Unfavorable

		a percentage of net property tax levy																Uncertain

		Formula

		Uncollected property taxes @ June 30

		Net property tax levy

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Total property tax levy		25,546,414		27,071,563		28,670,586		31,096,413		32,403,999		35,783,508		40,063,013		44,823,263		0		0		0

		Overlay for abatements/exemptions		347,972		228,340		229,682		290,364		523,480		315,867		865,754		523,533		0		0		0

		Net property tax levy		25,198,442		26,843,223		28,440,904		30,806,049		31,880,519		35,467,641		39,197,259		44,299,730		0		0		0

		Uncollected taxes at June 30		903,765		561,386		314,387		337,044		23,097		364,877		431,133		502,697		0		0		0

		Uncollected property taxes as a

		percentage of net levy		3.59%		2.09%		1.11%		1.09%		0.07%		1.03%		1.10%		1.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		Every year, a percentage of property owners are unable or unwilling to pay property taxes.  If this

		percentage increases over time, it may indicate overall decline in the town's economic health.  Additionally, as

		uncollected property taxes rise, liquidity is decreased, and there is less cash on hand to pay bills or invest.

		This is an early warning indicator of concerns about the financial health of the taxpayers of the town.

		Analysis

		This is a critical indicator to monitor for many reasons.  The credit rating industry assumes that a municipality in

		good financial health will be able to collect 97 to 98% of its property taxes within the year that the taxes are due.

		If uncollected property taxes grow to more than 5 to 8 %, that is considered a negative factor.  Sudbury consistently

		collects about 99% of propety taxes due by June 30 of each fiscal year, and an even greater total amount within

		the 6 months after the end of the fiscal year.
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6REVSHORT

		INDICATOR 6

		Revenue Shortfalls														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend														x		Marginal

		Increase in revenue shortfalls as a percentage of																Unfavorable

		actual operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Revenue shortfalls/surpluses

		Operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Actual gross operating revenues		31,685,450		33,308,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Budgeted operating revenues		30,757,401		32,726,706		35,811,969		39,052,345		41,579,890		45,084,681		48,296,805		58,097,642		41,579,890		41,579,890		41,579,890

		Revenue surpluses		928,049		581,801		214,656		2,711,175		2,417,845		2,156,401		2,614,066		2,394,569		21,277,265		20,873,006		21,296,163

		Revenue surpluses as a percentage of

		of actual operating revenues		2.93%		1.75%		0.60%		6.49%		5.50%		4.56%		5.13%		3.96%		33.85%		33.42%		33.87%

		Description

		This indicator examines the differences between revenue estimates and revenues actually received

		during the fiscal year.  Major discrepancies that continue year after year can indicate a declining economy, inefficient

		collection procedures, or inaccurate estimating techniques.  Discrepancies may also indicate that high

		revenue estimates are being made to accommodate political pressures.  If revenue shortfalls are

		increasing in frequency or size, a detailed analysis of each revenue should be made to pincpoint the source.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for sources such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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7ONETIME

		INDICATOR 7

		One Time Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																x		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing use of one-time operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		One time operating revenues

		Net operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		One-time operating revenues (+FREE CASH)		1		489,000		993,696		1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,843,745		2,795,940		1,280,000		850,000		850,000

		One-time operating revenues as a

		percentage of net operating revenues		0.00%		1.53%		2.90%		3.18%		1.84%		4.10%		3.97%		5.31%		2.30%		1.51%		1.47%

		Description

		A one-time revenues is one that cannot reasonably be expected to continue, such as a single-purpose

		state grant, supplemental lottery distributions, one-times savings in health insurance accounts, sale of

		assets, investment income from bond proceeds, and free cash.  Continual use of one-time revenues

		to balance the annual budget can indicate that the revenues base is not strong enough

		to support current service levels.  It can also mean the government is incurring operating deficits.

		Further, it means the town has little room to maneuver if there were a downturn in revenues

		such as might occur during a regional or national recession, or because of the suddent expenditures

		occasioned by a natural disaster.  Use of one-time revenues increases the probability that the town will

		will have to make large cutbacks if such revenues cease to be available.
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9FREECASH

		INDICATOR 9

		Free Cash

																		Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

																				Marginal

																		x		Unfavorable

																				Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Free Cash Available for Appropriation		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997		$   1,182,077

		Free Cash Appropriated		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,800,000		$   1,900,000		$   1,180,000

		Percentage of Free Cash Appropriated		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		91.7%		93.3%		99.8%

		Description

		Source:  Revenues 95-98, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant
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8FUNDBAL

		INDICATOR 8

		Unreserved Fund Balance														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in Undesignated Fund Balance as % of expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Undesignated fund balance

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Undesignated fund balance		1,405,737		1,442,676		1,049,210		2,636,637		4,361,663		4,343,243		2,091,077		1,550,000		* est.

		Net Operating expenditures		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Undesignated Fund Balance as a % of expenditures		4.67%		4.38%		3.02%		6.97%		10.74%		9.60%		4.15%		2.63%

		Certified Free Cash available for appropriation								$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997

		Description

		Undesignated fund balances are not synonymous with available for appropriation because often they are

		reserved for some other purpose, such as for prior year's encumbrances.  Nevertheless, the size of a muncipality's

		fund balances can affect its ability to withstand financial emergencies.

		request.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much is growth requires voter approval at the ballot box.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 (572,250); FY2001 (1,740,946) and FY 2002 (1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.
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Undesignated Fund Balance as a % of expenditures

Fiscal Year



10SPENDPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 7

		Spending Per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)														X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,737,390		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,977,893		34,393,667		37,305,055		40,141,190		44,699,826		48,140,682		51,822,534

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		28,937,438		30,242,510		31,313,588		32,117,616		34,104,921		35,402,300		38,378,893		41,333,182		43,852,050

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,506		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures

		(constant dollars)		1,866		1,881		1,952		1,946		2,066		2,102		2,279		2,454		2,604

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.  Or it may indicate that the demographics of the community are changing

		requiring increased spending in related services.

		Analysis

		Expenditures per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measurered on a constant dollar basis.

		The indicator alone only points to the need for further analysis to identify more specifically the drivers of such growth

		so that steps can be taken to reduce the rate of such growth, and a better understanding of the future implications of

		current decisions.
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Per capita expenditures (constant dollars)

Fiscal Year

Per Capita Expenditures (constant dollars)



11SPENDWOLSRHS

		INDICATOR 11

		Spending Per Capita, non regional schools

																		Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																		Marginal

		(constant dollars)																		Unfavorable

																		x		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		LLSRHS & MVHS appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		8,467,889		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch. operating expenditures and transfers		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,837,166		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		21,282,074		22,325,212		23,273,051		24,070,578		26,363,432		26,753,489		29,308,324		31,270,347		33,202,105

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,532		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures, non regional schools

		(constant dollars)		1,372.2		1,388.5		1,450.8		1,456.0		1,594.7		1,588.6		1,740.3		1,856.8		1,971.5

		* Includes lease expenses

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for souces such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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11WAGES

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing personnel costs as a percentage of total non regional school spending																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

		Net operating expenditures & transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (curr $)		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Less exempt debt spending		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Less regional schools appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		9,058,676		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch operating expenditures		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,246,379		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Salaries & Wages as a percentage of

		non reg sch spending		66.69%		66.61%		62.97%		67.37%		65.25%		67.32%		65.25%		64.87%		64.50%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.
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Salaries & Wages as a percentage of   non reg sch spending

Fiscal Year

Salaries & Wages



spend data

		SECTION B				FY95								FY96								FY97								FY98								FY99								FY 00								FY 01								FY 02								FY 03		(appropriated)

		SPENDING DATA

				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		General Government		890,867		347,659		3,500		1,242,026		909,859		229,654		78,076		1,217,589		907,574		400,123		15,830		1,323,527		1,047,412		354,262		69,160		1,470,834		1,094,151		324,815		0		1,418,966		1,091,432		417,288		0		1,508,720		1,202,778		531,032		0		1,733,810		1,296,260		555,609		0		1,851,869		1,461,483		450,724		0		1,912,207

		Public Safety		3,006,495		484,042		16,198		3,506,735		3,148,169		391,622		54,885		3,594,676		3,330,902		395,091		166,556		3,892,549		3,434,653		404,607		329,763		4,169,023		3,555,181		386,208		200,670		4,142,059		3,775,568		448,611		680,021		4,904,200		3,935,901		560,577		180,972		4,677,450		4,113,310		739,764		112,288		4,965,362		4,327,179		627,103		172,000		5,126,282

		Public Works		870,653		753,717		13,617		1,637,987		1,012,832		940,502		47,344		2,000,678		959,410		736,240		48,100		1,743,750		966,394		668,179		165,679		1,800,252		1,162,373		760,971		78,596		2,001,940		1,172,324		709,442		89,250		1,971,016		1,255,512		907,203		234,654		2,397,369		1,240,188		894,565		145,096		2,279,848		1,390,381		982,013		122,430		2,494,824

		Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487		0		12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300		0		14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176		0		20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252		0		22,118,366

		L/SRHS & MVHS		0		7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889		0		8,467,889		0		8,617,300		0		8,617,300		0		9,058,676		0		9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525		0		10,592,603		0		10,592,603		0		11,720,166		0		11,720,166		0		12,585,663		0		12,585,663

		Human Services		190,172		12,892		82,724		285,788		200,765		112,065		0		312,830		209,882		129,037		0		338,919		218,682		135,805		0		354,487		237,517		136,622		0		374,139		278,284		177,036		20,696		476,016		292,952		182,045		0		474,997		342,055		158,131		7,500		507,686		354,025		152,530		0		506,555

		Cultural & Recreation Services		498,048		135,019		0		633,067		513,588		151,729		0		665,317		530,002		146,647		0		676,649		532,507		151,033		0		683,540		420,437		154,286		0		574,723		466,876		232,387		0		699,263		489,408		269,821		372		759,601		520,359		288,743		0		809,103		569,921		281,156		16,060		867,137

		Debt & Interest		0		1,152,169		0		1,152,169		0		1,795,869		0		1,795,869		0		1,724,550		0		1,724,550		0		3,450,970		0		3,450,970		0		3,296,540		0		3,296,540		0		5,124,295		0		5,124,295		0		5,709,262		0		5,709,262		0		10,687,287		0		10,687,287		0		9,834,201		0		9,834,201

		Personnel Benefits		0		2,790,350		0		2,790,350		0		3,110,279		0		3,110,279		0		3,062,210		0		3,062,210		0		2,937,448		0		2,937,448		0		3,289,447		0		3,289,447		0		3,374,866		0		3,374,866		0		4,167,796		0		4,167,796		0		4,786,013		0		4,786,013		0		5,819,220		0		5,819,220

		Transfers		0		5,706		0		5,706		0		116,779		0		116,779		0		324,000		0		324,000		747		0		0		747		0		247,438		0		247,438		0		0		0		0		0		588,649		0		588,649		0		149,937		0		149,937		0		0		0		0

		Unclassified		0		66,080		0		66,080		0		163,031		0		163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877		0		78,949		0		78,949		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		161,697		0		161,697		0		360,007		0		360,007		0		392,280		0		392,280

		Unappropriated																																		0		500		0		500		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0

		Total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,619,109		550,487		40,601,595		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		27,746,727		415,998		50,437,216		23,625,687		34,937,398		264,883		58,827,968		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

		Auditors								31,090,925																34,979,816

																										(277,373)

																				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		Selectmen		199,215		28,388				227,603		203,986		27,210				231,196		221,404		42,726				264,130		165,815		31,978				197,793		172,861		24,022				196,883		140,417		46,319				186,736		188,417		82,526				270,943		205,415		75,777				281,192		231,110		33,632				264,742

		Town Meeting		1,954		12,866				14,820				28,030				28,030				36,047				36,047				19,278				19,278		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		15,562				15,562		- 0		- 0				0								0

		FinCom		8,080		279				8,359		8,651				274		8,925		9,260		284				9,544		91,959		2,189				94,148		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0						0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Information Systems																																		60,384		58,493				118,877		67,216		88,876				156,092		95,440		81,752				177,192		104,786		145,146				249,932		113,028		143,445				256,473

		Accounting		118,231		31,488				149,719		134,996				48,151		183,147		89,455		89,088				178,543		108,155		50,155				158,310		115,082		37,861				152,943		123,672		35,807				159,479		132,003		47,533				179,536		169,391		48,359				217,749		184,431		47,470				231,901

		Assessors		126,969		35,330		0		162,299		130,597				29,651		160,248		134,533		39,426		15,830		189,789		151,211		23,584				174,795		148,387		14,452				162,839		160,442		26,933				187,375		157,033		44,574				201,607		154,118		16,875				170,993		191,402		27,500				218,902

		Treasurers		149,596		51,931		3,500		205,027		153,022		65,163				218,185		153,601		61,857				215,458		161,855		65,695				227,550		158,762		48,112				206,874		170,923		51,208				222,131		173,749		90,967				264,716		202,229		83,437				285,666		217,846		65,400				283,246

		Law Dept		56,880		92,287				149,167		59,774		68,209				127,983		56,208		84,582				140,790		58,804		84,756				143,560		62,610		96,923				159,533		62,256		118,325				180,581		57,336		110,697				168,033		63,694		136,662				200,356		70,392		78,955				149,347

		Personnel		4,543		611				5,154		4,867		559				5,426		5,209		280				5,489		54,811		24,650		69,160		148,621		101,400		2,550		- 0		103,950		83,710		2,658		- 0		86,368		95,691		14,005		- 0		109,696		102,941		3,183		- 0		106,124		117,493		5,100				122,593

		PBC		0		48,008				48,008								0		0		0				0				852				852		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0				- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0

		Doc. Preservation																																				373				373		- 0		972				972		- 0		1,550				1,550				2,240				2,240		- 0		1,000				1,000

		Clerk		124,210		36,712				160,922		103,638		27,096				130,734		125,898		33,733				159,631		131,316		31,259				162,575		133,322		28,667				161,989		138,556		28,144				166,700		150,173		30,121				180,294		123,299		32,370				155,669		157,913		38,654				196,567

		Conservation		38,327		7,364				45,691		41,249		8,390				49,639		38,144		8,440				46,584		43,078		14,666				57,744		46,279		10,190				56,469		46,279		10,190				56,469		50,870		5,553				56,423		61,620		5,359				66,979		61,547		5,218				66,765

		Planning		52,212		1,930				54,142		60,033		4,504				64,537		62,875		2,655				65,530		67,957		4,175				72,132		79,979		2,063				82,042		83,022		3,795				86,817		85,723		5,027				90,750		88,258		4,860				93,117		93,838		2,500				96,338

		ZBA		9,595		387				9,982		9,046		493				9,539		10,987		1,005				11,992		12,451		1,025				13,476		15,085		1,109				16,194		14,939		4,061				19,000		16,343		1,165				17,508		20,510		1,341				21,851		22,483		1,850				24,333

		Design Review Bd		1,055		78				1,133		0						0								0								0								0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Other																																																								0

		Police		1,313,457		152,664				1,466,121		1,398,266		115,521		54,885		1,568,672		1,469,459		101,602		76,972		1,648,033		1,506,785		120,208		61,500		1,688,493		1,564,665		112,240		72,003		1,748,908		1,646,819		142,825		112,000		1,901,644		1,728,577		143,235		120,000		1,991,812		1,816,444		158,083		99,924		2,074,451		1,919,206		126,023		122,500		2,167,729

		Fire		1,429,088		110,381		16,198		1,555,667		1,479,825		131,143				1,610,968		1,584,772		132,711				1,717,483		1,631,252		138,892		263,263		2,033,407		1,702,578		145,143		128,667		1,976,388		1,801,798		168,615		548,521		2,518,934		1,884,260		163,943		26,058		2,074,261		1,991,301		268,382		4,914		2,264,597		2,069,564		193,220		40,000		2,302,784

		Building Insp		242,433		220,026				462,459		247,888		143,200				391,088		253,817		159,134		89,584		502,535		272,791		144,384		5,000		422,175		280,280		127,523		- 0		407,803		318,569		136,000		19,500		474,069		314,409		252,018		34,914		601,341		296,571		311,991		7,450		616,012		329,415		306,300		9,500		645,215

		Dog Officer		21,517		971				22,488		22,190		1,758				23,948		22,854		1,644				24,498		23,825		1,123				24,948		7,658		1,302		- 0		8,960		8,382		1,171				9,553		8,655		1,381				10,036		8,994		1,307				10,301		8,994		1,560				10,554

		Engineer		220,264		10,936		13,617		244,817		229,137		33,412				262,549		239,648		13,232		13,100		265,980		247,094		12,242		12,332		271,668		258,992		11,656		6,407		277,055		269,562		12,594		6,479		288,635		257,309		18,690		4,186		280,184		252,860		17,898		5,496		276,254		287,804		19,512				307,316

		Highway		153,590						153,590		157,082		20,536		47,344		224,962		176,867		1,191		35,000		213,058		93,057				153,347		246,404		592,923		540,389		63,889		1,197,201		571,500		509,947		81,246		1,162,693		581,719		575,065		222,790		1,379,574		602,875		652,151		132,332		1,387,358		661,624		702,095		115,162		1,478,881

		Highway contr		454,186						454,186		454,039		0				454,039		469,646						469,646		462,523						462,523		- 0		- 0		- 0		0						- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Snow ice		42,613		93,028				135,641		172,574		341,173				513,747		73,249		166,392				239,641		63,114		145,100				208,214		79,675		157,761		- 0		237,436		57,270		138,850		- 0		196,120		123,204		239,416		- 0		362,620		63,283		128,939		- 0		192,222		89,225		182,535				271,760

		Street lighting				74,144				74,144				75,050				75,050				78,123				78,123				74,719				74,719		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Oth highway				575,609				575,609				470,331				470,331				477,302				477,302				407,708				407,708		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Parks & Grounds																																		131,349		12,582		8,300		152,231		109,773		19,038		1,525		130,336		129,856		17,127		7,678		154,661		136,573		29,559		7,268		173,399		147,382		20,350		7,268		175,000

		Cemetery																										100,606		28,410				129,016		99,434		38,583		- 0		138,017		164,219		29,013		- 0		193,232		163,424		56,905		- 0		220,329		184,596		66,018		- 0		250,615		204,346		57,521				261,867

		Health insp		124,452				82,724		207,176		129,568		93,680				223,248		135,149		109,216				244,365		139,116		101,303				240,419		143,739		112,162				255,901		148,251		143,633		20,696		312,580		157,421		141,999				299,420		164,500		137,067				301,567		162,067		135,095				297,162

		Council Aging		61,697		8,485				70,182		64,997		12,681				77,678		68,347		16,861				85,208		71,666		28,286				99,952		85,030		21,297				106,327		105,471		28,988		- 0		134,459		102,792		30,514				133,306		100,663		6,427		7,500		114,590		107,568		9,910				117,478

		Youth				1,357				1,357								0				1,600				1,600				3,138				3,138		419		1,912				2,331		15,989		1,663		- 0		17,652		23,915		4,703				28,618		31,732		3,750				35,482		34,264		4,550				38,814

		Family Services																																																		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		35,848		2,575				38,423		40,257		725				40,982

		Veterans		4,023		3,050				7,073		6,200		5,704				11,904		6,386		1,360				7,746		7,900		3,078				10,978		8,329		1,251				9,580		8,573		2,752		- 0		11,325		8,824		4,829				13,653		9,312		8,312				17,624		9,869		2,250				12,119

		Library		338,895		103,452				442,347		350,267		118,914				469,181		359,345		130,526				489,871		355,446		135,471				490,917		361,152		150,024				511,176		400,250		220,947		- 0		621,197		423,665		246,100				669,765		449,181		259,990				709,171		487,619		273,681		12,100		773,400

		Recreation		159,086		29,782				188,868		163,321		29,764				193,085		170,657		14,624				185,281		177,061		14,068				191,129		58,534		2,667				61,201		61,739		9,886		- 0		71,625		65,070		2,998		372		68,440		70,296		23,483		- 0		93,779		81,081		1,250		3,960		86,291

		Historical Comm		67		1,785				1,852		0		3,051				3,051				1,497				1,497				1,494				1,494		- 0		1,498				1,498		- 0		1,496		- 0		1,496				9,153				9,153				3,841				3,841		- 0		5,950				5,950

		Historic Dist. Comm																																		751		97				848		489		58		- 0		547		673		11,570				12,243		882		113				995		1,221		275				1,496

		CATV Committee																																		- 0		- 0				0		4,398		- 0		- 0		4,398		- 0		- 0				0				1,317				1,317		- 0		- 0				0

		Debt service princi				790,000				790,000				1,265,000				1,265,000				1,215,000				1,215,000				2,590,000				2,590,000		- 0		2,473,500				2,473,500		- 0		2,020,000		- 0		2,020,000				1,935,000				1,935,000				7,637,750				7,637,750				7,106,662				7,106,662

		Int lg term				338,603				338,603				511,685				511,685				406,426				406,426				790,048				790,048				585,325				585,325		- 0		756,772		- 0		756,772				1,583,991				1,583,991				2,621,044				2,621,044				2,530,339				2,530,339

		Int st term				21,004				21,004				19,184				19,184				103,124				103,124				63,524				63,524				237,715				237,715		- 0		2,347,523		- 0		2,347,523				2,190,271				2,190,271				421,918				421,918				187,200				187,200

		Other int				2,562				2,562								0								0				7,398				7,398				- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0				- 0				0				6,575				6,575				10,000				10,000

		Retirem				797,863				797,863				843,493				843,493				883,925				883,925				912,455				912,455				965,028				965,028		- 0		1,050,447				1,050,447				1,073,879				1,073,879				1,067,717				1,067,717				1,316,785				1,316,785

		Workers comp				33,480				33,480				208,477				208,477				29,335				29,335				106,000				106,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				22,151				22,151				22,626				22,626				52,100				52,100

		Unemployment		0		0		0		0				17,000				17,000				15,000				15,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				15,967				15,967				31,650				31,650

		Health ins				1,785,705				1,785,705				1,857,629				1,857,629				1,931,075				1,931,075				1,679,705				1,679,705				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,828,062				2,828,062				3,423,536				3,423,536				4,137,000				4,137,000

		Life in				4,613				4,613				4,822				4,822				4,931				4,931				4,200				4,200				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,825				4,825				4,487				4,487				5,600				5,600

		Medicare				88,280				88,280				101,654				101,654				118,340				118,340				136,500				136,500				153,084				153,084				153,084				153,084				218,879				218,879				251,680				251,680				276,085				276,085

		Liability ins				80,409				80,409				77,204				77,204				79,604				79,604				78,588				78,588				81,884				81,884				81,884				81,884				82,410				82,410				88,021				88,021				104,000				104,000

		Unclassified				66,080				66,080				163,031				163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877				78,949				78,949				77,744				77,744				77,744				77,744				79,287				79,287				271,986				271,986		- 0		288,280				288,280

		State Charges																																																				379,184				379,184				325,233				325,233

		Other uses/trans				5,706				5,706				116,779				116,779				324,000				324,000		747						747		- 0		247,438				247,438		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		588,649				588,649		- 0		149,937				149,937								0

		Total, non school		5,456,235		5,747,634		116,039		11,319,908		5,785,213		7,011,530		180,305		12,977,048		5,938,201		7,083,099		257,731		13,279,031		6,200,395		8,181,253		564,602		14,946,250		6,469,659		8,755,955		279,266		15,504,880		6,784,484		10,643,553		789,967		18,218,004		7,176,552		13,457,266		415,998		21,049,816		7,512,172		18,945,288		264,883		26,722,343		8,102,989		18,539,227		310,490		26,952,706

																										12,954,858

		K-8 Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487				12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300				14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176				20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252				22,118,366

		Regional schools				7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889				8,467,889		- 0		8,617,300				8,617,300				9,058,676				9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525				10,592,603				10,592,603				11,720,166				11,720,166				12,585,663				12,585,663

		Total schools		8,737,474		10,032,225		0		18,769,699		9,525,293		10,429,026		0		19,954,319		9,495,036		11,928,376		0		21,423,412		11,165,787		11,732,600		0		22,898,387		11,962,340		12,862,654		271,221		25,096,215		13,635,557		13,411,924		0		27,047,481		15,097,940		14,668,644		0		29,766,584		16,113,515		16,317,342		0		32,430,858		17,204,114		17,499,915		0		34,704,029

		total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,618,609		550,487		40,601,095		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		28,125,911		415,998		50,816,400		23,625,687		35,262,631		264,883		59,153,201		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

																				15,433,237								17,366,182
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Maureen G. Valente:
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12WAGES (2)

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Rapidly increasing spending for salaries & wages																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

																				appropriated

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Town employees		5,456,235		5,785,213		5,938,201		6,200,395		6,469,659		6,784,484		7,176,552		7,512,172		8,102,989

						6.03%		2.64%		4.42%		4.34%		4.87%		5.78%		4.68%		7.86%

		Sudbury Public Schools employees		8,737,474		9,525,293		9,495,036		11,165,787		11,962,340		13,635,557		15,097,940		16,113,515		17,204,114

						9.02%		-0.32%		17.60%		7.13%		13.99%		10.72%		6.73%		6.77%

		Total non regional school wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Percent increase in spending for salaries &

		wages, non regional schools				7.87%		0.80%		12.52%		6.14%		10.79%		9.08%		6.07%		7.12%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.

		However, the FY02 numbers show a reduced rate of increase, and appropriations for FY03 continue this

		trend of a slower rate of increase in spending for salaries & wages.
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Town employees

Sudbury Public Schools employees

Fiscal Year

Salaries & wages
 as a percent of spending



12EMPPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 9

		Employees Per 1000 Population		Not finished												Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing number of municipal employees per 1000 population																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Number of municipal employees

		Population in thousands

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Number of FTE Town employees		165.5		168.43		171.87		164.81		169.61		177.07		179.00		181.00		181.00

		Number SPS FTE employees		222.13		251.47		266.34		302.93		318.93		345.99		393.46		410.74		385.74

		Total number of employees		387.63		419.9		438.21		467.74		488.54		523.06		572.46		591.74		566.74

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population								9.98		10.26		10.51		10.63		10.75

		Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population								18.35		19.29		20.54		23.36		24.39

		Total municipal employees/1000 population (non-regional)								28.34		29.55		31.06		33.99		35.14

		% incr. in number of municipal employees per 1000		2.50%		2.61%		2.73%		6.74%		4.45%		7.07%		9.44%		3.37%		3.37%

		Description

		Because personnel costs are a major portion of  the town's operating budget, monitoring changes in the number of employees

		per thousand residents is a good way to further explore and understand changes in overall expenditure growth.  An increase

		in employees per thousand that is linked to an overall growth in spending is an important indicator to monitor.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that the Town employment has remained fairly constant, keeping pace with modest increases in the

		Town's population.  For the Sudbury Public Schools, the indicator shows that the number of employees has been increasing

		steadily.  However, a better measure of  linking employment to service needs for education might be a separate chart that

		shows employment per thousand of students rather than overall population.
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Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population

Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population

Fiscal Year

Municipal Employees



Sheet1

		

				FY 2000

				Rev Per Capita

		Winchester		2,500.00

		Wellesley		2,517.38

		Belmont		2,583.38

		Concord		2,708.61

		Sudbury		2,859.33

		Wayland		3,057.33

		Weston		3,740.05

				FY2002

				State Aid per capita

		Concord		252.05

		Wellesley		286.25

		Weston		336.99

		Belmont		344.97

		Wayland		387.09

		Sudbury		500.76

				FY2002

				Tax Levy Per Capita

		Belmont		1,774.39

		Wellesley		2,029.75

		Concord		2,299.10

		Wayland		2,466.17

		Sudbury		2,661.56

		Weston		3,156.80





13BENEFITS

		INDICATOR 10

		Pensions & Insurance														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing pension & insurance costs as a percentage of non-regional wages & salaries														X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension & insurance costs

		Non-regional schools wages & salaries

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Pension & insurance costs		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		3,450,970		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Pension & insurance spending as a percent of

		non regional wages and salaries		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		19.87%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		Pensions & Insurance represent a significant share of operating costs, and especially in the area of health insurance, can

		consume a significant portion of the budget.  It is important to monitor this indicator carefully to note such cost increases.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that while the Town was successful in keeping increases in pension & insurance costs down in the years

		FY98-2000, costs of benefits began to spike in FY01 and continued in FY02.  The budgetary allocation for FY03 shows no relief

		from this trend, as the amount approrpriated for FY03 is $5,819,220.
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Pension & insurance spending as a percent of  non regional wages and salaries

Fiscal Year

Pension & Insurance Spending



15FIXEDCOSTS

		INDICATOR 15

		Fixed Costs														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fixed costs

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Fixed costs		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Net operating expenditures		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		2,937,448		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating

		expenditures		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		16.91%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		The operating expenditures of the town are composed in part of mandatory and fixed expenditures

		over which officials have little short-run control.  These include expenditures to which the town is legally

		committed (such as debt service and pension benefits) as well as expenditures mandated by the

		state and federal government.  The higher the level of fixed expenditures, the less freedom the town has

		to adjust spending in response to economic change.
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Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures

Fiscal Year



16REVVEXP

		INDICATOR 16

		Revenues versus Expenditures

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

																		Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		51,739,195		59,989,572		60,009,896		59,948,744		60,120,763

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		8,171,627		7,488,989		5,450,284		4,078,956

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		47,286,077		51,817,945		52,520,907		54,498,460		56,041,807

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701		37,865,360		37,835,407		40,626,066		44,519,643		45,123,596		46,822,621		48,148,595

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Revenues per capita		1,971.2		1,988.9		2,138.4		2,384.5		2,503.7		2,545.7		2,807.8		3,076.9		3,118.6		3,236.1		3,327.7

		Spending per capita		1,868.3		1,935.0		2,055.9		2,088.4		2,298.2		2,428.4		2,753.0		3,027.2		3,216.4

		Description

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701

		rev per capital		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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Revenues per capita
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17SURPLUS

		INDICATOR 17

		General Fund Operating Surplus/Deficit														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:  Deficits on an Operating Basis																Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

		Formula:																Uncertain

		Net non-exempt debt operating revenues

		Net non-exempt debt operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,562,163		33,409,862		35,032,929		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,980,764		34,471,152		37,995,044		40,896,261		45,984,098		51,002,516

		Operating Deficit/Surplus		1,513,207		455,655		330,486		3,918,883		3,396,140		1,975,597		473,655		1,664,243

		Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues		4.97%		1.44%		0.99%		10.21%		8.20%		4.61%		1.02%		3.16%

		Description

		Analysis

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637

		rev per capital		26.43		17.59		19.35		11.38

		constant $ rev per capita

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues

Fiscal Year



18 CURR LIAB

		INDICATOR 18

		Current Liabilities														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing current liabilities at the end of the year as a																Unfavorable

		percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Current liabilities

		Net operating revenues and transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Current liabilities		1,137,893		1,044,559		1,129,395		2,653,689		3,176,151		2,679,548		2,869,876		2,500,000		* est.

		Operating revenues and transfers		23,227,293		25,837,094		26,632,078		39,159,017		40,603,055		42,083,729		45,669,624		49,445,192

		Current liabilities as a percentage of

		operating revenues and transfers		4.90%		4.04%		4.24%		6.78%		7.82%		6.37%		6.28%		5.06%

		Description

		Current liabilities are defined as the sum of all liabilities due at the end of the fiscal year, including short-term debt,

		all accounts payable, accrued liabilities and other current liabilities.

		A major component of current liabilities may be short-term debt in the form of tax or bond anticipation notes.

		Although short-term borrowing is an accepted way to deal with uneven cash flows, an increasing amount of short-

		term debt outstanding at the end of successive years can indicate liquidity problems, deficit spending, or both.

		Analysis
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Current liabilities as a percentage of operating revenues and transfers

Fiscal year



19 Pension

		INDICATOR 19		Unfinished

		Pension liability														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Unfunded pension plan liability as a percentage of														x		Unfavorable

		operating expenditures																Uncertain

		Formula

		Unfunded pension liability

		Total operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Unfunded pension liability		30,089,607		33,349,982		34,702,443				0		31,956,967		0		0

		Total operating expenditures		1,152,169		1,795,869		3,062,210		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Unfunded pension liability as a percentage

		of operating exprenditures		2611.56%		1857.04%		1133.25%		0.00%		0.00%		70.60%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		The town is a member of the Middlesex County Retirement System, which has chosen to amortize its unfunded

		pension liability over the maximum amount of time allowed by state law.  This is a significant obligation of the

		town that will continue to

		Analysis
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Unfunded pension liability as a percentage      of operating exprenditures

Fiscal year

Unfunded pension liability as a percentage of operating expenditures



20PENSION

		INDICATOR 20				not finished

		Pension Assets						Sudbury Trend

										Favorable

		Warning Trend								Marginal

		Decreasing value of pension plan assets								Unfavorable

		as a percentage of benefits paid								Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension plan assets

		Annual pension benefits paid

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998

		Pension plan assets		34,916,147		36,503,419		37,187,753		40,642,016

		Benefits paid		1,150,264		1,227,220		1,322,825		1,595,936

		Ratio of assets to benefits paid		30.4		29.7		28.1		25.5

		Sources:    Revenues 95-97, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant

		Description

		A pension plan's assets are held primarily as cash or investments.  A decline in the ratio of plan assets to benefits

		due can indicate serious problems in the management of the pension plan.  An additional ratio to consider is the

		annual amount of pension receipts as a percentage of annual benefits paid, which focuses more specifically on

		a pension plan's ability to meet its current cash requirements.
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Ratio of assets to benefits paid

Fiscal Year



21PROPVALUE

		INDICATOR 21

		Property Value														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Declining growth or drop in the market																Unfavorable

		value of residential, commercial, or																Uncertain

		industrial property (constant dollars)

		Formula

		Change in property value (constant dollars)

		Prior year property value (constant dollars)

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Market value of property		1,552,504,196		1,691,223,217		1,741,962,896		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600

		Consumer price index		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		411.1		411.1

		Property value

		(constant dollars)		0		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504		560,230,504

		Property value in prior

		year (constant dollars)		0		1,018,035,538		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504

		Percent  change in

		property value

		(constant dollars)		0.00%		5.81%		0.75%		4.57%		-2.10%		-3.53%		21.05%		-1.44%		0.00%		-56.19%		0.00%

		Description

		Changes in property value are important because most local governments depend on the property tax for a

		substantial portion of their revenues.  Especially in a community with a stable or fixed tax rate, the higher the

		aggregate property value, the higher the revenues.  Communities experiencing population and economic growth

		are likely to experience short-run, per unit increases in property value.  This is because in the short run, the

		housing supply is fixed and the increase in demand created by growth will force prices up.  Declining areas are

		more likely to see a decrease in the market value of properties.

		The effect of declining property value on governmental revenues depends on the government's reliance on

		property taxes.  The extent to which the decline will ripple through the community's economy, affecting other

		revenues such as those from sales tax, is more difficult to determine.  All of the economic and demographic

		factors are closely related.  A decline in property value will most probably not be a cause but a symptom of

		other, underlying problems.
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Percent  change in property value (constant dollars)

Fiscal year





Indicator 5:  Favorable 

Uncollected Property Taxes 
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Uncollected property taxes as a    percentage of net levy
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override history

		

				op

		1997

		1998

		1999		$   592,250

		2000

		2001		$   1,740,946

		2002		$   1,018,820

		2003		$   2,999,995

		2004

		2005





ch sheet history

		

		06		05		04		03		02		01		00		99		98		97		96		95		94		93		92		91		90		89		88

		8,004,911		$8,001,904		$8,260,514		$8,257,356		$8,138,390		$5,775,652		$5,168,791		$4,420,413		$3,518,671		$3,218,846		$3,014,171		$2,789,584		$2,461,908		$2,289,902		$2,370,453		$2,563,676		$3,467,838		$3,179,000

														$321,325

														$5,172,902





03 actual

		

		FY		Chapter 70, Governor				School Trans Programs		School Construction		Tuition of State Wards		Per Pupil Aid		Racial Imbalance		Racial Imbal. Inc. per year		School Lunch		Remediation Asst.		Lottery, Beano & Charity Games				Lottery inc. per year		Additional Assistance		Highway Fund		Police Career Incentive		Vets' Benefits		Exempt: Vets, Blind and Surviving Spouses		Exempt: Elderly		State Owned Land		Muni. Stabilization		Public Libraries		Total		Less SBA						Assessments		Net C.S.

		05		3,164,092				158,413		2,878,748		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		102,915				7,500		6,500		31,462				19,200		8,388,497

		04		3,083,242				158,413		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.03		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		99,917				7,500		6,500		31,462				18,823		8,647,092

		03		3,005,942		5.95%		158,413		3,221,567		0				296,820		0.03		10,704				915,572				0.00		754,778		0		97,007		2,271		9,013		6,510		31,462				18,545		8,528,604		5,307,037		1.88%				262,541		8,266,063

		02		2,837,016		11.45%		150,033		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.05		9,521		0		915,572				0.06		807,321		27,744		91,745		0		7,775		5,854		47,356				21,280		8,430,559		5,208,992		4.44%				308,631		8,121,928

		01		2,545,546		22.01%		202,785		788,129		0				301,988		0.32		8,937				867,066		7.92%		0.08		807,321		110,976		88,676				8,100		7,028		20,110				18,990		5,775,652		4,987,523		13.85%		662,897		352,123		5,423,529

		00		2,086,346		44.42%		195,236		788,129		0				228,850		0.10		9,462				803,448		10.12%		0.10		807,321		110,976		82,086		0		10,709		11,044		16,673				18,510		5,168,791		4,380,662		20.60%		745,622		408,158		4,760,633

		99		1,444,646		20.76%		190,022		788,129		4,517				208,938		-0.10		7,955				729,602		8.74%		0.09		807,321		110,976		78,403				10,813		10,542		13,422				15,127		4,420,413		3,632,284		9.46%		885,937		405,403		4,015,010

		98		1,196,330		17.42%		173,351		200,222		0				233,350		-0.00		7,206				670,965		9.65%		0.10		807,321		110,976		71,521				10,780		10,026		11,267				15,356		3,518,671		3,318,449		9.93%		309,165		389,598		3,129,073

		97		1,018,880		19.05%		136,519		200,222		0				233,764		0.00		6,354				611,899		9.15%		0.09		807,321		110,976		49,708		2,814		10,399		5,139		8,930				15,921		3,218,846		3,018,624		7.27%		198,239		398,938		2,819,908

		96		855,830		22.33%		156,710		200,222		0				233,437		-0.06		5,702				560,595		12.07%		0.12		807,321		110,976		43,743				11,546		5,019		8,062				15,008		3,014,171		2,813,949		8.67%		213,591		392,502		2,621,669

		95		699,605				123,188		200,222		0				248,763		0.00		6,877				500,235				0.20		807,321		110,976		48,947		4,982		13,052		5,220		5,053				15,143		2,789,584		2,589,362						381,506		2,408,078

		94		652,000				104,213		0		0				248,763		0.23		5,483		0		418,367				0.00		807,321		110,976		55,860		0		4,891		13,000		5,089		25,447		10,498		2,461,908

		93		369,870				118,270		0		0		189,700		201,678				5,416		0		418,367						807,321		110,964		33,259		0		4,797		14,840		4,927				10,493		2,289,902

						included in Senate version for 01

		The 01 estimate was updated to show final cherry sheet 8/4/00

		The 01 estimate was updated to show preliminary cherry sheet dated 3/28/00																																														8257356

																																																271,248

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		5.71%		124,565		3.12%						1,701,812				-3.87%				262,541						-14.93%		5,298,256		122,862				2.37%

		02		3,284,345		7.36%		120,800		4.35%						1,770,249				4.47%				308,631						-12.35%		5,175,394		305,875				6.28%

		01		3,059,256		21.40%		115,766		4.01%						1,694,497				4.12%				352,123						-13.73%		4,869,519		610,878				14.34%

		00		2,519,894		36.10%		111,305		6.67%						1,627,442				4.97%				408,158						0.68%		4,258,641		752,392				21.46%

		99		1,851,561		14.99%		104,343		6.85%						1,550,345				4.08%				405,403						4.06%		3,506,249		308,802				9.66%

		98		1,610,237		15.39%		97,657		28.45%						1,489,553				4.30%				389,598						-2.34%		3,197,447		297,752				10.27%

		97		1,395,517		11.49%		76,028		8.15%						1,428,150				3.79%				398,938						1.64%		2,899,695		201,741				7.48%

		96		1,251,679		16.06%		70,297		-8.87%						1,375,978				4.83%				392,502						2.88%		2,697,954		229,770				9.31%

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		187,534		124,565		3,765						1,701,812				(68,437)				262,541						-46,090		5,298,256		122,862				0.0237396419

		02		3,284,345		225,089		120,800		5,034						1,770,249				75,752				308,631						-43,492		5,175,394		305,875				0.0628142122

		01		3,059,256		539,362		115,766		4,461						1,694,497				67,055				352,123						-56,035		4,869,519		610,878				0.1434443523

		00		2,519,894		668,333		111,305		6,962						1,627,442				77,097				408,158						2,755		4,258,641		752,392				0.2145860149

		99		1,851,561		241,324		104,343		6,686						1,550,345				60,792				405,403						15,805		3,506,249		308,802				0.0965776759

		98		1,610,237		214,720		97,657		21,629						1,489,553				61,403				389,598						-9,340		3,197,447		297,752				0.102683903

		97		1,395,517		143,838		76,028		5,731						1,428,150				52,172				398,938						6,436		2,899,695		201,741				0.0747755521

		96		1,251,679		173,246		70,297		(6,845)						1,375,978				63,369				392,502						10,996		2,697,954		229,770				0.0930927354

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184
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REV DATA

		SECTION A:  REVENUES

				FY95				FY96				FY97				FY98				FY99				FY00				FY01				FY02				FY 03				FY 04				FY 05				FY 06

				Actual				Actual				Actual @		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Unaudited		% of		Actual		% of		Projected		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of

				12 months*		% of total		12 months*		% of total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		Actual		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total

		Personal Property		540,990		1.71%		518,142		1.53%		530,289		1.47%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Real Estate		24,567,041		77.53%		26,475,863		78.34%		27,851,077		77.31%		31,093,583		72.76%		32,333,356		73.49%		35,523,166		75.20%		38,801,854		76.22%		44,320,566		73.27%		48,840,640		77.70%		49,250,251		78.86%		49,876,735		79.33%		51,213,805		79.71%

		Tax Liens redeemed		515,932		1.63%		601,986		1.78%		412,242		1.14%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Intergovernmental (state aid)		2,407,699		7.60%		2,608,740		7.72%		2,852,363		7.92%		3,954,089		9.25%		5,342,468		12.14%		4,938,368		10.45%		5,522,707		10.85%		8,138,390		13.45%		8,257,356		13.14%		8,260,514		13.23%		8,001,904		12.73%		8,004,911		12.46%

		Motor Vehicle Excise		1,695,049		5.35%		1,632,879		4.83%		1,758,786		4.88%		2,005,785		4.69%		2,170,950		4.93%		2,365,447		5.01%		2,558,043		5.02%		2,550,667		4.22%		2,658,734		4.23%		2,685,321		4.30%		2,712,175		4.31%		2,739,296		4.26%

		Other excise		1,474		0.00%		2,784		0.01%		1,551		0.00%		1,867		0.00%		2,441		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		60		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%

		Hotel/Motel excise (non cherry sheet revenue)		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		62,359		0.15%		46,810		0.11%		57,492		0.12%		64,630		0.13%		66,035		0.11%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.07%

		Penalties and Interest		260,339		0.82%		279,823		0.83%		245,896		0.68%		280,471		0.66%		183,924		0.42%		278,641		0.59%		259,891		0.51%		125,506		0.21%		150,000		0.24%		100,000		0.16%		105,000		0.17%		110,250		0.17%

		PILOTS		67,328		0.21%		69,346		0.21%		113,543		0.32%		48,331		0.11%		59,092		0.13%		74,583		0.16%		84,424		0.17%		31,100		0.05%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.09%

		Fees		0		0.00%		14,556		0.04%		21,439		0.06%		186,199		0.44%		128,575		0.29%		146,048		0.31%		107,184		0.21%		99,035		0.16%		117,000		0.19%		119,925		0.19%		122,923		0.20%		125,996		0.20%

		Rentals		0		0.00%		37,806		0.11%		22,650		0.06%		50,496		0.12%		22,503		0.05%		41,831		0.09%		159,367		0.31%		159,802		0.26%		80,000		0.13%		84,000		0.13%		88,200		0.14%		84,000		0.13%

		Other Departmental Revenues		189,663		0.60%		271,933		0.80%		318,890		0.89%		80,862		0.19%		11,161		0.03%		199,930		0.42%		55,880		0.11%		69,435		0.11%		50,000		0.08%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%

		Licenses and Permits		304,518		0.96%		154,384		0.46%		156,269		0.43%		388,752		0.91%		318,288		0.72%		394,266		0.83%		369,887		0.73%		696,963		1.15%		290,000		0.46%		297,250		0.48%		304,681		0.48%		312,298		0.49%

		Fines & Forfeits		126,678		0.40%		101,200		0.30%		89,046		0.25%		121,382		0.28%		107,222		0.24%		100,478		0.21%		97,335		0.19%		96,694		0.16%		90,000		0.14%		90,000		0.14%		91,800		0.15%		91,800		0.14%

		Investment Income		279,508		0.88%		364,810		1.08%		346,679		0.96%		606,435		1.42%		1,992,369		4.53%		800,104		1.69%		511,468		1.00%		358,572		0.59%		425,000		0.68%		350,000		0.56%		357,000		0.57%		374,850		0.58%

		Reserved investment income																		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Chapter 203 Assessment														0				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		211,585		0.35%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%

		Other/One time income				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		43,745		0.09%		895,940		1.48%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%

		Subtotal, operating revenues		30,956,219				33,134,252				34,720,720				38,880,609				42,719,159				44,923,054				48,639,115				57,820,349				61,194,365				61,512,896				61,936,053				63,332,841

		Free cash/transfers		443,000		1.40%		489,000		1.45%		993,696		2.76%		1,249,723		2.92%		763,419		1.74%		1,758,117		3.72%		1,800,000		3.54%		1,900,000		3.14%		1,180,000		1.88%		750,000		1.20%		750,000		1.19%		750,000		1.17%

		Chapter 90														969,204				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Transfers other funds/ Available Funds		286,231		0.90%		174,255		0.52%		312,209		0.87%		1,633,188		3.82%		515,157		1.17%		559,911		1.19%		471,756		0.93%		771,862		1.28%		482,790		0.77%		190,000		0.30%		190,000		0.30%		165,000		0.26%

		Subtotal, revenues		31,685,450		100%		33,797,507		100%		36,026,625		100%		42,732,724		98%		43,997,735		100%		47,241,082		100%		50,910,871		100%		60,492,211		100%		62,857,155		100%		62,452,896		100%		62,876,053		100%		64,247,841		100%

		Less taxes for exempt items														3,373,485				2,606,551				4,369,224				4,453,118				7,825,452				7,231,140				6,000,513				4,945,754				4,534,549

		Less reserved investment income														0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0

		Less Cherry Sheet to pay school debt														200,222				788,129				788,129				788,129				3,221,567				3,169,449				3,169,449				2,826,630				2,826,630

		Quasi-operating revenues														39,159,017				40,603,055				42,083,729				45,669,624				49,445,192				52,456,566				53,282,934				55,103,669				56,886,662

																				1,444,038				1,480,674				3,585,895				3,775,568				3,011,374				826,368				1,820,735				1,782,993

		Auditors		31,245,276				33,145,537				34,968,153								42,258,133

		Difference		(289,057)				(11,285)				(247,433)

		non general fund

		enterprise funds														667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		septage grant loan program																		0

		transport bond																		0

		total, non general fund										0				667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		Total, all revenue														43,400,427				44,634,695				47,858,898				51,581,718				61,133,000				63,441,032				63,080,111				63,525,221				64,919,730

		Total, all expenses														40,321,441				41,327,556				46,433,886				50,346,491				60,654,382				63,384,147				65,672,165				67,617,991				71,016,512

																3,078,986				3,307,139				1,425,012				1,235,227				478,618				56,885				(2,592,054)				(4,092,770)				(6,096,782)

		Net Intergovernmental														3,753,867				4,554,339				4,150,239				4,734,578				4,916,823				5,087,907

																								11,741,140

		Gross cherry sheet																		4,420,413				34,937,994

		Less library offset																		(15,127)				46,679,134

		Less METCO offset																		(208,938)

		Less school lunch																		(7,955)

																				4,188,393				1,179,764

																								782,500

																				5,342,468				(397,264)

																				1,154,075

																				4,420,413

																				4,267,574

																				152,839
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1REVPERCAP

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Less:  excluded debt		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673		47,101,429		47,801,157		49,052,585

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Net operating revenues & transfers per capita

		(constant dollars)		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648		2,797		2,838		2,913

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673

		rev per capita		1,971		1,989		2,138		2,326		2,504		2,546		2,759		3,127

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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1REVPERCAP (2)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

										Net Operating

										Revenues				CPI		Per Capita		Per Capita		2003		2004		2005		Percent

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Population		1995 base year		Actual		Constant		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Change

		1995								30,573,932		15,510		100.000		1,971		1,971

		1996								31,978,798		16,079		0.97134		1,989		1,932								-2.00%

		1997								34,304,946		16,042		0.95016		2,138		2,032		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		5.18%

		1998								38,390,035		16,506		0.93444		2,326		2,173		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		6.96%

		1999								41,391,184		16,532		0.91482		2,504		2,290		180.1		180.1		180.1		5.39%

		2000								42,871,858		16,841		0.88252		2,546		2,247		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		-1.91%

		2001								46,457,753		16,841		0.85915		2,759		2,370		0		0		0		5.49%

		2002								52,666,759		16,841		0.84675		3,127		2,648		16,841		16,841		16,841		11.73%

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

		Analysis

		Revenues per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measured on a constant dollar basis.

		The revenue growth has been generated by increases in Cherry Sheet revenues from the Commonwealth to support

		educational spending, as well as property tax overrides in FY00, 01 and 02.  Additionally, elastic revenues, such as

		investment income and motor vehicle excise, showed strong growth rates over the last four years.  These

		revenues do not perform as well when the economy is not performing well.  Finally, free cash has been used as a

		revenue source.  All these observations together mean that revenue projections for the next few years should be

		cautious given that only the within levy property tax is consistently available.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		38,390,035		16,506		1		2,326		2,173

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		46,457,753		16,841		1		2,759		2,370

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										38,390,035.15

				140.3		144.5		148.2		41,391,183.89		3,001,149

				1		0.970934		0.946694		42,871,858.00		1,480,674

										47,286,077.00		4,414,219

										52,666,758.70		5,380,682
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1REVPERCAP (3)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenue Mix														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

																				2003		2004		2005

		Fiscal Year								Within Levy		Overrides		Cherry Sheet		Local Receipts		Free cash		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Total

		1997																		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		1998								27,720,098		- 0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		38,189,813

		1999								29,134,555		592,250		4,554,339		5,558,492		763,419		180.1		180.1		180.1		40,603,055

		2000								31,153,942		- 0		4,150,239		5,021,431		1,758,117		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		42,083,729

		2001								32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000		0		0		0		45,669,624

		2002								35,476,294		1,018,820		4,916,823		6,133,255		1,900,000		16,841		16,841		16,841		49,445,192

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		27,720,098		0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		0		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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2INTERGOVREV

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Intergovernmental operating revenue

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Intergovernmental operating revenue, less SBAB		2,607,921		2,408,518		2,652,141		3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		4,734,578		4,916,823		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274

		Intergovernmental operating revenues as a

		percentage of operating revenues		8.2%		7.1%		7.4%		9.8%		11.0%		9.7%		10.2%		9.3%		8.1%		8.2%		8.2%

		Description

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The primary

		concern in analyzing intergovernmental revenues is to know and monitor the town's vulnerability to reductions in such

		revenues, and to determine whether the town is controlling its use of this external revenue- or whether these revenues

		are controlling town policies.  The potential for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor

		these revenues, and to have contingency plans if the state aid were reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.
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Fiscal Year

Intergovermental Revenues



2INTERGOVREV (2)

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend:																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																x		Uncertain

		Formula:

		Intergovernmental operating revenue																																						5,044,496

		Operating Revenues																																						4,900,361

																																								4,635,400

										Net Operating		Intergovermental		As a percent		Education		As a percent																						3,972,504

										Revenues		Revenue less		of net oper.		related		of total																						3,226,881

		Fiscal Year								(Nominal)		SBAB grants		revenue		Intergov		intergovern.																						2,928,851

		1995								31,685,450		2,607,921		8.23%																										2,619,686

		1996								33,797,507		2,408,518		7.13%																										2,421,447

		1997								36,026,625		2,652,141		7.36%																										2,207,856

		1998								42,732,724		3,753,867		8.78%		1,610,237		42.90%

		1999								43,997,735		4,554,339		10.35%		1,851,561		40.65%

		2000								47,241,082		4,150,239		8.79%		2,519,894		60.72%

		2001								51,739,195		5,562,902		10.75%		3,059,256		54.99%

		2002								60,492,211		4,916,823		8.13%		3,284,345		66.80%

		Description:

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The potential

		for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor these revenues, and to have contingency

		plans ready if the state aid were to be reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to nearly 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.

		3								3,471,879

		2								3,284,345

		1								3,059,256

		0								2,519,894

		99								1,851,561

		98								1,610,237
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As a percent
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3ELASTICREV

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues														x		Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		0

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		62,876,053

		Elastic operating revenues		1,974,557		1,997,689		2,105,465		2,612,220		4,163,319		3,165,551		3,069,511		2,909,239		3,083,734		3,035,321		3,069,175

		Elastic operating revenues as a percentage of

		operating revenues		6.5%		6.2%		6.1%		6.8%		10.1%		7.4%		6.6%		5.5%		5.5%		5.4%		4.9%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		As the economic base expands or inflation goes up, elastic revenues rise in roughly proportional or greater

		amounts and vice-versa.  Good examples are Motor Vehicle Excise and Investment Income as they respond to

		changes in the economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on

		total revenues.  Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximixe these revenues, while

		having a contingency plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.

		Analysis

		Elastic revenues have ranged from a  high of 10.1% in FY99 to about half that in FY2002.  FY1999 was an

		unusual year, in that a large size borrowing for school construction enabled higher than usual investment income to be

		realized. Investment income in particular has fallen off dramatically as interest rates have plunged.  As one example, the MMDT

		yield in July 2000 was over 6%;  by February of 2002 it had fallen to just under 2%, and has held steady since then.

		The overall result is that the production from these revenue sources has decreased as a percent of overall revenues.

		This leads to more reliance on the property tax to make up the difference in our revenue sources.
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3ELASTICREV (2)

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:														x		Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

										Net Operating

										Revenues		Elastic		Elastic operating revenues %

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Revenues		of operating revenues

		1995

		1996

		1997																		0		0		0

		1998								38,390,035		2,612,220		6.80%

		1999								41,391,184		4,163,319		10.06%

		2000								42,871,858		3,165,551		7.38%

		2001								47,286,077		3,069,511		6.49%

		2002								52,666,759		2,909,239		5.52%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		Motor vehicle excise and investment income are the two revenue sources that respond to changes in the

		economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on total revenues.

		Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximize these revenues, while having a contingency

		plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.
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Fiscal year
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4PROPTAXREV

		INDICATOR 4

		Property Tax Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in property tax revenues																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Property tax revenues

		constant dollars

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Property tax revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583		32,333,356		35,523,166		38,801,854		44,320,566		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Operating property tax revenues		24,512,445		25,777,282		27,071,929		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,348,736		36,495,114		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.000		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620

		Property tax revenues

		(constant dollars)		24,512,445		25,037,972		25,705,682		25,885,680		27,176,755		27,476,046		29,491,534		30,882,040		35,209,816		36,597,779		38,020,441

		Percent growth in constant dollar		0		2.14%		2.67%		0.70%		4.99%		1.10%		7.34%		4.71%

		Description

		Property tax revenues are analyzed separately because the town relies so heavily on them for both operating and capital

		spending.  A decline in growth rate in property taxes can have a number of causes.  First, it may reflect an overall decline

		in property values.  Second, it may result from unwilling default on property taxes by property owners.  Third, it may from

		poor assessment/ appraisal methods.  Finally, a decline can be cause by deliberate default by owners who realize that

		they can use the Town to finance their liabilities.  Any decrease in the net property tax revenues should be monitored

		carefully to ensure that collections are at a high level.  Also, any rapid increase due to operating overrides should be noted

		for their impact on future override requests.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much growth required voter approval.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 ($572,250); FY2001 ($1,740,946) and FY 2002 ($1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars

		rev per capital

		constant $ rev per capita		24,512,445.00		25,037,971.81		25,705,682.12		25,885,679.75

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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5UNCOLLECT

		INDICATOR 5

		Uncollected Property Taxes														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing amount of uncollected property taxes as																Unfavorable

		a percentage of net property tax levy																Uncertain

		Formula

		Uncollected property taxes @ June 30

		Net property tax levy

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Total property tax levy		25,546,414		27,071,563		28,670,586		31,096,413		32,403,999		35,783,508		40,063,013		44,823,263		0		0		0

		Overlay for abatements/exemptions		347,972		228,340		229,682		290,364		523,480		315,867		865,754		523,533		0		0		0

		Net property tax levy		25,198,442		26,843,223		28,440,904		30,806,049		31,880,519		35,467,641		39,197,259		44,299,730		0		0		0

		Uncollected taxes at June 30		903,765		561,386		314,387		337,044		23,097		364,877		431,133		502,697		0		0		0

		Uncollected property taxes as a

		percentage of net levy		3.59%		2.09%		1.11%		1.09%		0.07%		1.03%		1.10%		1.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		Every year, a percentage of property owners are unable or unwilling to pay property taxes.  If this

		percentage increases over time, it may indicate overall decline in the town's economic health.  Additionally, as

		uncollected property taxes rise, liquidity is decreased, and there is less cash on hand to pay bills or invest.

		This is an early warning indicator of concerns about the financial health of the taxpayers of the town.

		Analysis

		This is a critical indicator to monitor for many reasons.  The credit rating industry assumes that a municipality in

		good financial health will be able to collect 97 to 98% of its property taxes within the year that the taxes are due.

		If uncollected property taxes grow to more than 5 to 8 %, that is considered a negative factor.  Sudbury consistently

		collects about 99% of propety taxes due by June 30 of each fiscal year, and an even greater total amount within

		the 6 months after the end of the fiscal year.
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6REVSHORT

		INDICATOR 6

		Revenue Shortfalls														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend														x		Marginal

		Increase in revenue shortfalls as a percentage of																Unfavorable

		actual operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Revenue shortfalls/surpluses

		Operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Actual gross operating revenues		31,685,450		33,308,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Budgeted operating revenues		30,757,401		32,726,706		35,811,969		39,052,345		41,579,890		45,084,681		48,296,805		58,097,642		41,579,890		41,579,890		41,579,890

		Revenue surpluses		928,049		581,801		214,656		2,711,175		2,417,845		2,156,401		2,614,066		2,394,569		21,277,265		20,873,006		21,296,163

		Revenue surpluses as a percentage of

		of actual operating revenues		2.93%		1.75%		0.60%		6.49%		5.50%		4.56%		5.13%		3.96%		33.85%		33.42%		33.87%

		Description

		This indicator examines the differences between revenue estimates and revenues actually received

		during the fiscal year.  Major discrepancies that continue year after year can indicate a declining economy, inefficient

		collection procedures, or inaccurate estimating techniques.  Discrepancies may also indicate that high

		revenue estimates are being made to accommodate political pressures.  If revenue shortfalls are

		increasing in frequency or size, a detailed analysis of each revenue should be made to pincpoint the source.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for sources such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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7ONETIME

		INDICATOR 7

		One Time Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																x		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing use of one-time operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		One time operating revenues

		Net operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		One-time operating revenues (+FREE CASH)		1		489,000		993,696		1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,843,745		2,795,940		1,280,000		850,000		850,000

		One-time operating revenues as a

		percentage of net operating revenues		0.00%		1.53%		2.90%		3.18%		1.84%		4.10%		3.97%		5.31%		2.30%		1.51%		1.47%

		Description

		A one-time revenues is one that cannot reasonably be expected to continue, such as a single-purpose

		state grant, supplemental lottery distributions, one-times savings in health insurance accounts, sale of

		assets, investment income from bond proceeds, and free cash.  Continual use of one-time revenues

		to balance the annual budget can indicate that the revenues base is not strong enough

		to support current service levels.  It can also mean the government is incurring operating deficits.

		Further, it means the town has little room to maneuver if there were a downturn in revenues

		such as might occur during a regional or national recession, or because of the suddent expenditures

		occasioned by a natural disaster.  Use of one-time revenues increases the probability that the town will

		will have to make large cutbacks if such revenues cease to be available.
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Fiscal year



9FREECASH

		INDICATOR 9

		Free Cash

																		Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

																				Marginal

																		x		Unfavorable

																				Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Free Cash Available for Appropriation		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997		$   1,182,077

		Free Cash Appropriated		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,800,000		$   1,900,000		$   1,180,000

		Percentage of Free Cash Appropriated		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		91.7%		93.3%		99.8%

		Description

		Source:  Revenues 95-98, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant
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8FUNDBAL

		INDICATOR 8

		Unreserved Fund Balance														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in Undesignated Fund Balance as % of expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Undesignated fund balance

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Undesignated fund balance		1,405,737		1,442,676		1,049,210		2,636,637		4,361,663		4,343,243		2,091,077		1,550,000		* est.

		Net Operating expenditures		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Undesignated Fund Balance as a % of expenditures		4.67%		4.38%		3.02%		6.97%		10.74%		9.60%		4.15%		2.63%

		Certified Free Cash available for appropriation								$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997

		Description

		Undesignated fund balances are not synonymous with available for appropriation because often they are

		reserved for some other purpose, such as for prior year's encumbrances.  Nevertheless, the size of a muncipality's

		fund balances can affect its ability to withstand financial emergencies.

		request.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much is growth requires voter approval at the ballot box.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 (572,250); FY2001 (1,740,946) and FY 2002 (1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.
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Undesignated Fund Balance as a % of expenditures

Fiscal Year



10SPENDPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 7

		Spending Per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)														X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,737,390		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,977,893		34,393,667		37,305,055		40,141,190		44,699,826		48,140,682		51,822,534

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		28,937,438		30,242,510		31,313,588		32,117,616		34,104,921		35,402,300		38,378,893		41,333,182		43,852,050

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,506		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures

		(constant dollars)		1,866		1,881		1,952		1,946		2,066		2,102		2,279		2,454		2,604

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.  Or it may indicate that the demographics of the community are changing

		requiring increased spending in related services.

		Analysis

		Expenditures per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measurered on a constant dollar basis.

		The indicator alone only points to the need for further analysis to identify more specifically the drivers of such growth

		so that steps can be taken to reduce the rate of such growth, and a better understanding of the future implications of

		current decisions.
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Per capita expenditures (constant dollars)

Fiscal Year

Per Capita Expenditures (constant dollars)



11SPENDWOLSRHS

		INDICATOR 11

		Spending Per Capita, non regional schools

																		Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																		Marginal

		(constant dollars)																		Unfavorable

																		x		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		LLSRHS & MVHS appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		8,467,889		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch. operating expenditures and transfers		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,837,166		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		21,282,074		22,325,212		23,273,051		24,070,578		26,363,432		26,753,489		29,308,324		31,270,347		33,202,105

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,532		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures, non regional schools

		(constant dollars)		1,372.2		1,388.5		1,450.8		1,456.0		1,594.7		1,588.6		1,740.3		1,856.8		1,971.5

		* Includes lease expenses

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for souces such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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11WAGES

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing personnel costs as a percentage of total non regional school spending																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

		Net operating expenditures & transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (curr $)		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Less exempt debt spending		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Less regional schools appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		9,058,676		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch operating expenditures		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,246,379		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Salaries & Wages as a percentage of

		non reg sch spending		66.69%		66.61%		62.97%		67.37%		65.25%		67.32%		65.25%		64.87%		64.50%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.
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Salaries & Wages as a percentage of   non reg sch spending

Fiscal Year

Salaries & Wages



spend data

		SECTION B				FY95								FY96								FY97								FY98								FY99								FY 00								FY 01								FY 02								FY 03		(appropriated)

		SPENDING DATA

				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		General Government		890,867		347,659		3,500		1,242,026		909,859		229,654		78,076		1,217,589		907,574		400,123		15,830		1,323,527		1,047,412		354,262		69,160		1,470,834		1,094,151		324,815		0		1,418,966		1,091,432		417,288		0		1,508,720		1,202,778		531,032		0		1,733,810		1,296,260		555,609		0		1,851,869		1,461,483		450,724		0		1,912,207

		Public Safety		3,006,495		484,042		16,198		3,506,735		3,148,169		391,622		54,885		3,594,676		3,330,902		395,091		166,556		3,892,549		3,434,653		404,607		329,763		4,169,023		3,555,181		386,208		200,670		4,142,059		3,775,568		448,611		680,021		4,904,200		3,935,901		560,577		180,972		4,677,450		4,113,310		739,764		112,288		4,965,362		4,327,179		627,103		172,000		5,126,282

		Public Works		870,653		753,717		13,617		1,637,987		1,012,832		940,502		47,344		2,000,678		959,410		736,240		48,100		1,743,750		966,394		668,179		165,679		1,800,252		1,162,373		760,971		78,596		2,001,940		1,172,324		709,442		89,250		1,971,016		1,255,512		907,203		234,654		2,397,369		1,240,188		894,565		145,096		2,279,848		1,390,381		982,013		122,430		2,494,824

		Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487		0		12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300		0		14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176		0		20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252		0		22,118,366

		L/SRHS & MVHS		0		7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889		0		8,467,889		0		8,617,300		0		8,617,300		0		9,058,676		0		9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525		0		10,592,603		0		10,592,603		0		11,720,166		0		11,720,166		0		12,585,663		0		12,585,663

		Human Services		190,172		12,892		82,724		285,788		200,765		112,065		0		312,830		209,882		129,037		0		338,919		218,682		135,805		0		354,487		237,517		136,622		0		374,139		278,284		177,036		20,696		476,016		292,952		182,045		0		474,997		342,055		158,131		7,500		507,686		354,025		152,530		0		506,555

		Cultural & Recreation Services		498,048		135,019		0		633,067		513,588		151,729		0		665,317		530,002		146,647		0		676,649		532,507		151,033		0		683,540		420,437		154,286		0		574,723		466,876		232,387		0		699,263		489,408		269,821		372		759,601		520,359		288,743		0		809,103		569,921		281,156		16,060		867,137

		Debt & Interest		0		1,152,169		0		1,152,169		0		1,795,869		0		1,795,869		0		1,724,550		0		1,724,550		0		3,450,970		0		3,450,970		0		3,296,540		0		3,296,540		0		5,124,295		0		5,124,295		0		5,709,262		0		5,709,262		0		10,687,287		0		10,687,287		0		9,834,201		0		9,834,201

		Personnel Benefits		0		2,790,350		0		2,790,350		0		3,110,279		0		3,110,279		0		3,062,210		0		3,062,210		0		2,937,448		0		2,937,448		0		3,289,447		0		3,289,447		0		3,374,866		0		3,374,866		0		4,167,796		0		4,167,796		0		4,786,013		0		4,786,013		0		5,819,220		0		5,819,220

		Transfers		0		5,706		0		5,706		0		116,779		0		116,779		0		324,000		0		324,000		747		0		0		747		0		247,438		0		247,438		0		0		0		0		0		588,649		0		588,649		0		149,937		0		149,937		0		0		0		0

		Unclassified		0		66,080		0		66,080		0		163,031		0		163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877		0		78,949		0		78,949		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		161,697		0		161,697		0		360,007		0		360,007		0		392,280		0		392,280

		Unappropriated																																		0		500		0		500		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0

		Total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,619,109		550,487		40,601,595		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		27,746,727		415,998		50,437,216		23,625,687		34,937,398		264,883		58,827,968		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

		Auditors								31,090,925																34,979,816

																										(277,373)

																				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		Selectmen		199,215		28,388				227,603		203,986		27,210				231,196		221,404		42,726				264,130		165,815		31,978				197,793		172,861		24,022				196,883		140,417		46,319				186,736		188,417		82,526				270,943		205,415		75,777				281,192		231,110		33,632				264,742

		Town Meeting		1,954		12,866				14,820				28,030				28,030				36,047				36,047				19,278				19,278		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		15,562				15,562		- 0		- 0				0								0

		FinCom		8,080		279				8,359		8,651				274		8,925		9,260		284				9,544		91,959		2,189				94,148		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0						0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Information Systems																																		60,384		58,493				118,877		67,216		88,876				156,092		95,440		81,752				177,192		104,786		145,146				249,932		113,028		143,445				256,473

		Accounting		118,231		31,488				149,719		134,996				48,151		183,147		89,455		89,088				178,543		108,155		50,155				158,310		115,082		37,861				152,943		123,672		35,807				159,479		132,003		47,533				179,536		169,391		48,359				217,749		184,431		47,470				231,901

		Assessors		126,969		35,330		0		162,299		130,597				29,651		160,248		134,533		39,426		15,830		189,789		151,211		23,584				174,795		148,387		14,452				162,839		160,442		26,933				187,375		157,033		44,574				201,607		154,118		16,875				170,993		191,402		27,500				218,902

		Treasurers		149,596		51,931		3,500		205,027		153,022		65,163				218,185		153,601		61,857				215,458		161,855		65,695				227,550		158,762		48,112				206,874		170,923		51,208				222,131		173,749		90,967				264,716		202,229		83,437				285,666		217,846		65,400				283,246

		Law Dept		56,880		92,287				149,167		59,774		68,209				127,983		56,208		84,582				140,790		58,804		84,756				143,560		62,610		96,923				159,533		62,256		118,325				180,581		57,336		110,697				168,033		63,694		136,662				200,356		70,392		78,955				149,347

		Personnel		4,543		611				5,154		4,867		559				5,426		5,209		280				5,489		54,811		24,650		69,160		148,621		101,400		2,550		- 0		103,950		83,710		2,658		- 0		86,368		95,691		14,005		- 0		109,696		102,941		3,183		- 0		106,124		117,493		5,100				122,593

		PBC		0		48,008				48,008								0		0		0				0				852				852		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0				- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0

		Doc. Preservation																																				373				373		- 0		972				972		- 0		1,550				1,550				2,240				2,240		- 0		1,000				1,000

		Clerk		124,210		36,712				160,922		103,638		27,096				130,734		125,898		33,733				159,631		131,316		31,259				162,575		133,322		28,667				161,989		138,556		28,144				166,700		150,173		30,121				180,294		123,299		32,370				155,669		157,913		38,654				196,567

		Conservation		38,327		7,364				45,691		41,249		8,390				49,639		38,144		8,440				46,584		43,078		14,666				57,744		46,279		10,190				56,469		46,279		10,190				56,469		50,870		5,553				56,423		61,620		5,359				66,979		61,547		5,218				66,765

		Planning		52,212		1,930				54,142		60,033		4,504				64,537		62,875		2,655				65,530		67,957		4,175				72,132		79,979		2,063				82,042		83,022		3,795				86,817		85,723		5,027				90,750		88,258		4,860				93,117		93,838		2,500				96,338

		ZBA		9,595		387				9,982		9,046		493				9,539		10,987		1,005				11,992		12,451		1,025				13,476		15,085		1,109				16,194		14,939		4,061				19,000		16,343		1,165				17,508		20,510		1,341				21,851		22,483		1,850				24,333

		Design Review Bd		1,055		78				1,133		0						0								0								0								0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Other																																																								0

		Police		1,313,457		152,664				1,466,121		1,398,266		115,521		54,885		1,568,672		1,469,459		101,602		76,972		1,648,033		1,506,785		120,208		61,500		1,688,493		1,564,665		112,240		72,003		1,748,908		1,646,819		142,825		112,000		1,901,644		1,728,577		143,235		120,000		1,991,812		1,816,444		158,083		99,924		2,074,451		1,919,206		126,023		122,500		2,167,729

		Fire		1,429,088		110,381		16,198		1,555,667		1,479,825		131,143				1,610,968		1,584,772		132,711				1,717,483		1,631,252		138,892		263,263		2,033,407		1,702,578		145,143		128,667		1,976,388		1,801,798		168,615		548,521		2,518,934		1,884,260		163,943		26,058		2,074,261		1,991,301		268,382		4,914		2,264,597		2,069,564		193,220		40,000		2,302,784

		Building Insp		242,433		220,026				462,459		247,888		143,200				391,088		253,817		159,134		89,584		502,535		272,791		144,384		5,000		422,175		280,280		127,523		- 0		407,803		318,569		136,000		19,500		474,069		314,409		252,018		34,914		601,341		296,571		311,991		7,450		616,012		329,415		306,300		9,500		645,215

		Dog Officer		21,517		971				22,488		22,190		1,758				23,948		22,854		1,644				24,498		23,825		1,123				24,948		7,658		1,302		- 0		8,960		8,382		1,171				9,553		8,655		1,381				10,036		8,994		1,307				10,301		8,994		1,560				10,554

		Engineer		220,264		10,936		13,617		244,817		229,137		33,412				262,549		239,648		13,232		13,100		265,980		247,094		12,242		12,332		271,668		258,992		11,656		6,407		277,055		269,562		12,594		6,479		288,635		257,309		18,690		4,186		280,184		252,860		17,898		5,496		276,254		287,804		19,512				307,316

		Highway		153,590						153,590		157,082		20,536		47,344		224,962		176,867		1,191		35,000		213,058		93,057				153,347		246,404		592,923		540,389		63,889		1,197,201		571,500		509,947		81,246		1,162,693		581,719		575,065		222,790		1,379,574		602,875		652,151		132,332		1,387,358		661,624		702,095		115,162		1,478,881

		Highway contr		454,186						454,186		454,039		0				454,039		469,646						469,646		462,523						462,523		- 0		- 0		- 0		0						- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Snow ice		42,613		93,028				135,641		172,574		341,173				513,747		73,249		166,392				239,641		63,114		145,100				208,214		79,675		157,761		- 0		237,436		57,270		138,850		- 0		196,120		123,204		239,416		- 0		362,620		63,283		128,939		- 0		192,222		89,225		182,535				271,760

		Street lighting				74,144				74,144				75,050				75,050				78,123				78,123				74,719				74,719		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Oth highway				575,609				575,609				470,331				470,331				477,302				477,302				407,708				407,708		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Parks & Grounds																																		131,349		12,582		8,300		152,231		109,773		19,038		1,525		130,336		129,856		17,127		7,678		154,661		136,573		29,559		7,268		173,399		147,382		20,350		7,268		175,000

		Cemetery																										100,606		28,410				129,016		99,434		38,583		- 0		138,017		164,219		29,013		- 0		193,232		163,424		56,905		- 0		220,329		184,596		66,018		- 0		250,615		204,346		57,521				261,867

		Health insp		124,452				82,724		207,176		129,568		93,680				223,248		135,149		109,216				244,365		139,116		101,303				240,419		143,739		112,162				255,901		148,251		143,633		20,696		312,580		157,421		141,999				299,420		164,500		137,067				301,567		162,067		135,095				297,162

		Council Aging		61,697		8,485				70,182		64,997		12,681				77,678		68,347		16,861				85,208		71,666		28,286				99,952		85,030		21,297				106,327		105,471		28,988		- 0		134,459		102,792		30,514				133,306		100,663		6,427		7,500		114,590		107,568		9,910				117,478

		Youth				1,357				1,357								0				1,600				1,600				3,138				3,138		419		1,912				2,331		15,989		1,663		- 0		17,652		23,915		4,703				28,618		31,732		3,750				35,482		34,264		4,550				38,814

		Family Services																																																		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		35,848		2,575				38,423		40,257		725				40,982

		Veterans		4,023		3,050				7,073		6,200		5,704				11,904		6,386		1,360				7,746		7,900		3,078				10,978		8,329		1,251				9,580		8,573		2,752		- 0		11,325		8,824		4,829				13,653		9,312		8,312				17,624		9,869		2,250				12,119

		Library		338,895		103,452				442,347		350,267		118,914				469,181		359,345		130,526				489,871		355,446		135,471				490,917		361,152		150,024				511,176		400,250		220,947		- 0		621,197		423,665		246,100				669,765		449,181		259,990				709,171		487,619		273,681		12,100		773,400

		Recreation		159,086		29,782				188,868		163,321		29,764				193,085		170,657		14,624				185,281		177,061		14,068				191,129		58,534		2,667				61,201		61,739		9,886		- 0		71,625		65,070		2,998		372		68,440		70,296		23,483		- 0		93,779		81,081		1,250		3,960		86,291

		Historical Comm		67		1,785				1,852		0		3,051				3,051				1,497				1,497				1,494				1,494		- 0		1,498				1,498		- 0		1,496		- 0		1,496				9,153				9,153				3,841				3,841		- 0		5,950				5,950

		Historic Dist. Comm																																		751		97				848		489		58		- 0		547		673		11,570				12,243		882		113				995		1,221		275				1,496

		CATV Committee																																		- 0		- 0				0		4,398		- 0		- 0		4,398		- 0		- 0				0				1,317				1,317		- 0		- 0				0

		Debt service princi				790,000				790,000				1,265,000				1,265,000				1,215,000				1,215,000				2,590,000				2,590,000		- 0		2,473,500				2,473,500		- 0		2,020,000		- 0		2,020,000				1,935,000				1,935,000				7,637,750				7,637,750				7,106,662				7,106,662

		Int lg term				338,603				338,603				511,685				511,685				406,426				406,426				790,048				790,048				585,325				585,325		- 0		756,772		- 0		756,772				1,583,991				1,583,991				2,621,044				2,621,044				2,530,339				2,530,339

		Int st term				21,004				21,004				19,184				19,184				103,124				103,124				63,524				63,524				237,715				237,715		- 0		2,347,523		- 0		2,347,523				2,190,271				2,190,271				421,918				421,918				187,200				187,200

		Other int				2,562				2,562								0								0				7,398				7,398				- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0				- 0				0				6,575				6,575				10,000				10,000

		Retirem				797,863				797,863				843,493				843,493				883,925				883,925				912,455				912,455				965,028				965,028		- 0		1,050,447				1,050,447				1,073,879				1,073,879				1,067,717				1,067,717				1,316,785				1,316,785

		Workers comp				33,480				33,480				208,477				208,477				29,335				29,335				106,000				106,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				22,151				22,151				22,626				22,626				52,100				52,100

		Unemployment		0		0		0		0				17,000				17,000				15,000				15,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				15,967				15,967				31,650				31,650

		Health ins				1,785,705				1,785,705				1,857,629				1,857,629				1,931,075				1,931,075				1,679,705				1,679,705				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,828,062				2,828,062				3,423,536				3,423,536				4,137,000				4,137,000

		Life in				4,613				4,613				4,822				4,822				4,931				4,931				4,200				4,200				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,825				4,825				4,487				4,487				5,600				5,600

		Medicare				88,280				88,280				101,654				101,654				118,340				118,340				136,500				136,500				153,084				153,084				153,084				153,084				218,879				218,879				251,680				251,680				276,085				276,085

		Liability ins				80,409				80,409				77,204				77,204				79,604				79,604				78,588				78,588				81,884				81,884				81,884				81,884				82,410				82,410				88,021				88,021				104,000				104,000

		Unclassified				66,080				66,080				163,031				163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877				78,949				78,949				77,744				77,744				77,744				77,744				79,287				79,287				271,986				271,986		- 0		288,280				288,280

		State Charges																																																				379,184				379,184				325,233				325,233

		Other uses/trans				5,706				5,706				116,779				116,779				324,000				324,000		747						747		- 0		247,438				247,438		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		588,649				588,649		- 0		149,937				149,937								0

		Total, non school		5,456,235		5,747,634		116,039		11,319,908		5,785,213		7,011,530		180,305		12,977,048		5,938,201		7,083,099		257,731		13,279,031		6,200,395		8,181,253		564,602		14,946,250		6,469,659		8,755,955		279,266		15,504,880		6,784,484		10,643,553		789,967		18,218,004		7,176,552		13,457,266		415,998		21,049,816		7,512,172		18,945,288		264,883		26,722,343		8,102,989		18,539,227		310,490		26,952,706

																										12,954,858

		K-8 Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487				12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300				14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176				20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252				22,118,366

		Regional schools				7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889				8,467,889		- 0		8,617,300				8,617,300				9,058,676				9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525				10,592,603				10,592,603				11,720,166				11,720,166				12,585,663				12,585,663

		Total schools		8,737,474		10,032,225		0		18,769,699		9,525,293		10,429,026		0		19,954,319		9,495,036		11,928,376		0		21,423,412		11,165,787		11,732,600		0		22,898,387		11,962,340		12,862,654		271,221		25,096,215		13,635,557		13,411,924		0		27,047,481		15,097,940		14,668,644		0		29,766,584		16,113,515		16,317,342		0		32,430,858		17,204,114		17,499,915		0		34,704,029

		total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,618,609		550,487		40,601,095		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		28,125,911		415,998		50,816,400		23,625,687		35,262,631		264,883		59,153,201		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

																				15,433,237								17,366,182
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12WAGES (2)

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Rapidly increasing spending for salaries & wages																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

																				appropriated

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Town employees		5,456,235		5,785,213		5,938,201		6,200,395		6,469,659		6,784,484		7,176,552		7,512,172		8,102,989

						6.03%		2.64%		4.42%		4.34%		4.87%		5.78%		4.68%		7.86%

		Sudbury Public Schools employees		8,737,474		9,525,293		9,495,036		11,165,787		11,962,340		13,635,557		15,097,940		16,113,515		17,204,114

						9.02%		-0.32%		17.60%		7.13%		13.99%		10.72%		6.73%		6.77%

		Total non regional school wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Percent increase in spending for salaries &

		wages, non regional schools				7.87%		0.80%		12.52%		6.14%		10.79%		9.08%		6.07%		7.12%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.

		However, the FY02 numbers show a reduced rate of increase, and appropriations for FY03 continue this

		trend of a slower rate of increase in spending for salaries & wages.
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Town employees

Sudbury Public Schools employees

Fiscal Year

Salaries & wages
 as a percent of spending



12EMPPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 9

		Employees Per 1000 Population		Not finished												Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing number of municipal employees per 1000 population																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Number of municipal employees

		Population in thousands

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Number of FTE Town employees		165.5		168.43		171.87		164.81		169.61		177.07		179.00		181.00		181.00

		Number SPS FTE employees		222.13		251.47		266.34		302.93		318.93		345.99		393.46		410.74		385.74

		Total number of employees		387.63		419.9		438.21		467.74		488.54		523.06		572.46		591.74		566.74

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population								9.98		10.26		10.51		10.63		10.75

		Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population								18.35		19.29		20.54		23.36		24.39

		Total municipal employees/1000 population (non-regional)								28.34		29.55		31.06		33.99		35.14

		% incr. in number of municipal employees per 1000		2.50%		2.61%		2.73%		6.74%		4.45%		7.07%		9.44%		3.37%		3.37%

		Description

		Because personnel costs are a major portion of  the town's operating budget, monitoring changes in the number of employees

		per thousand residents is a good way to further explore and understand changes in overall expenditure growth.  An increase

		in employees per thousand that is linked to an overall growth in spending is an important indicator to monitor.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that the Town employment has remained fairly constant, keeping pace with modest increases in the

		Town's population.  For the Sudbury Public Schools, the indicator shows that the number of employees has been increasing

		steadily.  However, a better measure of  linking employment to service needs for education might be a separate chart that

		shows employment per thousand of students rather than overall population.
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Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population

Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population

Fiscal Year

Municipal Employees



Sheet1

		

				FY 2000

				Rev Per Capita

		Winchester		2,500.00

		Wellesley		2,517.38

		Belmont		2,583.38

		Concord		2,708.61

		Sudbury		2,859.33

		Wayland		3,057.33

		Weston		3,740.05

				FY2002

				State Aid per capita

		Concord		252.05

		Wellesley		286.25

		Weston		336.99

		Belmont		344.97

		Wayland		387.09

		Sudbury		500.76

				FY2002

				Tax Levy Per Capita

		Belmont		1,774.39

		Wellesley		2,029.75

		Concord		2,299.10

		Wayland		2,466.17

		Sudbury		2,661.56

		Weston		3,156.80





13BENEFITS

		INDICATOR 10

		Pensions & Insurance														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing pension & insurance costs as a percentage of non-regional wages & salaries														X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension & insurance costs

		Non-regional schools wages & salaries

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Pension & insurance costs		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		3,450,970		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Pension & insurance spending as a percent of

		non regional wages and salaries		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		19.87%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		Pensions & Insurance represent a significant share of operating costs, and especially in the area of health insurance, can

		consume a significant portion of the budget.  It is important to monitor this indicator carefully to note such cost increases.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that while the Town was successful in keeping increases in pension & insurance costs down in the years

		FY98-2000, costs of benefits began to spike in FY01 and continued in FY02.  The budgetary allocation for FY03 shows no relief

		from this trend, as the amount approrpriated for FY03 is $5,819,220.
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Pension & insurance spending as a percent of  non regional wages and salaries

Fiscal Year

Pension & Insurance Spending



15FIXEDCOSTS

		INDICATOR 15

		Fixed Costs														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fixed costs

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Fixed costs		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Net operating expenditures		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		2,937,448		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating

		expenditures		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		16.91%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		The operating expenditures of the town are composed in part of mandatory and fixed expenditures

		over which officials have little short-run control.  These include expenditures to which the town is legally

		committed (such as debt service and pension benefits) as well as expenditures mandated by the

		state and federal government.  The higher the level of fixed expenditures, the less freedom the town has

		to adjust spending in response to economic change.
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Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures

Fiscal Year



16REVVEXP

		INDICATOR 16

		Revenues versus Expenditures

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

																		Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		51,739,195		59,989,572		60,009,896		59,948,744		60,120,763

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		8,171,627		7,488,989		5,450,284		4,078,956

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		47,286,077		51,817,945		52,520,907		54,498,460		56,041,807

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701		37,865,360		37,835,407		40,626,066		44,519,643		45,123,596		46,822,621		48,148,595

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Revenues per capita		1,971.2		1,988.9		2,138.4		2,384.5		2,503.7		2,545.7		2,807.8		3,076.9		3,118.6		3,236.1		3,327.7

		Spending per capita		1,868.3		1,935.0		2,055.9		2,088.4		2,298.2		2,428.4		2,753.0		3,027.2		3,216.4

		Description

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701

		rev per capital		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures

Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures

Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures

Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures

Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures

Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures

Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures

Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures
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Revenues per capita

Spending per capita

Revenues v Spending



17SURPLUS

		INDICATOR 17

		General Fund Operating Surplus/Deficit														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:  Deficits on an Operating Basis																Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

		Formula:																Uncertain

		Net non-exempt debt operating revenues

		Net non-exempt debt operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,562,163		33,409,862		35,032,929		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,980,764		34,471,152		37,995,044		40,896,261		45,984,098		51,002,516

		Operating Deficit/Surplus		1,513,207		455,655		330,486		3,918,883		3,396,140		1,975,597		473,655		1,664,243

		Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues		4.97%		1.44%		0.99%		10.21%		8.20%		4.61%		1.02%		3.16%

		Description

		Analysis

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637

		rev per capital		26.43		17.59		19.35		11.38

		constant $ rev per capita

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604



Formula failed to convert

Formula failed to convert

Formula failed to convert

Formula failed to convert
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Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues

Fiscal Year



18 CURR LIAB

		INDICATOR 18

		Current Liabilities														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing current liabilities at the end of the year as a																Unfavorable

		percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Current liabilities

		Net operating revenues and transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Current liabilities		1,137,893		1,044,559		1,129,395		2,653,689		3,176,151		2,679,548		2,869,876		2,500,000		* est.

		Operating revenues and transfers		23,227,293		25,837,094		26,632,078		39,159,017		40,603,055		42,083,729		45,669,624		49,445,192

		Current liabilities as a percentage of

		operating revenues and transfers		4.90%		4.04%		4.24%		6.78%		7.82%		6.37%		6.28%		5.06%

		Description

		Current liabilities are defined as the sum of all liabilities due at the end of the fiscal year, including short-term debt,

		all accounts payable, accrued liabilities and other current liabilities.

		A major component of current liabilities may be short-term debt in the form of tax or bond anticipation notes.

		Although short-term borrowing is an accepted way to deal with uneven cash flows, an increasing amount of short-

		term debt outstanding at the end of successive years can indicate liquidity problems, deficit spending, or both.

		Analysis
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Current liabilities as a percentage of operating revenues and transfers

Fiscal year



19 Pension

		INDICATOR 19		Unfinished

		Pension liability														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Unfunded pension plan liability as a percentage of														x		Unfavorable

		operating expenditures																Uncertain

		Formula

		Unfunded pension liability

		Total operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Unfunded pension liability		30,089,607		33,349,982		34,702,443				0		31,956,967		0		0

		Total operating expenditures		1,152,169		1,795,869		3,062,210		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Unfunded pension liability as a percentage

		of operating exprenditures		2611.56%		1857.04%		1133.25%		0.00%		0.00%		70.60%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		The town is a member of the Middlesex County Retirement System, which has chosen to amortize its unfunded

		pension liability over the maximum amount of time allowed by state law.  This is a significant obligation of the

		town that will continue to

		Analysis
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Unfunded pension liability as a percentage      of operating exprenditures

Fiscal year

Unfunded pension liability as a percentage of operating expenditures



20PENSION

		INDICATOR 20				not finished

		Pension Assets						Sudbury Trend

										Favorable

		Warning Trend								Marginal

		Decreasing value of pension plan assets								Unfavorable

		as a percentage of benefits paid								Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension plan assets

		Annual pension benefits paid

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998

		Pension plan assets		34,916,147		36,503,419		37,187,753		40,642,016

		Benefits paid		1,150,264		1,227,220		1,322,825		1,595,936

		Ratio of assets to benefits paid		30.4		29.7		28.1		25.5

		Sources:    Revenues 95-97, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant

		Description

		A pension plan's assets are held primarily as cash or investments.  A decline in the ratio of plan assets to benefits

		due can indicate serious problems in the management of the pension plan.  An additional ratio to consider is the

		annual amount of pension receipts as a percentage of annual benefits paid, which focuses more specifically on

		a pension plan's ability to meet its current cash requirements.
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Ratio of assets to benefits paid

Fiscal Year



21PROPVALUE

		INDICATOR 21

		Property Value														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Declining growth or drop in the market																Unfavorable

		value of residential, commercial, or																Uncertain

		industrial property (constant dollars)

		Formula

		Change in property value (constant dollars)

		Prior year property value (constant dollars)

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Market value of property		1,552,504,196		1,691,223,217		1,741,962,896		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600

		Consumer price index		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		411.1		411.1

		Property value

		(constant dollars)		0		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504		560,230,504

		Property value in prior

		year (constant dollars)		0		1,018,035,538		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504

		Percent  change in

		property value

		(constant dollars)		0.00%		5.81%		0.75%		4.57%		-2.10%		-3.53%		21.05%		-1.44%		0.00%		-56.19%		0.00%

		Description

		Changes in property value are important because most local governments depend on the property tax for a

		substantial portion of their revenues.  Especially in a community with a stable or fixed tax rate, the higher the

		aggregate property value, the higher the revenues.  Communities experiencing population and economic growth

		are likely to experience short-run, per unit increases in property value.  This is because in the short run, the

		housing supply is fixed and the increase in demand created by growth will force prices up.  Declining areas are

		more likely to see a decrease in the market value of properties.

		The effect of declining property value on governmental revenues depends on the government's reliance on

		property taxes.  The extent to which the decline will ripple through the community's economy, affecting other

		revenues such as those from sales tax, is more difficult to determine.  All of the economic and demographic

		factors are closely related.  A decline in property value will most probably not be a cause but a symptom of

		other, underlying problems.
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Percent  change in property value (constant dollars)

Fiscal year





Indicator 6:  Marginal 

Revenue Surplus/Shortfalls
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override history

		

				op

		1997

		1998

		1999		$   592,250

		2000

		2001		$   1,740,946

		2002		$   1,018,820

		2003		$   2,999,995

		2004

		2005





ch sheet history

		

		06		05		04		03		02		01		00		99		98		97		96		95		94		93		92		91		90		89		88

		8,004,911		$8,001,904		$8,260,514		$8,257,356		$8,138,390		$5,775,652		$5,168,791		$4,420,413		$3,518,671		$3,218,846		$3,014,171		$2,789,584		$2,461,908		$2,289,902		$2,370,453		$2,563,676		$3,467,838		$3,179,000

														$321,325

														$5,172,902





03 actual

		

		FY		Chapter 70, Governor				School Trans Programs		School Construction		Tuition of State Wards		Per Pupil Aid		Racial Imbalance		Racial Imbal. Inc. per year		School Lunch		Remediation Asst.		Lottery, Beano & Charity Games				Lottery inc. per year		Additional Assistance		Highway Fund		Police Career Incentive		Vets' Benefits		Exempt: Vets, Blind and Surviving Spouses		Exempt: Elderly		State Owned Land		Muni. Stabilization		Public Libraries		Total		Less SBA						Assessments		Net C.S.

		05		3,164,092				158,413		2,878,748		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		102,915				7,500		6,500		31,462				19,200		8,388,497

		04		3,083,242				158,413		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.03		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		99,917				7,500		6,500		31,462				18,823		8,647,092

		03		3,005,942		5.95%		158,413		3,221,567		0				296,820		0.03		10,704				915,572				0.00		754,778		0		97,007		2,271		9,013		6,510		31,462				18,545		8,528,604		5,307,037		1.88%				262,541		8,266,063

		02		2,837,016		11.45%		150,033		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.05		9,521		0		915,572				0.06		807,321		27,744		91,745		0		7,775		5,854		47,356				21,280		8,430,559		5,208,992		4.44%				308,631		8,121,928

		01		2,545,546		22.01%		202,785		788,129		0				301,988		0.32		8,937				867,066		7.92%		0.08		807,321		110,976		88,676				8,100		7,028		20,110				18,990		5,775,652		4,987,523		13.85%		662,897		352,123		5,423,529

		00		2,086,346		44.42%		195,236		788,129		0				228,850		0.10		9,462				803,448		10.12%		0.10		807,321		110,976		82,086		0		10,709		11,044		16,673				18,510		5,168,791		4,380,662		20.60%		745,622		408,158		4,760,633

		99		1,444,646		20.76%		190,022		788,129		4,517				208,938		-0.10		7,955				729,602		8.74%		0.09		807,321		110,976		78,403				10,813		10,542		13,422				15,127		4,420,413		3,632,284		9.46%		885,937		405,403		4,015,010

		98		1,196,330		17.42%		173,351		200,222		0				233,350		-0.00		7,206				670,965		9.65%		0.10		807,321		110,976		71,521				10,780		10,026		11,267				15,356		3,518,671		3,318,449		9.93%		309,165		389,598		3,129,073

		97		1,018,880		19.05%		136,519		200,222		0				233,764		0.00		6,354				611,899		9.15%		0.09		807,321		110,976		49,708		2,814		10,399		5,139		8,930				15,921		3,218,846		3,018,624		7.27%		198,239		398,938		2,819,908

		96		855,830		22.33%		156,710		200,222		0				233,437		-0.06		5,702				560,595		12.07%		0.12		807,321		110,976		43,743				11,546		5,019		8,062				15,008		3,014,171		2,813,949		8.67%		213,591		392,502		2,621,669

		95		699,605				123,188		200,222		0				248,763		0.00		6,877				500,235				0.20		807,321		110,976		48,947		4,982		13,052		5,220		5,053				15,143		2,789,584		2,589,362						381,506		2,408,078

		94		652,000				104,213		0		0				248,763		0.23		5,483		0		418,367				0.00		807,321		110,976		55,860		0		4,891		13,000		5,089		25,447		10,498		2,461,908

		93		369,870				118,270		0		0		189,700		201,678				5,416		0		418,367						807,321		110,964		33,259		0		4,797		14,840		4,927				10,493		2,289,902

						included in Senate version for 01

		The 01 estimate was updated to show final cherry sheet 8/4/00

		The 01 estimate was updated to show preliminary cherry sheet dated 3/28/00																																														8257356

																																																271,248

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		5.71%		124,565		3.12%						1,701,812				-3.87%				262,541						-14.93%		5,298,256		122,862				2.37%

		02		3,284,345		7.36%		120,800		4.35%						1,770,249				4.47%				308,631						-12.35%		5,175,394		305,875				6.28%

		01		3,059,256		21.40%		115,766		4.01%						1,694,497				4.12%				352,123						-13.73%		4,869,519		610,878				14.34%

		00		2,519,894		36.10%		111,305		6.67%						1,627,442				4.97%				408,158						0.68%		4,258,641		752,392				21.46%

		99		1,851,561		14.99%		104,343		6.85%						1,550,345				4.08%				405,403						4.06%		3,506,249		308,802				9.66%

		98		1,610,237		15.39%		97,657		28.45%						1,489,553				4.30%				389,598						-2.34%		3,197,447		297,752				10.27%

		97		1,395,517		11.49%		76,028		8.15%						1,428,150				3.79%				398,938						1.64%		2,899,695		201,741				7.48%

		96		1,251,679		16.06%		70,297		-8.87%						1,375,978				4.83%				392,502						2.88%		2,697,954		229,770				9.31%

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		187,534		124,565		3,765						1,701,812				(68,437)				262,541						-46,090		5,298,256		122,862				0.0237396419

		02		3,284,345		225,089		120,800		5,034						1,770,249				75,752				308,631						-43,492		5,175,394		305,875				0.0628142122

		01		3,059,256		539,362		115,766		4,461						1,694,497				67,055				352,123						-56,035		4,869,519		610,878				0.1434443523

		00		2,519,894		668,333		111,305		6,962						1,627,442				77,097				408,158						2,755		4,258,641		752,392				0.2145860149

		99		1,851,561		241,324		104,343		6,686						1,550,345				60,792				405,403						15,805		3,506,249		308,802				0.0965776759

		98		1,610,237		214,720		97,657		21,629						1,489,553				61,403				389,598						-9,340		3,197,447		297,752				0.102683903

		97		1,395,517		143,838		76,028		5,731						1,428,150				52,172				398,938						6,436		2,899,695		201,741				0.0747755521

		96		1,251,679		173,246		70,297		(6,845)						1,375,978				63,369				392,502						10,996		2,697,954		229,770				0.0930927354

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184
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REV DATA

		SECTION A:  REVENUES

				FY95				FY96				FY97				FY98				FY99				FY00				FY01				FY02				FY 03				FY 04				FY 05				FY 06

				Actual				Actual				Actual @		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Unaudited		% of		Actual		% of		Projected		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of

				12 months*		% of total		12 months*		% of total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		Actual		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total

		Personal Property		540,990		1.71%		518,142		1.53%		530,289		1.47%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Real Estate		24,567,041		77.53%		26,475,863		78.34%		27,851,077		77.31%		31,093,583		72.76%		32,333,356		73.49%		35,523,166		75.20%		38,801,854		76.22%		44,320,566		73.27%		48,840,640		77.70%		49,250,251		78.86%		49,876,735		79.33%		51,213,805		79.71%

		Tax Liens redeemed		515,932		1.63%		601,986		1.78%		412,242		1.14%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Intergovernmental (state aid)		2,407,699		7.60%		2,608,740		7.72%		2,852,363		7.92%		3,954,089		9.25%		5,342,468		12.14%		4,938,368		10.45%		5,522,707		10.85%		8,138,390		13.45%		8,257,356		13.14%		8,260,514		13.23%		8,001,904		12.73%		8,004,911		12.46%

		Motor Vehicle Excise		1,695,049		5.35%		1,632,879		4.83%		1,758,786		4.88%		2,005,785		4.69%		2,170,950		4.93%		2,365,447		5.01%		2,558,043		5.02%		2,550,667		4.22%		2,658,734		4.23%		2,685,321		4.30%		2,712,175		4.31%		2,739,296		4.26%

		Other excise		1,474		0.00%		2,784		0.01%		1,551		0.00%		1,867		0.00%		2,441		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		60		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%

		Hotel/Motel excise (non cherry sheet revenue)		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		62,359		0.15%		46,810		0.11%		57,492		0.12%		64,630		0.13%		66,035		0.11%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.07%

		Penalties and Interest		260,339		0.82%		279,823		0.83%		245,896		0.68%		280,471		0.66%		183,924		0.42%		278,641		0.59%		259,891		0.51%		125,506		0.21%		150,000		0.24%		100,000		0.16%		105,000		0.17%		110,250		0.17%

		PILOTS		67,328		0.21%		69,346		0.21%		113,543		0.32%		48,331		0.11%		59,092		0.13%		74,583		0.16%		84,424		0.17%		31,100		0.05%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.09%

		Fees		0		0.00%		14,556		0.04%		21,439		0.06%		186,199		0.44%		128,575		0.29%		146,048		0.31%		107,184		0.21%		99,035		0.16%		117,000		0.19%		119,925		0.19%		122,923		0.20%		125,996		0.20%

		Rentals		0		0.00%		37,806		0.11%		22,650		0.06%		50,496		0.12%		22,503		0.05%		41,831		0.09%		159,367		0.31%		159,802		0.26%		80,000		0.13%		84,000		0.13%		88,200		0.14%		84,000		0.13%

		Other Departmental Revenues		189,663		0.60%		271,933		0.80%		318,890		0.89%		80,862		0.19%		11,161		0.03%		199,930		0.42%		55,880		0.11%		69,435		0.11%		50,000		0.08%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%

		Licenses and Permits		304,518		0.96%		154,384		0.46%		156,269		0.43%		388,752		0.91%		318,288		0.72%		394,266		0.83%		369,887		0.73%		696,963		1.15%		290,000		0.46%		297,250		0.48%		304,681		0.48%		312,298		0.49%

		Fines & Forfeits		126,678		0.40%		101,200		0.30%		89,046		0.25%		121,382		0.28%		107,222		0.24%		100,478		0.21%		97,335		0.19%		96,694		0.16%		90,000		0.14%		90,000		0.14%		91,800		0.15%		91,800		0.14%

		Investment Income		279,508		0.88%		364,810		1.08%		346,679		0.96%		606,435		1.42%		1,992,369		4.53%		800,104		1.69%		511,468		1.00%		358,572		0.59%		425,000		0.68%		350,000		0.56%		357,000		0.57%		374,850		0.58%

		Reserved investment income																		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Chapter 203 Assessment														0				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		211,585		0.35%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%

		Other/One time income				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		43,745		0.09%		895,940		1.48%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%

		Subtotal, operating revenues		30,956,219				33,134,252				34,720,720				38,880,609				42,719,159				44,923,054				48,639,115				57,820,349				61,194,365				61,512,896				61,936,053				63,332,841

		Free cash/transfers		443,000		1.40%		489,000		1.45%		993,696		2.76%		1,249,723		2.92%		763,419		1.74%		1,758,117		3.72%		1,800,000		3.54%		1,900,000		3.14%		1,180,000		1.88%		750,000		1.20%		750,000		1.19%		750,000		1.17%

		Chapter 90														969,204				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Transfers other funds/ Available Funds		286,231		0.90%		174,255		0.52%		312,209		0.87%		1,633,188		3.82%		515,157		1.17%		559,911		1.19%		471,756		0.93%		771,862		1.28%		482,790		0.77%		190,000		0.30%		190,000		0.30%		165,000		0.26%

		Subtotal, revenues		31,685,450		100%		33,797,507		100%		36,026,625		100%		42,732,724		98%		43,997,735		100%		47,241,082		100%		50,910,871		100%		60,492,211		100%		62,857,155		100%		62,452,896		100%		62,876,053		100%		64,247,841		100%

		Less taxes for exempt items														3,373,485				2,606,551				4,369,224				4,453,118				7,825,452				7,231,140				6,000,513				4,945,754				4,534,549

		Less reserved investment income														0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0

		Less Cherry Sheet to pay school debt														200,222				788,129				788,129				788,129				3,221,567				3,169,449				3,169,449				2,826,630				2,826,630

		Quasi-operating revenues														39,159,017				40,603,055				42,083,729				45,669,624				49,445,192				52,456,566				53,282,934				55,103,669				56,886,662

																				1,444,038				1,480,674				3,585,895				3,775,568				3,011,374				826,368				1,820,735				1,782,993

		Auditors		31,245,276				33,145,537				34,968,153								42,258,133

		Difference		(289,057)				(11,285)				(247,433)

		non general fund

		enterprise funds														667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		septage grant loan program																		0

		transport bond																		0

		total, non general fund										0				667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		Total, all revenue														43,400,427				44,634,695				47,858,898				51,581,718				61,133,000				63,441,032				63,080,111				63,525,221				64,919,730

		Total, all expenses														40,321,441				41,327,556				46,433,886				50,346,491				60,654,382				63,384,147				65,672,165				67,617,991				71,016,512

																3,078,986				3,307,139				1,425,012				1,235,227				478,618				56,885				(2,592,054)				(4,092,770)				(6,096,782)

		Net Intergovernmental														3,753,867				4,554,339				4,150,239				4,734,578				4,916,823				5,087,907

																								11,741,140

		Gross cherry sheet																		4,420,413				34,937,994

		Less library offset																		(15,127)				46,679,134

		Less METCO offset																		(208,938)

		Less school lunch																		(7,955)

																				4,188,393				1,179,764

																								782,500

																				5,342,468				(397,264)

																				1,154,075

																				4,420,413

																				4,267,574

																				152,839
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1REVPERCAP

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Less:  excluded debt		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673		47,101,429		47,801,157		49,052,585

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Net operating revenues & transfers per capita

		(constant dollars)		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648		2,797		2,838		2,913

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673

		rev per capita		1,971		1,989		2,138		2,326		2,504		2,546		2,759		3,127

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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1REVPERCAP (2)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

										Net Operating

										Revenues				CPI		Per Capita		Per Capita		2003		2004		2005		Percent

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Population		1995 base year		Actual		Constant		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Change

		1995								30,573,932		15,510		100.000		1,971		1,971

		1996								31,978,798		16,079		0.97134		1,989		1,932								-2.00%

		1997								34,304,946		16,042		0.95016		2,138		2,032		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		5.18%

		1998								38,390,035		16,506		0.93444		2,326		2,173		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		6.96%

		1999								41,391,184		16,532		0.91482		2,504		2,290		180.1		180.1		180.1		5.39%

		2000								42,871,858		16,841		0.88252		2,546		2,247		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		-1.91%

		2001								46,457,753		16,841		0.85915		2,759		2,370		0		0		0		5.49%

		2002								52,666,759		16,841		0.84675		3,127		2,648		16,841		16,841		16,841		11.73%

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

		Analysis

		Revenues per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measured on a constant dollar basis.

		The revenue growth has been generated by increases in Cherry Sheet revenues from the Commonwealth to support

		educational spending, as well as property tax overrides in FY00, 01 and 02.  Additionally, elastic revenues, such as

		investment income and motor vehicle excise, showed strong growth rates over the last four years.  These

		revenues do not perform as well when the economy is not performing well.  Finally, free cash has been used as a

		revenue source.  All these observations together mean that revenue projections for the next few years should be

		cautious given that only the within levy property tax is consistently available.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		38,390,035		16,506		1		2,326		2,173

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		46,457,753		16,841		1		2,759		2,370

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										38,390,035.15

				140.3		144.5		148.2		41,391,183.89		3,001,149

				1		0.970934		0.946694		42,871,858.00		1,480,674

										47,286,077.00		4,414,219

										52,666,758.70		5,380,682
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1REVPERCAP (3)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenue Mix														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

																				2003		2004		2005

		Fiscal Year								Within Levy		Overrides		Cherry Sheet		Local Receipts		Free cash		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Total

		1997																		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		1998								27,720,098		- 0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		38,189,813

		1999								29,134,555		592,250		4,554,339		5,558,492		763,419		180.1		180.1		180.1		40,603,055

		2000								31,153,942		- 0		4,150,239		5,021,431		1,758,117		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		42,083,729

		2001								32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000		0		0		0		45,669,624

		2002								35,476,294		1,018,820		4,916,823		6,133,255		1,900,000		16,841		16,841		16,841		49,445,192

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		27,720,098		0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		0		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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2INTERGOVREV

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Intergovernmental operating revenue

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Intergovernmental operating revenue, less SBAB		2,607,921		2,408,518		2,652,141		3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		4,734,578		4,916,823		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274

		Intergovernmental operating revenues as a

		percentage of operating revenues		8.2%		7.1%		7.4%		9.8%		11.0%		9.7%		10.2%		9.3%		8.1%		8.2%		8.2%

		Description

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The primary

		concern in analyzing intergovernmental revenues is to know and monitor the town's vulnerability to reductions in such

		revenues, and to determine whether the town is controlling its use of this external revenue- or whether these revenues

		are controlling town policies.  The potential for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor

		these revenues, and to have contingency plans if the state aid were reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.
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2INTERGOVREV (2)

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend:																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																x		Uncertain

		Formula:

		Intergovernmental operating revenue																																						5,044,496

		Operating Revenues																																						4,900,361

																																								4,635,400

										Net Operating		Intergovermental		As a percent		Education		As a percent																						3,972,504

										Revenues		Revenue less		of net oper.		related		of total																						3,226,881

		Fiscal Year								(Nominal)		SBAB grants		revenue		Intergov		intergovern.																						2,928,851

		1995								31,685,450		2,607,921		8.23%																										2,619,686

		1996								33,797,507		2,408,518		7.13%																										2,421,447

		1997								36,026,625		2,652,141		7.36%																										2,207,856

		1998								42,732,724		3,753,867		8.78%		1,610,237		42.90%

		1999								43,997,735		4,554,339		10.35%		1,851,561		40.65%

		2000								47,241,082		4,150,239		8.79%		2,519,894		60.72%

		2001								51,739,195		5,562,902		10.75%		3,059,256		54.99%

		2002								60,492,211		4,916,823		8.13%		3,284,345		66.80%

		Description:

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The potential

		for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor these revenues, and to have contingency

		plans ready if the state aid were to be reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to nearly 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.

		3								3,471,879

		2								3,284,345

		1								3,059,256

		0								2,519,894

		99								1,851,561

		98								1,610,237
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As a percent

Fiscal Year

Intergovermental revenues as a percent of operating revenues



3ELASTICREV

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues														x		Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		0

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		62,876,053

		Elastic operating revenues		1,974,557		1,997,689		2,105,465		2,612,220		4,163,319		3,165,551		3,069,511		2,909,239		3,083,734		3,035,321		3,069,175

		Elastic operating revenues as a percentage of

		operating revenues		6.5%		6.2%		6.1%		6.8%		10.1%		7.4%		6.6%		5.5%		5.5%		5.4%		4.9%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		As the economic base expands or inflation goes up, elastic revenues rise in roughly proportional or greater

		amounts and vice-versa.  Good examples are Motor Vehicle Excise and Investment Income as they respond to

		changes in the economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on

		total revenues.  Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximixe these revenues, while

		having a contingency plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.

		Analysis

		Elastic revenues have ranged from a  high of 10.1% in FY99 to about half that in FY2002.  FY1999 was an

		unusual year, in that a large size borrowing for school construction enabled higher than usual investment income to be

		realized. Investment income in particular has fallen off dramatically as interest rates have plunged.  As one example, the MMDT

		yield in July 2000 was over 6%;  by February of 2002 it had fallen to just under 2%, and has held steady since then.

		The overall result is that the production from these revenue sources has decreased as a percent of overall revenues.

		This leads to more reliance on the property tax to make up the difference in our revenue sources.
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3ELASTICREV (2)

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:														x		Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

										Net Operating

										Revenues		Elastic		Elastic operating revenues %

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Revenues		of operating revenues

		1995

		1996

		1997																		0		0		0

		1998								38,390,035		2,612,220		6.80%

		1999								41,391,184		4,163,319		10.06%

		2000								42,871,858		3,165,551		7.38%

		2001								47,286,077		3,069,511		6.49%

		2002								52,666,759		2,909,239		5.52%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		Motor vehicle excise and investment income are the two revenue sources that respond to changes in the

		economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on total revenues.

		Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximize these revenues, while having a contingency

		plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.
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4PROPTAXREV

		INDICATOR 4

		Property Tax Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in property tax revenues																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Property tax revenues

		constant dollars

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Property tax revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583		32,333,356		35,523,166		38,801,854		44,320,566		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Operating property tax revenues		24,512,445		25,777,282		27,071,929		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,348,736		36,495,114		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.000		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620

		Property tax revenues

		(constant dollars)		24,512,445		25,037,972		25,705,682		25,885,680		27,176,755		27,476,046		29,491,534		30,882,040		35,209,816		36,597,779		38,020,441

		Percent growth in constant dollar		0		2.14%		2.67%		0.70%		4.99%		1.10%		7.34%		4.71%

		Description

		Property tax revenues are analyzed separately because the town relies so heavily on them for both operating and capital

		spending.  A decline in growth rate in property taxes can have a number of causes.  First, it may reflect an overall decline

		in property values.  Second, it may result from unwilling default on property taxes by property owners.  Third, it may from

		poor assessment/ appraisal methods.  Finally, a decline can be cause by deliberate default by owners who realize that

		they can use the Town to finance their liabilities.  Any decrease in the net property tax revenues should be monitored

		carefully to ensure that collections are at a high level.  Also, any rapid increase due to operating overrides should be noted

		for their impact on future override requests.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much growth required voter approval.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 ($572,250); FY2001 ($1,740,946) and FY 2002 ($1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars

		rev per capital

		constant $ rev per capita		24,512,445.00		25,037,971.81		25,705,682.12		25,885,679.75

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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5UNCOLLECT

		INDICATOR 5

		Uncollected Property Taxes														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing amount of uncollected property taxes as																Unfavorable

		a percentage of net property tax levy																Uncertain

		Formula

		Uncollected property taxes @ June 30

		Net property tax levy

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Total property tax levy		25,546,414		27,071,563		28,670,586		31,096,413		32,403,999		35,783,508		40,063,013		44,823,263		0		0		0

		Overlay for abatements/exemptions		347,972		228,340		229,682		290,364		523,480		315,867		865,754		523,533		0		0		0

		Net property tax levy		25,198,442		26,843,223		28,440,904		30,806,049		31,880,519		35,467,641		39,197,259		44,299,730		0		0		0

		Uncollected taxes at June 30		903,765		561,386		314,387		337,044		23,097		364,877		431,133		502,697		0		0		0

		Uncollected property taxes as a

		percentage of net levy		3.59%		2.09%		1.11%		1.09%		0.07%		1.03%		1.10%		1.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		Every year, a percentage of property owners are unable or unwilling to pay property taxes.  If this

		percentage increases over time, it may indicate overall decline in the town's economic health.  Additionally, as

		uncollected property taxes rise, liquidity is decreased, and there is less cash on hand to pay bills or invest.

		This is an early warning indicator of concerns about the financial health of the taxpayers of the town.

		Analysis

		This is a critical indicator to monitor for many reasons.  The credit rating industry assumes that a municipality in

		good financial health will be able to collect 97 to 98% of its property taxes within the year that the taxes are due.

		If uncollected property taxes grow to more than 5 to 8 %, that is considered a negative factor.  Sudbury consistently

		collects about 99% of propety taxes due by June 30 of each fiscal year, and an even greater total amount within

		the 6 months after the end of the fiscal year.
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6REVSHORT

		INDICATOR 6

		Revenue Shortfalls														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend														x		Marginal

		Increase in revenue shortfalls as a percentage of																Unfavorable

		actual operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Revenue shortfalls/surpluses

		Operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Actual gross operating revenues		31,685,450		33,308,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Budgeted operating revenues		30,757,401		32,726,706		35,811,969		39,052,345		41,579,890		45,084,681		48,296,805		58,097,642		41,579,890		41,579,890		41,579,890

		Revenue surpluses		928,049		581,801		214,656		2,711,175		2,417,845		2,156,401		2,614,066		2,394,569		21,277,265		20,873,006		21,296,163

		Revenue surpluses as a percentage of

		of actual operating revenues		2.93%		1.75%		0.60%		6.49%		5.50%		4.56%		5.13%		3.96%		33.85%		33.42%		33.87%

		Description

		This indicator examines the differences between revenue estimates and revenues actually received

		during the fiscal year.  Major discrepancies that continue year after year can indicate a declining economy, inefficient

		collection procedures, or inaccurate estimating techniques.  Discrepancies may also indicate that high

		revenue estimates are being made to accommodate political pressures.  If revenue shortfalls are

		increasing in frequency or size, a detailed analysis of each revenue should be made to pincpoint the source.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for sources such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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7ONETIME

		INDICATOR 7

		One Time Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																x		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing use of one-time operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		One time operating revenues

		Net operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		One-time operating revenues (+FREE CASH)		1		489,000		993,696		1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,843,745		2,795,940		1,280,000		850,000		850,000

		One-time operating revenues as a

		percentage of net operating revenues		0.00%		1.53%		2.90%		3.18%		1.84%		4.10%		3.97%		5.31%		2.30%		1.51%		1.47%

		Description

		A one-time revenues is one that cannot reasonably be expected to continue, such as a single-purpose

		state grant, supplemental lottery distributions, one-times savings in health insurance accounts, sale of

		assets, investment income from bond proceeds, and free cash.  Continual use of one-time revenues

		to balance the annual budget can indicate that the revenues base is not strong enough

		to support current service levels.  It can also mean the government is incurring operating deficits.

		Further, it means the town has little room to maneuver if there were a downturn in revenues

		such as might occur during a regional or national recession, or because of the suddent expenditures

		occasioned by a natural disaster.  Use of one-time revenues increases the probability that the town will

		will have to make large cutbacks if such revenues cease to be available.
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9FREECASH

		INDICATOR 9

		Free Cash

																		Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

																				Marginal

																		x		Unfavorable

																				Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Free Cash Available for Appropriation		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997		$   1,182,077

		Free Cash Appropriated		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,800,000		$   1,900,000		$   1,180,000

		Percentage of Free Cash Appropriated		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		91.7%		93.3%		99.8%

		Description

		Source:  Revenues 95-98, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant
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8FUNDBAL

		INDICATOR 8

		Unreserved Fund Balance														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in Undesignated Fund Balance as % of expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Undesignated fund balance

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Undesignated fund balance		1,405,737		1,442,676		1,049,210		2,636,637		4,361,663		4,343,243		2,091,077		1,550,000		* est.

		Net Operating expenditures		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Undesignated Fund Balance as a % of expenditures		4.67%		4.38%		3.02%		6.97%		10.74%		9.60%		4.15%		2.63%

		Certified Free Cash available for appropriation								$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997

		Description

		Undesignated fund balances are not synonymous with available for appropriation because often they are

		reserved for some other purpose, such as for prior year's encumbrances.  Nevertheless, the size of a muncipality's

		fund balances can affect its ability to withstand financial emergencies.

		request.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much is growth requires voter approval at the ballot box.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 (572,250); FY2001 (1,740,946) and FY 2002 (1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.
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10SPENDPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 7

		Spending Per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)														X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,737,390		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,977,893		34,393,667		37,305,055		40,141,190		44,699,826		48,140,682		51,822,534

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		28,937,438		30,242,510		31,313,588		32,117,616		34,104,921		35,402,300		38,378,893		41,333,182		43,852,050

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,506		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures

		(constant dollars)		1,866		1,881		1,952		1,946		2,066		2,102		2,279		2,454		2,604

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.  Or it may indicate that the demographics of the community are changing

		requiring increased spending in related services.

		Analysis

		Expenditures per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measurered on a constant dollar basis.

		The indicator alone only points to the need for further analysis to identify more specifically the drivers of such growth

		so that steps can be taken to reduce the rate of such growth, and a better understanding of the future implications of

		current decisions.
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Per capita expenditures (constant dollars)

Fiscal Year

Per Capita Expenditures (constant dollars)



11SPENDWOLSRHS

		INDICATOR 11

		Spending Per Capita, non regional schools

																		Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																		Marginal

		(constant dollars)																		Unfavorable

																		x		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		LLSRHS & MVHS appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		8,467,889		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch. operating expenditures and transfers		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,837,166		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		21,282,074		22,325,212		23,273,051		24,070,578		26,363,432		26,753,489		29,308,324		31,270,347		33,202,105

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,532		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures, non regional schools

		(constant dollars)		1,372.2		1,388.5		1,450.8		1,456.0		1,594.7		1,588.6		1,740.3		1,856.8		1,971.5

		* Includes lease expenses

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for souces such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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11WAGES

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing personnel costs as a percentage of total non regional school spending																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

		Net operating expenditures & transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (curr $)		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Less exempt debt spending		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Less regional schools appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		9,058,676		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch operating expenditures		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,246,379		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Salaries & Wages as a percentage of

		non reg sch spending		66.69%		66.61%		62.97%		67.37%		65.25%		67.32%		65.25%		64.87%		64.50%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.
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Salaries & Wages as a percentage of   non reg sch spending

Fiscal Year

Salaries & Wages



spend data

		SECTION B				FY95								FY96								FY97								FY98								FY99								FY 00								FY 01								FY 02								FY 03		(appropriated)

		SPENDING DATA

				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		General Government		890,867		347,659		3,500		1,242,026		909,859		229,654		78,076		1,217,589		907,574		400,123		15,830		1,323,527		1,047,412		354,262		69,160		1,470,834		1,094,151		324,815		0		1,418,966		1,091,432		417,288		0		1,508,720		1,202,778		531,032		0		1,733,810		1,296,260		555,609		0		1,851,869		1,461,483		450,724		0		1,912,207

		Public Safety		3,006,495		484,042		16,198		3,506,735		3,148,169		391,622		54,885		3,594,676		3,330,902		395,091		166,556		3,892,549		3,434,653		404,607		329,763		4,169,023		3,555,181		386,208		200,670		4,142,059		3,775,568		448,611		680,021		4,904,200		3,935,901		560,577		180,972		4,677,450		4,113,310		739,764		112,288		4,965,362		4,327,179		627,103		172,000		5,126,282

		Public Works		870,653		753,717		13,617		1,637,987		1,012,832		940,502		47,344		2,000,678		959,410		736,240		48,100		1,743,750		966,394		668,179		165,679		1,800,252		1,162,373		760,971		78,596		2,001,940		1,172,324		709,442		89,250		1,971,016		1,255,512		907,203		234,654		2,397,369		1,240,188		894,565		145,096		2,279,848		1,390,381		982,013		122,430		2,494,824

		Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487		0		12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300		0		14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176		0		20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252		0		22,118,366

		L/SRHS & MVHS		0		7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889		0		8,467,889		0		8,617,300		0		8,617,300		0		9,058,676		0		9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525		0		10,592,603		0		10,592,603		0		11,720,166		0		11,720,166		0		12,585,663		0		12,585,663

		Human Services		190,172		12,892		82,724		285,788		200,765		112,065		0		312,830		209,882		129,037		0		338,919		218,682		135,805		0		354,487		237,517		136,622		0		374,139		278,284		177,036		20,696		476,016		292,952		182,045		0		474,997		342,055		158,131		7,500		507,686		354,025		152,530		0		506,555

		Cultural & Recreation Services		498,048		135,019		0		633,067		513,588		151,729		0		665,317		530,002		146,647		0		676,649		532,507		151,033		0		683,540		420,437		154,286		0		574,723		466,876		232,387		0		699,263		489,408		269,821		372		759,601		520,359		288,743		0		809,103		569,921		281,156		16,060		867,137

		Debt & Interest		0		1,152,169		0		1,152,169		0		1,795,869		0		1,795,869		0		1,724,550		0		1,724,550		0		3,450,970		0		3,450,970		0		3,296,540		0		3,296,540		0		5,124,295		0		5,124,295		0		5,709,262		0		5,709,262		0		10,687,287		0		10,687,287		0		9,834,201		0		9,834,201

		Personnel Benefits		0		2,790,350		0		2,790,350		0		3,110,279		0		3,110,279		0		3,062,210		0		3,062,210		0		2,937,448		0		2,937,448		0		3,289,447		0		3,289,447		0		3,374,866		0		3,374,866		0		4,167,796		0		4,167,796		0		4,786,013		0		4,786,013		0		5,819,220		0		5,819,220

		Transfers		0		5,706		0		5,706		0		116,779		0		116,779		0		324,000		0		324,000		747		0		0		747		0		247,438		0		247,438		0		0		0		0		0		588,649		0		588,649		0		149,937		0		149,937		0		0		0		0

		Unclassified		0		66,080		0		66,080		0		163,031		0		163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877		0		78,949		0		78,949		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		161,697		0		161,697		0		360,007		0		360,007		0		392,280		0		392,280

		Unappropriated																																		0		500		0		500		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0

		Total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,619,109		550,487		40,601,595		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		27,746,727		415,998		50,437,216		23,625,687		34,937,398		264,883		58,827,968		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

		Auditors								31,090,925																34,979,816

																										(277,373)

																				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		Selectmen		199,215		28,388				227,603		203,986		27,210				231,196		221,404		42,726				264,130		165,815		31,978				197,793		172,861		24,022				196,883		140,417		46,319				186,736		188,417		82,526				270,943		205,415		75,777				281,192		231,110		33,632				264,742

		Town Meeting		1,954		12,866				14,820				28,030				28,030				36,047				36,047				19,278				19,278		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		15,562				15,562		- 0		- 0				0								0

		FinCom		8,080		279				8,359		8,651				274		8,925		9,260		284				9,544		91,959		2,189				94,148		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0						0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Information Systems																																		60,384		58,493				118,877		67,216		88,876				156,092		95,440		81,752				177,192		104,786		145,146				249,932		113,028		143,445				256,473

		Accounting		118,231		31,488				149,719		134,996				48,151		183,147		89,455		89,088				178,543		108,155		50,155				158,310		115,082		37,861				152,943		123,672		35,807				159,479		132,003		47,533				179,536		169,391		48,359				217,749		184,431		47,470				231,901

		Assessors		126,969		35,330		0		162,299		130,597				29,651		160,248		134,533		39,426		15,830		189,789		151,211		23,584				174,795		148,387		14,452				162,839		160,442		26,933				187,375		157,033		44,574				201,607		154,118		16,875				170,993		191,402		27,500				218,902

		Treasurers		149,596		51,931		3,500		205,027		153,022		65,163				218,185		153,601		61,857				215,458		161,855		65,695				227,550		158,762		48,112				206,874		170,923		51,208				222,131		173,749		90,967				264,716		202,229		83,437				285,666		217,846		65,400				283,246

		Law Dept		56,880		92,287				149,167		59,774		68,209				127,983		56,208		84,582				140,790		58,804		84,756				143,560		62,610		96,923				159,533		62,256		118,325				180,581		57,336		110,697				168,033		63,694		136,662				200,356		70,392		78,955				149,347

		Personnel		4,543		611				5,154		4,867		559				5,426		5,209		280				5,489		54,811		24,650		69,160		148,621		101,400		2,550		- 0		103,950		83,710		2,658		- 0		86,368		95,691		14,005		- 0		109,696		102,941		3,183		- 0		106,124		117,493		5,100				122,593

		PBC		0		48,008				48,008								0		0		0				0				852				852		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0				- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0

		Doc. Preservation																																				373				373		- 0		972				972		- 0		1,550				1,550				2,240				2,240		- 0		1,000				1,000

		Clerk		124,210		36,712				160,922		103,638		27,096				130,734		125,898		33,733				159,631		131,316		31,259				162,575		133,322		28,667				161,989		138,556		28,144				166,700		150,173		30,121				180,294		123,299		32,370				155,669		157,913		38,654				196,567

		Conservation		38,327		7,364				45,691		41,249		8,390				49,639		38,144		8,440				46,584		43,078		14,666				57,744		46,279		10,190				56,469		46,279		10,190				56,469		50,870		5,553				56,423		61,620		5,359				66,979		61,547		5,218				66,765

		Planning		52,212		1,930				54,142		60,033		4,504				64,537		62,875		2,655				65,530		67,957		4,175				72,132		79,979		2,063				82,042		83,022		3,795				86,817		85,723		5,027				90,750		88,258		4,860				93,117		93,838		2,500				96,338

		ZBA		9,595		387				9,982		9,046		493				9,539		10,987		1,005				11,992		12,451		1,025				13,476		15,085		1,109				16,194		14,939		4,061				19,000		16,343		1,165				17,508		20,510		1,341				21,851		22,483		1,850				24,333

		Design Review Bd		1,055		78				1,133		0						0								0								0								0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Other																																																								0

		Police		1,313,457		152,664				1,466,121		1,398,266		115,521		54,885		1,568,672		1,469,459		101,602		76,972		1,648,033		1,506,785		120,208		61,500		1,688,493		1,564,665		112,240		72,003		1,748,908		1,646,819		142,825		112,000		1,901,644		1,728,577		143,235		120,000		1,991,812		1,816,444		158,083		99,924		2,074,451		1,919,206		126,023		122,500		2,167,729

		Fire		1,429,088		110,381		16,198		1,555,667		1,479,825		131,143				1,610,968		1,584,772		132,711				1,717,483		1,631,252		138,892		263,263		2,033,407		1,702,578		145,143		128,667		1,976,388		1,801,798		168,615		548,521		2,518,934		1,884,260		163,943		26,058		2,074,261		1,991,301		268,382		4,914		2,264,597		2,069,564		193,220		40,000		2,302,784

		Building Insp		242,433		220,026				462,459		247,888		143,200				391,088		253,817		159,134		89,584		502,535		272,791		144,384		5,000		422,175		280,280		127,523		- 0		407,803		318,569		136,000		19,500		474,069		314,409		252,018		34,914		601,341		296,571		311,991		7,450		616,012		329,415		306,300		9,500		645,215

		Dog Officer		21,517		971				22,488		22,190		1,758				23,948		22,854		1,644				24,498		23,825		1,123				24,948		7,658		1,302		- 0		8,960		8,382		1,171				9,553		8,655		1,381				10,036		8,994		1,307				10,301		8,994		1,560				10,554

		Engineer		220,264		10,936		13,617		244,817		229,137		33,412				262,549		239,648		13,232		13,100		265,980		247,094		12,242		12,332		271,668		258,992		11,656		6,407		277,055		269,562		12,594		6,479		288,635		257,309		18,690		4,186		280,184		252,860		17,898		5,496		276,254		287,804		19,512				307,316

		Highway		153,590						153,590		157,082		20,536		47,344		224,962		176,867		1,191		35,000		213,058		93,057				153,347		246,404		592,923		540,389		63,889		1,197,201		571,500		509,947		81,246		1,162,693		581,719		575,065		222,790		1,379,574		602,875		652,151		132,332		1,387,358		661,624		702,095		115,162		1,478,881

		Highway contr		454,186						454,186		454,039		0				454,039		469,646						469,646		462,523						462,523		- 0		- 0		- 0		0						- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Snow ice		42,613		93,028				135,641		172,574		341,173				513,747		73,249		166,392				239,641		63,114		145,100				208,214		79,675		157,761		- 0		237,436		57,270		138,850		- 0		196,120		123,204		239,416		- 0		362,620		63,283		128,939		- 0		192,222		89,225		182,535				271,760

		Street lighting				74,144				74,144				75,050				75,050				78,123				78,123				74,719				74,719		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Oth highway				575,609				575,609				470,331				470,331				477,302				477,302				407,708				407,708		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Parks & Grounds																																		131,349		12,582		8,300		152,231		109,773		19,038		1,525		130,336		129,856		17,127		7,678		154,661		136,573		29,559		7,268		173,399		147,382		20,350		7,268		175,000

		Cemetery																										100,606		28,410				129,016		99,434		38,583		- 0		138,017		164,219		29,013		- 0		193,232		163,424		56,905		- 0		220,329		184,596		66,018		- 0		250,615		204,346		57,521				261,867

		Health insp		124,452				82,724		207,176		129,568		93,680				223,248		135,149		109,216				244,365		139,116		101,303				240,419		143,739		112,162				255,901		148,251		143,633		20,696		312,580		157,421		141,999				299,420		164,500		137,067				301,567		162,067		135,095				297,162

		Council Aging		61,697		8,485				70,182		64,997		12,681				77,678		68,347		16,861				85,208		71,666		28,286				99,952		85,030		21,297				106,327		105,471		28,988		- 0		134,459		102,792		30,514				133,306		100,663		6,427		7,500		114,590		107,568		9,910				117,478

		Youth				1,357				1,357								0				1,600				1,600				3,138				3,138		419		1,912				2,331		15,989		1,663		- 0		17,652		23,915		4,703				28,618		31,732		3,750				35,482		34,264		4,550				38,814

		Family Services																																																		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		35,848		2,575				38,423		40,257		725				40,982

		Veterans		4,023		3,050				7,073		6,200		5,704				11,904		6,386		1,360				7,746		7,900		3,078				10,978		8,329		1,251				9,580		8,573		2,752		- 0		11,325		8,824		4,829				13,653		9,312		8,312				17,624		9,869		2,250				12,119

		Library		338,895		103,452				442,347		350,267		118,914				469,181		359,345		130,526				489,871		355,446		135,471				490,917		361,152		150,024				511,176		400,250		220,947		- 0		621,197		423,665		246,100				669,765		449,181		259,990				709,171		487,619		273,681		12,100		773,400

		Recreation		159,086		29,782				188,868		163,321		29,764				193,085		170,657		14,624				185,281		177,061		14,068				191,129		58,534		2,667				61,201		61,739		9,886		- 0		71,625		65,070		2,998		372		68,440		70,296		23,483		- 0		93,779		81,081		1,250		3,960		86,291

		Historical Comm		67		1,785				1,852		0		3,051				3,051				1,497				1,497				1,494				1,494		- 0		1,498				1,498		- 0		1,496		- 0		1,496				9,153				9,153				3,841				3,841		- 0		5,950				5,950

		Historic Dist. Comm																																		751		97				848		489		58		- 0		547		673		11,570				12,243		882		113				995		1,221		275				1,496

		CATV Committee																																		- 0		- 0				0		4,398		- 0		- 0		4,398		- 0		- 0				0				1,317				1,317		- 0		- 0				0

		Debt service princi				790,000				790,000				1,265,000				1,265,000				1,215,000				1,215,000				2,590,000				2,590,000		- 0		2,473,500				2,473,500		- 0		2,020,000		- 0		2,020,000				1,935,000				1,935,000				7,637,750				7,637,750				7,106,662				7,106,662

		Int lg term				338,603				338,603				511,685				511,685				406,426				406,426				790,048				790,048				585,325				585,325		- 0		756,772		- 0		756,772				1,583,991				1,583,991				2,621,044				2,621,044				2,530,339				2,530,339

		Int st term				21,004				21,004				19,184				19,184				103,124				103,124				63,524				63,524				237,715				237,715		- 0		2,347,523		- 0		2,347,523				2,190,271				2,190,271				421,918				421,918				187,200				187,200

		Other int				2,562				2,562								0								0				7,398				7,398				- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0				- 0				0				6,575				6,575				10,000				10,000

		Retirem				797,863				797,863				843,493				843,493				883,925				883,925				912,455				912,455				965,028				965,028		- 0		1,050,447				1,050,447				1,073,879				1,073,879				1,067,717				1,067,717				1,316,785				1,316,785

		Workers comp				33,480				33,480				208,477				208,477				29,335				29,335				106,000				106,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				22,151				22,151				22,626				22,626				52,100				52,100

		Unemployment		0		0		0		0				17,000				17,000				15,000				15,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				15,967				15,967				31,650				31,650

		Health ins				1,785,705				1,785,705				1,857,629				1,857,629				1,931,075				1,931,075				1,679,705				1,679,705				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,828,062				2,828,062				3,423,536				3,423,536				4,137,000				4,137,000

		Life in				4,613				4,613				4,822				4,822				4,931				4,931				4,200				4,200				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,825				4,825				4,487				4,487				5,600				5,600

		Medicare				88,280				88,280				101,654				101,654				118,340				118,340				136,500				136,500				153,084				153,084				153,084				153,084				218,879				218,879				251,680				251,680				276,085				276,085

		Liability ins				80,409				80,409				77,204				77,204				79,604				79,604				78,588				78,588				81,884				81,884				81,884				81,884				82,410				82,410				88,021				88,021				104,000				104,000

		Unclassified				66,080				66,080				163,031				163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877				78,949				78,949				77,744				77,744				77,744				77,744				79,287				79,287				271,986				271,986		- 0		288,280				288,280

		State Charges																																																				379,184				379,184				325,233				325,233

		Other uses/trans				5,706				5,706				116,779				116,779				324,000				324,000		747						747		- 0		247,438				247,438		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		588,649				588,649		- 0		149,937				149,937								0

		Total, non school		5,456,235		5,747,634		116,039		11,319,908		5,785,213		7,011,530		180,305		12,977,048		5,938,201		7,083,099		257,731		13,279,031		6,200,395		8,181,253		564,602		14,946,250		6,469,659		8,755,955		279,266		15,504,880		6,784,484		10,643,553		789,967		18,218,004		7,176,552		13,457,266		415,998		21,049,816		7,512,172		18,945,288		264,883		26,722,343		8,102,989		18,539,227		310,490		26,952,706

																										12,954,858

		K-8 Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487				12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300				14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176				20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252				22,118,366

		Regional schools				7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889				8,467,889		- 0		8,617,300				8,617,300				9,058,676				9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525				10,592,603				10,592,603				11,720,166				11,720,166				12,585,663				12,585,663

		Total schools		8,737,474		10,032,225		0		18,769,699		9,525,293		10,429,026		0		19,954,319		9,495,036		11,928,376		0		21,423,412		11,165,787		11,732,600		0		22,898,387		11,962,340		12,862,654		271,221		25,096,215		13,635,557		13,411,924		0		27,047,481		15,097,940		14,668,644		0		29,766,584		16,113,515		16,317,342		0		32,430,858		17,204,114		17,499,915		0		34,704,029

		total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,618,609		550,487		40,601,095		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		28,125,911		415,998		50,816,400		23,625,687		35,262,631		264,883		59,153,201		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

																				15,433,237								17,366,182
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12WAGES (2)

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Rapidly increasing spending for salaries & wages																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

																				appropriated

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Town employees		5,456,235		5,785,213		5,938,201		6,200,395		6,469,659		6,784,484		7,176,552		7,512,172		8,102,989

						6.03%		2.64%		4.42%		4.34%		4.87%		5.78%		4.68%		7.86%

		Sudbury Public Schools employees		8,737,474		9,525,293		9,495,036		11,165,787		11,962,340		13,635,557		15,097,940		16,113,515		17,204,114

						9.02%		-0.32%		17.60%		7.13%		13.99%		10.72%		6.73%		6.77%

		Total non regional school wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Percent increase in spending for salaries &

		wages, non regional schools				7.87%		0.80%		12.52%		6.14%		10.79%		9.08%		6.07%		7.12%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.

		However, the FY02 numbers show a reduced rate of increase, and appropriations for FY03 continue this

		trend of a slower rate of increase in spending for salaries & wages.
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Town employees

Sudbury Public Schools employees

Fiscal Year

Salaries & wages
 as a percent of spending



12EMPPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 9

		Employees Per 1000 Population		Not finished												Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing number of municipal employees per 1000 population																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Number of municipal employees

		Population in thousands

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Number of FTE Town employees		165.5		168.43		171.87		164.81		169.61		177.07		179.00		181.00		181.00

		Number SPS FTE employees		222.13		251.47		266.34		302.93		318.93		345.99		393.46		410.74		385.74

		Total number of employees		387.63		419.9		438.21		467.74		488.54		523.06		572.46		591.74		566.74

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population								9.98		10.26		10.51		10.63		10.75

		Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population								18.35		19.29		20.54		23.36		24.39

		Total municipal employees/1000 population (non-regional)								28.34		29.55		31.06		33.99		35.14

		% incr. in number of municipal employees per 1000		2.50%		2.61%		2.73%		6.74%		4.45%		7.07%		9.44%		3.37%		3.37%

		Description

		Because personnel costs are a major portion of  the town's operating budget, monitoring changes in the number of employees

		per thousand residents is a good way to further explore and understand changes in overall expenditure growth.  An increase

		in employees per thousand that is linked to an overall growth in spending is an important indicator to monitor.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that the Town employment has remained fairly constant, keeping pace with modest increases in the

		Town's population.  For the Sudbury Public Schools, the indicator shows that the number of employees has been increasing

		steadily.  However, a better measure of  linking employment to service needs for education might be a separate chart that

		shows employment per thousand of students rather than overall population.
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Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population

Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population

Fiscal Year

Municipal Employees



Sheet1

		

				FY 2000

				Rev Per Capita

		Winchester		2,500.00

		Wellesley		2,517.38

		Belmont		2,583.38

		Concord		2,708.61

		Sudbury		2,859.33

		Wayland		3,057.33

		Weston		3,740.05

				FY2002

				State Aid per capita

		Concord		252.05

		Wellesley		286.25

		Weston		336.99

		Belmont		344.97

		Wayland		387.09

		Sudbury		500.76

				FY2002

				Tax Levy Per Capita

		Belmont		1,774.39

		Wellesley		2,029.75

		Concord		2,299.10

		Wayland		2,466.17

		Sudbury		2,661.56

		Weston		3,156.80





13BENEFITS

		INDICATOR 10

		Pensions & Insurance														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing pension & insurance costs as a percentage of non-regional wages & salaries														X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension & insurance costs

		Non-regional schools wages & salaries

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Pension & insurance costs		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		3,450,970		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Pension & insurance spending as a percent of

		non regional wages and salaries		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		19.87%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		Pensions & Insurance represent a significant share of operating costs, and especially in the area of health insurance, can

		consume a significant portion of the budget.  It is important to monitor this indicator carefully to note such cost increases.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that while the Town was successful in keeping increases in pension & insurance costs down in the years

		FY98-2000, costs of benefits began to spike in FY01 and continued in FY02.  The budgetary allocation for FY03 shows no relief

		from this trend, as the amount approrpriated for FY03 is $5,819,220.
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Pension & insurance spending as a percent of  non regional wages and salaries

Fiscal Year

Pension & Insurance Spending



15FIXEDCOSTS

		INDICATOR 15

		Fixed Costs														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fixed costs

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Fixed costs		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Net operating expenditures		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		2,937,448		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating

		expenditures		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		16.91%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		The operating expenditures of the town are composed in part of mandatory and fixed expenditures

		over which officials have little short-run control.  These include expenditures to which the town is legally

		committed (such as debt service and pension benefits) as well as expenditures mandated by the

		state and federal government.  The higher the level of fixed expenditures, the less freedom the town has

		to adjust spending in response to economic change.
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Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures

Fiscal Year



16REVVEXP

		INDICATOR 16

		Revenues versus Expenditures

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

																		Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		51,739,195		59,989,572		60,009,896		59,948,744		60,120,763

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		8,171,627		7,488,989		5,450,284		4,078,956

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		47,286,077		51,817,945		52,520,907		54,498,460		56,041,807

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701		37,865,360		37,835,407		40,626,066		44,519,643		45,123,596		46,822,621		48,148,595

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Revenues per capita		1,971.2		1,988.9		2,138.4		2,384.5		2,503.7		2,545.7		2,807.8		3,076.9		3,118.6		3,236.1		3,327.7

		Spending per capita		1,868.3		1,935.0		2,055.9		2,088.4		2,298.2		2,428.4		2,753.0		3,027.2		3,216.4

		Description

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701

		rev per capital		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures

Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures

Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures

Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures

Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures

Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures

Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures

Maureen G. Valente: find 1998 figures
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Revenues per capita

Spending per capita

Revenues v Spending



17SURPLUS

		INDICATOR 17

		General Fund Operating Surplus/Deficit														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:  Deficits on an Operating Basis																Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

		Formula:																Uncertain

		Net non-exempt debt operating revenues

		Net non-exempt debt operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,562,163		33,409,862		35,032,929		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,980,764		34,471,152		37,995,044		40,896,261		45,984,098		51,002,516

		Operating Deficit/Surplus		1,513,207		455,655		330,486		3,918,883		3,396,140		1,975,597		473,655		1,664,243

		Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues		4.97%		1.44%		0.99%		10.21%		8.20%		4.61%		1.02%		3.16%

		Description

		Analysis

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637

		rev per capital		26.43		17.59		19.35		11.38

		constant $ rev per capita

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604



Formula failed to convert

Formula failed to convert

Formula failed to convert

Formula failed to convert
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Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues

Fiscal Year



18 CURR LIAB

		INDICATOR 18

		Current Liabilities														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing current liabilities at the end of the year as a																Unfavorable

		percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Current liabilities

		Net operating revenues and transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Current liabilities		1,137,893		1,044,559		1,129,395		2,653,689		3,176,151		2,679,548		2,869,876		2,500,000		* est.

		Operating revenues and transfers		23,227,293		25,837,094		26,632,078		39,159,017		40,603,055		42,083,729		45,669,624		49,445,192

		Current liabilities as a percentage of

		operating revenues and transfers		4.90%		4.04%		4.24%		6.78%		7.82%		6.37%		6.28%		5.06%

		Description

		Current liabilities are defined as the sum of all liabilities due at the end of the fiscal year, including short-term debt,

		all accounts payable, accrued liabilities and other current liabilities.

		A major component of current liabilities may be short-term debt in the form of tax or bond anticipation notes.

		Although short-term borrowing is an accepted way to deal with uneven cash flows, an increasing amount of short-

		term debt outstanding at the end of successive years can indicate liquidity problems, deficit spending, or both.

		Analysis
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Current liabilities as a percentage of operating revenues and transfers

Fiscal year



19 Pension

		INDICATOR 19		Unfinished

		Pension liability														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Unfunded pension plan liability as a percentage of														x		Unfavorable

		operating expenditures																Uncertain

		Formula

		Unfunded pension liability

		Total operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Unfunded pension liability		30,089,607		33,349,982		34,702,443				0		31,956,967		0		0

		Total operating expenditures		1,152,169		1,795,869		3,062,210		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Unfunded pension liability as a percentage

		of operating exprenditures		2611.56%		1857.04%		1133.25%		0.00%		0.00%		70.60%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		The town is a member of the Middlesex County Retirement System, which has chosen to amortize its unfunded

		pension liability over the maximum amount of time allowed by state law.  This is a significant obligation of the

		town that will continue to

		Analysis
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Unfunded pension liability as a percentage      of operating exprenditures

Fiscal year

Unfunded pension liability as a percentage of operating expenditures



20PENSION

		INDICATOR 20				not finished

		Pension Assets						Sudbury Trend

										Favorable

		Warning Trend								Marginal

		Decreasing value of pension plan assets								Unfavorable

		as a percentage of benefits paid								Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension plan assets

		Annual pension benefits paid

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998

		Pension plan assets		34,916,147		36,503,419		37,187,753		40,642,016

		Benefits paid		1,150,264		1,227,220		1,322,825		1,595,936

		Ratio of assets to benefits paid		30.4		29.7		28.1		25.5

		Sources:    Revenues 95-97, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant

		Description

		A pension plan's assets are held primarily as cash or investments.  A decline in the ratio of plan assets to benefits

		due can indicate serious problems in the management of the pension plan.  An additional ratio to consider is the

		annual amount of pension receipts as a percentage of annual benefits paid, which focuses more specifically on

		a pension plan's ability to meet its current cash requirements.
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Ratio of assets to benefits paid

Fiscal Year



21PROPVALUE

		INDICATOR 21

		Property Value														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Declining growth or drop in the market																Unfavorable

		value of residential, commercial, or																Uncertain

		industrial property (constant dollars)

		Formula

		Change in property value (constant dollars)

		Prior year property value (constant dollars)

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Market value of property		1,552,504,196		1,691,223,217		1,741,962,896		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600

		Consumer price index		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		411.1		411.1

		Property value

		(constant dollars)		0		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504		560,230,504

		Property value in prior

		year (constant dollars)		0		1,018,035,538		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504

		Percent  change in

		property value

		(constant dollars)		0.00%		5.81%		0.75%		4.57%		-2.10%		-3.53%		21.05%		-1.44%		0.00%		-56.19%		0.00%

		Description

		Changes in property value are important because most local governments depend on the property tax for a

		substantial portion of their revenues.  Especially in a community with a stable or fixed tax rate, the higher the

		aggregate property value, the higher the revenues.  Communities experiencing population and economic growth

		are likely to experience short-run, per unit increases in property value.  This is because in the short run, the

		housing supply is fixed and the increase in demand created by growth will force prices up.  Declining areas are

		more likely to see a decrease in the market value of properties.

		The effect of declining property value on governmental revenues depends on the government's reliance on

		property taxes.  The extent to which the decline will ripple through the community's economy, affecting other

		revenues such as those from sales tax, is more difficult to determine.  All of the economic and demographic

		factors are closely related.  A decline in property value will most probably not be a cause but a symptom of

		other, underlying problems.
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Percent  change in property value (constant dollars)

Fiscal year





Expenditures 
 
Indicator 7:  Spending per Capita 
Indicator 8:  Salaries & Wages 
Indicator 9:  Employees per 1,000 Pop. 
Indicator 10:  Pension & Insurances 
 

 



Indicator 7:  Uncertain 

Per Capita Expenditures (constant dollars)
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Per capita expenditures (constant dollars)
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override history

		

				op

		1997

		1998

		1999		$   592,250

		2000

		2001		$   1,740,946

		2002		$   1,018,820

		2003		$   2,999,995

		2004

		2005





ch sheet history

		

		06		05		04		03		02		01		00		99		98		97		96		95		94		93		92		91		90		89		88

		8,004,911		$8,001,904		$8,260,514		$8,257,356		$8,138,390		$5,775,652		$5,168,791		$4,420,413		$3,518,671		$3,218,846		$3,014,171		$2,789,584		$2,461,908		$2,289,902		$2,370,453		$2,563,676		$3,467,838		$3,179,000

														$321,325

														$5,172,902





03 actual

		

		FY		Chapter 70, Governor				School Trans Programs		School Construction		Tuition of State Wards		Per Pupil Aid		Racial Imbalance		Racial Imbal. Inc. per year		School Lunch		Remediation Asst.		Lottery, Beano & Charity Games				Lottery inc. per year		Additional Assistance		Highway Fund		Police Career Incentive		Vets' Benefits		Exempt: Vets, Blind and Surviving Spouses		Exempt: Elderly		State Owned Land		Muni. Stabilization		Public Libraries		Total		Less SBA						Assessments		Net C.S.

		05		3,164,092				158,413		2,878,748		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		102,915				7,500		6,500		31,462				19,200		8,388,497

		04		3,083,242				158,413		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.03		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		99,917				7,500		6,500		31,462				18,823		8,647,092

		03		3,005,942		5.95%		158,413		3,221,567		0				296,820		0.03		10,704				915,572				0.00		754,778		0		97,007		2,271		9,013		6,510		31,462				18,545		8,528,604		5,307,037		1.88%				262,541		8,266,063

		02		2,837,016		11.45%		150,033		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.05		9,521		0		915,572				0.06		807,321		27,744		91,745		0		7,775		5,854		47,356				21,280		8,430,559		5,208,992		4.44%				308,631		8,121,928

		01		2,545,546		22.01%		202,785		788,129		0				301,988		0.32		8,937				867,066		7.92%		0.08		807,321		110,976		88,676				8,100		7,028		20,110				18,990		5,775,652		4,987,523		13.85%		662,897		352,123		5,423,529

		00		2,086,346		44.42%		195,236		788,129		0				228,850		0.10		9,462				803,448		10.12%		0.10		807,321		110,976		82,086		0		10,709		11,044		16,673				18,510		5,168,791		4,380,662		20.60%		745,622		408,158		4,760,633

		99		1,444,646		20.76%		190,022		788,129		4,517				208,938		-0.10		7,955				729,602		8.74%		0.09		807,321		110,976		78,403				10,813		10,542		13,422				15,127		4,420,413		3,632,284		9.46%		885,937		405,403		4,015,010

		98		1,196,330		17.42%		173,351		200,222		0				233,350		-0.00		7,206				670,965		9.65%		0.10		807,321		110,976		71,521				10,780		10,026		11,267				15,356		3,518,671		3,318,449		9.93%		309,165		389,598		3,129,073

		97		1,018,880		19.05%		136,519		200,222		0				233,764		0.00		6,354				611,899		9.15%		0.09		807,321		110,976		49,708		2,814		10,399		5,139		8,930				15,921		3,218,846		3,018,624		7.27%		198,239		398,938		2,819,908

		96		855,830		22.33%		156,710		200,222		0				233,437		-0.06		5,702				560,595		12.07%		0.12		807,321		110,976		43,743				11,546		5,019		8,062				15,008		3,014,171		2,813,949		8.67%		213,591		392,502		2,621,669

		95		699,605				123,188		200,222		0				248,763		0.00		6,877				500,235				0.20		807,321		110,976		48,947		4,982		13,052		5,220		5,053				15,143		2,789,584		2,589,362						381,506		2,408,078

		94		652,000				104,213		0		0				248,763		0.23		5,483		0		418,367				0.00		807,321		110,976		55,860		0		4,891		13,000		5,089		25,447		10,498		2,461,908

		93		369,870				118,270		0		0		189,700		201,678				5,416		0		418,367						807,321		110,964		33,259		0		4,797		14,840		4,927				10,493		2,289,902

						included in Senate version for 01

		The 01 estimate was updated to show final cherry sheet 8/4/00

		The 01 estimate was updated to show preliminary cherry sheet dated 3/28/00																																														8257356

																																																271,248

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		5.71%		124,565		3.12%						1,701,812				-3.87%				262,541						-14.93%		5,298,256		122,862				2.37%

		02		3,284,345		7.36%		120,800		4.35%						1,770,249				4.47%				308,631						-12.35%		5,175,394		305,875				6.28%

		01		3,059,256		21.40%		115,766		4.01%						1,694,497				4.12%				352,123						-13.73%		4,869,519		610,878				14.34%

		00		2,519,894		36.10%		111,305		6.67%						1,627,442				4.97%				408,158						0.68%		4,258,641		752,392				21.46%

		99		1,851,561		14.99%		104,343		6.85%						1,550,345				4.08%				405,403						4.06%		3,506,249		308,802				9.66%

		98		1,610,237		15.39%		97,657		28.45%						1,489,553				4.30%				389,598						-2.34%		3,197,447		297,752				10.27%

		97		1,395,517		11.49%		76,028		8.15%						1,428,150				3.79%				398,938						1.64%		2,899,695		201,741				7.48%

		96		1,251,679		16.06%		70,297		-8.87%						1,375,978				4.83%				392,502						2.88%		2,697,954		229,770				9.31%

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		187,534		124,565		3,765						1,701,812				(68,437)				262,541						-46,090		5,298,256		122,862				0.0237396419

		02		3,284,345		225,089		120,800		5,034						1,770,249				75,752				308,631						-43,492		5,175,394		305,875				0.0628142122

		01		3,059,256		539,362		115,766		4,461						1,694,497				67,055				352,123						-56,035		4,869,519		610,878				0.1434443523

		00		2,519,894		668,333		111,305		6,962						1,627,442				77,097				408,158						2,755		4,258,641		752,392				0.2145860149

		99		1,851,561		241,324		104,343		6,686						1,550,345				60,792				405,403						15,805		3,506,249		308,802				0.0965776759

		98		1,610,237		214,720		97,657		21,629						1,489,553				61,403				389,598						-9,340		3,197,447		297,752				0.102683903

		97		1,395,517		143,838		76,028		5,731						1,428,150				52,172				398,938						6,436		2,899,695		201,741				0.0747755521

		96		1,251,679		173,246		70,297		(6,845)						1,375,978				63,369				392,502						10,996		2,697,954		229,770				0.0930927354

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184
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REV DATA

		SECTION A:  REVENUES

				FY95				FY96				FY97				FY98				FY99				FY00				FY01				FY02				FY 03				FY 04				FY 05				FY 06

				Actual				Actual				Actual @		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Unaudited		% of		Actual		% of		Projected		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of

				12 months*		% of total		12 months*		% of total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		Actual		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total

		Personal Property		540,990		1.71%		518,142		1.53%		530,289		1.47%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Real Estate		24,567,041		77.53%		26,475,863		78.34%		27,851,077		77.31%		31,093,583		72.76%		32,333,356		73.49%		35,523,166		75.20%		38,801,854		76.22%		44,320,566		73.27%		48,840,640		77.70%		49,250,251		78.86%		49,876,735		79.33%		51,213,805		79.71%

		Tax Liens redeemed		515,932		1.63%		601,986		1.78%		412,242		1.14%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Intergovernmental (state aid)		2,407,699		7.60%		2,608,740		7.72%		2,852,363		7.92%		3,954,089		9.25%		5,342,468		12.14%		4,938,368		10.45%		5,522,707		10.85%		8,138,390		13.45%		8,257,356		13.14%		8,260,514		13.23%		8,001,904		12.73%		8,004,911		12.46%

		Motor Vehicle Excise		1,695,049		5.35%		1,632,879		4.83%		1,758,786		4.88%		2,005,785		4.69%		2,170,950		4.93%		2,365,447		5.01%		2,558,043		5.02%		2,550,667		4.22%		2,658,734		4.23%		2,685,321		4.30%		2,712,175		4.31%		2,739,296		4.26%

		Other excise		1,474		0.00%		2,784		0.01%		1,551		0.00%		1,867		0.00%		2,441		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		60		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%

		Hotel/Motel excise (non cherry sheet revenue)		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		62,359		0.15%		46,810		0.11%		57,492		0.12%		64,630		0.13%		66,035		0.11%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.07%

		Penalties and Interest		260,339		0.82%		279,823		0.83%		245,896		0.68%		280,471		0.66%		183,924		0.42%		278,641		0.59%		259,891		0.51%		125,506		0.21%		150,000		0.24%		100,000		0.16%		105,000		0.17%		110,250		0.17%

		PILOTS		67,328		0.21%		69,346		0.21%		113,543		0.32%		48,331		0.11%		59,092		0.13%		74,583		0.16%		84,424		0.17%		31,100		0.05%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.09%

		Fees		0		0.00%		14,556		0.04%		21,439		0.06%		186,199		0.44%		128,575		0.29%		146,048		0.31%		107,184		0.21%		99,035		0.16%		117,000		0.19%		119,925		0.19%		122,923		0.20%		125,996		0.20%

		Rentals		0		0.00%		37,806		0.11%		22,650		0.06%		50,496		0.12%		22,503		0.05%		41,831		0.09%		159,367		0.31%		159,802		0.26%		80,000		0.13%		84,000		0.13%		88,200		0.14%		84,000		0.13%

		Other Departmental Revenues		189,663		0.60%		271,933		0.80%		318,890		0.89%		80,862		0.19%		11,161		0.03%		199,930		0.42%		55,880		0.11%		69,435		0.11%		50,000		0.08%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%

		Licenses and Permits		304,518		0.96%		154,384		0.46%		156,269		0.43%		388,752		0.91%		318,288		0.72%		394,266		0.83%		369,887		0.73%		696,963		1.15%		290,000		0.46%		297,250		0.48%		304,681		0.48%		312,298		0.49%

		Fines & Forfeits		126,678		0.40%		101,200		0.30%		89,046		0.25%		121,382		0.28%		107,222		0.24%		100,478		0.21%		97,335		0.19%		96,694		0.16%		90,000		0.14%		90,000		0.14%		91,800		0.15%		91,800		0.14%

		Investment Income		279,508		0.88%		364,810		1.08%		346,679		0.96%		606,435		1.42%		1,992,369		4.53%		800,104		1.69%		511,468		1.00%		358,572		0.59%		425,000		0.68%		350,000		0.56%		357,000		0.57%		374,850		0.58%

		Reserved investment income																		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Chapter 203 Assessment														0				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		211,585		0.35%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%

		Other/One time income				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		43,745		0.09%		895,940		1.48%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%

		Subtotal, operating revenues		30,956,219				33,134,252				34,720,720				38,880,609				42,719,159				44,923,054				48,639,115				57,820,349				61,194,365				61,512,896				61,936,053				63,332,841

		Free cash/transfers		443,000		1.40%		489,000		1.45%		993,696		2.76%		1,249,723		2.92%		763,419		1.74%		1,758,117		3.72%		1,800,000		3.54%		1,900,000		3.14%		1,180,000		1.88%		750,000		1.20%		750,000		1.19%		750,000		1.17%

		Chapter 90														969,204				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Transfers other funds/ Available Funds		286,231		0.90%		174,255		0.52%		312,209		0.87%		1,633,188		3.82%		515,157		1.17%		559,911		1.19%		471,756		0.93%		771,862		1.28%		482,790		0.77%		190,000		0.30%		190,000		0.30%		165,000		0.26%

		Subtotal, revenues		31,685,450		100%		33,797,507		100%		36,026,625		100%		42,732,724		98%		43,997,735		100%		47,241,082		100%		50,910,871		100%		60,492,211		100%		62,857,155		100%		62,452,896		100%		62,876,053		100%		64,247,841		100%

		Less taxes for exempt items														3,373,485				2,606,551				4,369,224				4,453,118				7,825,452				7,231,140				6,000,513				4,945,754				4,534,549

		Less reserved investment income														0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0

		Less Cherry Sheet to pay school debt														200,222				788,129				788,129				788,129				3,221,567				3,169,449				3,169,449				2,826,630				2,826,630

		Quasi-operating revenues														39,159,017				40,603,055				42,083,729				45,669,624				49,445,192				52,456,566				53,282,934				55,103,669				56,886,662

																				1,444,038				1,480,674				3,585,895				3,775,568				3,011,374				826,368				1,820,735				1,782,993

		Auditors		31,245,276				33,145,537				34,968,153								42,258,133

		Difference		(289,057)				(11,285)				(247,433)

		non general fund

		enterprise funds														667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		septage grant loan program																		0

		transport bond																		0

		total, non general fund										0				667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		Total, all revenue														43,400,427				44,634,695				47,858,898				51,581,718				61,133,000				63,441,032				63,080,111				63,525,221				64,919,730

		Total, all expenses														40,321,441				41,327,556				46,433,886				50,346,491				60,654,382				63,384,147				65,672,165				67,617,991				71,016,512

																3,078,986				3,307,139				1,425,012				1,235,227				478,618				56,885				(2,592,054)				(4,092,770)				(6,096,782)

		Net Intergovernmental														3,753,867				4,554,339				4,150,239				4,734,578				4,916,823				5,087,907

																								11,741,140

		Gross cherry sheet																		4,420,413				34,937,994

		Less library offset																		(15,127)				46,679,134

		Less METCO offset																		(208,938)

		Less school lunch																		(7,955)

																				4,188,393				1,179,764

																								782,500

																				5,342,468				(397,264)

																				1,154,075

																				4,420,413

																				4,267,574

																				152,839
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1REVPERCAP

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Less:  excluded debt		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673		47,101,429		47,801,157		49,052,585

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Net operating revenues & transfers per capita

		(constant dollars)		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648		2,797		2,838		2,913

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673

		rev per capita		1,971		1,989		2,138		2,326		2,504		2,546		2,759		3,127

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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1REVPERCAP (2)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

										Net Operating

										Revenues				CPI		Per Capita		Per Capita		2003		2004		2005		Percent

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Population		1995 base year		Actual		Constant		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Change

		1995								30,573,932		15,510		100.000		1,971		1,971

		1996								31,978,798		16,079		0.97134		1,989		1,932								-2.00%

		1997								34,304,946		16,042		0.95016		2,138		2,032		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		5.18%

		1998								38,390,035		16,506		0.93444		2,326		2,173		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		6.96%

		1999								41,391,184		16,532		0.91482		2,504		2,290		180.1		180.1		180.1		5.39%

		2000								42,871,858		16,841		0.88252		2,546		2,247		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		-1.91%

		2001								46,457,753		16,841		0.85915		2,759		2,370		0		0		0		5.49%

		2002								52,666,759		16,841		0.84675		3,127		2,648		16,841		16,841		16,841		11.73%

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

		Analysis

		Revenues per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measured on a constant dollar basis.

		The revenue growth has been generated by increases in Cherry Sheet revenues from the Commonwealth to support

		educational spending, as well as property tax overrides in FY00, 01 and 02.  Additionally, elastic revenues, such as

		investment income and motor vehicle excise, showed strong growth rates over the last four years.  These

		revenues do not perform as well when the economy is not performing well.  Finally, free cash has been used as a

		revenue source.  All these observations together mean that revenue projections for the next few years should be

		cautious given that only the within levy property tax is consistently available.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		38,390,035		16,506		1		2,326		2,173

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		46,457,753		16,841		1		2,759		2,370

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										38,390,035.15

				140.3		144.5		148.2		41,391,183.89		3,001,149

				1		0.970934		0.946694		42,871,858.00		1,480,674

										47,286,077.00		4,414,219

										52,666,758.70		5,380,682
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1REVPERCAP (3)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenue Mix														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

																				2003		2004		2005

		Fiscal Year								Within Levy		Overrides		Cherry Sheet		Local Receipts		Free cash		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Total

		1997																		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		1998								27,720,098		- 0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		38,189,813

		1999								29,134,555		592,250		4,554,339		5,558,492		763,419		180.1		180.1		180.1		40,603,055

		2000								31,153,942		- 0		4,150,239		5,021,431		1,758,117		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		42,083,729

		2001								32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000		0		0		0		45,669,624

		2002								35,476,294		1,018,820		4,916,823		6,133,255		1,900,000		16,841		16,841		16,841		49,445,192

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		27,720,098		0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		0		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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2INTERGOVREV

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Intergovernmental operating revenue

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Intergovernmental operating revenue, less SBAB		2,607,921		2,408,518		2,652,141		3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		4,734,578		4,916,823		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274

		Intergovernmental operating revenues as a

		percentage of operating revenues		8.2%		7.1%		7.4%		9.8%		11.0%		9.7%		10.2%		9.3%		8.1%		8.2%		8.2%

		Description

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The primary

		concern in analyzing intergovernmental revenues is to know and monitor the town's vulnerability to reductions in such

		revenues, and to determine whether the town is controlling its use of this external revenue- or whether these revenues

		are controlling town policies.  The potential for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor

		these revenues, and to have contingency plans if the state aid were reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.
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2INTERGOVREV (2)

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend:																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																x		Uncertain

		Formula:

		Intergovernmental operating revenue																																						5,044,496

		Operating Revenues																																						4,900,361

																																								4,635,400

										Net Operating		Intergovermental		As a percent		Education		As a percent																						3,972,504

										Revenues		Revenue less		of net oper.		related		of total																						3,226,881

		Fiscal Year								(Nominal)		SBAB grants		revenue		Intergov		intergovern.																						2,928,851

		1995								31,685,450		2,607,921		8.23%																										2,619,686

		1996								33,797,507		2,408,518		7.13%																										2,421,447

		1997								36,026,625		2,652,141		7.36%																										2,207,856

		1998								42,732,724		3,753,867		8.78%		1,610,237		42.90%

		1999								43,997,735		4,554,339		10.35%		1,851,561		40.65%

		2000								47,241,082		4,150,239		8.79%		2,519,894		60.72%

		2001								51,739,195		5,562,902		10.75%		3,059,256		54.99%

		2002								60,492,211		4,916,823		8.13%		3,284,345		66.80%

		Description:

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The potential

		for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor these revenues, and to have contingency

		plans ready if the state aid were to be reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to nearly 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.

		3								3,471,879

		2								3,284,345

		1								3,059,256

		0								2,519,894

		99								1,851,561

		98								1,610,237
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As a percent
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3ELASTICREV

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues														x		Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		0

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		62,876,053

		Elastic operating revenues		1,974,557		1,997,689		2,105,465		2,612,220		4,163,319		3,165,551		3,069,511		2,909,239		3,083,734		3,035,321		3,069,175

		Elastic operating revenues as a percentage of

		operating revenues		6.5%		6.2%		6.1%		6.8%		10.1%		7.4%		6.6%		5.5%		5.5%		5.4%		4.9%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		As the economic base expands or inflation goes up, elastic revenues rise in roughly proportional or greater

		amounts and vice-versa.  Good examples are Motor Vehicle Excise and Investment Income as they respond to

		changes in the economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on

		total revenues.  Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximixe these revenues, while

		having a contingency plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.

		Analysis

		Elastic revenues have ranged from a  high of 10.1% in FY99 to about half that in FY2002.  FY1999 was an

		unusual year, in that a large size borrowing for school construction enabled higher than usual investment income to be

		realized. Investment income in particular has fallen off dramatically as interest rates have plunged.  As one example, the MMDT

		yield in July 2000 was over 6%;  by February of 2002 it had fallen to just under 2%, and has held steady since then.

		The overall result is that the production from these revenue sources has decreased as a percent of overall revenues.

		This leads to more reliance on the property tax to make up the difference in our revenue sources.
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3ELASTICREV (2)

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:														x		Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

										Net Operating

										Revenues		Elastic		Elastic operating revenues %

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Revenues		of operating revenues

		1995

		1996

		1997																		0		0		0

		1998								38,390,035		2,612,220		6.80%

		1999								41,391,184		4,163,319		10.06%

		2000								42,871,858		3,165,551		7.38%

		2001								47,286,077		3,069,511		6.49%

		2002								52,666,759		2,909,239		5.52%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		Motor vehicle excise and investment income are the two revenue sources that respond to changes in the

		economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on total revenues.

		Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximize these revenues, while having a contingency

		plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.
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4PROPTAXREV

		INDICATOR 4

		Property Tax Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in property tax revenues																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Property tax revenues

		constant dollars

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Property tax revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583		32,333,356		35,523,166		38,801,854		44,320,566		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Operating property tax revenues		24,512,445		25,777,282		27,071,929		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,348,736		36,495,114		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.000		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620

		Property tax revenues

		(constant dollars)		24,512,445		25,037,972		25,705,682		25,885,680		27,176,755		27,476,046		29,491,534		30,882,040		35,209,816		36,597,779		38,020,441

		Percent growth in constant dollar		0		2.14%		2.67%		0.70%		4.99%		1.10%		7.34%		4.71%

		Description

		Property tax revenues are analyzed separately because the town relies so heavily on them for both operating and capital

		spending.  A decline in growth rate in property taxes can have a number of causes.  First, it may reflect an overall decline

		in property values.  Second, it may result from unwilling default on property taxes by property owners.  Third, it may from

		poor assessment/ appraisal methods.  Finally, a decline can be cause by deliberate default by owners who realize that

		they can use the Town to finance their liabilities.  Any decrease in the net property tax revenues should be monitored

		carefully to ensure that collections are at a high level.  Also, any rapid increase due to operating overrides should be noted

		for their impact on future override requests.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much growth required voter approval.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 ($572,250); FY2001 ($1,740,946) and FY 2002 ($1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars

		rev per capital

		constant $ rev per capita		24,512,445.00		25,037,971.81		25,705,682.12		25,885,679.75

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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5UNCOLLECT

		INDICATOR 5

		Uncollected Property Taxes														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing amount of uncollected property taxes as																Unfavorable

		a percentage of net property tax levy																Uncertain

		Formula

		Uncollected property taxes @ June 30

		Net property tax levy

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Total property tax levy		25,546,414		27,071,563		28,670,586		31,096,413		32,403,999		35,783,508		40,063,013		44,823,263		0		0		0

		Overlay for abatements/exemptions		347,972		228,340		229,682		290,364		523,480		315,867		865,754		523,533		0		0		0

		Net property tax levy		25,198,442		26,843,223		28,440,904		30,806,049		31,880,519		35,467,641		39,197,259		44,299,730		0		0		0

		Uncollected taxes at June 30		903,765		561,386		314,387		337,044		23,097		364,877		431,133		502,697		0		0		0

		Uncollected property taxes as a

		percentage of net levy		3.59%		2.09%		1.11%		1.09%		0.07%		1.03%		1.10%		1.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		Every year, a percentage of property owners are unable or unwilling to pay property taxes.  If this

		percentage increases over time, it may indicate overall decline in the town's economic health.  Additionally, as

		uncollected property taxes rise, liquidity is decreased, and there is less cash on hand to pay bills or invest.

		This is an early warning indicator of concerns about the financial health of the taxpayers of the town.

		Analysis

		This is a critical indicator to monitor for many reasons.  The credit rating industry assumes that a municipality in

		good financial health will be able to collect 97 to 98% of its property taxes within the year that the taxes are due.

		If uncollected property taxes grow to more than 5 to 8 %, that is considered a negative factor.  Sudbury consistently

		collects about 99% of propety taxes due by June 30 of each fiscal year, and an even greater total amount within

		the 6 months after the end of the fiscal year.
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6REVSHORT

		INDICATOR 6

		Revenue Shortfalls														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend														x		Marginal

		Increase in revenue shortfalls as a percentage of																Unfavorable

		actual operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Revenue shortfalls/surpluses

		Operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Actual gross operating revenues		31,685,450		33,308,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Budgeted operating revenues		30,757,401		32,726,706		35,811,969		39,052,345		41,579,890		45,084,681		48,296,805		58,097,642		41,579,890		41,579,890		41,579,890

		Revenue surpluses		928,049		581,801		214,656		2,711,175		2,417,845		2,156,401		2,614,066		2,394,569		21,277,265		20,873,006		21,296,163

		Revenue surpluses as a percentage of

		of actual operating revenues		2.93%		1.75%		0.60%		6.49%		5.50%		4.56%		5.13%		3.96%		33.85%		33.42%		33.87%

		Description

		This indicator examines the differences between revenue estimates and revenues actually received

		during the fiscal year.  Major discrepancies that continue year after year can indicate a declining economy, inefficient

		collection procedures, or inaccurate estimating techniques.  Discrepancies may also indicate that high

		revenue estimates are being made to accommodate political pressures.  If revenue shortfalls are

		increasing in frequency or size, a detailed analysis of each revenue should be made to pincpoint the source.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for sources such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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7ONETIME

		INDICATOR 7

		One Time Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																x		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing use of one-time operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		One time operating revenues

		Net operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		One-time operating revenues (+FREE CASH)		1		489,000		993,696		1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,843,745		2,795,940		1,280,000		850,000		850,000

		One-time operating revenues as a

		percentage of net operating revenues		0.00%		1.53%		2.90%		3.18%		1.84%		4.10%		3.97%		5.31%		2.30%		1.51%		1.47%

		Description

		A one-time revenues is one that cannot reasonably be expected to continue, such as a single-purpose

		state grant, supplemental lottery distributions, one-times savings in health insurance accounts, sale of

		assets, investment income from bond proceeds, and free cash.  Continual use of one-time revenues

		to balance the annual budget can indicate that the revenues base is not strong enough

		to support current service levels.  It can also mean the government is incurring operating deficits.

		Further, it means the town has little room to maneuver if there were a downturn in revenues

		such as might occur during a regional or national recession, or because of the suddent expenditures

		occasioned by a natural disaster.  Use of one-time revenues increases the probability that the town will

		will have to make large cutbacks if such revenues cease to be available.
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9FREECASH

		INDICATOR 9

		Free Cash

																		Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

																				Marginal

																		x		Unfavorable

																				Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Free Cash Available for Appropriation		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997		$   1,182,077

		Free Cash Appropriated		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,800,000		$   1,900,000		$   1,180,000

		Percentage of Free Cash Appropriated		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		91.7%		93.3%		99.8%

		Description

		Source:  Revenues 95-98, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant
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8FUNDBAL

		INDICATOR 8

		Unreserved Fund Balance														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in Undesignated Fund Balance as % of expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Undesignated fund balance

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Undesignated fund balance		1,405,737		1,442,676		1,049,210		2,636,637		4,361,663		4,343,243		2,091,077		1,550,000		* est.

		Net Operating expenditures		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Undesignated Fund Balance as a % of expenditures		4.67%		4.38%		3.02%		6.97%		10.74%		9.60%		4.15%		2.63%

		Certified Free Cash available for appropriation								$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997

		Description

		Undesignated fund balances are not synonymous with available for appropriation because often they are

		reserved for some other purpose, such as for prior year's encumbrances.  Nevertheless, the size of a muncipality's

		fund balances can affect its ability to withstand financial emergencies.

		request.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much is growth requires voter approval at the ballot box.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 (572,250); FY2001 (1,740,946) and FY 2002 (1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.
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10SPENDPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 7

		Spending Per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)														X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,737,390		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,977,893		34,393,667		37,305,055		40,141,190		44,699,826		48,140,682		51,822,534

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		28,937,438		30,242,510		31,313,588		32,117,616		34,104,921		35,402,300		38,378,893		41,333,182		43,852,050

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,506		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures

		(constant dollars)		1,866		1,881		1,952		1,946		2,066		2,102		2,279		2,454		2,604

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.  Or it may indicate that the demographics of the community are changing

		requiring increased spending in related services.

		Analysis

		Expenditures per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measurered on a constant dollar basis.

		The indicator alone only points to the need for further analysis to identify more specifically the drivers of such growth

		so that steps can be taken to reduce the rate of such growth, and a better understanding of the future implications of

		current decisions.
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11SPENDWOLSRHS

		INDICATOR 11

		Spending Per Capita, non regional schools

																		Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																		Marginal

		(constant dollars)																		Unfavorable

																		x		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		LLSRHS & MVHS appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		8,467,889		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch. operating expenditures and transfers		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,837,166		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		21,282,074		22,325,212		23,273,051		24,070,578		26,363,432		26,753,489		29,308,324		31,270,347		33,202,105

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,532		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures, non regional schools

		(constant dollars)		1,372.2		1,388.5		1,450.8		1,456.0		1,594.7		1,588.6		1,740.3		1,856.8		1,971.5

		* Includes lease expenses

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for souces such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing personnel costs as a percentage of total non regional school spending																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

		Net operating expenditures & transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (curr $)		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Less exempt debt spending		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Less regional schools appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		9,058,676		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch operating expenditures		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,246,379		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Salaries & Wages as a percentage of

		non reg sch spending		66.69%		66.61%		62.97%		67.37%		65.25%		67.32%		65.25%		64.87%		64.50%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.
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Salaries & Wages as a percentage of   non reg sch spending

Fiscal Year

Salaries & Wages



spend data

		SECTION B				FY95								FY96								FY97								FY98								FY99								FY 00								FY 01								FY 02								FY 03		(appropriated)

		SPENDING DATA

				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		General Government		890,867		347,659		3,500		1,242,026		909,859		229,654		78,076		1,217,589		907,574		400,123		15,830		1,323,527		1,047,412		354,262		69,160		1,470,834		1,094,151		324,815		0		1,418,966		1,091,432		417,288		0		1,508,720		1,202,778		531,032		0		1,733,810		1,296,260		555,609		0		1,851,869		1,461,483		450,724		0		1,912,207

		Public Safety		3,006,495		484,042		16,198		3,506,735		3,148,169		391,622		54,885		3,594,676		3,330,902		395,091		166,556		3,892,549		3,434,653		404,607		329,763		4,169,023		3,555,181		386,208		200,670		4,142,059		3,775,568		448,611		680,021		4,904,200		3,935,901		560,577		180,972		4,677,450		4,113,310		739,764		112,288		4,965,362		4,327,179		627,103		172,000		5,126,282

		Public Works		870,653		753,717		13,617		1,637,987		1,012,832		940,502		47,344		2,000,678		959,410		736,240		48,100		1,743,750		966,394		668,179		165,679		1,800,252		1,162,373		760,971		78,596		2,001,940		1,172,324		709,442		89,250		1,971,016		1,255,512		907,203		234,654		2,397,369		1,240,188		894,565		145,096		2,279,848		1,390,381		982,013		122,430		2,494,824

		Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487		0		12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300		0		14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176		0		20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252		0		22,118,366

		L/SRHS & MVHS		0		7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889		0		8,467,889		0		8,617,300		0		8,617,300		0		9,058,676		0		9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525		0		10,592,603		0		10,592,603		0		11,720,166		0		11,720,166		0		12,585,663		0		12,585,663

		Human Services		190,172		12,892		82,724		285,788		200,765		112,065		0		312,830		209,882		129,037		0		338,919		218,682		135,805		0		354,487		237,517		136,622		0		374,139		278,284		177,036		20,696		476,016		292,952		182,045		0		474,997		342,055		158,131		7,500		507,686		354,025		152,530		0		506,555

		Cultural & Recreation Services		498,048		135,019		0		633,067		513,588		151,729		0		665,317		530,002		146,647		0		676,649		532,507		151,033		0		683,540		420,437		154,286		0		574,723		466,876		232,387		0		699,263		489,408		269,821		372		759,601		520,359		288,743		0		809,103		569,921		281,156		16,060		867,137

		Debt & Interest		0		1,152,169		0		1,152,169		0		1,795,869		0		1,795,869		0		1,724,550		0		1,724,550		0		3,450,970		0		3,450,970		0		3,296,540		0		3,296,540		0		5,124,295		0		5,124,295		0		5,709,262		0		5,709,262		0		10,687,287		0		10,687,287		0		9,834,201		0		9,834,201

		Personnel Benefits		0		2,790,350		0		2,790,350		0		3,110,279		0		3,110,279		0		3,062,210		0		3,062,210		0		2,937,448		0		2,937,448		0		3,289,447		0		3,289,447		0		3,374,866		0		3,374,866		0		4,167,796		0		4,167,796		0		4,786,013		0		4,786,013		0		5,819,220		0		5,819,220

		Transfers		0		5,706		0		5,706		0		116,779		0		116,779		0		324,000		0		324,000		747		0		0		747		0		247,438		0		247,438		0		0		0		0		0		588,649		0		588,649		0		149,937		0		149,937		0		0		0		0

		Unclassified		0		66,080		0		66,080		0		163,031		0		163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877		0		78,949		0		78,949		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		161,697		0		161,697		0		360,007		0		360,007		0		392,280		0		392,280

		Unappropriated																																		0		500		0		500		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0

		Total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,619,109		550,487		40,601,595		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		27,746,727		415,998		50,437,216		23,625,687		34,937,398		264,883		58,827,968		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

		Auditors								31,090,925																34,979,816

																										(277,373)

																				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		Selectmen		199,215		28,388				227,603		203,986		27,210				231,196		221,404		42,726				264,130		165,815		31,978				197,793		172,861		24,022				196,883		140,417		46,319				186,736		188,417		82,526				270,943		205,415		75,777				281,192		231,110		33,632				264,742

		Town Meeting		1,954		12,866				14,820				28,030				28,030				36,047				36,047				19,278				19,278		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		15,562				15,562		- 0		- 0				0								0

		FinCom		8,080		279				8,359		8,651				274		8,925		9,260		284				9,544		91,959		2,189				94,148		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0						0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Information Systems																																		60,384		58,493				118,877		67,216		88,876				156,092		95,440		81,752				177,192		104,786		145,146				249,932		113,028		143,445				256,473

		Accounting		118,231		31,488				149,719		134,996				48,151		183,147		89,455		89,088				178,543		108,155		50,155				158,310		115,082		37,861				152,943		123,672		35,807				159,479		132,003		47,533				179,536		169,391		48,359				217,749		184,431		47,470				231,901

		Assessors		126,969		35,330		0		162,299		130,597				29,651		160,248		134,533		39,426		15,830		189,789		151,211		23,584				174,795		148,387		14,452				162,839		160,442		26,933				187,375		157,033		44,574				201,607		154,118		16,875				170,993		191,402		27,500				218,902

		Treasurers		149,596		51,931		3,500		205,027		153,022		65,163				218,185		153,601		61,857				215,458		161,855		65,695				227,550		158,762		48,112				206,874		170,923		51,208				222,131		173,749		90,967				264,716		202,229		83,437				285,666		217,846		65,400				283,246

		Law Dept		56,880		92,287				149,167		59,774		68,209				127,983		56,208		84,582				140,790		58,804		84,756				143,560		62,610		96,923				159,533		62,256		118,325				180,581		57,336		110,697				168,033		63,694		136,662				200,356		70,392		78,955				149,347

		Personnel		4,543		611				5,154		4,867		559				5,426		5,209		280				5,489		54,811		24,650		69,160		148,621		101,400		2,550		- 0		103,950		83,710		2,658		- 0		86,368		95,691		14,005		- 0		109,696		102,941		3,183		- 0		106,124		117,493		5,100				122,593

		PBC		0		48,008				48,008								0		0		0				0				852				852		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0				- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0

		Doc. Preservation																																				373				373		- 0		972				972		- 0		1,550				1,550				2,240				2,240		- 0		1,000				1,000

		Clerk		124,210		36,712				160,922		103,638		27,096				130,734		125,898		33,733				159,631		131,316		31,259				162,575		133,322		28,667				161,989		138,556		28,144				166,700		150,173		30,121				180,294		123,299		32,370				155,669		157,913		38,654				196,567

		Conservation		38,327		7,364				45,691		41,249		8,390				49,639		38,144		8,440				46,584		43,078		14,666				57,744		46,279		10,190				56,469		46,279		10,190				56,469		50,870		5,553				56,423		61,620		5,359				66,979		61,547		5,218				66,765

		Planning		52,212		1,930				54,142		60,033		4,504				64,537		62,875		2,655				65,530		67,957		4,175				72,132		79,979		2,063				82,042		83,022		3,795				86,817		85,723		5,027				90,750		88,258		4,860				93,117		93,838		2,500				96,338

		ZBA		9,595		387				9,982		9,046		493				9,539		10,987		1,005				11,992		12,451		1,025				13,476		15,085		1,109				16,194		14,939		4,061				19,000		16,343		1,165				17,508		20,510		1,341				21,851		22,483		1,850				24,333

		Design Review Bd		1,055		78				1,133		0						0								0								0								0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Other																																																								0

		Police		1,313,457		152,664				1,466,121		1,398,266		115,521		54,885		1,568,672		1,469,459		101,602		76,972		1,648,033		1,506,785		120,208		61,500		1,688,493		1,564,665		112,240		72,003		1,748,908		1,646,819		142,825		112,000		1,901,644		1,728,577		143,235		120,000		1,991,812		1,816,444		158,083		99,924		2,074,451		1,919,206		126,023		122,500		2,167,729

		Fire		1,429,088		110,381		16,198		1,555,667		1,479,825		131,143				1,610,968		1,584,772		132,711				1,717,483		1,631,252		138,892		263,263		2,033,407		1,702,578		145,143		128,667		1,976,388		1,801,798		168,615		548,521		2,518,934		1,884,260		163,943		26,058		2,074,261		1,991,301		268,382		4,914		2,264,597		2,069,564		193,220		40,000		2,302,784

		Building Insp		242,433		220,026				462,459		247,888		143,200				391,088		253,817		159,134		89,584		502,535		272,791		144,384		5,000		422,175		280,280		127,523		- 0		407,803		318,569		136,000		19,500		474,069		314,409		252,018		34,914		601,341		296,571		311,991		7,450		616,012		329,415		306,300		9,500		645,215

		Dog Officer		21,517		971				22,488		22,190		1,758				23,948		22,854		1,644				24,498		23,825		1,123				24,948		7,658		1,302		- 0		8,960		8,382		1,171				9,553		8,655		1,381				10,036		8,994		1,307				10,301		8,994		1,560				10,554

		Engineer		220,264		10,936		13,617		244,817		229,137		33,412				262,549		239,648		13,232		13,100		265,980		247,094		12,242		12,332		271,668		258,992		11,656		6,407		277,055		269,562		12,594		6,479		288,635		257,309		18,690		4,186		280,184		252,860		17,898		5,496		276,254		287,804		19,512				307,316

		Highway		153,590						153,590		157,082		20,536		47,344		224,962		176,867		1,191		35,000		213,058		93,057				153,347		246,404		592,923		540,389		63,889		1,197,201		571,500		509,947		81,246		1,162,693		581,719		575,065		222,790		1,379,574		602,875		652,151		132,332		1,387,358		661,624		702,095		115,162		1,478,881

		Highway contr		454,186						454,186		454,039		0				454,039		469,646						469,646		462,523						462,523		- 0		- 0		- 0		0						- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Snow ice		42,613		93,028				135,641		172,574		341,173				513,747		73,249		166,392				239,641		63,114		145,100				208,214		79,675		157,761		- 0		237,436		57,270		138,850		- 0		196,120		123,204		239,416		- 0		362,620		63,283		128,939		- 0		192,222		89,225		182,535				271,760

		Street lighting				74,144				74,144				75,050				75,050				78,123				78,123				74,719				74,719		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Oth highway				575,609				575,609				470,331				470,331				477,302				477,302				407,708				407,708		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Parks & Grounds																																		131,349		12,582		8,300		152,231		109,773		19,038		1,525		130,336		129,856		17,127		7,678		154,661		136,573		29,559		7,268		173,399		147,382		20,350		7,268		175,000

		Cemetery																										100,606		28,410				129,016		99,434		38,583		- 0		138,017		164,219		29,013		- 0		193,232		163,424		56,905		- 0		220,329		184,596		66,018		- 0		250,615		204,346		57,521				261,867

		Health insp		124,452				82,724		207,176		129,568		93,680				223,248		135,149		109,216				244,365		139,116		101,303				240,419		143,739		112,162				255,901		148,251		143,633		20,696		312,580		157,421		141,999				299,420		164,500		137,067				301,567		162,067		135,095				297,162

		Council Aging		61,697		8,485				70,182		64,997		12,681				77,678		68,347		16,861				85,208		71,666		28,286				99,952		85,030		21,297				106,327		105,471		28,988		- 0		134,459		102,792		30,514				133,306		100,663		6,427		7,500		114,590		107,568		9,910				117,478

		Youth				1,357				1,357								0				1,600				1,600				3,138				3,138		419		1,912				2,331		15,989		1,663		- 0		17,652		23,915		4,703				28,618		31,732		3,750				35,482		34,264		4,550				38,814

		Family Services																																																		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		35,848		2,575				38,423		40,257		725				40,982

		Veterans		4,023		3,050				7,073		6,200		5,704				11,904		6,386		1,360				7,746		7,900		3,078				10,978		8,329		1,251				9,580		8,573		2,752		- 0		11,325		8,824		4,829				13,653		9,312		8,312				17,624		9,869		2,250				12,119

		Library		338,895		103,452				442,347		350,267		118,914				469,181		359,345		130,526				489,871		355,446		135,471				490,917		361,152		150,024				511,176		400,250		220,947		- 0		621,197		423,665		246,100				669,765		449,181		259,990				709,171		487,619		273,681		12,100		773,400

		Recreation		159,086		29,782				188,868		163,321		29,764				193,085		170,657		14,624				185,281		177,061		14,068				191,129		58,534		2,667				61,201		61,739		9,886		- 0		71,625		65,070		2,998		372		68,440		70,296		23,483		- 0		93,779		81,081		1,250		3,960		86,291

		Historical Comm		67		1,785				1,852		0		3,051				3,051				1,497				1,497				1,494				1,494		- 0		1,498				1,498		- 0		1,496		- 0		1,496				9,153				9,153				3,841				3,841		- 0		5,950				5,950

		Historic Dist. Comm																																		751		97				848		489		58		- 0		547		673		11,570				12,243		882		113				995		1,221		275				1,496

		CATV Committee																																		- 0		- 0				0		4,398		- 0		- 0		4,398		- 0		- 0				0				1,317				1,317		- 0		- 0				0

		Debt service princi				790,000				790,000				1,265,000				1,265,000				1,215,000				1,215,000				2,590,000				2,590,000		- 0		2,473,500				2,473,500		- 0		2,020,000		- 0		2,020,000				1,935,000				1,935,000				7,637,750				7,637,750				7,106,662				7,106,662

		Int lg term				338,603				338,603				511,685				511,685				406,426				406,426				790,048				790,048				585,325				585,325		- 0		756,772		- 0		756,772				1,583,991				1,583,991				2,621,044				2,621,044				2,530,339				2,530,339

		Int st term				21,004				21,004				19,184				19,184				103,124				103,124				63,524				63,524				237,715				237,715		- 0		2,347,523		- 0		2,347,523				2,190,271				2,190,271				421,918				421,918				187,200				187,200

		Other int				2,562				2,562								0								0				7,398				7,398				- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0				- 0				0				6,575				6,575				10,000				10,000

		Retirem				797,863				797,863				843,493				843,493				883,925				883,925				912,455				912,455				965,028				965,028		- 0		1,050,447				1,050,447				1,073,879				1,073,879				1,067,717				1,067,717				1,316,785				1,316,785

		Workers comp				33,480				33,480				208,477				208,477				29,335				29,335				106,000				106,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				22,151				22,151				22,626				22,626				52,100				52,100

		Unemployment		0		0		0		0				17,000				17,000				15,000				15,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				15,967				15,967				31,650				31,650

		Health ins				1,785,705				1,785,705				1,857,629				1,857,629				1,931,075				1,931,075				1,679,705				1,679,705				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,828,062				2,828,062				3,423,536				3,423,536				4,137,000				4,137,000

		Life in				4,613				4,613				4,822				4,822				4,931				4,931				4,200				4,200				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,825				4,825				4,487				4,487				5,600				5,600

		Medicare				88,280				88,280				101,654				101,654				118,340				118,340				136,500				136,500				153,084				153,084				153,084				153,084				218,879				218,879				251,680				251,680				276,085				276,085

		Liability ins				80,409				80,409				77,204				77,204				79,604				79,604				78,588				78,588				81,884				81,884				81,884				81,884				82,410				82,410				88,021				88,021				104,000				104,000

		Unclassified				66,080				66,080				163,031				163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877				78,949				78,949				77,744				77,744				77,744				77,744				79,287				79,287				271,986				271,986		- 0		288,280				288,280

		State Charges																																																				379,184				379,184				325,233				325,233

		Other uses/trans				5,706				5,706				116,779				116,779				324,000				324,000		747						747		- 0		247,438				247,438		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		588,649				588,649		- 0		149,937				149,937								0

		Total, non school		5,456,235		5,747,634		116,039		11,319,908		5,785,213		7,011,530		180,305		12,977,048		5,938,201		7,083,099		257,731		13,279,031		6,200,395		8,181,253		564,602		14,946,250		6,469,659		8,755,955		279,266		15,504,880		6,784,484		10,643,553		789,967		18,218,004		7,176,552		13,457,266		415,998		21,049,816		7,512,172		18,945,288		264,883		26,722,343		8,102,989		18,539,227		310,490		26,952,706

																										12,954,858

		K-8 Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487				12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300				14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176				20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252				22,118,366

		Regional schools				7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889				8,467,889		- 0		8,617,300				8,617,300				9,058,676				9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525				10,592,603				10,592,603				11,720,166				11,720,166				12,585,663				12,585,663

		Total schools		8,737,474		10,032,225		0		18,769,699		9,525,293		10,429,026		0		19,954,319		9,495,036		11,928,376		0		21,423,412		11,165,787		11,732,600		0		22,898,387		11,962,340		12,862,654		271,221		25,096,215		13,635,557		13,411,924		0		27,047,481		15,097,940		14,668,644		0		29,766,584		16,113,515		16,317,342		0		32,430,858		17,204,114		17,499,915		0		34,704,029

		total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,618,609		550,487		40,601,095		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		28,125,911		415,998		50,816,400		23,625,687		35,262,631		264,883		59,153,201		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

																				15,433,237								17,366,182
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12WAGES (2)

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Rapidly increasing spending for salaries & wages																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

																				appropriated

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Town employees		5,456,235		5,785,213		5,938,201		6,200,395		6,469,659		6,784,484		7,176,552		7,512,172		8,102,989

						6.03%		2.64%		4.42%		4.34%		4.87%		5.78%		4.68%		7.86%

		Sudbury Public Schools employees		8,737,474		9,525,293		9,495,036		11,165,787		11,962,340		13,635,557		15,097,940		16,113,515		17,204,114

						9.02%		-0.32%		17.60%		7.13%		13.99%		10.72%		6.73%		6.77%

		Total non regional school wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Percent increase in spending for salaries &

		wages, non regional schools				7.87%		0.80%		12.52%		6.14%		10.79%		9.08%		6.07%		7.12%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.

		However, the FY02 numbers show a reduced rate of increase, and appropriations for FY03 continue this

		trend of a slower rate of increase in spending for salaries & wages.
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Town employees

Sudbury Public Schools employees

Fiscal Year

Salaries & wages
 as a percent of spending



12EMPPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 9

		Employees Per 1000 Population		Not finished												Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing number of municipal employees per 1000 population																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Number of municipal employees

		Population in thousands

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Number of FTE Town employees		165.5		168.43		171.87		164.81		169.61		177.07		179.00		181.00		181.00

		Number SPS FTE employees		222.13		251.47		266.34		302.93		318.93		345.99		393.46		410.74		385.74

		Total number of employees		387.63		419.9		438.21		467.74		488.54		523.06		572.46		591.74		566.74

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population								9.98		10.26		10.51		10.63		10.75

		Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population								18.35		19.29		20.54		23.36		24.39

		Total municipal employees/1000 population (non-regional)								28.34		29.55		31.06		33.99		35.14

		% incr. in number of municipal employees per 1000		2.50%		2.61%		2.73%		6.74%		4.45%		7.07%		9.44%		3.37%		3.37%

		Description

		Because personnel costs are a major portion of  the town's operating budget, monitoring changes in the number of employees

		per thousand residents is a good way to further explore and understand changes in overall expenditure growth.  An increase

		in employees per thousand that is linked to an overall growth in spending is an important indicator to monitor.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that the Town employment has remained fairly constant, keeping pace with modest increases in the

		Town's population.  For the Sudbury Public Schools, the indicator shows that the number of employees has been increasing

		steadily.  However, a better measure of  linking employment to service needs for education might be a separate chart that

		shows employment per thousand of students rather than overall population.
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Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population

Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population

Fiscal Year

Municipal Employees



Sheet1

		

				FY 2000

				Rev Per Capita

		Winchester		2,500.00

		Wellesley		2,517.38

		Belmont		2,583.38

		Concord		2,708.61

		Sudbury		2,859.33

		Wayland		3,057.33

		Weston		3,740.05

				FY2002

				State Aid per capita

		Concord		252.05

		Wellesley		286.25

		Weston		336.99

		Belmont		344.97

		Wayland		387.09

		Sudbury		500.76

				FY2002

				Tax Levy Per Capita

		Belmont		1,774.39

		Wellesley		2,029.75

		Concord		2,299.10

		Wayland		2,466.17

		Sudbury		2,661.56

		Weston		3,156.80





13BENEFITS

		INDICATOR 10

		Pensions & Insurance														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing pension & insurance costs as a percentage of non-regional wages & salaries														X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension & insurance costs

		Non-regional schools wages & salaries

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Pension & insurance costs		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		3,450,970		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Pension & insurance spending as a percent of

		non regional wages and salaries		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		19.87%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		Pensions & Insurance represent a significant share of operating costs, and especially in the area of health insurance, can

		consume a significant portion of the budget.  It is important to monitor this indicator carefully to note such cost increases.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that while the Town was successful in keeping increases in pension & insurance costs down in the years

		FY98-2000, costs of benefits began to spike in FY01 and continued in FY02.  The budgetary allocation for FY03 shows no relief

		from this trend, as the amount approrpriated for FY03 is $5,819,220.
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Pension & insurance spending as a percent of  non regional wages and salaries

Fiscal Year

Pension & Insurance Spending



15FIXEDCOSTS

		INDICATOR 15

		Fixed Costs														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fixed costs

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Fixed costs		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Net operating expenditures		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		2,937,448		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating

		expenditures		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		16.91%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		The operating expenditures of the town are composed in part of mandatory and fixed expenditures

		over which officials have little short-run control.  These include expenditures to which the town is legally

		committed (such as debt service and pension benefits) as well as expenditures mandated by the

		state and federal government.  The higher the level of fixed expenditures, the less freedom the town has

		to adjust spending in response to economic change.
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Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures

Fiscal Year



16REVVEXP

		INDICATOR 16

		Revenues versus Expenditures

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

																		Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		51,739,195		59,989,572		60,009,896		59,948,744		60,120,763

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		8,171,627		7,488,989		5,450,284		4,078,956

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		47,286,077		51,817,945		52,520,907		54,498,460		56,041,807

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701		37,865,360		37,835,407		40,626,066		44,519,643		45,123,596		46,822,621		48,148,595

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Revenues per capita		1,971.2		1,988.9		2,138.4		2,384.5		2,503.7		2,545.7		2,807.8		3,076.9		3,118.6		3,236.1		3,327.7

		Spending per capita		1,868.3		1,935.0		2,055.9		2,088.4		2,298.2		2,428.4		2,753.0		3,027.2		3,216.4

		Description

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701

		rev per capital		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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Revenues per capita

Spending per capita

Revenues v Spending



17SURPLUS

		INDICATOR 17

		General Fund Operating Surplus/Deficit														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:  Deficits on an Operating Basis																Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

		Formula:																Uncertain

		Net non-exempt debt operating revenues

		Net non-exempt debt operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,562,163		33,409,862		35,032,929		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,980,764		34,471,152		37,995,044		40,896,261		45,984,098		51,002,516

		Operating Deficit/Surplus		1,513,207		455,655		330,486		3,918,883		3,396,140		1,975,597		473,655		1,664,243

		Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues		4.97%		1.44%		0.99%		10.21%		8.20%		4.61%		1.02%		3.16%

		Description

		Analysis

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637

		rev per capital		26.43		17.59		19.35		11.38

		constant $ rev per capita

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604



Formula failed to convert

Formula failed to convert

Formula failed to convert

Formula failed to convert
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Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues

Fiscal Year



18 CURR LIAB

		INDICATOR 18

		Current Liabilities														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing current liabilities at the end of the year as a																Unfavorable

		percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Current liabilities

		Net operating revenues and transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Current liabilities		1,137,893		1,044,559		1,129,395		2,653,689		3,176,151		2,679,548		2,869,876		2,500,000		* est.

		Operating revenues and transfers		23,227,293		25,837,094		26,632,078		39,159,017		40,603,055		42,083,729		45,669,624		49,445,192

		Current liabilities as a percentage of

		operating revenues and transfers		4.90%		4.04%		4.24%		6.78%		7.82%		6.37%		6.28%		5.06%

		Description

		Current liabilities are defined as the sum of all liabilities due at the end of the fiscal year, including short-term debt,

		all accounts payable, accrued liabilities and other current liabilities.

		A major component of current liabilities may be short-term debt in the form of tax or bond anticipation notes.

		Although short-term borrowing is an accepted way to deal with uneven cash flows, an increasing amount of short-

		term debt outstanding at the end of successive years can indicate liquidity problems, deficit spending, or both.

		Analysis
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Current liabilities as a percentage of operating revenues and transfers

Fiscal year



19 Pension

		INDICATOR 19		Unfinished

		Pension liability														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Unfunded pension plan liability as a percentage of														x		Unfavorable

		operating expenditures																Uncertain

		Formula

		Unfunded pension liability

		Total operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Unfunded pension liability		30,089,607		33,349,982		34,702,443				0		31,956,967		0		0

		Total operating expenditures		1,152,169		1,795,869		3,062,210		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Unfunded pension liability as a percentage

		of operating exprenditures		2611.56%		1857.04%		1133.25%		0.00%		0.00%		70.60%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		The town is a member of the Middlesex County Retirement System, which has chosen to amortize its unfunded

		pension liability over the maximum amount of time allowed by state law.  This is a significant obligation of the

		town that will continue to

		Analysis
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Unfunded pension liability as a percentage      of operating exprenditures

Fiscal year

Unfunded pension liability as a percentage of operating expenditures



20PENSION

		INDICATOR 20				not finished

		Pension Assets						Sudbury Trend

										Favorable

		Warning Trend								Marginal

		Decreasing value of pension plan assets								Unfavorable

		as a percentage of benefits paid								Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension plan assets

		Annual pension benefits paid

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998

		Pension plan assets		34,916,147		36,503,419		37,187,753		40,642,016

		Benefits paid		1,150,264		1,227,220		1,322,825		1,595,936

		Ratio of assets to benefits paid		30.4		29.7		28.1		25.5

		Sources:    Revenues 95-97, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant

		Description

		A pension plan's assets are held primarily as cash or investments.  A decline in the ratio of plan assets to benefits

		due can indicate serious problems in the management of the pension plan.  An additional ratio to consider is the

		annual amount of pension receipts as a percentage of annual benefits paid, which focuses more specifically on

		a pension plan's ability to meet its current cash requirements.
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Ratio of assets to benefits paid

Fiscal Year



21PROPVALUE

		INDICATOR 21

		Property Value														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Declining growth or drop in the market																Unfavorable

		value of residential, commercial, or																Uncertain

		industrial property (constant dollars)

		Formula

		Change in property value (constant dollars)

		Prior year property value (constant dollars)

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Market value of property		1,552,504,196		1,691,223,217		1,741,962,896		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600

		Consumer price index		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		411.1		411.1

		Property value

		(constant dollars)		0		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504		560,230,504

		Property value in prior

		year (constant dollars)		0		1,018,035,538		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504

		Percent  change in

		property value

		(constant dollars)		0.00%		5.81%		0.75%		4.57%		-2.10%		-3.53%		21.05%		-1.44%		0.00%		-56.19%		0.00%

		Description

		Changes in property value are important because most local governments depend on the property tax for a

		substantial portion of their revenues.  Especially in a community with a stable or fixed tax rate, the higher the

		aggregate property value, the higher the revenues.  Communities experiencing population and economic growth

		are likely to experience short-run, per unit increases in property value.  This is because in the short run, the

		housing supply is fixed and the increase in demand created by growth will force prices up.  Declining areas are

		more likely to see a decrease in the market value of properties.

		The effect of declining property value on governmental revenues depends on the government's reliance on

		property taxes.  The extent to which the decline will ripple through the community's economy, affecting other

		revenues such as those from sales tax, is more difficult to determine.  All of the economic and demographic

		factors are closely related.  A decline in property value will most probably not be a cause but a symptom of

		other, underlying problems.
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Percent  change in property value (constant dollars)

Fiscal year





Indicator 8:  Uncertain 
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override history

		

				op

		1997

		1998

		1999		$   592,250

		2000

		2001		$   1,740,946

		2002		$   1,018,820

		2003		$   2,999,995

		2004

		2005





ch sheet history

		

		06		05		04		03		02		01		00		99		98		97		96		95		94		93		92		91		90		89		88

		8,004,911		$8,001,904		$8,260,514		$8,257,356		$8,138,390		$5,775,652		$5,168,791		$4,420,413		$3,518,671		$3,218,846		$3,014,171		$2,789,584		$2,461,908		$2,289,902		$2,370,453		$2,563,676		$3,467,838		$3,179,000

														$321,325

														$5,172,902





03 actual

		

		FY		Chapter 70, Governor				School Trans Programs		School Construction		Tuition of State Wards		Per Pupil Aid		Racial Imbalance		Racial Imbal. Inc. per year		School Lunch		Remediation Asst.		Lottery, Beano & Charity Games				Lottery inc. per year		Additional Assistance		Highway Fund		Police Career Incentive		Vets' Benefits		Exempt: Vets, Blind and Surviving Spouses		Exempt: Elderly		State Owned Land		Muni. Stabilization		Public Libraries		Total		Less SBA						Assessments		Net C.S.

		05		3,164,092				158,413		2,878,748		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		102,915				7,500		6,500		31,462				19,200		8,388,497

		04		3,083,242				158,413		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.03		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		99,917				7,500		6,500		31,462				18,823		8,647,092

		03		3,005,942		5.95%		158,413		3,221,567		0				296,820		0.03		10,704				915,572				0.00		754,778		0		97,007		2,271		9,013		6,510		31,462				18,545		8,528,604		5,307,037		1.88%				262,541		8,266,063

		02		2,837,016		11.45%		150,033		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.05		9,521		0		915,572				0.06		807,321		27,744		91,745		0		7,775		5,854		47,356				21,280		8,430,559		5,208,992		4.44%				308,631		8,121,928

		01		2,545,546		22.01%		202,785		788,129		0				301,988		0.32		8,937				867,066		7.92%		0.08		807,321		110,976		88,676				8,100		7,028		20,110				18,990		5,775,652		4,987,523		13.85%		662,897		352,123		5,423,529

		00		2,086,346		44.42%		195,236		788,129		0				228,850		0.10		9,462				803,448		10.12%		0.10		807,321		110,976		82,086		0		10,709		11,044		16,673				18,510		5,168,791		4,380,662		20.60%		745,622		408,158		4,760,633

		99		1,444,646		20.76%		190,022		788,129		4,517				208,938		-0.10		7,955				729,602		8.74%		0.09		807,321		110,976		78,403				10,813		10,542		13,422				15,127		4,420,413		3,632,284		9.46%		885,937		405,403		4,015,010

		98		1,196,330		17.42%		173,351		200,222		0				233,350		-0.00		7,206				670,965		9.65%		0.10		807,321		110,976		71,521				10,780		10,026		11,267				15,356		3,518,671		3,318,449		9.93%		309,165		389,598		3,129,073

		97		1,018,880		19.05%		136,519		200,222		0				233,764		0.00		6,354				611,899		9.15%		0.09		807,321		110,976		49,708		2,814		10,399		5,139		8,930				15,921		3,218,846		3,018,624		7.27%		198,239		398,938		2,819,908

		96		855,830		22.33%		156,710		200,222		0				233,437		-0.06		5,702				560,595		12.07%		0.12		807,321		110,976		43,743				11,546		5,019		8,062				15,008		3,014,171		2,813,949		8.67%		213,591		392,502		2,621,669

		95		699,605				123,188		200,222		0				248,763		0.00		6,877				500,235				0.20		807,321		110,976		48,947		4,982		13,052		5,220		5,053				15,143		2,789,584		2,589,362						381,506		2,408,078

		94		652,000				104,213		0		0				248,763		0.23		5,483		0		418,367				0.00		807,321		110,976		55,860		0		4,891		13,000		5,089		25,447		10,498		2,461,908

		93		369,870				118,270		0		0		189,700		201,678				5,416		0		418,367						807,321		110,964		33,259		0		4,797		14,840		4,927				10,493		2,289,902

						included in Senate version for 01

		The 01 estimate was updated to show final cherry sheet 8/4/00

		The 01 estimate was updated to show preliminary cherry sheet dated 3/28/00																																														8257356

																																																271,248

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		5.71%		124,565		3.12%						1,701,812				-3.87%				262,541						-14.93%		5,298,256		122,862				2.37%

		02		3,284,345		7.36%		120,800		4.35%						1,770,249				4.47%				308,631						-12.35%		5,175,394		305,875				6.28%

		01		3,059,256		21.40%		115,766		4.01%						1,694,497				4.12%				352,123						-13.73%		4,869,519		610,878				14.34%

		00		2,519,894		36.10%		111,305		6.67%						1,627,442				4.97%				408,158						0.68%		4,258,641		752,392				21.46%

		99		1,851,561		14.99%		104,343		6.85%						1,550,345				4.08%				405,403						4.06%		3,506,249		308,802				9.66%

		98		1,610,237		15.39%		97,657		28.45%						1,489,553				4.30%				389,598						-2.34%		3,197,447		297,752				10.27%

		97		1,395,517		11.49%		76,028		8.15%						1,428,150				3.79%				398,938						1.64%		2,899,695		201,741				7.48%

		96		1,251,679		16.06%		70,297		-8.87%						1,375,978				4.83%				392,502						2.88%		2,697,954		229,770				9.31%

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		187,534		124,565		3,765						1,701,812				(68,437)				262,541						-46,090		5,298,256		122,862				0.0237396419

		02		3,284,345		225,089		120,800		5,034						1,770,249				75,752				308,631						-43,492		5,175,394		305,875				0.0628142122

		01		3,059,256		539,362		115,766		4,461						1,694,497				67,055				352,123						-56,035		4,869,519		610,878				0.1434443523

		00		2,519,894		668,333		111,305		6,962						1,627,442				77,097				408,158						2,755		4,258,641		752,392				0.2145860149

		99		1,851,561		241,324		104,343		6,686						1,550,345				60,792				405,403						15,805		3,506,249		308,802				0.0965776759

		98		1,610,237		214,720		97,657		21,629						1,489,553				61,403				389,598						-9,340		3,197,447		297,752				0.102683903

		97		1,395,517		143,838		76,028		5,731						1,428,150				52,172				398,938						6,436		2,899,695		201,741				0.0747755521

		96		1,251,679		173,246		70,297		(6,845)						1,375,978				63,369				392,502						10,996		2,697,954		229,770				0.0930927354

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184
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REV DATA

		SECTION A:  REVENUES

				FY95				FY96				FY97				FY98				FY99				FY00				FY01				FY02				FY 03				FY 04				FY 05				FY 06

				Actual				Actual				Actual @		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Unaudited		% of		Actual		% of		Projected		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of

				12 months*		% of total		12 months*		% of total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		Actual		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total

		Personal Property		540,990		1.71%		518,142		1.53%		530,289		1.47%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Real Estate		24,567,041		77.53%		26,475,863		78.34%		27,851,077		77.31%		31,093,583		72.76%		32,333,356		73.49%		35,523,166		75.20%		38,801,854		76.22%		44,320,566		73.27%		48,840,640		77.70%		49,250,251		78.86%		49,876,735		79.33%		51,213,805		79.71%

		Tax Liens redeemed		515,932		1.63%		601,986		1.78%		412,242		1.14%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Intergovernmental (state aid)		2,407,699		7.60%		2,608,740		7.72%		2,852,363		7.92%		3,954,089		9.25%		5,342,468		12.14%		4,938,368		10.45%		5,522,707		10.85%		8,138,390		13.45%		8,257,356		13.14%		8,260,514		13.23%		8,001,904		12.73%		8,004,911		12.46%

		Motor Vehicle Excise		1,695,049		5.35%		1,632,879		4.83%		1,758,786		4.88%		2,005,785		4.69%		2,170,950		4.93%		2,365,447		5.01%		2,558,043		5.02%		2,550,667		4.22%		2,658,734		4.23%		2,685,321		4.30%		2,712,175		4.31%		2,739,296		4.26%

		Other excise		1,474		0.00%		2,784		0.01%		1,551		0.00%		1,867		0.00%		2,441		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		60		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%

		Hotel/Motel excise (non cherry sheet revenue)		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		62,359		0.15%		46,810		0.11%		57,492		0.12%		64,630		0.13%		66,035		0.11%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.07%

		Penalties and Interest		260,339		0.82%		279,823		0.83%		245,896		0.68%		280,471		0.66%		183,924		0.42%		278,641		0.59%		259,891		0.51%		125,506		0.21%		150,000		0.24%		100,000		0.16%		105,000		0.17%		110,250		0.17%

		PILOTS		67,328		0.21%		69,346		0.21%		113,543		0.32%		48,331		0.11%		59,092		0.13%		74,583		0.16%		84,424		0.17%		31,100		0.05%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.09%

		Fees		0		0.00%		14,556		0.04%		21,439		0.06%		186,199		0.44%		128,575		0.29%		146,048		0.31%		107,184		0.21%		99,035		0.16%		117,000		0.19%		119,925		0.19%		122,923		0.20%		125,996		0.20%

		Rentals		0		0.00%		37,806		0.11%		22,650		0.06%		50,496		0.12%		22,503		0.05%		41,831		0.09%		159,367		0.31%		159,802		0.26%		80,000		0.13%		84,000		0.13%		88,200		0.14%		84,000		0.13%

		Other Departmental Revenues		189,663		0.60%		271,933		0.80%		318,890		0.89%		80,862		0.19%		11,161		0.03%		199,930		0.42%		55,880		0.11%		69,435		0.11%		50,000		0.08%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%

		Licenses and Permits		304,518		0.96%		154,384		0.46%		156,269		0.43%		388,752		0.91%		318,288		0.72%		394,266		0.83%		369,887		0.73%		696,963		1.15%		290,000		0.46%		297,250		0.48%		304,681		0.48%		312,298		0.49%

		Fines & Forfeits		126,678		0.40%		101,200		0.30%		89,046		0.25%		121,382		0.28%		107,222		0.24%		100,478		0.21%		97,335		0.19%		96,694		0.16%		90,000		0.14%		90,000		0.14%		91,800		0.15%		91,800		0.14%

		Investment Income		279,508		0.88%		364,810		1.08%		346,679		0.96%		606,435		1.42%		1,992,369		4.53%		800,104		1.69%		511,468		1.00%		358,572		0.59%		425,000		0.68%		350,000		0.56%		357,000		0.57%		374,850		0.58%

		Reserved investment income																		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Chapter 203 Assessment														0				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		211,585		0.35%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%

		Other/One time income				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		43,745		0.09%		895,940		1.48%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%

		Subtotal, operating revenues		30,956,219				33,134,252				34,720,720				38,880,609				42,719,159				44,923,054				48,639,115				57,820,349				61,194,365				61,512,896				61,936,053				63,332,841

		Free cash/transfers		443,000		1.40%		489,000		1.45%		993,696		2.76%		1,249,723		2.92%		763,419		1.74%		1,758,117		3.72%		1,800,000		3.54%		1,900,000		3.14%		1,180,000		1.88%		750,000		1.20%		750,000		1.19%		750,000		1.17%

		Chapter 90														969,204				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Transfers other funds/ Available Funds		286,231		0.90%		174,255		0.52%		312,209		0.87%		1,633,188		3.82%		515,157		1.17%		559,911		1.19%		471,756		0.93%		771,862		1.28%		482,790		0.77%		190,000		0.30%		190,000		0.30%		165,000		0.26%

		Subtotal, revenues		31,685,450		100%		33,797,507		100%		36,026,625		100%		42,732,724		98%		43,997,735		100%		47,241,082		100%		50,910,871		100%		60,492,211		100%		62,857,155		100%		62,452,896		100%		62,876,053		100%		64,247,841		100%

		Less taxes for exempt items														3,373,485				2,606,551				4,369,224				4,453,118				7,825,452				7,231,140				6,000,513				4,945,754				4,534,549

		Less reserved investment income														0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0

		Less Cherry Sheet to pay school debt														200,222				788,129				788,129				788,129				3,221,567				3,169,449				3,169,449				2,826,630				2,826,630

		Quasi-operating revenues														39,159,017				40,603,055				42,083,729				45,669,624				49,445,192				52,456,566				53,282,934				55,103,669				56,886,662

																				1,444,038				1,480,674				3,585,895				3,775,568				3,011,374				826,368				1,820,735				1,782,993

		Auditors		31,245,276				33,145,537				34,968,153								42,258,133

		Difference		(289,057)				(11,285)				(247,433)

		non general fund

		enterprise funds														667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		septage grant loan program																		0

		transport bond																		0

		total, non general fund										0				667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		Total, all revenue														43,400,427				44,634,695				47,858,898				51,581,718				61,133,000				63,441,032				63,080,111				63,525,221				64,919,730

		Total, all expenses														40,321,441				41,327,556				46,433,886				50,346,491				60,654,382				63,384,147				65,672,165				67,617,991				71,016,512

																3,078,986				3,307,139				1,425,012				1,235,227				478,618				56,885				(2,592,054)				(4,092,770)				(6,096,782)

		Net Intergovernmental														3,753,867				4,554,339				4,150,239				4,734,578				4,916,823				5,087,907

																								11,741,140

		Gross cherry sheet																		4,420,413				34,937,994

		Less library offset																		(15,127)				46,679,134

		Less METCO offset																		(208,938)

		Less school lunch																		(7,955)

																				4,188,393				1,179,764

																								782,500

																				5,342,468				(397,264)

																				1,154,075

																				4,420,413

																				4,267,574

																				152,839
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1REVPERCAP

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Less:  excluded debt		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673		47,101,429		47,801,157		49,052,585

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Net operating revenues & transfers per capita

		(constant dollars)		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648		2,797		2,838		2,913

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673

		rev per capita		1,971		1,989		2,138		2,326		2,504		2,546		2,759		3,127

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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1REVPERCAP (2)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

										Net Operating

										Revenues				CPI		Per Capita		Per Capita		2003		2004		2005		Percent

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Population		1995 base year		Actual		Constant		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Change

		1995								30,573,932		15,510		100.000		1,971		1,971

		1996								31,978,798		16,079		0.97134		1,989		1,932								-2.00%

		1997								34,304,946		16,042		0.95016		2,138		2,032		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		5.18%

		1998								38,390,035		16,506		0.93444		2,326		2,173		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		6.96%

		1999								41,391,184		16,532		0.91482		2,504		2,290		180.1		180.1		180.1		5.39%

		2000								42,871,858		16,841		0.88252		2,546		2,247		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		-1.91%

		2001								46,457,753		16,841		0.85915		2,759		2,370		0		0		0		5.49%

		2002								52,666,759		16,841		0.84675		3,127		2,648		16,841		16,841		16,841		11.73%

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

		Analysis

		Revenues per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measured on a constant dollar basis.

		The revenue growth has been generated by increases in Cherry Sheet revenues from the Commonwealth to support

		educational spending, as well as property tax overrides in FY00, 01 and 02.  Additionally, elastic revenues, such as

		investment income and motor vehicle excise, showed strong growth rates over the last four years.  These

		revenues do not perform as well when the economy is not performing well.  Finally, free cash has been used as a

		revenue source.  All these observations together mean that revenue projections for the next few years should be

		cautious given that only the within levy property tax is consistently available.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		38,390,035		16,506		1		2,326		2,173

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		46,457,753		16,841		1		2,759		2,370

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										38,390,035.15

				140.3		144.5		148.2		41,391,183.89		3,001,149

				1		0.970934		0.946694		42,871,858.00		1,480,674

										47,286,077.00		4,414,219

										52,666,758.70		5,380,682
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1REVPERCAP (3)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenue Mix														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

																				2003		2004		2005

		Fiscal Year								Within Levy		Overrides		Cherry Sheet		Local Receipts		Free cash		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Total

		1997																		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		1998								27,720,098		- 0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		38,189,813

		1999								29,134,555		592,250		4,554,339		5,558,492		763,419		180.1		180.1		180.1		40,603,055

		2000								31,153,942		- 0		4,150,239		5,021,431		1,758,117		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		42,083,729

		2001								32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000		0		0		0		45,669,624

		2002								35,476,294		1,018,820		4,916,823		6,133,255		1,900,000		16,841		16,841		16,841		49,445,192

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		27,720,098		0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		0		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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2INTERGOVREV

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Intergovernmental operating revenue

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Intergovernmental operating revenue, less SBAB		2,607,921		2,408,518		2,652,141		3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		4,734,578		4,916,823		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274

		Intergovernmental operating revenues as a

		percentage of operating revenues		8.2%		7.1%		7.4%		9.8%		11.0%		9.7%		10.2%		9.3%		8.1%		8.2%		8.2%

		Description

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The primary

		concern in analyzing intergovernmental revenues is to know and monitor the town's vulnerability to reductions in such

		revenues, and to determine whether the town is controlling its use of this external revenue- or whether these revenues

		are controlling town policies.  The potential for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor

		these revenues, and to have contingency plans if the state aid were reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.
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2INTERGOVREV (2)

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend:																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																x		Uncertain

		Formula:

		Intergovernmental operating revenue																																						5,044,496

		Operating Revenues																																						4,900,361

																																								4,635,400

										Net Operating		Intergovermental		As a percent		Education		As a percent																						3,972,504

										Revenues		Revenue less		of net oper.		related		of total																						3,226,881

		Fiscal Year								(Nominal)		SBAB grants		revenue		Intergov		intergovern.																						2,928,851

		1995								31,685,450		2,607,921		8.23%																										2,619,686

		1996								33,797,507		2,408,518		7.13%																										2,421,447

		1997								36,026,625		2,652,141		7.36%																										2,207,856

		1998								42,732,724		3,753,867		8.78%		1,610,237		42.90%

		1999								43,997,735		4,554,339		10.35%		1,851,561		40.65%

		2000								47,241,082		4,150,239		8.79%		2,519,894		60.72%

		2001								51,739,195		5,562,902		10.75%		3,059,256		54.99%

		2002								60,492,211		4,916,823		8.13%		3,284,345		66.80%

		Description:

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The potential

		for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor these revenues, and to have contingency

		plans ready if the state aid were to be reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to nearly 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.

		3								3,471,879

		2								3,284,345

		1								3,059,256

		0								2,519,894

		99								1,851,561

		98								1,610,237
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As a percent

Fiscal Year

Intergovermental revenues as a percent of operating revenues



3ELASTICREV

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues														x		Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		0

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		62,876,053

		Elastic operating revenues		1,974,557		1,997,689		2,105,465		2,612,220		4,163,319		3,165,551		3,069,511		2,909,239		3,083,734		3,035,321		3,069,175

		Elastic operating revenues as a percentage of

		operating revenues		6.5%		6.2%		6.1%		6.8%		10.1%		7.4%		6.6%		5.5%		5.5%		5.4%		4.9%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		As the economic base expands or inflation goes up, elastic revenues rise in roughly proportional or greater

		amounts and vice-versa.  Good examples are Motor Vehicle Excise and Investment Income as they respond to

		changes in the economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on

		total revenues.  Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximixe these revenues, while

		having a contingency plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.

		Analysis

		Elastic revenues have ranged from a  high of 10.1% in FY99 to about half that in FY2002.  FY1999 was an

		unusual year, in that a large size borrowing for school construction enabled higher than usual investment income to be

		realized. Investment income in particular has fallen off dramatically as interest rates have plunged.  As one example, the MMDT

		yield in July 2000 was over 6%;  by February of 2002 it had fallen to just under 2%, and has held steady since then.

		The overall result is that the production from these revenue sources has decreased as a percent of overall revenues.

		This leads to more reliance on the property tax to make up the difference in our revenue sources.
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3ELASTICREV (2)

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:														x		Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

										Net Operating

										Revenues		Elastic		Elastic operating revenues %

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Revenues		of operating revenues

		1995

		1996

		1997																		0		0		0

		1998								38,390,035		2,612,220		6.80%

		1999								41,391,184		4,163,319		10.06%

		2000								42,871,858		3,165,551		7.38%

		2001								47,286,077		3,069,511		6.49%

		2002								52,666,759		2,909,239		5.52%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		Motor vehicle excise and investment income are the two revenue sources that respond to changes in the

		economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on total revenues.

		Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximize these revenues, while having a contingency

		plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.





3ELASTICREV (2)

		



Elastic operating revenues % of operating revenues

Fiscal year

Elastic revenues as a percent of net operating revenues



4PROPTAXREV

		INDICATOR 4

		Property Tax Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in property tax revenues																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Property tax revenues

		constant dollars

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Property tax revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583		32,333,356		35,523,166		38,801,854		44,320,566		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Operating property tax revenues		24,512,445		25,777,282		27,071,929		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,348,736		36,495,114		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.000		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620

		Property tax revenues

		(constant dollars)		24,512,445		25,037,972		25,705,682		25,885,680		27,176,755		27,476,046		29,491,534		30,882,040		35,209,816		36,597,779		38,020,441

		Percent growth in constant dollar		0		2.14%		2.67%		0.70%		4.99%		1.10%		7.34%		4.71%

		Description

		Property tax revenues are analyzed separately because the town relies so heavily on them for both operating and capital

		spending.  A decline in growth rate in property taxes can have a number of causes.  First, it may reflect an overall decline

		in property values.  Second, it may result from unwilling default on property taxes by property owners.  Third, it may from

		poor assessment/ appraisal methods.  Finally, a decline can be cause by deliberate default by owners who realize that

		they can use the Town to finance their liabilities.  Any decrease in the net property tax revenues should be monitored

		carefully to ensure that collections are at a high level.  Also, any rapid increase due to operating overrides should be noted

		for their impact on future override requests.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much growth required voter approval.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 ($572,250); FY2001 ($1,740,946) and FY 2002 ($1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars

		rev per capital

		constant $ rev per capita		24,512,445.00		25,037,971.81		25,705,682.12		25,885,679.75

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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5UNCOLLECT

		INDICATOR 5

		Uncollected Property Taxes														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing amount of uncollected property taxes as																Unfavorable

		a percentage of net property tax levy																Uncertain

		Formula

		Uncollected property taxes @ June 30

		Net property tax levy

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Total property tax levy		25,546,414		27,071,563		28,670,586		31,096,413		32,403,999		35,783,508		40,063,013		44,823,263		0		0		0

		Overlay for abatements/exemptions		347,972		228,340		229,682		290,364		523,480		315,867		865,754		523,533		0		0		0

		Net property tax levy		25,198,442		26,843,223		28,440,904		30,806,049		31,880,519		35,467,641		39,197,259		44,299,730		0		0		0

		Uncollected taxes at June 30		903,765		561,386		314,387		337,044		23,097		364,877		431,133		502,697		0		0		0

		Uncollected property taxes as a

		percentage of net levy		3.59%		2.09%		1.11%		1.09%		0.07%		1.03%		1.10%		1.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		Every year, a percentage of property owners are unable or unwilling to pay property taxes.  If this

		percentage increases over time, it may indicate overall decline in the town's economic health.  Additionally, as

		uncollected property taxes rise, liquidity is decreased, and there is less cash on hand to pay bills or invest.

		This is an early warning indicator of concerns about the financial health of the taxpayers of the town.

		Analysis

		This is a critical indicator to monitor for many reasons.  The credit rating industry assumes that a municipality in

		good financial health will be able to collect 97 to 98% of its property taxes within the year that the taxes are due.

		If uncollected property taxes grow to more than 5 to 8 %, that is considered a negative factor.  Sudbury consistently

		collects about 99% of propety taxes due by June 30 of each fiscal year, and an even greater total amount within

		the 6 months after the end of the fiscal year.
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6REVSHORT

		INDICATOR 6

		Revenue Shortfalls														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend														x		Marginal

		Increase in revenue shortfalls as a percentage of																Unfavorable

		actual operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Revenue shortfalls/surpluses

		Operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Actual gross operating revenues		31,685,450		33,308,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Budgeted operating revenues		30,757,401		32,726,706		35,811,969		39,052,345		41,579,890		45,084,681		48,296,805		58,097,642		41,579,890		41,579,890		41,579,890

		Revenue surpluses		928,049		581,801		214,656		2,711,175		2,417,845		2,156,401		2,614,066		2,394,569		21,277,265		20,873,006		21,296,163

		Revenue surpluses as a percentage of

		of actual operating revenues		2.93%		1.75%		0.60%		6.49%		5.50%		4.56%		5.13%		3.96%		33.85%		33.42%		33.87%

		Description

		This indicator examines the differences between revenue estimates and revenues actually received

		during the fiscal year.  Major discrepancies that continue year after year can indicate a declining economy, inefficient

		collection procedures, or inaccurate estimating techniques.  Discrepancies may also indicate that high

		revenue estimates are being made to accommodate political pressures.  If revenue shortfalls are

		increasing in frequency or size, a detailed analysis of each revenue should be made to pincpoint the source.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for sources such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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7ONETIME

		INDICATOR 7

		One Time Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																x		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing use of one-time operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		One time operating revenues

		Net operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		One-time operating revenues (+FREE CASH)		1		489,000		993,696		1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,843,745		2,795,940		1,280,000		850,000		850,000

		One-time operating revenues as a

		percentage of net operating revenues		0.00%		1.53%		2.90%		3.18%		1.84%		4.10%		3.97%		5.31%		2.30%		1.51%		1.47%

		Description

		A one-time revenues is one that cannot reasonably be expected to continue, such as a single-purpose

		state grant, supplemental lottery distributions, one-times savings in health insurance accounts, sale of

		assets, investment income from bond proceeds, and free cash.  Continual use of one-time revenues

		to balance the annual budget can indicate that the revenues base is not strong enough

		to support current service levels.  It can also mean the government is incurring operating deficits.

		Further, it means the town has little room to maneuver if there were a downturn in revenues

		such as might occur during a regional or national recession, or because of the suddent expenditures

		occasioned by a natural disaster.  Use of one-time revenues increases the probability that the town will

		will have to make large cutbacks if such revenues cease to be available.
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Fiscal year



9FREECASH

		INDICATOR 9

		Free Cash

																		Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

																				Marginal

																		x		Unfavorable

																				Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Free Cash Available for Appropriation		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997		$   1,182,077

		Free Cash Appropriated		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,800,000		$   1,900,000		$   1,180,000

		Percentage of Free Cash Appropriated		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		91.7%		93.3%		99.8%

		Description

		Source:  Revenues 95-98, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant
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8FUNDBAL

		INDICATOR 8

		Unreserved Fund Balance														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in Undesignated Fund Balance as % of expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Undesignated fund balance

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Undesignated fund balance		1,405,737		1,442,676		1,049,210		2,636,637		4,361,663		4,343,243		2,091,077		1,550,000		* est.

		Net Operating expenditures		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Undesignated Fund Balance as a % of expenditures		4.67%		4.38%		3.02%		6.97%		10.74%		9.60%		4.15%		2.63%

		Certified Free Cash available for appropriation								$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997

		Description

		Undesignated fund balances are not synonymous with available for appropriation because often they are

		reserved for some other purpose, such as for prior year's encumbrances.  Nevertheless, the size of a muncipality's

		fund balances can affect its ability to withstand financial emergencies.

		request.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much is growth requires voter approval at the ballot box.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 (572,250); FY2001 (1,740,946) and FY 2002 (1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.
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Fiscal Year



10SPENDPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 7

		Spending Per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)														X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,737,390		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,977,893		34,393,667		37,305,055		40,141,190		44,699,826		48,140,682		51,822,534

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		28,937,438		30,242,510		31,313,588		32,117,616		34,104,921		35,402,300		38,378,893		41,333,182		43,852,050

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,506		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures

		(constant dollars)		1,866		1,881		1,952		1,946		2,066		2,102		2,279		2,454		2,604

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.  Or it may indicate that the demographics of the community are changing

		requiring increased spending in related services.

		Analysis

		Expenditures per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measurered on a constant dollar basis.

		The indicator alone only points to the need for further analysis to identify more specifically the drivers of such growth

		so that steps can be taken to reduce the rate of such growth, and a better understanding of the future implications of

		current decisions.
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Per capita expenditures (constant dollars)

Fiscal Year

Per Capita Expenditures (constant dollars)



11SPENDWOLSRHS

		INDICATOR 11

		Spending Per Capita, non regional schools

																		Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																		Marginal

		(constant dollars)																		Unfavorable

																		x		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		LLSRHS & MVHS appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		8,467,889		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch. operating expenditures and transfers		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,837,166		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		21,282,074		22,325,212		23,273,051		24,070,578		26,363,432		26,753,489		29,308,324		31,270,347		33,202,105

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,532		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures, non regional schools

		(constant dollars)		1,372.2		1,388.5		1,450.8		1,456.0		1,594.7		1,588.6		1,740.3		1,856.8		1,971.5

		* Includes lease expenses

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for souces such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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11WAGES

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing personnel costs as a percentage of total non regional school spending																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

		Net operating expenditures & transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (curr $)		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Less exempt debt spending		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Less regional schools appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		9,058,676		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch operating expenditures		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,246,379		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Salaries & Wages as a percentage of

		non reg sch spending		66.69%		66.61%		62.97%		67.37%		65.25%		67.32%		65.25%		64.87%		64.50%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.
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Salaries & Wages as a percentage of   non reg sch spending

Fiscal Year

Salaries & Wages



spend data

		SECTION B				FY95								FY96								FY97								FY98								FY99								FY 00								FY 01								FY 02								FY 03		(appropriated)

		SPENDING DATA

				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		General Government		890,867		347,659		3,500		1,242,026		909,859		229,654		78,076		1,217,589		907,574		400,123		15,830		1,323,527		1,047,412		354,262		69,160		1,470,834		1,094,151		324,815		0		1,418,966		1,091,432		417,288		0		1,508,720		1,202,778		531,032		0		1,733,810		1,296,260		555,609		0		1,851,869		1,461,483		450,724		0		1,912,207

		Public Safety		3,006,495		484,042		16,198		3,506,735		3,148,169		391,622		54,885		3,594,676		3,330,902		395,091		166,556		3,892,549		3,434,653		404,607		329,763		4,169,023		3,555,181		386,208		200,670		4,142,059		3,775,568		448,611		680,021		4,904,200		3,935,901		560,577		180,972		4,677,450		4,113,310		739,764		112,288		4,965,362		4,327,179		627,103		172,000		5,126,282

		Public Works		870,653		753,717		13,617		1,637,987		1,012,832		940,502		47,344		2,000,678		959,410		736,240		48,100		1,743,750		966,394		668,179		165,679		1,800,252		1,162,373		760,971		78,596		2,001,940		1,172,324		709,442		89,250		1,971,016		1,255,512		907,203		234,654		2,397,369		1,240,188		894,565		145,096		2,279,848		1,390,381		982,013		122,430		2,494,824

		Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487		0		12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300		0		14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176		0		20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252		0		22,118,366

		L/SRHS & MVHS		0		7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889		0		8,467,889		0		8,617,300		0		8,617,300		0		9,058,676		0		9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525		0		10,592,603		0		10,592,603		0		11,720,166		0		11,720,166		0		12,585,663		0		12,585,663

		Human Services		190,172		12,892		82,724		285,788		200,765		112,065		0		312,830		209,882		129,037		0		338,919		218,682		135,805		0		354,487		237,517		136,622		0		374,139		278,284		177,036		20,696		476,016		292,952		182,045		0		474,997		342,055		158,131		7,500		507,686		354,025		152,530		0		506,555

		Cultural & Recreation Services		498,048		135,019		0		633,067		513,588		151,729		0		665,317		530,002		146,647		0		676,649		532,507		151,033		0		683,540		420,437		154,286		0		574,723		466,876		232,387		0		699,263		489,408		269,821		372		759,601		520,359		288,743		0		809,103		569,921		281,156		16,060		867,137

		Debt & Interest		0		1,152,169		0		1,152,169		0		1,795,869		0		1,795,869		0		1,724,550		0		1,724,550		0		3,450,970		0		3,450,970		0		3,296,540		0		3,296,540		0		5,124,295		0		5,124,295		0		5,709,262		0		5,709,262		0		10,687,287		0		10,687,287		0		9,834,201		0		9,834,201

		Personnel Benefits		0		2,790,350		0		2,790,350		0		3,110,279		0		3,110,279		0		3,062,210		0		3,062,210		0		2,937,448		0		2,937,448		0		3,289,447		0		3,289,447		0		3,374,866		0		3,374,866		0		4,167,796		0		4,167,796		0		4,786,013		0		4,786,013		0		5,819,220		0		5,819,220

		Transfers		0		5,706		0		5,706		0		116,779		0		116,779		0		324,000		0		324,000		747		0		0		747		0		247,438		0		247,438		0		0		0		0		0		588,649		0		588,649		0		149,937		0		149,937		0		0		0		0

		Unclassified		0		66,080		0		66,080		0		163,031		0		163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877		0		78,949		0		78,949		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		161,697		0		161,697		0		360,007		0		360,007		0		392,280		0		392,280

		Unappropriated																																		0		500		0		500		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0

		Total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,619,109		550,487		40,601,595		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		27,746,727		415,998		50,437,216		23,625,687		34,937,398		264,883		58,827,968		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

		Auditors								31,090,925																34,979,816

																										(277,373)

																				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		Selectmen		199,215		28,388				227,603		203,986		27,210				231,196		221,404		42,726				264,130		165,815		31,978				197,793		172,861		24,022				196,883		140,417		46,319				186,736		188,417		82,526				270,943		205,415		75,777				281,192		231,110		33,632				264,742

		Town Meeting		1,954		12,866				14,820				28,030				28,030				36,047				36,047				19,278				19,278		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		15,562				15,562		- 0		- 0				0								0

		FinCom		8,080		279				8,359		8,651				274		8,925		9,260		284				9,544		91,959		2,189				94,148		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0						0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Information Systems																																		60,384		58,493				118,877		67,216		88,876				156,092		95,440		81,752				177,192		104,786		145,146				249,932		113,028		143,445				256,473

		Accounting		118,231		31,488				149,719		134,996				48,151		183,147		89,455		89,088				178,543		108,155		50,155				158,310		115,082		37,861				152,943		123,672		35,807				159,479		132,003		47,533				179,536		169,391		48,359				217,749		184,431		47,470				231,901

		Assessors		126,969		35,330		0		162,299		130,597				29,651		160,248		134,533		39,426		15,830		189,789		151,211		23,584				174,795		148,387		14,452				162,839		160,442		26,933				187,375		157,033		44,574				201,607		154,118		16,875				170,993		191,402		27,500				218,902

		Treasurers		149,596		51,931		3,500		205,027		153,022		65,163				218,185		153,601		61,857				215,458		161,855		65,695				227,550		158,762		48,112				206,874		170,923		51,208				222,131		173,749		90,967				264,716		202,229		83,437				285,666		217,846		65,400				283,246

		Law Dept		56,880		92,287				149,167		59,774		68,209				127,983		56,208		84,582				140,790		58,804		84,756				143,560		62,610		96,923				159,533		62,256		118,325				180,581		57,336		110,697				168,033		63,694		136,662				200,356		70,392		78,955				149,347

		Personnel		4,543		611				5,154		4,867		559				5,426		5,209		280				5,489		54,811		24,650		69,160		148,621		101,400		2,550		- 0		103,950		83,710		2,658		- 0		86,368		95,691		14,005		- 0		109,696		102,941		3,183		- 0		106,124		117,493		5,100				122,593

		PBC		0		48,008				48,008								0		0		0				0				852				852		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0				- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0

		Doc. Preservation																																				373				373		- 0		972				972		- 0		1,550				1,550				2,240				2,240		- 0		1,000				1,000

		Clerk		124,210		36,712				160,922		103,638		27,096				130,734		125,898		33,733				159,631		131,316		31,259				162,575		133,322		28,667				161,989		138,556		28,144				166,700		150,173		30,121				180,294		123,299		32,370				155,669		157,913		38,654				196,567

		Conservation		38,327		7,364				45,691		41,249		8,390				49,639		38,144		8,440				46,584		43,078		14,666				57,744		46,279		10,190				56,469		46,279		10,190				56,469		50,870		5,553				56,423		61,620		5,359				66,979		61,547		5,218				66,765

		Planning		52,212		1,930				54,142		60,033		4,504				64,537		62,875		2,655				65,530		67,957		4,175				72,132		79,979		2,063				82,042		83,022		3,795				86,817		85,723		5,027				90,750		88,258		4,860				93,117		93,838		2,500				96,338

		ZBA		9,595		387				9,982		9,046		493				9,539		10,987		1,005				11,992		12,451		1,025				13,476		15,085		1,109				16,194		14,939		4,061				19,000		16,343		1,165				17,508		20,510		1,341				21,851		22,483		1,850				24,333

		Design Review Bd		1,055		78				1,133		0						0								0								0								0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Other																																																								0

		Police		1,313,457		152,664				1,466,121		1,398,266		115,521		54,885		1,568,672		1,469,459		101,602		76,972		1,648,033		1,506,785		120,208		61,500		1,688,493		1,564,665		112,240		72,003		1,748,908		1,646,819		142,825		112,000		1,901,644		1,728,577		143,235		120,000		1,991,812		1,816,444		158,083		99,924		2,074,451		1,919,206		126,023		122,500		2,167,729

		Fire		1,429,088		110,381		16,198		1,555,667		1,479,825		131,143				1,610,968		1,584,772		132,711				1,717,483		1,631,252		138,892		263,263		2,033,407		1,702,578		145,143		128,667		1,976,388		1,801,798		168,615		548,521		2,518,934		1,884,260		163,943		26,058		2,074,261		1,991,301		268,382		4,914		2,264,597		2,069,564		193,220		40,000		2,302,784

		Building Insp		242,433		220,026				462,459		247,888		143,200				391,088		253,817		159,134		89,584		502,535		272,791		144,384		5,000		422,175		280,280		127,523		- 0		407,803		318,569		136,000		19,500		474,069		314,409		252,018		34,914		601,341		296,571		311,991		7,450		616,012		329,415		306,300		9,500		645,215

		Dog Officer		21,517		971				22,488		22,190		1,758				23,948		22,854		1,644				24,498		23,825		1,123				24,948		7,658		1,302		- 0		8,960		8,382		1,171				9,553		8,655		1,381				10,036		8,994		1,307				10,301		8,994		1,560				10,554

		Engineer		220,264		10,936		13,617		244,817		229,137		33,412				262,549		239,648		13,232		13,100		265,980		247,094		12,242		12,332		271,668		258,992		11,656		6,407		277,055		269,562		12,594		6,479		288,635		257,309		18,690		4,186		280,184		252,860		17,898		5,496		276,254		287,804		19,512				307,316

		Highway		153,590						153,590		157,082		20,536		47,344		224,962		176,867		1,191		35,000		213,058		93,057				153,347		246,404		592,923		540,389		63,889		1,197,201		571,500		509,947		81,246		1,162,693		581,719		575,065		222,790		1,379,574		602,875		652,151		132,332		1,387,358		661,624		702,095		115,162		1,478,881

		Highway contr		454,186						454,186		454,039		0				454,039		469,646						469,646		462,523						462,523		- 0		- 0		- 0		0						- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Snow ice		42,613		93,028				135,641		172,574		341,173				513,747		73,249		166,392				239,641		63,114		145,100				208,214		79,675		157,761		- 0		237,436		57,270		138,850		- 0		196,120		123,204		239,416		- 0		362,620		63,283		128,939		- 0		192,222		89,225		182,535				271,760

		Street lighting				74,144				74,144				75,050				75,050				78,123				78,123				74,719				74,719		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Oth highway				575,609				575,609				470,331				470,331				477,302				477,302				407,708				407,708		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Parks & Grounds																																		131,349		12,582		8,300		152,231		109,773		19,038		1,525		130,336		129,856		17,127		7,678		154,661		136,573		29,559		7,268		173,399		147,382		20,350		7,268		175,000

		Cemetery																										100,606		28,410				129,016		99,434		38,583		- 0		138,017		164,219		29,013		- 0		193,232		163,424		56,905		- 0		220,329		184,596		66,018		- 0		250,615		204,346		57,521				261,867

		Health insp		124,452				82,724		207,176		129,568		93,680				223,248		135,149		109,216				244,365		139,116		101,303				240,419		143,739		112,162				255,901		148,251		143,633		20,696		312,580		157,421		141,999				299,420		164,500		137,067				301,567		162,067		135,095				297,162

		Council Aging		61,697		8,485				70,182		64,997		12,681				77,678		68,347		16,861				85,208		71,666		28,286				99,952		85,030		21,297				106,327		105,471		28,988		- 0		134,459		102,792		30,514				133,306		100,663		6,427		7,500		114,590		107,568		9,910				117,478

		Youth				1,357				1,357								0				1,600				1,600				3,138				3,138		419		1,912				2,331		15,989		1,663		- 0		17,652		23,915		4,703				28,618		31,732		3,750				35,482		34,264		4,550				38,814

		Family Services																																																		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		35,848		2,575				38,423		40,257		725				40,982

		Veterans		4,023		3,050				7,073		6,200		5,704				11,904		6,386		1,360				7,746		7,900		3,078				10,978		8,329		1,251				9,580		8,573		2,752		- 0		11,325		8,824		4,829				13,653		9,312		8,312				17,624		9,869		2,250				12,119

		Library		338,895		103,452				442,347		350,267		118,914				469,181		359,345		130,526				489,871		355,446		135,471				490,917		361,152		150,024				511,176		400,250		220,947		- 0		621,197		423,665		246,100				669,765		449,181		259,990				709,171		487,619		273,681		12,100		773,400

		Recreation		159,086		29,782				188,868		163,321		29,764				193,085		170,657		14,624				185,281		177,061		14,068				191,129		58,534		2,667				61,201		61,739		9,886		- 0		71,625		65,070		2,998		372		68,440		70,296		23,483		- 0		93,779		81,081		1,250		3,960		86,291

		Historical Comm		67		1,785				1,852		0		3,051				3,051				1,497				1,497				1,494				1,494		- 0		1,498				1,498		- 0		1,496		- 0		1,496				9,153				9,153				3,841				3,841		- 0		5,950				5,950

		Historic Dist. Comm																																		751		97				848		489		58		- 0		547		673		11,570				12,243		882		113				995		1,221		275				1,496

		CATV Committee																																		- 0		- 0				0		4,398		- 0		- 0		4,398		- 0		- 0				0				1,317				1,317		- 0		- 0				0

		Debt service princi				790,000				790,000				1,265,000				1,265,000				1,215,000				1,215,000				2,590,000				2,590,000		- 0		2,473,500				2,473,500		- 0		2,020,000		- 0		2,020,000				1,935,000				1,935,000				7,637,750				7,637,750				7,106,662				7,106,662

		Int lg term				338,603				338,603				511,685				511,685				406,426				406,426				790,048				790,048				585,325				585,325		- 0		756,772		- 0		756,772				1,583,991				1,583,991				2,621,044				2,621,044				2,530,339				2,530,339

		Int st term				21,004				21,004				19,184				19,184				103,124				103,124				63,524				63,524				237,715				237,715		- 0		2,347,523		- 0		2,347,523				2,190,271				2,190,271				421,918				421,918				187,200				187,200

		Other int				2,562				2,562								0								0				7,398				7,398				- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0				- 0				0				6,575				6,575				10,000				10,000

		Retirem				797,863				797,863				843,493				843,493				883,925				883,925				912,455				912,455				965,028				965,028		- 0		1,050,447				1,050,447				1,073,879				1,073,879				1,067,717				1,067,717				1,316,785				1,316,785

		Workers comp				33,480				33,480				208,477				208,477				29,335				29,335				106,000				106,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				22,151				22,151				22,626				22,626				52,100				52,100

		Unemployment		0		0		0		0				17,000				17,000				15,000				15,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				15,967				15,967				31,650				31,650

		Health ins				1,785,705				1,785,705				1,857,629				1,857,629				1,931,075				1,931,075				1,679,705				1,679,705				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,828,062				2,828,062				3,423,536				3,423,536				4,137,000				4,137,000

		Life in				4,613				4,613				4,822				4,822				4,931				4,931				4,200				4,200				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,825				4,825				4,487				4,487				5,600				5,600

		Medicare				88,280				88,280				101,654				101,654				118,340				118,340				136,500				136,500				153,084				153,084				153,084				153,084				218,879				218,879				251,680				251,680				276,085				276,085

		Liability ins				80,409				80,409				77,204				77,204				79,604				79,604				78,588				78,588				81,884				81,884				81,884				81,884				82,410				82,410				88,021				88,021				104,000				104,000

		Unclassified				66,080				66,080				163,031				163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877				78,949				78,949				77,744				77,744				77,744				77,744				79,287				79,287				271,986				271,986		- 0		288,280				288,280

		State Charges																																																				379,184				379,184				325,233				325,233

		Other uses/trans				5,706				5,706				116,779				116,779				324,000				324,000		747						747		- 0		247,438				247,438		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		588,649				588,649		- 0		149,937				149,937								0

		Total, non school		5,456,235		5,747,634		116,039		11,319,908		5,785,213		7,011,530		180,305		12,977,048		5,938,201		7,083,099		257,731		13,279,031		6,200,395		8,181,253		564,602		14,946,250		6,469,659		8,755,955		279,266		15,504,880		6,784,484		10,643,553		789,967		18,218,004		7,176,552		13,457,266		415,998		21,049,816		7,512,172		18,945,288		264,883		26,722,343		8,102,989		18,539,227		310,490		26,952,706

																										12,954,858

		K-8 Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487				12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300				14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176				20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252				22,118,366

		Regional schools				7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889				8,467,889		- 0		8,617,300				8,617,300				9,058,676				9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525				10,592,603				10,592,603				11,720,166				11,720,166				12,585,663				12,585,663

		Total schools		8,737,474		10,032,225		0		18,769,699		9,525,293		10,429,026		0		19,954,319		9,495,036		11,928,376		0		21,423,412		11,165,787		11,732,600		0		22,898,387		11,962,340		12,862,654		271,221		25,096,215		13,635,557		13,411,924		0		27,047,481		15,097,940		14,668,644		0		29,766,584		16,113,515		16,317,342		0		32,430,858		17,204,114		17,499,915		0		34,704,029

		total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,618,609		550,487		40,601,095		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		28,125,911		415,998		50,816,400		23,625,687		35,262,631		264,883		59,153,201		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

																				15,433,237								17,366,182
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12WAGES (2)

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Rapidly increasing spending for salaries & wages																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

																				appropriated

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Town employees		5,456,235		5,785,213		5,938,201		6,200,395		6,469,659		6,784,484		7,176,552		7,512,172		8,102,989

						6.03%		2.64%		4.42%		4.34%		4.87%		5.78%		4.68%		7.86%

		Sudbury Public Schools employees		8,737,474		9,525,293		9,495,036		11,165,787		11,962,340		13,635,557		15,097,940		16,113,515		17,204,114

						9.02%		-0.32%		17.60%		7.13%		13.99%		10.72%		6.73%		6.77%

		Total non regional school wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Percent increase in spending for salaries &

		wages, non regional schools				7.87%		0.80%		12.52%		6.14%		10.79%		9.08%		6.07%		7.12%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.

		However, the FY02 numbers show a reduced rate of increase, and appropriations for FY03 continue this

		trend of a slower rate of increase in spending for salaries & wages.
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Town employees

Sudbury Public Schools employees

Fiscal Year

Salaries & wages
 as a percent of spending



12EMPPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 9

		Employees Per 1000 Population		Not finished												Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing number of municipal employees per 1000 population																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Number of municipal employees

		Population in thousands

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Number of FTE Town employees		165.5		168.43		171.87		164.81		169.61		177.07		179.00		181.00		181.00

		Number SPS FTE employees		222.13		251.47		266.34		302.93		318.93		345.99		393.46		410.74		385.74

		Total number of employees		387.63		419.9		438.21		467.74		488.54		523.06		572.46		591.74		566.74

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population								9.98		10.26		10.51		10.63		10.75

		Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population								18.35		19.29		20.54		23.36		24.39

		Total municipal employees/1000 population (non-regional)								28.34		29.55		31.06		33.99		35.14

		% incr. in number of municipal employees per 1000		2.50%		2.61%		2.73%		6.74%		4.45%		7.07%		9.44%		3.37%		3.37%

		Description

		Because personnel costs are a major portion of  the town's operating budget, monitoring changes in the number of employees

		per thousand residents is a good way to further explore and understand changes in overall expenditure growth.  An increase

		in employees per thousand that is linked to an overall growth in spending is an important indicator to monitor.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that the Town employment has remained fairly constant, keeping pace with modest increases in the

		Town's population.  For the Sudbury Public Schools, the indicator shows that the number of employees has been increasing

		steadily.  However, a better measure of  linking employment to service needs for education might be a separate chart that

		shows employment per thousand of students rather than overall population.
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Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population

Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population

Fiscal Year

Municipal Employees



Sheet1

		

				FY 2000

				Rev Per Capita

		Winchester		2,500.00

		Wellesley		2,517.38

		Belmont		2,583.38

		Concord		2,708.61

		Sudbury		2,859.33

		Wayland		3,057.33

		Weston		3,740.05

				FY2002

				State Aid per capita

		Concord		252.05

		Wellesley		286.25

		Weston		336.99

		Belmont		344.97

		Wayland		387.09

		Sudbury		500.76

				FY2002

				Tax Levy Per Capita

		Belmont		1,774.39

		Wellesley		2,029.75

		Concord		2,299.10

		Wayland		2,466.17

		Sudbury		2,661.56

		Weston		3,156.80





13BENEFITS

		INDICATOR 10

		Pensions & Insurance														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing pension & insurance costs as a percentage of non-regional wages & salaries														X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension & insurance costs

		Non-regional schools wages & salaries

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Pension & insurance costs		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		3,450,970		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Pension & insurance spending as a percent of

		non regional wages and salaries		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		19.87%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		Pensions & Insurance represent a significant share of operating costs, and especially in the area of health insurance, can

		consume a significant portion of the budget.  It is important to monitor this indicator carefully to note such cost increases.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that while the Town was successful in keeping increases in pension & insurance costs down in the years

		FY98-2000, costs of benefits began to spike in FY01 and continued in FY02.  The budgetary allocation for FY03 shows no relief

		from this trend, as the amount approrpriated for FY03 is $5,819,220.
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Pension & insurance spending as a percent of  non regional wages and salaries

Fiscal Year

Pension & Insurance Spending



15FIXEDCOSTS

		INDICATOR 15

		Fixed Costs														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fixed costs

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Fixed costs		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Net operating expenditures		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		2,937,448		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating

		expenditures		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		16.91%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		The operating expenditures of the town are composed in part of mandatory and fixed expenditures

		over which officials have little short-run control.  These include expenditures to which the town is legally

		committed (such as debt service and pension benefits) as well as expenditures mandated by the

		state and federal government.  The higher the level of fixed expenditures, the less freedom the town has

		to adjust spending in response to economic change.
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Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures

Fiscal Year



16REVVEXP

		INDICATOR 16

		Revenues versus Expenditures

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

																		Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		51,739,195		59,989,572		60,009,896		59,948,744		60,120,763

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		8,171,627		7,488,989		5,450,284		4,078,956

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		47,286,077		51,817,945		52,520,907		54,498,460		56,041,807

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701		37,865,360		37,835,407		40,626,066		44,519,643		45,123,596		46,822,621		48,148,595

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Revenues per capita		1,971.2		1,988.9		2,138.4		2,384.5		2,503.7		2,545.7		2,807.8		3,076.9		3,118.6		3,236.1		3,327.7

		Spending per capita		1,868.3		1,935.0		2,055.9		2,088.4		2,298.2		2,428.4		2,753.0		3,027.2		3,216.4

		Description

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701

		rev per capital		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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17SURPLUS

		INDICATOR 17

		General Fund Operating Surplus/Deficit														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:  Deficits on an Operating Basis																Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

		Formula:																Uncertain

		Net non-exempt debt operating revenues

		Net non-exempt debt operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,562,163		33,409,862		35,032,929		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,980,764		34,471,152		37,995,044		40,896,261		45,984,098		51,002,516

		Operating Deficit/Surplus		1,513,207		455,655		330,486		3,918,883		3,396,140		1,975,597		473,655		1,664,243

		Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues		4.97%		1.44%		0.99%		10.21%		8.20%		4.61%		1.02%		3.16%

		Description

		Analysis

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637

		rev per capital		26.43		17.59		19.35		11.38

		constant $ rev per capita

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604



Formula failed to convert

Formula failed to convert

Formula failed to convert

Formula failed to convert
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Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues

Fiscal Year



18 CURR LIAB

		INDICATOR 18

		Current Liabilities														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing current liabilities at the end of the year as a																Unfavorable

		percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Current liabilities

		Net operating revenues and transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Current liabilities		1,137,893		1,044,559		1,129,395		2,653,689		3,176,151		2,679,548		2,869,876		2,500,000		* est.

		Operating revenues and transfers		23,227,293		25,837,094		26,632,078		39,159,017		40,603,055		42,083,729		45,669,624		49,445,192

		Current liabilities as a percentage of

		operating revenues and transfers		4.90%		4.04%		4.24%		6.78%		7.82%		6.37%		6.28%		5.06%

		Description

		Current liabilities are defined as the sum of all liabilities due at the end of the fiscal year, including short-term debt,

		all accounts payable, accrued liabilities and other current liabilities.

		A major component of current liabilities may be short-term debt in the form of tax or bond anticipation notes.

		Although short-term borrowing is an accepted way to deal with uneven cash flows, an increasing amount of short-

		term debt outstanding at the end of successive years can indicate liquidity problems, deficit spending, or both.

		Analysis
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Current liabilities as a percentage of operating revenues and transfers

Fiscal year



19 Pension

		INDICATOR 19		Unfinished

		Pension liability														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Unfunded pension plan liability as a percentage of														x		Unfavorable

		operating expenditures																Uncertain

		Formula

		Unfunded pension liability

		Total operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Unfunded pension liability		30,089,607		33,349,982		34,702,443				0		31,956,967		0		0

		Total operating expenditures		1,152,169		1,795,869		3,062,210		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Unfunded pension liability as a percentage

		of operating exprenditures		2611.56%		1857.04%		1133.25%		0.00%		0.00%		70.60%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		The town is a member of the Middlesex County Retirement System, which has chosen to amortize its unfunded

		pension liability over the maximum amount of time allowed by state law.  This is a significant obligation of the

		town that will continue to

		Analysis



&LDRAFT&C&D +
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Unfunded pension liability as a percentage      of operating exprenditures

Fiscal year

Unfunded pension liability as a percentage of operating expenditures



20PENSION

		INDICATOR 20				not finished

		Pension Assets						Sudbury Trend

										Favorable

		Warning Trend								Marginal

		Decreasing value of pension plan assets								Unfavorable

		as a percentage of benefits paid								Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension plan assets

		Annual pension benefits paid

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998

		Pension plan assets		34,916,147		36,503,419		37,187,753		40,642,016

		Benefits paid		1,150,264		1,227,220		1,322,825		1,595,936

		Ratio of assets to benefits paid		30.4		29.7		28.1		25.5

		Sources:    Revenues 95-97, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant

		Description

		A pension plan's assets are held primarily as cash or investments.  A decline in the ratio of plan assets to benefits

		due can indicate serious problems in the management of the pension plan.  An additional ratio to consider is the

		annual amount of pension receipts as a percentage of annual benefits paid, which focuses more specifically on

		a pension plan's ability to meet its current cash requirements.
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Ratio of assets to benefits paid

Fiscal Year



21PROPVALUE

		INDICATOR 21

		Property Value														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Declining growth or drop in the market																Unfavorable

		value of residential, commercial, or																Uncertain

		industrial property (constant dollars)

		Formula

		Change in property value (constant dollars)

		Prior year property value (constant dollars)

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Market value of property		1,552,504,196		1,691,223,217		1,741,962,896		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600

		Consumer price index		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		411.1		411.1

		Property value

		(constant dollars)		0		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504		560,230,504

		Property value in prior

		year (constant dollars)		0		1,018,035,538		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504

		Percent  change in

		property value

		(constant dollars)		0.00%		5.81%		0.75%		4.57%		-2.10%		-3.53%		21.05%		-1.44%		0.00%		-56.19%		0.00%

		Description

		Changes in property value are important because most local governments depend on the property tax for a

		substantial portion of their revenues.  Especially in a community with a stable or fixed tax rate, the higher the

		aggregate property value, the higher the revenues.  Communities experiencing population and economic growth

		are likely to experience short-run, per unit increases in property value.  This is because in the short run, the

		housing supply is fixed and the increase in demand created by growth will force prices up.  Declining areas are

		more likely to see a decrease in the market value of properties.

		The effect of declining property value on governmental revenues depends on the government's reliance on

		property taxes.  The extent to which the decline will ripple through the community's economy, affecting other

		revenues such as those from sales tax, is more difficult to determine.  All of the economic and demographic

		factors are closely related.  A decline in property value will most probably not be a cause but a symptom of

		other, underlying problems.
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Percent  change in property value (constant dollars)

Fiscal year





Indicator 9:  Uncertain 

Municipal Employees  
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Chart9

		1998		1998

		1999		1999

		2000		2000

		2001		2001

		2002		2002



Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population

Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population

Fiscal Year

Municipal Employees

9.9848539925

18.3527202229

10.2594967336

19.2916767481

10.5142212458

20.5445044831

10.6288225165

23.3632207114

10.74758031

24.389288047



override history

		

				op

		1997

		1998

		1999		$   592,250

		2000

		2001		$   1,740,946

		2002		$   1,018,820

		2003		$   2,999,995

		2004

		2005





ch sheet history

		

		06		05		04		03		02		01		00		99		98		97		96		95		94		93		92		91		90		89		88

		8,004,911		$8,001,904		$8,260,514		$8,257,356		$8,138,390		$5,775,652		$5,168,791		$4,420,413		$3,518,671		$3,218,846		$3,014,171		$2,789,584		$2,461,908		$2,289,902		$2,370,453		$2,563,676		$3,467,838		$3,179,000

														$321,325

														$5,172,902





03 actual

		

		FY		Chapter 70, Governor				School Trans Programs		School Construction		Tuition of State Wards		Per Pupil Aid		Racial Imbalance		Racial Imbal. Inc. per year		School Lunch		Remediation Asst.		Lottery, Beano & Charity Games				Lottery inc. per year		Additional Assistance		Highway Fund		Police Career Incentive		Vets' Benefits		Exempt: Vets, Blind and Surviving Spouses		Exempt: Elderly		State Owned Land		Muni. Stabilization		Public Libraries		Total		Less SBA						Assessments		Net C.S.

		05		3,164,092				158,413		2,878,748		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		102,915				7,500		6,500		31,462				19,200		8,388,497

		04		3,083,242				158,413		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.03		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		99,917				7,500		6,500		31,462				18,823		8,647,092

		03		3,005,942		5.95%		158,413		3,221,567		0				296,820		0.03		10,704				915,572				0.00		754,778		0		97,007		2,271		9,013		6,510		31,462				18,545		8,528,604		5,307,037		1.88%				262,541		8,266,063

		02		2,837,016		11.45%		150,033		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.05		9,521		0		915,572				0.06		807,321		27,744		91,745		0		7,775		5,854		47,356				21,280		8,430,559		5,208,992		4.44%				308,631		8,121,928

		01		2,545,546		22.01%		202,785		788,129		0				301,988		0.32		8,937				867,066		7.92%		0.08		807,321		110,976		88,676				8,100		7,028		20,110				18,990		5,775,652		4,987,523		13.85%		662,897		352,123		5,423,529

		00		2,086,346		44.42%		195,236		788,129		0				228,850		0.10		9,462				803,448		10.12%		0.10		807,321		110,976		82,086		0		10,709		11,044		16,673				18,510		5,168,791		4,380,662		20.60%		745,622		408,158		4,760,633

		99		1,444,646		20.76%		190,022		788,129		4,517				208,938		-0.10		7,955				729,602		8.74%		0.09		807,321		110,976		78,403				10,813		10,542		13,422				15,127		4,420,413		3,632,284		9.46%		885,937		405,403		4,015,010

		98		1,196,330		17.42%		173,351		200,222		0				233,350		-0.00		7,206				670,965		9.65%		0.10		807,321		110,976		71,521				10,780		10,026		11,267				15,356		3,518,671		3,318,449		9.93%		309,165		389,598		3,129,073

		97		1,018,880		19.05%		136,519		200,222		0				233,764		0.00		6,354				611,899		9.15%		0.09		807,321		110,976		49,708		2,814		10,399		5,139		8,930				15,921		3,218,846		3,018,624		7.27%		198,239		398,938		2,819,908

		96		855,830		22.33%		156,710		200,222		0				233,437		-0.06		5,702				560,595		12.07%		0.12		807,321		110,976		43,743				11,546		5,019		8,062				15,008		3,014,171		2,813,949		8.67%		213,591		392,502		2,621,669

		95		699,605				123,188		200,222		0				248,763		0.00		6,877				500,235				0.20		807,321		110,976		48,947		4,982		13,052		5,220		5,053				15,143		2,789,584		2,589,362						381,506		2,408,078

		94		652,000				104,213		0		0				248,763		0.23		5,483		0		418,367				0.00		807,321		110,976		55,860		0		4,891		13,000		5,089		25,447		10,498		2,461,908

		93		369,870				118,270		0		0		189,700		201,678				5,416		0		418,367						807,321		110,964		33,259		0		4,797		14,840		4,927				10,493		2,289,902

						included in Senate version for 01

		The 01 estimate was updated to show final cherry sheet 8/4/00

		The 01 estimate was updated to show preliminary cherry sheet dated 3/28/00																																														8257356

																																																271,248

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		5.71%		124,565		3.12%						1,701,812				-3.87%				262,541						-14.93%		5,298,256		122,862				2.37%

		02		3,284,345		7.36%		120,800		4.35%						1,770,249				4.47%				308,631						-12.35%		5,175,394		305,875				6.28%

		01		3,059,256		21.40%		115,766		4.01%						1,694,497				4.12%				352,123						-13.73%		4,869,519		610,878				14.34%

		00		2,519,894		36.10%		111,305		6.67%						1,627,442				4.97%				408,158						0.68%		4,258,641		752,392				21.46%

		99		1,851,561		14.99%		104,343		6.85%						1,550,345				4.08%				405,403						4.06%		3,506,249		308,802				9.66%

		98		1,610,237		15.39%		97,657		28.45%						1,489,553				4.30%				389,598						-2.34%		3,197,447		297,752				10.27%

		97		1,395,517		11.49%		76,028		8.15%						1,428,150				3.79%				398,938						1.64%		2,899,695		201,741				7.48%

		96		1,251,679		16.06%		70,297		-8.87%						1,375,978				4.83%				392,502						2.88%		2,697,954		229,770				9.31%

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		187,534		124,565		3,765						1,701,812				(68,437)				262,541						-46,090		5,298,256		122,862				0.0237396419

		02		3,284,345		225,089		120,800		5,034						1,770,249				75,752				308,631						-43,492		5,175,394		305,875				0.0628142122

		01		3,059,256		539,362		115,766		4,461						1,694,497				67,055				352,123						-56,035		4,869,519		610,878				0.1434443523

		00		2,519,894		668,333		111,305		6,962						1,627,442				77,097				408,158						2,755		4,258,641		752,392				0.2145860149

		99		1,851,561		241,324		104,343		6,686						1,550,345				60,792				405,403						15,805		3,506,249		308,802				0.0965776759

		98		1,610,237		214,720		97,657		21,629						1,489,553				61,403				389,598						-9,340		3,197,447		297,752				0.102683903

		97		1,395,517		143,838		76,028		5,731						1,428,150				52,172				398,938						6,436		2,899,695		201,741				0.0747755521

		96		1,251,679		173,246		70,297		(6,845)						1,375,978				63,369				392,502						10,996		2,697,954		229,770				0.0930927354

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184
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REV DATA

		SECTION A:  REVENUES

				FY95				FY96				FY97				FY98				FY99				FY00				FY01				FY02				FY 03				FY 04				FY 05				FY 06

				Actual				Actual				Actual @		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Unaudited		% of		Actual		% of		Projected		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of

				12 months*		% of total		12 months*		% of total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		Actual		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total

		Personal Property		540,990		1.71%		518,142		1.53%		530,289		1.47%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Real Estate		24,567,041		77.53%		26,475,863		78.34%		27,851,077		77.31%		31,093,583		72.76%		32,333,356		73.49%		35,523,166		75.20%		38,801,854		76.22%		44,320,566		73.27%		48,840,640		77.70%		49,250,251		78.86%		49,876,735		79.33%		51,213,805		79.71%

		Tax Liens redeemed		515,932		1.63%		601,986		1.78%		412,242		1.14%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Intergovernmental (state aid)		2,407,699		7.60%		2,608,740		7.72%		2,852,363		7.92%		3,954,089		9.25%		5,342,468		12.14%		4,938,368		10.45%		5,522,707		10.85%		8,138,390		13.45%		8,257,356		13.14%		8,260,514		13.23%		8,001,904		12.73%		8,004,911		12.46%

		Motor Vehicle Excise		1,695,049		5.35%		1,632,879		4.83%		1,758,786		4.88%		2,005,785		4.69%		2,170,950		4.93%		2,365,447		5.01%		2,558,043		5.02%		2,550,667		4.22%		2,658,734		4.23%		2,685,321		4.30%		2,712,175		4.31%		2,739,296		4.26%

		Other excise		1,474		0.00%		2,784		0.01%		1,551		0.00%		1,867		0.00%		2,441		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		60		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%

		Hotel/Motel excise (non cherry sheet revenue)		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		62,359		0.15%		46,810		0.11%		57,492		0.12%		64,630		0.13%		66,035		0.11%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.07%

		Penalties and Interest		260,339		0.82%		279,823		0.83%		245,896		0.68%		280,471		0.66%		183,924		0.42%		278,641		0.59%		259,891		0.51%		125,506		0.21%		150,000		0.24%		100,000		0.16%		105,000		0.17%		110,250		0.17%

		PILOTS		67,328		0.21%		69,346		0.21%		113,543		0.32%		48,331		0.11%		59,092		0.13%		74,583		0.16%		84,424		0.17%		31,100		0.05%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.09%

		Fees		0		0.00%		14,556		0.04%		21,439		0.06%		186,199		0.44%		128,575		0.29%		146,048		0.31%		107,184		0.21%		99,035		0.16%		117,000		0.19%		119,925		0.19%		122,923		0.20%		125,996		0.20%

		Rentals		0		0.00%		37,806		0.11%		22,650		0.06%		50,496		0.12%		22,503		0.05%		41,831		0.09%		159,367		0.31%		159,802		0.26%		80,000		0.13%		84,000		0.13%		88,200		0.14%		84,000		0.13%

		Other Departmental Revenues		189,663		0.60%		271,933		0.80%		318,890		0.89%		80,862		0.19%		11,161		0.03%		199,930		0.42%		55,880		0.11%		69,435		0.11%		50,000		0.08%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%

		Licenses and Permits		304,518		0.96%		154,384		0.46%		156,269		0.43%		388,752		0.91%		318,288		0.72%		394,266		0.83%		369,887		0.73%		696,963		1.15%		290,000		0.46%		297,250		0.48%		304,681		0.48%		312,298		0.49%

		Fines & Forfeits		126,678		0.40%		101,200		0.30%		89,046		0.25%		121,382		0.28%		107,222		0.24%		100,478		0.21%		97,335		0.19%		96,694		0.16%		90,000		0.14%		90,000		0.14%		91,800		0.15%		91,800		0.14%

		Investment Income		279,508		0.88%		364,810		1.08%		346,679		0.96%		606,435		1.42%		1,992,369		4.53%		800,104		1.69%		511,468		1.00%		358,572		0.59%		425,000		0.68%		350,000		0.56%		357,000		0.57%		374,850		0.58%

		Reserved investment income																		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Chapter 203 Assessment														0				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		211,585		0.35%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%

		Other/One time income				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		43,745		0.09%		895,940		1.48%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%

		Subtotal, operating revenues		30,956,219				33,134,252				34,720,720				38,880,609				42,719,159				44,923,054				48,639,115				57,820,349				61,194,365				61,512,896				61,936,053				63,332,841

		Free cash/transfers		443,000		1.40%		489,000		1.45%		993,696		2.76%		1,249,723		2.92%		763,419		1.74%		1,758,117		3.72%		1,800,000		3.54%		1,900,000		3.14%		1,180,000		1.88%		750,000		1.20%		750,000		1.19%		750,000		1.17%

		Chapter 90														969,204				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Transfers other funds/ Available Funds		286,231		0.90%		174,255		0.52%		312,209		0.87%		1,633,188		3.82%		515,157		1.17%		559,911		1.19%		471,756		0.93%		771,862		1.28%		482,790		0.77%		190,000		0.30%		190,000		0.30%		165,000		0.26%

		Subtotal, revenues		31,685,450		100%		33,797,507		100%		36,026,625		100%		42,732,724		98%		43,997,735		100%		47,241,082		100%		50,910,871		100%		60,492,211		100%		62,857,155		100%		62,452,896		100%		62,876,053		100%		64,247,841		100%

		Less taxes for exempt items														3,373,485				2,606,551				4,369,224				4,453,118				7,825,452				7,231,140				6,000,513				4,945,754				4,534,549

		Less reserved investment income														0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0

		Less Cherry Sheet to pay school debt														200,222				788,129				788,129				788,129				3,221,567				3,169,449				3,169,449				2,826,630				2,826,630

		Quasi-operating revenues														39,159,017				40,603,055				42,083,729				45,669,624				49,445,192				52,456,566				53,282,934				55,103,669				56,886,662

																				1,444,038				1,480,674				3,585,895				3,775,568				3,011,374				826,368				1,820,735				1,782,993

		Auditors		31,245,276				33,145,537				34,968,153								42,258,133

		Difference		(289,057)				(11,285)				(247,433)

		non general fund

		enterprise funds														667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		septage grant loan program																		0

		transport bond																		0

		total, non general fund										0				667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		Total, all revenue														43,400,427				44,634,695				47,858,898				51,581,718				61,133,000				63,441,032				63,080,111				63,525,221				64,919,730

		Total, all expenses														40,321,441				41,327,556				46,433,886				50,346,491				60,654,382				63,384,147				65,672,165				67,617,991				71,016,512

																3,078,986				3,307,139				1,425,012				1,235,227				478,618				56,885				(2,592,054)				(4,092,770)				(6,096,782)

		Net Intergovernmental														3,753,867				4,554,339				4,150,239				4,734,578				4,916,823				5,087,907

																								11,741,140

		Gross cherry sheet																		4,420,413				34,937,994

		Less library offset																		(15,127)				46,679,134

		Less METCO offset																		(208,938)

		Less school lunch																		(7,955)

																				4,188,393				1,179,764

																								782,500

																				5,342,468				(397,264)

																				1,154,075

																				4,420,413

																				4,267,574

																				152,839
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1REVPERCAP

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Less:  excluded debt		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673		47,101,429		47,801,157		49,052,585

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Net operating revenues & transfers per capita

		(constant dollars)		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648		2,797		2,838		2,913

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673

		rev per capita		1,971		1,989		2,138		2,326		2,504		2,546		2,759		3,127

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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1REVPERCAP (2)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

										Net Operating

										Revenues				CPI		Per Capita		Per Capita		2003		2004		2005		Percent

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Population		1995 base year		Actual		Constant		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Change

		1995								30,573,932		15,510		100.000		1,971		1,971

		1996								31,978,798		16,079		0.97134		1,989		1,932								-2.00%

		1997								34,304,946		16,042		0.95016		2,138		2,032		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		5.18%

		1998								38,390,035		16,506		0.93444		2,326		2,173		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		6.96%

		1999								41,391,184		16,532		0.91482		2,504		2,290		180.1		180.1		180.1		5.39%

		2000								42,871,858		16,841		0.88252		2,546		2,247		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		-1.91%

		2001								46,457,753		16,841		0.85915		2,759		2,370		0		0		0		5.49%

		2002								52,666,759		16,841		0.84675		3,127		2,648		16,841		16,841		16,841		11.73%

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

		Analysis

		Revenues per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measured on a constant dollar basis.

		The revenue growth has been generated by increases in Cherry Sheet revenues from the Commonwealth to support

		educational spending, as well as property tax overrides in FY00, 01 and 02.  Additionally, elastic revenues, such as

		investment income and motor vehicle excise, showed strong growth rates over the last four years.  These

		revenues do not perform as well when the economy is not performing well.  Finally, free cash has been used as a

		revenue source.  All these observations together mean that revenue projections for the next few years should be

		cautious given that only the within levy property tax is consistently available.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		38,390,035		16,506		1		2,326		2,173

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		46,457,753		16,841		1		2,759		2,370

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										38,390,035.15

				140.3		144.5		148.2		41,391,183.89		3,001,149

				1		0.970934		0.946694		42,871,858.00		1,480,674

										47,286,077.00		4,414,219

										52,666,758.70		5,380,682
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1REVPERCAP (3)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenue Mix														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

																				2003		2004		2005

		Fiscal Year								Within Levy		Overrides		Cherry Sheet		Local Receipts		Free cash		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Total

		1997																		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		1998								27,720,098		- 0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		38,189,813

		1999								29,134,555		592,250		4,554,339		5,558,492		763,419		180.1		180.1		180.1		40,603,055

		2000								31,153,942		- 0		4,150,239		5,021,431		1,758,117		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		42,083,729

		2001								32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000		0		0		0		45,669,624

		2002								35,476,294		1,018,820		4,916,823		6,133,255		1,900,000		16,841		16,841		16,841		49,445,192

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		27,720,098		0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		0		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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2INTERGOVREV

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Intergovernmental operating revenue

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Intergovernmental operating revenue, less SBAB		2,607,921		2,408,518		2,652,141		3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		4,734,578		4,916,823		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274

		Intergovernmental operating revenues as a

		percentage of operating revenues		8.2%		7.1%		7.4%		9.8%		11.0%		9.7%		10.2%		9.3%		8.1%		8.2%		8.2%

		Description

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The primary

		concern in analyzing intergovernmental revenues is to know and monitor the town's vulnerability to reductions in such

		revenues, and to determine whether the town is controlling its use of this external revenue- or whether these revenues

		are controlling town policies.  The potential for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor

		these revenues, and to have contingency plans if the state aid were reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.
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2INTERGOVREV (2)

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend:																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																x		Uncertain

		Formula:

		Intergovernmental operating revenue																																						5,044,496

		Operating Revenues																																						4,900,361

																																								4,635,400

										Net Operating		Intergovermental		As a percent		Education		As a percent																						3,972,504

										Revenues		Revenue less		of net oper.		related		of total																						3,226,881

		Fiscal Year								(Nominal)		SBAB grants		revenue		Intergov		intergovern.																						2,928,851

		1995								31,685,450		2,607,921		8.23%																										2,619,686

		1996								33,797,507		2,408,518		7.13%																										2,421,447

		1997								36,026,625		2,652,141		7.36%																										2,207,856

		1998								42,732,724		3,753,867		8.78%		1,610,237		42.90%

		1999								43,997,735		4,554,339		10.35%		1,851,561		40.65%

		2000								47,241,082		4,150,239		8.79%		2,519,894		60.72%

		2001								51,739,195		5,562,902		10.75%		3,059,256		54.99%

		2002								60,492,211		4,916,823		8.13%		3,284,345		66.80%

		Description:

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The potential

		for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor these revenues, and to have contingency

		plans ready if the state aid were to be reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to nearly 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.

		3								3,471,879

		2								3,284,345

		1								3,059,256

		0								2,519,894

		99								1,851,561

		98								1,610,237
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3ELASTICREV

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues														x		Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		0

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		62,876,053

		Elastic operating revenues		1,974,557		1,997,689		2,105,465		2,612,220		4,163,319		3,165,551		3,069,511		2,909,239		3,083,734		3,035,321		3,069,175

		Elastic operating revenues as a percentage of

		operating revenues		6.5%		6.2%		6.1%		6.8%		10.1%		7.4%		6.6%		5.5%		5.5%		5.4%		4.9%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		As the economic base expands or inflation goes up, elastic revenues rise in roughly proportional or greater

		amounts and vice-versa.  Good examples are Motor Vehicle Excise and Investment Income as they respond to

		changes in the economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on

		total revenues.  Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximixe these revenues, while

		having a contingency plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.

		Analysis

		Elastic revenues have ranged from a  high of 10.1% in FY99 to about half that in FY2002.  FY1999 was an

		unusual year, in that a large size borrowing for school construction enabled higher than usual investment income to be

		realized. Investment income in particular has fallen off dramatically as interest rates have plunged.  As one example, the MMDT

		yield in July 2000 was over 6%;  by February of 2002 it had fallen to just under 2%, and has held steady since then.

		The overall result is that the production from these revenue sources has decreased as a percent of overall revenues.

		This leads to more reliance on the property tax to make up the difference in our revenue sources.
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3ELASTICREV (2)

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:														x		Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

										Net Operating

										Revenues		Elastic		Elastic operating revenues %

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Revenues		of operating revenues

		1995

		1996

		1997																		0		0		0

		1998								38,390,035		2,612,220		6.80%

		1999								41,391,184		4,163,319		10.06%

		2000								42,871,858		3,165,551		7.38%

		2001								47,286,077		3,069,511		6.49%

		2002								52,666,759		2,909,239		5.52%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		Motor vehicle excise and investment income are the two revenue sources that respond to changes in the

		economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on total revenues.

		Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximize these revenues, while having a contingency

		plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.
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Elastic operating revenues % of operating revenues

Fiscal year
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4PROPTAXREV

		INDICATOR 4

		Property Tax Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in property tax revenues																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Property tax revenues

		constant dollars

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Property tax revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583		32,333,356		35,523,166		38,801,854		44,320,566		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Operating property tax revenues		24,512,445		25,777,282		27,071,929		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,348,736		36,495,114		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.000		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620

		Property tax revenues

		(constant dollars)		24,512,445		25,037,972		25,705,682		25,885,680		27,176,755		27,476,046		29,491,534		30,882,040		35,209,816		36,597,779		38,020,441

		Percent growth in constant dollar		0		2.14%		2.67%		0.70%		4.99%		1.10%		7.34%		4.71%

		Description

		Property tax revenues are analyzed separately because the town relies so heavily on them for both operating and capital

		spending.  A decline in growth rate in property taxes can have a number of causes.  First, it may reflect an overall decline

		in property values.  Second, it may result from unwilling default on property taxes by property owners.  Third, it may from

		poor assessment/ appraisal methods.  Finally, a decline can be cause by deliberate default by owners who realize that

		they can use the Town to finance their liabilities.  Any decrease in the net property tax revenues should be monitored

		carefully to ensure that collections are at a high level.  Also, any rapid increase due to operating overrides should be noted

		for their impact on future override requests.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much growth required voter approval.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 ($572,250); FY2001 ($1,740,946) and FY 2002 ($1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars

		rev per capital

		constant $ rev per capita		24,512,445.00		25,037,971.81		25,705,682.12		25,885,679.75

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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5UNCOLLECT

		INDICATOR 5

		Uncollected Property Taxes														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing amount of uncollected property taxes as																Unfavorable

		a percentage of net property tax levy																Uncertain

		Formula

		Uncollected property taxes @ June 30

		Net property tax levy

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Total property tax levy		25,546,414		27,071,563		28,670,586		31,096,413		32,403,999		35,783,508		40,063,013		44,823,263		0		0		0

		Overlay for abatements/exemptions		347,972		228,340		229,682		290,364		523,480		315,867		865,754		523,533		0		0		0

		Net property tax levy		25,198,442		26,843,223		28,440,904		30,806,049		31,880,519		35,467,641		39,197,259		44,299,730		0		0		0

		Uncollected taxes at June 30		903,765		561,386		314,387		337,044		23,097		364,877		431,133		502,697		0		0		0

		Uncollected property taxes as a

		percentage of net levy		3.59%		2.09%		1.11%		1.09%		0.07%		1.03%		1.10%		1.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		Every year, a percentage of property owners are unable or unwilling to pay property taxes.  If this

		percentage increases over time, it may indicate overall decline in the town's economic health.  Additionally, as

		uncollected property taxes rise, liquidity is decreased, and there is less cash on hand to pay bills or invest.

		This is an early warning indicator of concerns about the financial health of the taxpayers of the town.

		Analysis

		This is a critical indicator to monitor for many reasons.  The credit rating industry assumes that a municipality in

		good financial health will be able to collect 97 to 98% of its property taxes within the year that the taxes are due.

		If uncollected property taxes grow to more than 5 to 8 %, that is considered a negative factor.  Sudbury consistently

		collects about 99% of propety taxes due by June 30 of each fiscal year, and an even greater total amount within

		the 6 months after the end of the fiscal year.
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6REVSHORT

		INDICATOR 6

		Revenue Shortfalls														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend														x		Marginal

		Increase in revenue shortfalls as a percentage of																Unfavorable

		actual operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Revenue shortfalls/surpluses

		Operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Actual gross operating revenues		31,685,450		33,308,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Budgeted operating revenues		30,757,401		32,726,706		35,811,969		39,052,345		41,579,890		45,084,681		48,296,805		58,097,642		41,579,890		41,579,890		41,579,890

		Revenue surpluses		928,049		581,801		214,656		2,711,175		2,417,845		2,156,401		2,614,066		2,394,569		21,277,265		20,873,006		21,296,163

		Revenue surpluses as a percentage of

		of actual operating revenues		2.93%		1.75%		0.60%		6.49%		5.50%		4.56%		5.13%		3.96%		33.85%		33.42%		33.87%

		Description

		This indicator examines the differences between revenue estimates and revenues actually received

		during the fiscal year.  Major discrepancies that continue year after year can indicate a declining economy, inefficient

		collection procedures, or inaccurate estimating techniques.  Discrepancies may also indicate that high

		revenue estimates are being made to accommodate political pressures.  If revenue shortfalls are

		increasing in frequency or size, a detailed analysis of each revenue should be made to pincpoint the source.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for sources such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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7ONETIME

		INDICATOR 7

		One Time Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																x		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing use of one-time operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		One time operating revenues

		Net operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		One-time operating revenues (+FREE CASH)		1		489,000		993,696		1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,843,745		2,795,940		1,280,000		850,000		850,000

		One-time operating revenues as a

		percentage of net operating revenues		0.00%		1.53%		2.90%		3.18%		1.84%		4.10%		3.97%		5.31%		2.30%		1.51%		1.47%

		Description

		A one-time revenues is one that cannot reasonably be expected to continue, such as a single-purpose

		state grant, supplemental lottery distributions, one-times savings in health insurance accounts, sale of

		assets, investment income from bond proceeds, and free cash.  Continual use of one-time revenues

		to balance the annual budget can indicate that the revenues base is not strong enough

		to support current service levels.  It can also mean the government is incurring operating deficits.

		Further, it means the town has little room to maneuver if there were a downturn in revenues

		such as might occur during a regional or national recession, or because of the suddent expenditures

		occasioned by a natural disaster.  Use of one-time revenues increases the probability that the town will

		will have to make large cutbacks if such revenues cease to be available.
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9FREECASH

		INDICATOR 9

		Free Cash

																		Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

																				Marginal

																		x		Unfavorable

																				Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Free Cash Available for Appropriation		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997		$   1,182,077

		Free Cash Appropriated		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,800,000		$   1,900,000		$   1,180,000

		Percentage of Free Cash Appropriated		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		91.7%		93.3%		99.8%

		Description

		Source:  Revenues 95-98, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant
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8FUNDBAL

		INDICATOR 8

		Unreserved Fund Balance														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in Undesignated Fund Balance as % of expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Undesignated fund balance

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Undesignated fund balance		1,405,737		1,442,676		1,049,210		2,636,637		4,361,663		4,343,243		2,091,077		1,550,000		* est.

		Net Operating expenditures		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Undesignated Fund Balance as a % of expenditures		4.67%		4.38%		3.02%		6.97%		10.74%		9.60%		4.15%		2.63%

		Certified Free Cash available for appropriation								$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997

		Description

		Undesignated fund balances are not synonymous with available for appropriation because often they are

		reserved for some other purpose, such as for prior year's encumbrances.  Nevertheless, the size of a muncipality's

		fund balances can affect its ability to withstand financial emergencies.

		request.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much is growth requires voter approval at the ballot box.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 (572,250); FY2001 (1,740,946) and FY 2002 (1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.
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10SPENDPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 7

		Spending Per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)														X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,737,390		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,977,893		34,393,667		37,305,055		40,141,190		44,699,826		48,140,682		51,822,534

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		28,937,438		30,242,510		31,313,588		32,117,616		34,104,921		35,402,300		38,378,893		41,333,182		43,852,050

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,506		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures

		(constant dollars)		1,866		1,881		1,952		1,946		2,066		2,102		2,279		2,454		2,604

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.  Or it may indicate that the demographics of the community are changing

		requiring increased spending in related services.

		Analysis

		Expenditures per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measurered on a constant dollar basis.

		The indicator alone only points to the need for further analysis to identify more specifically the drivers of such growth

		so that steps can be taken to reduce the rate of such growth, and a better understanding of the future implications of

		current decisions.
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11SPENDWOLSRHS

		INDICATOR 11

		Spending Per Capita, non regional schools

																		Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																		Marginal

		(constant dollars)																		Unfavorable

																		x		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		LLSRHS & MVHS appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		8,467,889		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch. operating expenditures and transfers		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,837,166		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		21,282,074		22,325,212		23,273,051		24,070,578		26,363,432		26,753,489		29,308,324		31,270,347		33,202,105

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,532		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures, non regional schools

		(constant dollars)		1,372.2		1,388.5		1,450.8		1,456.0		1,594.7		1,588.6		1,740.3		1,856.8		1,971.5

		* Includes lease expenses

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for souces such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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11WAGES

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing personnel costs as a percentage of total non regional school spending																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

		Net operating expenditures & transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (curr $)		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Less exempt debt spending		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Less regional schools appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		9,058,676		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch operating expenditures		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,246,379		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Salaries & Wages as a percentage of

		non reg sch spending		66.69%		66.61%		62.97%		67.37%		65.25%		67.32%		65.25%		64.87%		64.50%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.
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Salaries & Wages as a percentage of   non reg sch spending

Fiscal Year

Salaries & Wages



spend data

		SECTION B				FY95								FY96								FY97								FY98								FY99								FY 00								FY 01								FY 02								FY 03		(appropriated)

		SPENDING DATA

				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		General Government		890,867		347,659		3,500		1,242,026		909,859		229,654		78,076		1,217,589		907,574		400,123		15,830		1,323,527		1,047,412		354,262		69,160		1,470,834		1,094,151		324,815		0		1,418,966		1,091,432		417,288		0		1,508,720		1,202,778		531,032		0		1,733,810		1,296,260		555,609		0		1,851,869		1,461,483		450,724		0		1,912,207

		Public Safety		3,006,495		484,042		16,198		3,506,735		3,148,169		391,622		54,885		3,594,676		3,330,902		395,091		166,556		3,892,549		3,434,653		404,607		329,763		4,169,023		3,555,181		386,208		200,670		4,142,059		3,775,568		448,611		680,021		4,904,200		3,935,901		560,577		180,972		4,677,450		4,113,310		739,764		112,288		4,965,362		4,327,179		627,103		172,000		5,126,282

		Public Works		870,653		753,717		13,617		1,637,987		1,012,832		940,502		47,344		2,000,678		959,410		736,240		48,100		1,743,750		966,394		668,179		165,679		1,800,252		1,162,373		760,971		78,596		2,001,940		1,172,324		709,442		89,250		1,971,016		1,255,512		907,203		234,654		2,397,369		1,240,188		894,565		145,096		2,279,848		1,390,381		982,013		122,430		2,494,824

		Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487		0		12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300		0		14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176		0		20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252		0		22,118,366

		L/SRHS & MVHS		0		7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889		0		8,467,889		0		8,617,300		0		8,617,300		0		9,058,676		0		9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525		0		10,592,603		0		10,592,603		0		11,720,166		0		11,720,166		0		12,585,663		0		12,585,663

		Human Services		190,172		12,892		82,724		285,788		200,765		112,065		0		312,830		209,882		129,037		0		338,919		218,682		135,805		0		354,487		237,517		136,622		0		374,139		278,284		177,036		20,696		476,016		292,952		182,045		0		474,997		342,055		158,131		7,500		507,686		354,025		152,530		0		506,555

		Cultural & Recreation Services		498,048		135,019		0		633,067		513,588		151,729		0		665,317		530,002		146,647		0		676,649		532,507		151,033		0		683,540		420,437		154,286		0		574,723		466,876		232,387		0		699,263		489,408		269,821		372		759,601		520,359		288,743		0		809,103		569,921		281,156		16,060		867,137

		Debt & Interest		0		1,152,169		0		1,152,169		0		1,795,869		0		1,795,869		0		1,724,550		0		1,724,550		0		3,450,970		0		3,450,970		0		3,296,540		0		3,296,540		0		5,124,295		0		5,124,295		0		5,709,262		0		5,709,262		0		10,687,287		0		10,687,287		0		9,834,201		0		9,834,201

		Personnel Benefits		0		2,790,350		0		2,790,350		0		3,110,279		0		3,110,279		0		3,062,210		0		3,062,210		0		2,937,448		0		2,937,448		0		3,289,447		0		3,289,447		0		3,374,866		0		3,374,866		0		4,167,796		0		4,167,796		0		4,786,013		0		4,786,013		0		5,819,220		0		5,819,220

		Transfers		0		5,706		0		5,706		0		116,779		0		116,779		0		324,000		0		324,000		747		0		0		747		0		247,438		0		247,438		0		0		0		0		0		588,649		0		588,649		0		149,937		0		149,937		0		0		0		0

		Unclassified		0		66,080		0		66,080		0		163,031		0		163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877		0		78,949		0		78,949		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		161,697		0		161,697		0		360,007		0		360,007		0		392,280		0		392,280

		Unappropriated																																		0		500		0		500		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0

		Total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,619,109		550,487		40,601,595		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		27,746,727		415,998		50,437,216		23,625,687		34,937,398		264,883		58,827,968		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

		Auditors								31,090,925																34,979,816

																										(277,373)

																				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		Selectmen		199,215		28,388				227,603		203,986		27,210				231,196		221,404		42,726				264,130		165,815		31,978				197,793		172,861		24,022				196,883		140,417		46,319				186,736		188,417		82,526				270,943		205,415		75,777				281,192		231,110		33,632				264,742

		Town Meeting		1,954		12,866				14,820				28,030				28,030				36,047				36,047				19,278				19,278		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		15,562				15,562		- 0		- 0				0								0

		FinCom		8,080		279				8,359		8,651				274		8,925		9,260		284				9,544		91,959		2,189				94,148		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0						0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Information Systems																																		60,384		58,493				118,877		67,216		88,876				156,092		95,440		81,752				177,192		104,786		145,146				249,932		113,028		143,445				256,473

		Accounting		118,231		31,488				149,719		134,996				48,151		183,147		89,455		89,088				178,543		108,155		50,155				158,310		115,082		37,861				152,943		123,672		35,807				159,479		132,003		47,533				179,536		169,391		48,359				217,749		184,431		47,470				231,901

		Assessors		126,969		35,330		0		162,299		130,597				29,651		160,248		134,533		39,426		15,830		189,789		151,211		23,584				174,795		148,387		14,452				162,839		160,442		26,933				187,375		157,033		44,574				201,607		154,118		16,875				170,993		191,402		27,500				218,902

		Treasurers		149,596		51,931		3,500		205,027		153,022		65,163				218,185		153,601		61,857				215,458		161,855		65,695				227,550		158,762		48,112				206,874		170,923		51,208				222,131		173,749		90,967				264,716		202,229		83,437				285,666		217,846		65,400				283,246

		Law Dept		56,880		92,287				149,167		59,774		68,209				127,983		56,208		84,582				140,790		58,804		84,756				143,560		62,610		96,923				159,533		62,256		118,325				180,581		57,336		110,697				168,033		63,694		136,662				200,356		70,392		78,955				149,347

		Personnel		4,543		611				5,154		4,867		559				5,426		5,209		280				5,489		54,811		24,650		69,160		148,621		101,400		2,550		- 0		103,950		83,710		2,658		- 0		86,368		95,691		14,005		- 0		109,696		102,941		3,183		- 0		106,124		117,493		5,100				122,593

		PBC		0		48,008				48,008								0		0		0				0				852				852		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0				- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0

		Doc. Preservation																																				373				373		- 0		972				972		- 0		1,550				1,550				2,240				2,240		- 0		1,000				1,000

		Clerk		124,210		36,712				160,922		103,638		27,096				130,734		125,898		33,733				159,631		131,316		31,259				162,575		133,322		28,667				161,989		138,556		28,144				166,700		150,173		30,121				180,294		123,299		32,370				155,669		157,913		38,654				196,567

		Conservation		38,327		7,364				45,691		41,249		8,390				49,639		38,144		8,440				46,584		43,078		14,666				57,744		46,279		10,190				56,469		46,279		10,190				56,469		50,870		5,553				56,423		61,620		5,359				66,979		61,547		5,218				66,765

		Planning		52,212		1,930				54,142		60,033		4,504				64,537		62,875		2,655				65,530		67,957		4,175				72,132		79,979		2,063				82,042		83,022		3,795				86,817		85,723		5,027				90,750		88,258		4,860				93,117		93,838		2,500				96,338

		ZBA		9,595		387				9,982		9,046		493				9,539		10,987		1,005				11,992		12,451		1,025				13,476		15,085		1,109				16,194		14,939		4,061				19,000		16,343		1,165				17,508		20,510		1,341				21,851		22,483		1,850				24,333

		Design Review Bd		1,055		78				1,133		0						0								0								0								0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Other																																																								0

		Police		1,313,457		152,664				1,466,121		1,398,266		115,521		54,885		1,568,672		1,469,459		101,602		76,972		1,648,033		1,506,785		120,208		61,500		1,688,493		1,564,665		112,240		72,003		1,748,908		1,646,819		142,825		112,000		1,901,644		1,728,577		143,235		120,000		1,991,812		1,816,444		158,083		99,924		2,074,451		1,919,206		126,023		122,500		2,167,729

		Fire		1,429,088		110,381		16,198		1,555,667		1,479,825		131,143				1,610,968		1,584,772		132,711				1,717,483		1,631,252		138,892		263,263		2,033,407		1,702,578		145,143		128,667		1,976,388		1,801,798		168,615		548,521		2,518,934		1,884,260		163,943		26,058		2,074,261		1,991,301		268,382		4,914		2,264,597		2,069,564		193,220		40,000		2,302,784

		Building Insp		242,433		220,026				462,459		247,888		143,200				391,088		253,817		159,134		89,584		502,535		272,791		144,384		5,000		422,175		280,280		127,523		- 0		407,803		318,569		136,000		19,500		474,069		314,409		252,018		34,914		601,341		296,571		311,991		7,450		616,012		329,415		306,300		9,500		645,215

		Dog Officer		21,517		971				22,488		22,190		1,758				23,948		22,854		1,644				24,498		23,825		1,123				24,948		7,658		1,302		- 0		8,960		8,382		1,171				9,553		8,655		1,381				10,036		8,994		1,307				10,301		8,994		1,560				10,554

		Engineer		220,264		10,936		13,617		244,817		229,137		33,412				262,549		239,648		13,232		13,100		265,980		247,094		12,242		12,332		271,668		258,992		11,656		6,407		277,055		269,562		12,594		6,479		288,635		257,309		18,690		4,186		280,184		252,860		17,898		5,496		276,254		287,804		19,512				307,316

		Highway		153,590						153,590		157,082		20,536		47,344		224,962		176,867		1,191		35,000		213,058		93,057				153,347		246,404		592,923		540,389		63,889		1,197,201		571,500		509,947		81,246		1,162,693		581,719		575,065		222,790		1,379,574		602,875		652,151		132,332		1,387,358		661,624		702,095		115,162		1,478,881

		Highway contr		454,186						454,186		454,039		0				454,039		469,646						469,646		462,523						462,523		- 0		- 0		- 0		0						- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Snow ice		42,613		93,028				135,641		172,574		341,173				513,747		73,249		166,392				239,641		63,114		145,100				208,214		79,675		157,761		- 0		237,436		57,270		138,850		- 0		196,120		123,204		239,416		- 0		362,620		63,283		128,939		- 0		192,222		89,225		182,535				271,760

		Street lighting				74,144				74,144				75,050				75,050				78,123				78,123				74,719				74,719		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Oth highway				575,609				575,609				470,331				470,331				477,302				477,302				407,708				407,708		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Parks & Grounds																																		131,349		12,582		8,300		152,231		109,773		19,038		1,525		130,336		129,856		17,127		7,678		154,661		136,573		29,559		7,268		173,399		147,382		20,350		7,268		175,000

		Cemetery																										100,606		28,410				129,016		99,434		38,583		- 0		138,017		164,219		29,013		- 0		193,232		163,424		56,905		- 0		220,329		184,596		66,018		- 0		250,615		204,346		57,521				261,867

		Health insp		124,452				82,724		207,176		129,568		93,680				223,248		135,149		109,216				244,365		139,116		101,303				240,419		143,739		112,162				255,901		148,251		143,633		20,696		312,580		157,421		141,999				299,420		164,500		137,067				301,567		162,067		135,095				297,162

		Council Aging		61,697		8,485				70,182		64,997		12,681				77,678		68,347		16,861				85,208		71,666		28,286				99,952		85,030		21,297				106,327		105,471		28,988		- 0		134,459		102,792		30,514				133,306		100,663		6,427		7,500		114,590		107,568		9,910				117,478

		Youth				1,357				1,357								0				1,600				1,600				3,138				3,138		419		1,912				2,331		15,989		1,663		- 0		17,652		23,915		4,703				28,618		31,732		3,750				35,482		34,264		4,550				38,814

		Family Services																																																		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		35,848		2,575				38,423		40,257		725				40,982

		Veterans		4,023		3,050				7,073		6,200		5,704				11,904		6,386		1,360				7,746		7,900		3,078				10,978		8,329		1,251				9,580		8,573		2,752		- 0		11,325		8,824		4,829				13,653		9,312		8,312				17,624		9,869		2,250				12,119

		Library		338,895		103,452				442,347		350,267		118,914				469,181		359,345		130,526				489,871		355,446		135,471				490,917		361,152		150,024				511,176		400,250		220,947		- 0		621,197		423,665		246,100				669,765		449,181		259,990				709,171		487,619		273,681		12,100		773,400

		Recreation		159,086		29,782				188,868		163,321		29,764				193,085		170,657		14,624				185,281		177,061		14,068				191,129		58,534		2,667				61,201		61,739		9,886		- 0		71,625		65,070		2,998		372		68,440		70,296		23,483		- 0		93,779		81,081		1,250		3,960		86,291

		Historical Comm		67		1,785				1,852		0		3,051				3,051				1,497				1,497				1,494				1,494		- 0		1,498				1,498		- 0		1,496		- 0		1,496				9,153				9,153				3,841				3,841		- 0		5,950				5,950

		Historic Dist. Comm																																		751		97				848		489		58		- 0		547		673		11,570				12,243		882		113				995		1,221		275				1,496

		CATV Committee																																		- 0		- 0				0		4,398		- 0		- 0		4,398		- 0		- 0				0				1,317				1,317		- 0		- 0				0

		Debt service princi				790,000				790,000				1,265,000				1,265,000				1,215,000				1,215,000				2,590,000				2,590,000		- 0		2,473,500				2,473,500		- 0		2,020,000		- 0		2,020,000				1,935,000				1,935,000				7,637,750				7,637,750				7,106,662				7,106,662

		Int lg term				338,603				338,603				511,685				511,685				406,426				406,426				790,048				790,048				585,325				585,325		- 0		756,772		- 0		756,772				1,583,991				1,583,991				2,621,044				2,621,044				2,530,339				2,530,339

		Int st term				21,004				21,004				19,184				19,184				103,124				103,124				63,524				63,524				237,715				237,715		- 0		2,347,523		- 0		2,347,523				2,190,271				2,190,271				421,918				421,918				187,200				187,200

		Other int				2,562				2,562								0								0				7,398				7,398				- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0				- 0				0				6,575				6,575				10,000				10,000

		Retirem				797,863				797,863				843,493				843,493				883,925				883,925				912,455				912,455				965,028				965,028		- 0		1,050,447				1,050,447				1,073,879				1,073,879				1,067,717				1,067,717				1,316,785				1,316,785

		Workers comp				33,480				33,480				208,477				208,477				29,335				29,335				106,000				106,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				22,151				22,151				22,626				22,626				52,100				52,100

		Unemployment		0		0		0		0				17,000				17,000				15,000				15,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				15,967				15,967				31,650				31,650

		Health ins				1,785,705				1,785,705				1,857,629				1,857,629				1,931,075				1,931,075				1,679,705				1,679,705				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,828,062				2,828,062				3,423,536				3,423,536				4,137,000				4,137,000

		Life in				4,613				4,613				4,822				4,822				4,931				4,931				4,200				4,200				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,825				4,825				4,487				4,487				5,600				5,600

		Medicare				88,280				88,280				101,654				101,654				118,340				118,340				136,500				136,500				153,084				153,084				153,084				153,084				218,879				218,879				251,680				251,680				276,085				276,085

		Liability ins				80,409				80,409				77,204				77,204				79,604				79,604				78,588				78,588				81,884				81,884				81,884				81,884				82,410				82,410				88,021				88,021				104,000				104,000

		Unclassified				66,080				66,080				163,031				163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877				78,949				78,949				77,744				77,744				77,744				77,744				79,287				79,287				271,986				271,986		- 0		288,280				288,280

		State Charges																																																				379,184				379,184				325,233				325,233

		Other uses/trans				5,706				5,706				116,779				116,779				324,000				324,000		747						747		- 0		247,438				247,438		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		588,649				588,649		- 0		149,937				149,937								0

		Total, non school		5,456,235		5,747,634		116,039		11,319,908		5,785,213		7,011,530		180,305		12,977,048		5,938,201		7,083,099		257,731		13,279,031		6,200,395		8,181,253		564,602		14,946,250		6,469,659		8,755,955		279,266		15,504,880		6,784,484		10,643,553		789,967		18,218,004		7,176,552		13,457,266		415,998		21,049,816		7,512,172		18,945,288		264,883		26,722,343		8,102,989		18,539,227		310,490		26,952,706

																										12,954,858

		K-8 Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487				12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300				14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176				20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252				22,118,366

		Regional schools				7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889				8,467,889		- 0		8,617,300				8,617,300				9,058,676				9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525				10,592,603				10,592,603				11,720,166				11,720,166				12,585,663				12,585,663

		Total schools		8,737,474		10,032,225		0		18,769,699		9,525,293		10,429,026		0		19,954,319		9,495,036		11,928,376		0		21,423,412		11,165,787		11,732,600		0		22,898,387		11,962,340		12,862,654		271,221		25,096,215		13,635,557		13,411,924		0		27,047,481		15,097,940		14,668,644		0		29,766,584		16,113,515		16,317,342		0		32,430,858		17,204,114		17,499,915		0		34,704,029

		total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,618,609		550,487		40,601,095		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		28,125,911		415,998		50,816,400		23,625,687		35,262,631		264,883		59,153,201		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

																				15,433,237								17,366,182
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12WAGES (2)

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Rapidly increasing spending for salaries & wages																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

																				appropriated

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Town employees		5,456,235		5,785,213		5,938,201		6,200,395		6,469,659		6,784,484		7,176,552		7,512,172		8,102,989

						6.03%		2.64%		4.42%		4.34%		4.87%		5.78%		4.68%		7.86%

		Sudbury Public Schools employees		8,737,474		9,525,293		9,495,036		11,165,787		11,962,340		13,635,557		15,097,940		16,113,515		17,204,114

						9.02%		-0.32%		17.60%		7.13%		13.99%		10.72%		6.73%		6.77%

		Total non regional school wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Percent increase in spending for salaries &

		wages, non regional schools				7.87%		0.80%		12.52%		6.14%		10.79%		9.08%		6.07%		7.12%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.

		However, the FY02 numbers show a reduced rate of increase, and appropriations for FY03 continue this

		trend of a slower rate of increase in spending for salaries & wages.
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Town employees

Sudbury Public Schools employees

Fiscal Year

Salaries & wages
 as a percent of spending



12EMPPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 9

		Employees Per 1000 Population		Not finished												Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing number of municipal employees per 1000 population																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Number of municipal employees

		Population in thousands

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Number of FTE Town employees		165.5		168.43		171.87		164.81		169.61		177.07		179.00		181.00		181.00

		Number SPS FTE employees		222.13		251.47		266.34		302.93		318.93		345.99		393.46		410.74		385.74

		Total number of employees		387.63		419.9		438.21		467.74		488.54		523.06		572.46		591.74		566.74

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population								9.98		10.26		10.51		10.63		10.75

		Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population								18.35		19.29		20.54		23.36		24.39

		Total municipal employees/1000 population (non-regional)								28.34		29.55		31.06		33.99		35.14

		% incr. in number of municipal employees per 1000		2.50%		2.61%		2.73%		6.74%		4.45%		7.07%		9.44%		3.37%		3.37%

		Description

		Because personnel costs are a major portion of  the town's operating budget, monitoring changes in the number of employees

		per thousand residents is a good way to further explore and understand changes in overall expenditure growth.  An increase

		in employees per thousand that is linked to an overall growth in spending is an important indicator to monitor.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that the Town employment has remained fairly constant, keeping pace with modest increases in the

		Town's population.  For the Sudbury Public Schools, the indicator shows that the number of employees has been increasing

		steadily.  However, a better measure of  linking employment to service needs for education might be a separate chart that

		shows employment per thousand of students rather than overall population.
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Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population

Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population

Fiscal Year

Municipal Employees



Sheet1

		

				FY 2000

				Rev Per Capita

		Winchester		2,500.00

		Wellesley		2,517.38

		Belmont		2,583.38

		Concord		2,708.61

		Sudbury		2,859.33

		Wayland		3,057.33

		Weston		3,740.05

				FY2002

				State Aid per capita

		Concord		252.05

		Wellesley		286.25

		Weston		336.99

		Belmont		344.97

		Wayland		387.09

		Sudbury		500.76

				FY2002

				Tax Levy Per Capita

		Belmont		1,774.39

		Wellesley		2,029.75

		Concord		2,299.10

		Wayland		2,466.17

		Sudbury		2,661.56

		Weston		3,156.80





13BENEFITS

		INDICATOR 10

		Pensions & Insurance														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing pension & insurance costs as a percentage of non-regional wages & salaries														X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension & insurance costs

		Non-regional schools wages & salaries

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Pension & insurance costs		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		3,450,970		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Pension & insurance spending as a percent of

		non regional wages and salaries		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		19.87%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		Pensions & Insurance represent a significant share of operating costs, and especially in the area of health insurance, can

		consume a significant portion of the budget.  It is important to monitor this indicator carefully to note such cost increases.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that while the Town was successful in keeping increases in pension & insurance costs down in the years

		FY98-2000, costs of benefits began to spike in FY01 and continued in FY02.  The budgetary allocation for FY03 shows no relief

		from this trend, as the amount approrpriated for FY03 is $5,819,220.
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Pension & insurance spending as a percent of  non regional wages and salaries

Fiscal Year

Pension & Insurance Spending



15FIXEDCOSTS

		INDICATOR 15

		Fixed Costs														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fixed costs

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Fixed costs		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Net operating expenditures		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		2,937,448		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating

		expenditures		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		16.91%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		The operating expenditures of the town are composed in part of mandatory and fixed expenditures

		over which officials have little short-run control.  These include expenditures to which the town is legally

		committed (such as debt service and pension benefits) as well as expenditures mandated by the

		state and federal government.  The higher the level of fixed expenditures, the less freedom the town has

		to adjust spending in response to economic change.
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Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures

Fiscal Year



16REVVEXP

		INDICATOR 16

		Revenues versus Expenditures

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

																		Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		51,739,195		59,989,572		60,009,896		59,948,744		60,120,763

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		8,171,627		7,488,989		5,450,284		4,078,956

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		47,286,077		51,817,945		52,520,907		54,498,460		56,041,807

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701		37,865,360		37,835,407		40,626,066		44,519,643		45,123,596		46,822,621		48,148,595

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Revenues per capita		1,971.2		1,988.9		2,138.4		2,384.5		2,503.7		2,545.7		2,807.8		3,076.9		3,118.6		3,236.1		3,327.7

		Spending per capita		1,868.3		1,935.0		2,055.9		2,088.4		2,298.2		2,428.4		2,753.0		3,027.2		3,216.4

		Description

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701

		rev per capital		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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Revenues per capita

Spending per capita

Revenues v Spending



17SURPLUS

		INDICATOR 17

		General Fund Operating Surplus/Deficit														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:  Deficits on an Operating Basis																Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

		Formula:																Uncertain

		Net non-exempt debt operating revenues

		Net non-exempt debt operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,562,163		33,409,862		35,032,929		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,980,764		34,471,152		37,995,044		40,896,261		45,984,098		51,002,516

		Operating Deficit/Surplus		1,513,207		455,655		330,486		3,918,883		3,396,140		1,975,597		473,655		1,664,243

		Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues		4.97%		1.44%		0.99%		10.21%		8.20%		4.61%		1.02%		3.16%

		Description

		Analysis

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637

		rev per capital		26.43		17.59		19.35		11.38

		constant $ rev per capita

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues

Fiscal Year



18 CURR LIAB

		INDICATOR 18

		Current Liabilities														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing current liabilities at the end of the year as a																Unfavorable

		percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Current liabilities

		Net operating revenues and transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Current liabilities		1,137,893		1,044,559		1,129,395		2,653,689		3,176,151		2,679,548		2,869,876		2,500,000		* est.

		Operating revenues and transfers		23,227,293		25,837,094		26,632,078		39,159,017		40,603,055		42,083,729		45,669,624		49,445,192

		Current liabilities as a percentage of

		operating revenues and transfers		4.90%		4.04%		4.24%		6.78%		7.82%		6.37%		6.28%		5.06%

		Description

		Current liabilities are defined as the sum of all liabilities due at the end of the fiscal year, including short-term debt,

		all accounts payable, accrued liabilities and other current liabilities.

		A major component of current liabilities may be short-term debt in the form of tax or bond anticipation notes.

		Although short-term borrowing is an accepted way to deal with uneven cash flows, an increasing amount of short-

		term debt outstanding at the end of successive years can indicate liquidity problems, deficit spending, or both.

		Analysis
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Current liabilities as a percentage of operating revenues and transfers

Fiscal year



19 Pension

		INDICATOR 19		Unfinished

		Pension liability														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Unfunded pension plan liability as a percentage of														x		Unfavorable

		operating expenditures																Uncertain

		Formula

		Unfunded pension liability

		Total operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Unfunded pension liability		30,089,607		33,349,982		34,702,443				0		31,956,967		0		0

		Total operating expenditures		1,152,169		1,795,869		3,062,210		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Unfunded pension liability as a percentage

		of operating exprenditures		2611.56%		1857.04%		1133.25%		0.00%		0.00%		70.60%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		The town is a member of the Middlesex County Retirement System, which has chosen to amortize its unfunded

		pension liability over the maximum amount of time allowed by state law.  This is a significant obligation of the

		town that will continue to

		Analysis
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Unfunded pension liability as a percentage      of operating exprenditures

Fiscal year

Unfunded pension liability as a percentage of operating expenditures



20PENSION

		INDICATOR 20				not finished

		Pension Assets						Sudbury Trend

										Favorable

		Warning Trend								Marginal

		Decreasing value of pension plan assets								Unfavorable

		as a percentage of benefits paid								Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension plan assets

		Annual pension benefits paid

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998

		Pension plan assets		34,916,147		36,503,419		37,187,753		40,642,016

		Benefits paid		1,150,264		1,227,220		1,322,825		1,595,936

		Ratio of assets to benefits paid		30.4		29.7		28.1		25.5

		Sources:    Revenues 95-97, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant

		Description

		A pension plan's assets are held primarily as cash or investments.  A decline in the ratio of plan assets to benefits

		due can indicate serious problems in the management of the pension plan.  An additional ratio to consider is the

		annual amount of pension receipts as a percentage of annual benefits paid, which focuses more specifically on

		a pension plan's ability to meet its current cash requirements.
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Ratio of assets to benefits paid

Fiscal Year



21PROPVALUE

		INDICATOR 21

		Property Value														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Declining growth or drop in the market																Unfavorable

		value of residential, commercial, or																Uncertain

		industrial property (constant dollars)

		Formula

		Change in property value (constant dollars)

		Prior year property value (constant dollars)

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Market value of property		1,552,504,196		1,691,223,217		1,741,962,896		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600

		Consumer price index		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		411.1		411.1

		Property value

		(constant dollars)		0		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504		560,230,504

		Property value in prior

		year (constant dollars)		0		1,018,035,538		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504

		Percent  change in

		property value

		(constant dollars)		0.00%		5.81%		0.75%		4.57%		-2.10%		-3.53%		21.05%		-1.44%		0.00%		-56.19%		0.00%

		Description

		Changes in property value are important because most local governments depend on the property tax for a

		substantial portion of their revenues.  Especially in a community with a stable or fixed tax rate, the higher the

		aggregate property value, the higher the revenues.  Communities experiencing population and economic growth

		are likely to experience short-run, per unit increases in property value.  This is because in the short run, the

		housing supply is fixed and the increase in demand created by growth will force prices up.  Declining areas are

		more likely to see a decrease in the market value of properties.

		The effect of declining property value on governmental revenues depends on the government's reliance on

		property taxes.  The extent to which the decline will ripple through the community's economy, affecting other

		revenues such as those from sales tax, is more difficult to determine.  All of the economic and demographic

		factors are closely related.  A decline in property value will most probably not be a cause but a symptom of

		other, underlying problems.
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Indicator 10:  Unfavorable 
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override history

		

				op

		1997

		1998

		1999		$   592,250

		2000

		2001		$   1,740,946

		2002		$   1,018,820

		2003		$   2,999,995

		2004

		2005





ch sheet history

		

		06		05		04		03		02		01		00		99		98		97		96		95		94		93		92		91		90		89		88

		8,004,911		$8,001,904		$8,260,514		$8,257,356		$8,138,390		$5,775,652		$5,168,791		$4,420,413		$3,518,671		$3,218,846		$3,014,171		$2,789,584		$2,461,908		$2,289,902		$2,370,453		$2,563,676		$3,467,838		$3,179,000

														$321,325

														$5,172,902





03 actual

		

		FY		Chapter 70, Governor				School Trans Programs		School Construction		Tuition of State Wards		Per Pupil Aid		Racial Imbalance		Racial Imbal. Inc. per year		School Lunch		Remediation Asst.		Lottery, Beano & Charity Games				Lottery inc. per year		Additional Assistance		Highway Fund		Police Career Incentive		Vets' Benefits		Exempt: Vets, Blind and Surviving Spouses		Exempt: Elderly		State Owned Land		Muni. Stabilization		Public Libraries		Total		Less SBA						Assessments		Net C.S.

		05		3,164,092				158,413		2,878,748		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		102,915				7,500		6,500		31,462				19,200		8,388,497

		04		3,083,242				158,413		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.03		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		99,917				7,500		6,500		31,462				18,823		8,647,092

		03		3,005,942		5.95%		158,413		3,221,567		0				296,820		0.03		10,704				915,572				0.00		754,778		0		97,007		2,271		9,013		6,510		31,462				18,545		8,528,604		5,307,037		1.88%				262,541		8,266,063

		02		2,837,016		11.45%		150,033		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.05		9,521		0		915,572				0.06		807,321		27,744		91,745		0		7,775		5,854		47,356				21,280		8,430,559		5,208,992		4.44%				308,631		8,121,928

		01		2,545,546		22.01%		202,785		788,129		0				301,988		0.32		8,937				867,066		7.92%		0.08		807,321		110,976		88,676				8,100		7,028		20,110				18,990		5,775,652		4,987,523		13.85%		662,897		352,123		5,423,529

		00		2,086,346		44.42%		195,236		788,129		0				228,850		0.10		9,462				803,448		10.12%		0.10		807,321		110,976		82,086		0		10,709		11,044		16,673				18,510		5,168,791		4,380,662		20.60%		745,622		408,158		4,760,633

		99		1,444,646		20.76%		190,022		788,129		4,517				208,938		-0.10		7,955				729,602		8.74%		0.09		807,321		110,976		78,403				10,813		10,542		13,422				15,127		4,420,413		3,632,284		9.46%		885,937		405,403		4,015,010

		98		1,196,330		17.42%		173,351		200,222		0				233,350		-0.00		7,206				670,965		9.65%		0.10		807,321		110,976		71,521				10,780		10,026		11,267				15,356		3,518,671		3,318,449		9.93%		309,165		389,598		3,129,073

		97		1,018,880		19.05%		136,519		200,222		0				233,764		0.00		6,354				611,899		9.15%		0.09		807,321		110,976		49,708		2,814		10,399		5,139		8,930				15,921		3,218,846		3,018,624		7.27%		198,239		398,938		2,819,908

		96		855,830		22.33%		156,710		200,222		0				233,437		-0.06		5,702				560,595		12.07%		0.12		807,321		110,976		43,743				11,546		5,019		8,062				15,008		3,014,171		2,813,949		8.67%		213,591		392,502		2,621,669

		95		699,605				123,188		200,222		0				248,763		0.00		6,877				500,235				0.20		807,321		110,976		48,947		4,982		13,052		5,220		5,053				15,143		2,789,584		2,589,362						381,506		2,408,078

		94		652,000				104,213		0		0				248,763		0.23		5,483		0		418,367				0.00		807,321		110,976		55,860		0		4,891		13,000		5,089		25,447		10,498		2,461,908

		93		369,870				118,270		0		0		189,700		201,678				5,416		0		418,367						807,321		110,964		33,259		0		4,797		14,840		4,927				10,493		2,289,902

						included in Senate version for 01

		The 01 estimate was updated to show final cherry sheet 8/4/00

		The 01 estimate was updated to show preliminary cherry sheet dated 3/28/00																																														8257356

																																																271,248

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		5.71%		124,565		3.12%						1,701,812				-3.87%				262,541						-14.93%		5,298,256		122,862				2.37%

		02		3,284,345		7.36%		120,800		4.35%						1,770,249				4.47%				308,631						-12.35%		5,175,394		305,875				6.28%

		01		3,059,256		21.40%		115,766		4.01%						1,694,497				4.12%				352,123						-13.73%		4,869,519		610,878				14.34%

		00		2,519,894		36.10%		111,305		6.67%						1,627,442				4.97%				408,158						0.68%		4,258,641		752,392				21.46%

		99		1,851,561		14.99%		104,343		6.85%						1,550,345				4.08%				405,403						4.06%		3,506,249		308,802				9.66%

		98		1,610,237		15.39%		97,657		28.45%						1,489,553				4.30%				389,598						-2.34%		3,197,447		297,752				10.27%

		97		1,395,517		11.49%		76,028		8.15%						1,428,150				3.79%				398,938						1.64%		2,899,695		201,741				7.48%

		96		1,251,679		16.06%		70,297		-8.87%						1,375,978				4.83%				392,502						2.88%		2,697,954		229,770				9.31%

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184

				School related				Restricted								General								Assessments								Net Total		$ increase				% increase

		03		3,471,879		187,534		124,565		3,765						1,701,812				(68,437)				262,541						-46,090		5,298,256		122,862				0.0237396419

		02		3,284,345		225,089		120,800		5,034						1,770,249				75,752				308,631						-43,492		5,175,394		305,875				0.0628142122

		01		3,059,256		539,362		115,766		4,461						1,694,497				67,055				352,123						-56,035		4,869,519		610,878				0.1434443523

		00		2,519,894		668,333		111,305		6,962						1,627,442				77,097				408,158						2,755		4,258,641		752,392				0.2145860149

		99		1,851,561		241,324		104,343		6,686						1,550,345				60,792				405,403						15,805		3,506,249		308,802				0.0965776759

		98		1,610,237		214,720		97,657		21,629						1,489,553				61,403				389,598						-9,340		3,197,447		297,752				0.102683903

		97		1,395,517		143,838		76,028		5,731						1,428,150				52,172				398,938						6,436		2,899,695		201,741				0.0747755521

		96		1,251,679		173,246		70,297		(6,845)						1,375,978				63,369				392,502						10,996		2,697,954		229,770				0.0930927354

		95		1,078,433				77,142								1,312,609								381,506								2,468,184
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REV DATA

		SECTION A:  REVENUES

				FY95				FY96				FY97				FY98				FY99				FY00				FY01				FY02				FY 03				FY 04				FY 05				FY 06

				Actual				Actual				Actual @		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Actual		% of		Unaudited		% of		Actual		% of		Projected		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of		Projected (early)		% of

				12 months*		% of total		12 months*		% of total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		Actual		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total		12 months		total

		Personal Property		540,990		1.71%		518,142		1.53%		530,289		1.47%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Real Estate		24,567,041		77.53%		26,475,863		78.34%		27,851,077		77.31%		31,093,583		72.76%		32,333,356		73.49%		35,523,166		75.20%		38,801,854		76.22%		44,320,566		73.27%		48,840,640		77.70%		49,250,251		78.86%		49,876,735		79.33%		51,213,805		79.71%

		Tax Liens redeemed		515,932		1.63%		601,986		1.78%		412,242		1.14%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Intergovernmental (state aid)		2,407,699		7.60%		2,608,740		7.72%		2,852,363		7.92%		3,954,089		9.25%		5,342,468		12.14%		4,938,368		10.45%		5,522,707		10.85%		8,138,390		13.45%		8,257,356		13.14%		8,260,514		13.23%		8,001,904		12.73%		8,004,911		12.46%

		Motor Vehicle Excise		1,695,049		5.35%		1,632,879		4.83%		1,758,786		4.88%		2,005,785		4.69%		2,170,950		4.93%		2,365,447		5.01%		2,558,043		5.02%		2,550,667		4.22%		2,658,734		4.23%		2,685,321		4.30%		2,712,175		4.31%		2,739,296		4.26%

		Other excise		1,474		0.00%		2,784		0.01%		1,551		0.00%		1,867		0.00%		2,441		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		2,700		0.01%		60		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%		2,700		0.00%

		Hotel/Motel excise (non cherry sheet revenue)		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		62,359		0.15%		46,810		0.11%		57,492		0.12%		64,630		0.13%		66,035		0.11%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.08%		47,300		0.07%

		Penalties and Interest		260,339		0.82%		279,823		0.83%		245,896		0.68%		280,471		0.66%		183,924		0.42%		278,641		0.59%		259,891		0.51%		125,506		0.21%		150,000		0.24%		100,000		0.16%		105,000		0.17%		110,250		0.17%

		PILOTS		67,328		0.21%		69,346		0.21%		113,543		0.32%		48,331		0.11%		59,092		0.13%		74,583		0.16%		84,424		0.17%		31,100		0.05%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.10%		60,000		0.09%

		Fees		0		0.00%		14,556		0.04%		21,439		0.06%		186,199		0.44%		128,575		0.29%		146,048		0.31%		107,184		0.21%		99,035		0.16%		117,000		0.19%		119,925		0.19%		122,923		0.20%		125,996		0.20%

		Rentals		0		0.00%		37,806		0.11%		22,650		0.06%		50,496		0.12%		22,503		0.05%		41,831		0.09%		159,367		0.31%		159,802		0.26%		80,000		0.13%		84,000		0.13%		88,200		0.14%		84,000		0.13%

		Other Departmental Revenues		189,663		0.60%		271,933		0.80%		318,890		0.89%		80,862		0.19%		11,161		0.03%		199,930		0.42%		55,880		0.11%		69,435		0.11%		50,000		0.08%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%		40,000		0.06%

		Licenses and Permits		304,518		0.96%		154,384		0.46%		156,269		0.43%		388,752		0.91%		318,288		0.72%		394,266		0.83%		369,887		0.73%		696,963		1.15%		290,000		0.46%		297,250		0.48%		304,681		0.48%		312,298		0.49%

		Fines & Forfeits		126,678		0.40%		101,200		0.30%		89,046		0.25%		121,382		0.28%		107,222		0.24%		100,478		0.21%		97,335		0.19%		96,694		0.16%		90,000		0.14%		90,000		0.14%		91,800		0.15%		91,800		0.14%

		Investment Income		279,508		0.88%		364,810		1.08%		346,679		0.96%		606,435		1.42%		1,992,369		4.53%		800,104		1.69%		511,468		1.00%		358,572		0.59%		425,000		0.68%		350,000		0.56%		357,000		0.57%		374,850		0.58%

		Reserved investment income																		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Chapter 203 Assessment														0				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		211,585		0.35%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%		25,635		0.04%

		Other/One time income				0.00%				0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		43,745		0.09%		895,940		1.48%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%		100,000		0.16%

		Subtotal, operating revenues		30,956,219				33,134,252				34,720,720				38,880,609				42,719,159				44,923,054				48,639,115				57,820,349				61,194,365				61,512,896				61,936,053				63,332,841

		Free cash/transfers		443,000		1.40%		489,000		1.45%		993,696		2.76%		1,249,723		2.92%		763,419		1.74%		1,758,117		3.72%		1,800,000		3.54%		1,900,000		3.14%		1,180,000		1.88%		750,000		1.20%		750,000		1.19%		750,000		1.17%

		Chapter 90														969,204				0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%				0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%		0		0.00%

		Transfers other funds/ Available Funds		286,231		0.90%		174,255		0.52%		312,209		0.87%		1,633,188		3.82%		515,157		1.17%		559,911		1.19%		471,756		0.93%		771,862		1.28%		482,790		0.77%		190,000		0.30%		190,000		0.30%		165,000		0.26%

		Subtotal, revenues		31,685,450		100%		33,797,507		100%		36,026,625		100%		42,732,724		98%		43,997,735		100%		47,241,082		100%		50,910,871		100%		60,492,211		100%		62,857,155		100%		62,452,896		100%		62,876,053		100%		64,247,841		100%

		Less taxes for exempt items														3,373,485				2,606,551				4,369,224				4,453,118				7,825,452				7,231,140				6,000,513				4,945,754				4,534,549

		Less reserved investment income														0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0				0

		Less Cherry Sheet to pay school debt														200,222				788,129				788,129				788,129				3,221,567				3,169,449				3,169,449				2,826,630				2,826,630

		Quasi-operating revenues														39,159,017				40,603,055				42,083,729				45,669,624				49,445,192				52,456,566				53,282,934				55,103,669				56,886,662

																				1,444,038				1,480,674				3,585,895				3,775,568				3,011,374				826,368				1,820,735				1,782,993

		Auditors		31,245,276				33,145,537				34,968,153								42,258,133

		Difference		(289,057)				(11,285)				(247,433)

		non general fund

		enterprise funds														667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		septage grant loan program																		0

		transport bond																		0

		total, non general fund										0				667,703				636,960				617,816				670,847				640,790				583,877				627,215				649,168				671,889

		Total, all revenue														43,400,427				44,634,695				47,858,898				51,581,718				61,133,000				63,441,032				63,080,111				63,525,221				64,919,730

		Total, all expenses														40,321,441				41,327,556				46,433,886				50,346,491				60,654,382				63,384,147				65,672,165				67,617,991				71,016,512

																3,078,986				3,307,139				1,425,012				1,235,227				478,618				56,885				(2,592,054)				(4,092,770)				(6,096,782)

		Net Intergovernmental														3,753,867				4,554,339				4,150,239				4,734,578				4,916,823				5,087,907

																								11,741,140

		Gross cherry sheet																		4,420,413				34,937,994

		Less library offset																		(15,127)				46,679,134

		Less METCO offset																		(208,938)

		Less school lunch																		(7,955)

																				4,188,393				1,179,764

																								782,500

																				5,342,468				(397,264)

																				1,154,075

																				4,420,413

																				4,267,574

																				152,839
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1REVPERCAP

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Less:  excluded debt		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675		0.84675

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673		47,101,429		47,801,157		49,052,585

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Net operating revenues & transfers per capita

		(constant dollars)		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648		2,797		2,838		2,913

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		35,873,041		37,865,360		37,835,407		39,914,408		44,595,673

		rev per capita		1,971		1,989		2,138		2,326		2,504		2,546		2,759		3,127

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971		1,932		2,032		2,173		2,290		2,247		2,370		2,648

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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1REVPERCAP (2)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenues per Capita														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

										Net Operating

										Revenues				CPI		Per Capita		Per Capita		2003		2004		2005		Percent

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Population		1995 base year		Actual		Constant		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Change

		1995								30,573,932		15,510		100.000		1,971		1,971

		1996								31,978,798		16,079		0.97134		1,989		1,932								-2.00%

		1997								34,304,946		16,042		0.95016		2,138		2,032		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		5.18%

		1998								38,390,035		16,506		0.93444		2,326		2,173		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		6.96%

		1999								41,391,184		16,532		0.91482		2,504		2,290		180.1		180.1		180.1		5.39%

		2000								42,871,858		16,841		0.88252		2,546		2,247		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		-1.91%

		2001								46,457,753		16,841		0.85915		2,759		2,370		0		0		0		5.49%

		2002								52,666,759		16,841		0.84675		3,127		2,648		16,841		16,841		16,841		11.73%

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

		Analysis

		Revenues per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measured on a constant dollar basis.

		The revenue growth has been generated by increases in Cherry Sheet revenues from the Commonwealth to support

		educational spending, as well as property tax overrides in FY00, 01 and 02.  Additionally, elastic revenues, such as

		investment income and motor vehicle excise, showed strong growth rates over the last four years.  These

		revenues do not perform as well when the economy is not performing well.  Finally, free cash has been used as a

		revenue source.  All these observations together mean that revenue projections for the next few years should be

		cautious given that only the within levy property tax is consistently available.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		38,390,035		16,506		1		2,326		2,173

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		46,457,753		16,841		1		2,759		2,370

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

										38,390,035.15

				140.3		144.5		148.2		41,391,183.89		3,001,149

				1		0.970934		0.946694		42,871,858.00		1,480,674

										47,286,077.00		4,414,219

										52,666,758.70		5,380,682
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1REVPERCAP (3)

		INDICATOR 1

		Revenue Mix														Sudbury Trend:

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend:																Marginal

		Decreasing net operating revenues per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

																				2003		2004		2005

		Fiscal Year								Within Levy		Overrides		Cherry Sheet		Local Receipts		Free cash		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053		Total

		1997																		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		1998								27,720,098		- 0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299		38,189,813

		1999								29,134,555		592,250		4,554,339		5,558,492		763,419		180.1		180.1		180.1		40,603,055

		2000								31,153,942		- 0		4,150,239		5,021,431		1,758,117		0.00000		0.00000		0.00000		42,083,729

		2001								32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000		0		0		0		45,669,624

		2002								35,476,294		1,018,820		4,916,823		6,133,255		1,900,000		16,841		16,841		16,841		49,445,192

		Description:

		Examining per capita revenues shows changes in revenues relative to changes in population size and rate of

		inflation.  As population increases, it might be expected that revenues and the need for services would increase

		proportionately, and therefore that the level of per capita revenues would remain at least constant in real terms.

		If per capita revenues are decreasing, the government may be unable to maintain existing service levels unless

		it finds new revenue sources or ways to save money.  This reasoning assumes that the cost of services is directly

		related to population size.

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Operating Revenues		0		0		0		27,720,098		0		3,753,867		5,466,125		1,249,723

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		0		0		0		32,607,790		1,740,946		4,734,578		4,786,310		1,800,000

		rev per capita		0		0		0		1		0		1		1		1

		constant $ rev per capita		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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2INTERGOVREV

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Intergovernmental operating revenue

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Intergovernmental operating revenue, less SBAB		2,607,921		2,408,518		2,652,141		3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		4,734,578		4,916,823		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274

		Intergovernmental operating revenues as a

		percentage of operating revenues		8.2%		7.1%		7.4%		9.8%		11.0%		9.7%		10.2%		9.3%		8.1%		8.2%		8.2%

		Description

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The primary

		concern in analyzing intergovernmental revenues is to know and monitor the town's vulnerability to reductions in such

		revenues, and to determine whether the town is controlling its use of this external revenue- or whether these revenues

		are controlling town policies.  The potential for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor

		these revenues, and to have contingency plans if the state aid were reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.
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2INTERGOVREV (2)

		INDICATOR 2

		Intergovernmental Revenue

																Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend:																Favorable

		Increasing amount of intergovernmental operating																Marginal

		revenues as a percentage of operating revenues																Unfavorable

																x		Uncertain

		Formula:

		Intergovernmental operating revenue																																						5,044,496

		Operating Revenues																																						4,900,361

																																								4,635,400

										Net Operating		Intergovermental		As a percent		Education		As a percent																						3,972,504

										Revenues		Revenue less		of net oper.		related		of total																						3,226,881

		Fiscal Year								(Nominal)		SBAB grants		revenue		Intergov		intergovern.																						2,928,851

		1995								31,685,450		2,607,921		8.23%																										2,619,686

		1996								33,797,507		2,408,518		7.13%																										2,421,447

		1997								36,026,625		2,652,141		7.36%																										2,207,856

		1998								42,732,724		3,753,867		8.78%		1,610,237		42.90%

		1999								43,997,735		4,554,339		10.35%		1,851,561		40.65%

		2000								47,241,082		4,150,239		8.79%		2,519,894		60.72%

		2001								51,739,195		5,562,902		10.75%		3,059,256		54.99%

		2002								60,492,211		4,916,823		8.13%		3,284,345		66.80%

		Description:

		Intergovernmental revenues are important because an overdependence on such revenues can be harmful.  The potential

		for the commonwealth to cut state aid requires the town to carefully monitor these revenues, and to have contingency

		plans ready if the state aid were to be reduced.

		Analysis

		Cherry Sheet revenues from the state have consistently ranged from 8 to nearly 11% of total operating revenues.

		This is large enough for concern as the Commonwealth has suffered serious financial pressures beginning in late

		2001 and continuing through calendar 2002.  The Town has been successful in budgeting conservatively for these

		revenues, which has been a key to preventing revenue shortfalls.  The Town also has been able to maintain reserves

		sufficient to cover any mid-year reduction in state aid.  However, any predicted reductions in state aid should be planned

		and budgeted for properly during the budget setting process.

		3								3,471,879

		2								3,284,345

		1								3,059,256

		0								2,519,894

		99								1,851,561

		98								1,610,237
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3ELASTICREV

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues														x		Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		0

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		62,876,053

		Elastic operating revenues		1,974,557		1,997,689		2,105,465		2,612,220		4,163,319		3,165,551		3,069,511		2,909,239		3,083,734		3,035,321		3,069,175

		Elastic operating revenues as a percentage of

		operating revenues		6.5%		6.2%		6.1%		6.8%		10.1%		7.4%		6.6%		5.5%		5.5%		5.4%		4.9%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		As the economic base expands or inflation goes up, elastic revenues rise in roughly proportional or greater

		amounts and vice-versa.  Good examples are Motor Vehicle Excise and Investment Income as they respond to

		changes in the economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on

		total revenues.  Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximixe these revenues, while

		having a contingency plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.

		Analysis

		Elastic revenues have ranged from a  high of 10.1% in FY99 to about half that in FY2002.  FY1999 was an

		unusual year, in that a large size borrowing for school construction enabled higher than usual investment income to be

		realized. Investment income in particular has fallen off dramatically as interest rates have plunged.  As one example, the MMDT

		yield in July 2000 was over 6%;  by February of 2002 it had fallen to just under 2%, and has held steady since then.

		The overall result is that the production from these revenue sources has decreased as a percent of overall revenues.

		This leads to more reliance on the property tax to make up the difference in our revenue sources.
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3ELASTICREV (2)

		INDICATOR 3

		Elastic Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:														x		Marginal

		Decreasing amount of elastic operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula:

		Elastic operating revenues

		Operating Revenues

										Net Operating

										Revenues		Elastic		Elastic operating revenues %

		Fiscal Year								Nominal		Revenues		of operating revenues

		1995

		1996

		1997																		0		0		0

		1998								38,390,035		2,612,220		6.80%

		1999								41,391,184		4,163,319		10.06%

		2000								42,871,858		3,165,551		7.38%

		2001								47,286,077		3,069,511		6.49%

		2002								52,666,759		2,909,239		5.52%

		Description

		The yields of elastic revenues are highly responsive to changes in the economic base and inflation.

		Motor vehicle excise and investment income are the two revenue sources that respond to changes in the

		economy.  It is important to monitor these revenues carefully due to their potential impact on total revenues.

		Similar to intergovernmental revenues, it is desireable to maximize these revenues, while having a contingency

		plan to replace the revenues if they fail to materialize as planned during a fiscal year.
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4PROPTAXREV

		INDICATOR 4

		Property Tax Revenues														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in property tax revenues																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)																Uncertain

		Formula

		Property tax revenues

		constant dollars

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Property tax revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583		32,333,356		35,523,166		38,801,854		44,320,566		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Operating property tax revenues		24,512,445		25,777,282		27,071,929		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,348,736		36,495,114		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		180.1		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.000		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620		0.84620

		Property tax revenues

		(constant dollars)		24,512,445		25,037,972		25,705,682		25,885,680		27,176,755		27,476,046		29,491,534		30,882,040		35,209,816		36,597,779		38,020,441

		Percent growth in constant dollar		0		2.14%		2.67%		0.70%		4.99%		1.10%		7.34%		4.71%

		Description

		Property tax revenues are analyzed separately because the town relies so heavily on them for both operating and capital

		spending.  A decline in growth rate in property taxes can have a number of causes.  First, it may reflect an overall decline

		in property values.  Second, it may result from unwilling default on property taxes by property owners.  Third, it may from

		poor assessment/ appraisal methods.  Finally, a decline can be cause by deliberate default by owners who realize that

		they can use the Town to finance their liabilities.  Any decrease in the net property tax revenues should be monitored

		carefully to ensure that collections are at a high level.  Also, any rapid increase due to operating overrides should be noted

		for their impact on future override requests.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much growth required voter approval.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 ($572,250); FY2001 ($1,740,946) and FY 2002 ($1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		25,623,963		27,595,991		28,793,608		31,093,583

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars

		rev per capital

		constant $ rev per capita		24,512,445.00		25,037,971.81		25,705,682.12		25,885,679.75

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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4PROPTAXREV

		



Fiscal year

Property Tax Revenues



5UNCOLLECT

		INDICATOR 5

		Uncollected Property Taxes														Sudbury Trend

																X		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing amount of uncollected property taxes as																Unfavorable

		a percentage of net property tax levy																Uncertain

		Formula

		Uncollected property taxes @ June 30

		Net property tax levy

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Total property tax levy		25,546,414		27,071,563		28,670,586		31,096,413		32,403,999		35,783,508		40,063,013		44,823,263		0		0		0

		Overlay for abatements/exemptions		347,972		228,340		229,682		290,364		523,480		315,867		865,754		523,533		0		0		0

		Net property tax levy		25,198,442		26,843,223		28,440,904		30,806,049		31,880,519		35,467,641		39,197,259		44,299,730		0		0		0

		Uncollected taxes at June 30		903,765		561,386		314,387		337,044		23,097		364,877		431,133		502,697		0		0		0

		Uncollected property taxes as a

		percentage of net levy		3.59%		2.09%		1.11%		1.09%		0.07%		1.03%		1.10%		1.13%		0.00%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		Every year, a percentage of property owners are unable or unwilling to pay property taxes.  If this

		percentage increases over time, it may indicate overall decline in the town's economic health.  Additionally, as

		uncollected property taxes rise, liquidity is decreased, and there is less cash on hand to pay bills or invest.

		This is an early warning indicator of concerns about the financial health of the taxpayers of the town.

		Analysis

		This is a critical indicator to monitor for many reasons.  The credit rating industry assumes that a municipality in

		good financial health will be able to collect 97 to 98% of its property taxes within the year that the taxes are due.

		If uncollected property taxes grow to more than 5 to 8 %, that is considered a negative factor.  Sudbury consistently

		collects about 99% of propety taxes due by June 30 of each fiscal year, and an even greater total amount within

		the 6 months after the end of the fiscal year.
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5UNCOLLECT
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Uncollected property taxes as a    percentage of net levy

Fiscal Year

Uncollected Property Taxes



6REVSHORT

		INDICATOR 6

		Revenue Shortfalls														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend														x		Marginal

		Increase in revenue shortfalls as a percentage of																Unfavorable

		actual operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Revenue shortfalls/surpluses

		Operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Actual gross operating revenues		31,685,450		33,308,507		36,026,625		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Budgeted operating revenues		30,757,401		32,726,706		35,811,969		39,052,345		41,579,890		45,084,681		48,296,805		58,097,642		41,579,890		41,579,890		41,579,890

		Revenue surpluses		928,049		581,801		214,656		2,711,175		2,417,845		2,156,401		2,614,066		2,394,569		21,277,265		20,873,006		21,296,163

		Revenue surpluses as a percentage of

		of actual operating revenues		2.93%		1.75%		0.60%		6.49%		5.50%		4.56%		5.13%		3.96%		33.85%		33.42%		33.87%

		Description

		This indicator examines the differences between revenue estimates and revenues actually received

		during the fiscal year.  Major discrepancies that continue year after year can indicate a declining economy, inefficient

		collection procedures, or inaccurate estimating techniques.  Discrepancies may also indicate that high

		revenue estimates are being made to accommodate political pressures.  If revenue shortfalls are

		increasing in frequency or size, a detailed analysis of each revenue should be made to pincpoint the source.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for sources such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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Fiscal Year

Revenue Surplus/Shortfalls



7ONETIME

		INDICATOR 7

		One Time Revenues														Sudbury Trend:

																x		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing use of one-time operating revenues																Unfavorable

		as a percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		One time operating revenues

		Net operating revenues

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Net operating revenues		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211		62,857,155		62,452,896		62,876,053

		Debt exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759		55,626,015		56,452,383		57,930,299

		One-time operating revenues (+FREE CASH)		1		489,000		993,696		1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,843,745		2,795,940		1,280,000		850,000		850,000

		One-time operating revenues as a

		percentage of net operating revenues		0.00%		1.53%		2.90%		3.18%		1.84%		4.10%		3.97%		5.31%		2.30%		1.51%		1.47%

		Description

		A one-time revenues is one that cannot reasonably be expected to continue, such as a single-purpose

		state grant, supplemental lottery distributions, one-times savings in health insurance accounts, sale of

		assets, investment income from bond proceeds, and free cash.  Continual use of one-time revenues

		to balance the annual budget can indicate that the revenues base is not strong enough

		to support current service levels.  It can also mean the government is incurring operating deficits.

		Further, it means the town has little room to maneuver if there were a downturn in revenues

		such as might occur during a regional or national recession, or because of the suddent expenditures

		occasioned by a natural disaster.  Use of one-time revenues increases the probability that the town will

		will have to make large cutbacks if such revenues cease to be available.
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7ONETIME

		



One-time operating revenues as a percentage of net operating revenues

Fiscal year



9FREECASH

		INDICATOR 9

		Free Cash

																		Sudbury Trend:

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

																				Marginal

																		x		Unfavorable

																				Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Free Cash Available for Appropriation		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997		$   1,182,077

		Free Cash Appropriated		$   993,696		$   489,849		$   993,696		$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,800,000		$   1,900,000		$   1,180,000

		Percentage of Free Cash Appropriated		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		91.7%		93.3%		99.8%

		Description

		Source:  Revenues 95-98, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant
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Percentage of Free Cash Appropriated



8FUNDBAL

		INDICATOR 8

		Unreserved Fund Balance														Sudbury Trend:

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Decline in Undesignated Fund Balance as % of expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Undesignated fund balance

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Undesignated fund balance		1,405,737		1,442,676		1,049,210		2,636,637		4,361,663		4,343,243		2,091,077		1,550,000		* est.

		Net Operating expenditures		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Undesignated Fund Balance as a % of expenditures		4.67%		4.38%		3.02%		6.97%		10.74%		9.60%		4.15%		2.63%

		Certified Free Cash available for appropriation								$   1,249,723		$   763,419		$   1,758,117		$   1,963,942		$   2,036,997

		Description

		Undesignated fund balances are not synonymous with available for appropriation because often they are

		reserved for some other purpose, such as for prior year's encumbrances.  Nevertheless, the size of a muncipality's

		fund balances can affect its ability to withstand financial emergencies.

		request.

		Analysis

		Even when adjusted for inflation, property tax revenues continue to growth at a substantial rate of growth. To the

		extent this growth depends on operating overrides, the Town must be mindful of how much growth is allowed by

		Proposition 2 1/2 versus how much is growth requires voter approval at the ballot box.  Due to the compounding effect in

		the subsequent years, overrides are not netted out of these totals, but their effect can be seen:  there were operating

		overrides in FY99 (572,250); FY2001 (1,740,946) and FY 2002 (1,018,000), while in FY98 and FY2000 there were not.
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Undesignated Fund Balance as a % of expenditures

Fiscal Year



10SPENDPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 7

		Spending Per Capita														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																Unfavorable

		(constant dollars)														X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,737,390		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,977,893		34,393,667		37,305,055		40,141,190		44,699,826		48,140,682		51,822,534

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		28,937,438		30,242,510		31,313,588		32,117,616		34,104,921		35,402,300		38,378,893		41,333,182		43,852,050

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,506		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures

		(constant dollars)		1,866		1,881		1,952		1,946		2,066		2,102		2,279		2,454		2,604

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.  Or it may indicate that the demographics of the community are changing

		requiring increased spending in related services.

		Analysis

		Expenditures per capita have grown consistently over the period of this analysis, even when measurered on a constant dollar basis.

		The indicator alone only points to the need for further analysis to identify more specifically the drivers of such growth

		so that steps can be taken to reduce the rate of such growth, and a better understanding of the future implications of

		current decisions.
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10SPENDPERCAPITA

		



Per capita expenditures (constant dollars)

Fiscal Year

Per Capita Expenditures (constant dollars)



11SPENDWOLSRHS

		INDICATOR 11

		Spending Per Capita, non regional schools

																		Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																		Favorable

		Increasing net operating expenditures per capita																		Marginal

		(constant dollars)																		Unfavorable

																		x		Uncertain

		Formula

		Net operating expenditures & transfers (constant dollars)

		Population

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		LLSRHS & MVHS appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		8,467,889		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch. operating expenditures and transfers		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,837,166		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.4		156.9		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		180.1

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		1.0		0.97132		0.94953		0.93382		0.91422		0.88194		0.85859		0.85859		0.84620

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (constant dollars)		21,282,074		22,325,212		23,273,051		24,070,578		26,363,432		26,753,489		29,308,324		31,270,347		33,202,105

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,532		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Per capita expenditures, non regional schools

		(constant dollars)		1,372.2		1,388.5		1,450.8		1,456.0		1,594.7		1,588.6		1,740.3		1,856.8		1,971.5

		* Includes lease expenses

		Description

		Changes in per capita expenditures reflect changes in expenditures relative to changes in population.  Increasing

		per capita expenditures can indicate that the cost of providing services is outstripping the community's ability to

		pay, especially if spending is increasing faster than the residents' collective personal income.  From a different

		perspective, if the increase in spending is greater than can be accounted for by inflation or the addition of new

		services, it may indicate declining productivity--that is, that the government is spending more real dollars to support

		the same level of services.

		Analysis

		Though this indicator indicates that this is the smallest percentage of revenue surplus in the past five years

		it is also a fairly consistent dollar amount across the last 4 years.  As has been discussed, keeping revenue estimates

		conservative for souces such as Cherry Sheet revenues, elastic revenues and one-time revenues has helped

		avoid revenue deficits, and all the problems associated with poor revenue forecasting. This indicator

		shows that though the surplus as a percent of revenues is falling, it is still in a reaonable range.
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11WAGES

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing personnel costs as a percentage of total non regional school spending																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

		Net operating expenditures & transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Net operating expenditures and transfers (curr $)		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968		61,656,735

		Less exempt debt spending		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,724,550		3,450,970		3,296,540		5,124,295		5,709,262		10,687,287		9,834,201

		Less regional schools appropriation		7,655,364		8,151,077		8,467,889		8,617,300		9,058,676		9,806,525		10,592,603		11,720,166		12,585,663

		Net non reg sch operating expenditures		21,282,074		22,984,421		24,510,004		25,776,367		28,246,379		30,334,665		34,135,351		36,420,516		39,236,871

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Salaries & Wages as a percentage of

		non reg sch spending		66.69%		66.61%		62.97%		67.37%		65.25%		67.32%		65.25%		64.87%		64.50%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.
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Salaries & Wages as a percentage of   non reg sch spending

Fiscal Year

Salaries & Wages



spend data

		SECTION B				FY95								FY96								FY97								FY98								FY99								FY 00								FY 01								FY 02								FY 03		(appropriated)

		SPENDING DATA

				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		General Government		890,867		347,659		3,500		1,242,026		909,859		229,654		78,076		1,217,589		907,574		400,123		15,830		1,323,527		1,047,412		354,262		69,160		1,470,834		1,094,151		324,815		0		1,418,966		1,091,432		417,288		0		1,508,720		1,202,778		531,032		0		1,733,810		1,296,260		555,609		0		1,851,869		1,461,483		450,724		0		1,912,207

		Public Safety		3,006,495		484,042		16,198		3,506,735		3,148,169		391,622		54,885		3,594,676		3,330,902		395,091		166,556		3,892,549		3,434,653		404,607		329,763		4,169,023		3,555,181		386,208		200,670		4,142,059		3,775,568		448,611		680,021		4,904,200		3,935,901		560,577		180,972		4,677,450		4,113,310		739,764		112,288		4,965,362		4,327,179		627,103		172,000		5,126,282

		Public Works		870,653		753,717		13,617		1,637,987		1,012,832		940,502		47,344		2,000,678		959,410		736,240		48,100		1,743,750		966,394		668,179		165,679		1,800,252		1,162,373		760,971		78,596		2,001,940		1,172,324		709,442		89,250		1,971,016		1,255,512		907,203		234,654		2,397,369		1,240,188		894,565		145,096		2,279,848		1,390,381		982,013		122,430		2,494,824

		Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487		0		12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300		0		14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176		0		20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252		0		22,118,366

		L/SRHS & MVHS		0		7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889		0		8,467,889		0		8,617,300		0		8,617,300		0		9,058,676		0		9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525		0		10,592,603		0		10,592,603		0		11,720,166		0		11,720,166		0		12,585,663		0		12,585,663

		Human Services		190,172		12,892		82,724		285,788		200,765		112,065		0		312,830		209,882		129,037		0		338,919		218,682		135,805		0		354,487		237,517		136,622		0		374,139		278,284		177,036		20,696		476,016		292,952		182,045		0		474,997		342,055		158,131		7,500		507,686		354,025		152,530		0		506,555

		Cultural & Recreation Services		498,048		135,019		0		633,067		513,588		151,729		0		665,317		530,002		146,647		0		676,649		532,507		151,033		0		683,540		420,437		154,286		0		574,723		466,876		232,387		0		699,263		489,408		269,821		372		759,601		520,359		288,743		0		809,103		569,921		281,156		16,060		867,137

		Debt & Interest		0		1,152,169		0		1,152,169		0		1,795,869		0		1,795,869		0		1,724,550		0		1,724,550		0		3,450,970		0		3,450,970		0		3,296,540		0		3,296,540		0		5,124,295		0		5,124,295		0		5,709,262		0		5,709,262		0		10,687,287		0		10,687,287		0		9,834,201		0		9,834,201

		Personnel Benefits		0		2,790,350		0		2,790,350		0		3,110,279		0		3,110,279		0		3,062,210		0		3,062,210		0		2,937,448		0		2,937,448		0		3,289,447		0		3,289,447		0		3,374,866		0		3,374,866		0		4,167,796		0		4,167,796		0		4,786,013		0		4,786,013		0		5,819,220		0		5,819,220

		Transfers		0		5,706		0		5,706		0		116,779		0		116,779		0		324,000		0		324,000		747		0		0		747		0		247,438		0		247,438		0		0		0		0		0		588,649		0		588,649		0		149,937		0		149,937		0		0		0		0

		Unclassified		0		66,080		0		66,080		0		163,031		0		163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877		0		78,949		0		78,949		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		159,628		0		161,697		0		161,697		0		360,007		0		360,007		0		392,280		0		392,280

		Unappropriated																																		0		500		0		500		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0		0				0		0

		Total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,619,109		550,487		40,601,595		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		27,746,727		415,998		50,437,216		23,625,687		34,937,398		264,883		58,827,968		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

		Auditors								31,090,925																34,979,816

																										(277,373)

																				Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total		Personal		Expenses		Capital		Total

		Selectmen		199,215		28,388				227,603		203,986		27,210				231,196		221,404		42,726				264,130		165,815		31,978				197,793		172,861		24,022				196,883		140,417		46,319				186,736		188,417		82,526				270,943		205,415		75,777				281,192		231,110		33,632				264,742

		Town Meeting		1,954		12,866				14,820				28,030				28,030				36,047				36,047				19,278				19,278		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		15,562				15,562		- 0		- 0				0								0

		FinCom		8,080		279				8,359		8,651				274		8,925		9,260		284				9,544		91,959		2,189				94,148		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0						0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Information Systems																																		60,384		58,493				118,877		67,216		88,876				156,092		95,440		81,752				177,192		104,786		145,146				249,932		113,028		143,445				256,473

		Accounting		118,231		31,488				149,719		134,996				48,151		183,147		89,455		89,088				178,543		108,155		50,155				158,310		115,082		37,861				152,943		123,672		35,807				159,479		132,003		47,533				179,536		169,391		48,359				217,749		184,431		47,470				231,901

		Assessors		126,969		35,330		0		162,299		130,597				29,651		160,248		134,533		39,426		15,830		189,789		151,211		23,584				174,795		148,387		14,452				162,839		160,442		26,933				187,375		157,033		44,574				201,607		154,118		16,875				170,993		191,402		27,500				218,902

		Treasurers		149,596		51,931		3,500		205,027		153,022		65,163				218,185		153,601		61,857				215,458		161,855		65,695				227,550		158,762		48,112				206,874		170,923		51,208				222,131		173,749		90,967				264,716		202,229		83,437				285,666		217,846		65,400				283,246

		Law Dept		56,880		92,287				149,167		59,774		68,209				127,983		56,208		84,582				140,790		58,804		84,756				143,560		62,610		96,923				159,533		62,256		118,325				180,581		57,336		110,697				168,033		63,694		136,662				200,356		70,392		78,955				149,347

		Personnel		4,543		611				5,154		4,867		559				5,426		5,209		280				5,489		54,811		24,650		69,160		148,621		101,400		2,550		- 0		103,950		83,710		2,658		- 0		86,368		95,691		14,005		- 0		109,696		102,941		3,183		- 0		106,124		117,493		5,100				122,593

		PBC		0		48,008				48,008								0		0		0				0				852				852		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0				- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0

		Doc. Preservation																																				373				373		- 0		972				972		- 0		1,550				1,550				2,240				2,240		- 0		1,000				1,000

		Clerk		124,210		36,712				160,922		103,638		27,096				130,734		125,898		33,733				159,631		131,316		31,259				162,575		133,322		28,667				161,989		138,556		28,144				166,700		150,173		30,121				180,294		123,299		32,370				155,669		157,913		38,654				196,567

		Conservation		38,327		7,364				45,691		41,249		8,390				49,639		38,144		8,440				46,584		43,078		14,666				57,744		46,279		10,190				56,469		46,279		10,190				56,469		50,870		5,553				56,423		61,620		5,359				66,979		61,547		5,218				66,765

		Planning		52,212		1,930				54,142		60,033		4,504				64,537		62,875		2,655				65,530		67,957		4,175				72,132		79,979		2,063				82,042		83,022		3,795				86,817		85,723		5,027				90,750		88,258		4,860				93,117		93,838		2,500				96,338

		ZBA		9,595		387				9,982		9,046		493				9,539		10,987		1,005				11,992		12,451		1,025				13,476		15,085		1,109				16,194		14,939		4,061				19,000		16,343		1,165				17,508		20,510		1,341				21,851		22,483		1,850				24,333

		Design Review Bd		1,055		78				1,133		0						0								0								0								0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		- 0				0								0

		Other																																																								0

		Police		1,313,457		152,664				1,466,121		1,398,266		115,521		54,885		1,568,672		1,469,459		101,602		76,972		1,648,033		1,506,785		120,208		61,500		1,688,493		1,564,665		112,240		72,003		1,748,908		1,646,819		142,825		112,000		1,901,644		1,728,577		143,235		120,000		1,991,812		1,816,444		158,083		99,924		2,074,451		1,919,206		126,023		122,500		2,167,729

		Fire		1,429,088		110,381		16,198		1,555,667		1,479,825		131,143				1,610,968		1,584,772		132,711				1,717,483		1,631,252		138,892		263,263		2,033,407		1,702,578		145,143		128,667		1,976,388		1,801,798		168,615		548,521		2,518,934		1,884,260		163,943		26,058		2,074,261		1,991,301		268,382		4,914		2,264,597		2,069,564		193,220		40,000		2,302,784

		Building Insp		242,433		220,026				462,459		247,888		143,200				391,088		253,817		159,134		89,584		502,535		272,791		144,384		5,000		422,175		280,280		127,523		- 0		407,803		318,569		136,000		19,500		474,069		314,409		252,018		34,914		601,341		296,571		311,991		7,450		616,012		329,415		306,300		9,500		645,215

		Dog Officer		21,517		971				22,488		22,190		1,758				23,948		22,854		1,644				24,498		23,825		1,123				24,948		7,658		1,302		- 0		8,960		8,382		1,171				9,553		8,655		1,381				10,036		8,994		1,307				10,301		8,994		1,560				10,554

		Engineer		220,264		10,936		13,617		244,817		229,137		33,412				262,549		239,648		13,232		13,100		265,980		247,094		12,242		12,332		271,668		258,992		11,656		6,407		277,055		269,562		12,594		6,479		288,635		257,309		18,690		4,186		280,184		252,860		17,898		5,496		276,254		287,804		19,512				307,316

		Highway		153,590						153,590		157,082		20,536		47,344		224,962		176,867		1,191		35,000		213,058		93,057				153,347		246,404		592,923		540,389		63,889		1,197,201		571,500		509,947		81,246		1,162,693		581,719		575,065		222,790		1,379,574		602,875		652,151		132,332		1,387,358		661,624		702,095		115,162		1,478,881

		Highway contr		454,186						454,186		454,039		0				454,039		469,646						469,646		462,523						462,523		- 0		- 0		- 0		0						- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Snow ice		42,613		93,028				135,641		172,574		341,173				513,747		73,249		166,392				239,641		63,114		145,100				208,214		79,675		157,761		- 0		237,436		57,270		138,850		- 0		196,120		123,204		239,416		- 0		362,620		63,283		128,939		- 0		192,222		89,225		182,535				271,760

		Street lighting				74,144				74,144				75,050				75,050				78,123				78,123				74,719				74,719		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Oth highway				575,609				575,609				470,331				470,331				477,302				477,302				407,708				407,708		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0								0

		Parks & Grounds																																		131,349		12,582		8,300		152,231		109,773		19,038		1,525		130,336		129,856		17,127		7,678		154,661		136,573		29,559		7,268		173,399		147,382		20,350		7,268		175,000

		Cemetery																										100,606		28,410				129,016		99,434		38,583		- 0		138,017		164,219		29,013		- 0		193,232		163,424		56,905		- 0		220,329		184,596		66,018		- 0		250,615		204,346		57,521				261,867

		Health insp		124,452				82,724		207,176		129,568		93,680				223,248		135,149		109,216				244,365		139,116		101,303				240,419		143,739		112,162				255,901		148,251		143,633		20,696		312,580		157,421		141,999				299,420		164,500		137,067				301,567		162,067		135,095				297,162

		Council Aging		61,697		8,485				70,182		64,997		12,681				77,678		68,347		16,861				85,208		71,666		28,286				99,952		85,030		21,297				106,327		105,471		28,988		- 0		134,459		102,792		30,514				133,306		100,663		6,427		7,500		114,590		107,568		9,910				117,478

		Youth				1,357				1,357								0				1,600				1,600				3,138				3,138		419		1,912				2,331		15,989		1,663		- 0		17,652		23,915		4,703				28,618		31,732		3,750				35,482		34,264		4,550				38,814

		Family Services																																																		- 0		- 0		- 0		0		35,848		2,575				38,423		40,257		725				40,982

		Veterans		4,023		3,050				7,073		6,200		5,704				11,904		6,386		1,360				7,746		7,900		3,078				10,978		8,329		1,251				9,580		8,573		2,752		- 0		11,325		8,824		4,829				13,653		9,312		8,312				17,624		9,869		2,250				12,119

		Library		338,895		103,452				442,347		350,267		118,914				469,181		359,345		130,526				489,871		355,446		135,471				490,917		361,152		150,024				511,176		400,250		220,947		- 0		621,197		423,665		246,100				669,765		449,181		259,990				709,171		487,619		273,681		12,100		773,400

		Recreation		159,086		29,782				188,868		163,321		29,764				193,085		170,657		14,624				185,281		177,061		14,068				191,129		58,534		2,667				61,201		61,739		9,886		- 0		71,625		65,070		2,998		372		68,440		70,296		23,483		- 0		93,779		81,081		1,250		3,960		86,291

		Historical Comm		67		1,785				1,852		0		3,051				3,051				1,497				1,497				1,494				1,494		- 0		1,498				1,498		- 0		1,496		- 0		1,496				9,153				9,153				3,841				3,841		- 0		5,950				5,950

		Historic Dist. Comm																																		751		97				848		489		58		- 0		547		673		11,570				12,243		882		113				995		1,221		275				1,496

		CATV Committee																																		- 0		- 0				0		4,398		- 0		- 0		4,398		- 0		- 0				0				1,317				1,317		- 0		- 0				0

		Debt service princi				790,000				790,000				1,265,000				1,265,000				1,215,000				1,215,000				2,590,000				2,590,000		- 0		2,473,500				2,473,500		- 0		2,020,000		- 0		2,020,000				1,935,000				1,935,000				7,637,750				7,637,750				7,106,662				7,106,662

		Int lg term				338,603				338,603				511,685				511,685				406,426				406,426				790,048				790,048				585,325				585,325		- 0		756,772		- 0		756,772				1,583,991				1,583,991				2,621,044				2,621,044				2,530,339				2,530,339

		Int st term				21,004				21,004				19,184				19,184				103,124				103,124				63,524				63,524				237,715				237,715		- 0		2,347,523		- 0		2,347,523				2,190,271				2,190,271				421,918				421,918				187,200				187,200

		Other int				2,562				2,562								0								0				7,398				7,398				- 0				0		- 0		- 0		- 0		0				- 0				0				6,575				6,575				10,000				10,000

		Retirem				797,863				797,863				843,493				843,493				883,925				883,925				912,455				912,455				965,028				965,028		- 0		1,050,447				1,050,447				1,073,879				1,073,879				1,067,717				1,067,717				1,316,785				1,316,785

		Workers comp				33,480				33,480				208,477				208,477				29,335				29,335				106,000				106,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				60,000				22,151				22,151				22,626				22,626				52,100				52,100

		Unemployment		0		0		0		0				17,000				17,000				15,000				15,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				20,000				15,967				15,967				31,650				31,650

		Health ins				1,785,705				1,785,705				1,857,629				1,857,629				1,931,075				1,931,075				1,679,705				1,679,705				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,087,068				2,828,062				2,828,062				3,423,536				3,423,536				4,137,000				4,137,000

		Life in				4,613				4,613				4,822				4,822				4,931				4,931				4,200				4,200				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,267				4,825				4,825				4,487				4,487				5,600				5,600

		Medicare				88,280				88,280				101,654				101,654				118,340				118,340				136,500				136,500				153,084				153,084				153,084				153,084				218,879				218,879				251,680				251,680				276,085				276,085

		Liability ins				80,409				80,409				77,204				77,204				79,604				79,604				78,588				78,588				81,884				81,884				81,884				81,884				82,410				82,410				88,021				88,021				104,000				104,000

		Unclassified				66,080				66,080				163,031				163,031		431		165,201		27,245		192,877				78,949				78,949				77,744				77,744				77,744				77,744				79,287				79,287				271,986				271,986		- 0		288,280				288,280

		State Charges																																																				379,184				379,184				325,233				325,233

		Other uses/trans				5,706				5,706				116,779				116,779				324,000				324,000		747						747		- 0		247,438				247,438		- 0		- 0				0		- 0		588,649				588,649		- 0		149,937				149,937								0

		Total, non school		5,456,235		5,747,634		116,039		11,319,908		5,785,213		7,011,530		180,305		12,977,048		5,938,201		7,083,099		257,731		13,279,031		6,200,395		8,181,253		564,602		14,946,250		6,469,659		8,755,955		279,266		15,504,880		6,784,484		10,643,553		789,967		18,218,004		7,176,552		13,457,266		415,998		21,049,816		7,512,172		18,945,288		264,883		26,722,343		8,102,989		18,539,227		310,490		26,952,706

																										12,954,858

		K-8 Schools		8,737,474		2,376,861		0		11,114,335		9,525,293		2,277,949		0		11,803,242		9,495,036		3,460,487				12,955,523		11,165,787		3,115,300				14,281,087		11,962,340		3,803,978		271,221		16,037,539		13,635,557		3,605,399		0		17,240,956		15,097,940		4,076,041		0		19,173,981		16,113,515		4,597,176				20,710,692		17,204,114		4,914,252				22,118,366

		Regional schools				7,655,364		0		7,655,364		0		8,151,077		0		8,151,077		0		8,467,889				8,467,889		- 0		8,617,300				8,617,300				9,058,676				9,058,676		0		9,806,525		0		9,806,525				10,592,603				10,592,603				11,720,166				11,720,166				12,585,663				12,585,663

		Total schools		8,737,474		10,032,225		0		18,769,699		9,525,293		10,429,026		0		19,954,319		9,495,036		11,928,376		0		21,423,412		11,165,787		11,732,600		0		22,898,387		11,962,340		12,862,654		271,221		25,096,215		13,635,557		13,411,924		0		27,047,481		15,097,940		14,668,644		0		29,766,584		16,113,515		16,317,342		0		32,430,858		17,204,114		17,499,915		0		34,704,029

		total		14,193,709		15,779,859		116,039		30,089,607		15,310,506		17,440,556		180,305		32,931,367		15,433,237		19,011,475		257,731		34,702,443		17,366,182		19,913,853		564,602		37,844,637		18,431,999		21,618,609		550,487		40,601,095		20,420,041		24,055,477		789,967		45,265,485		22,274,492		28,125,911		415,998		50,816,400		23,625,687		35,262,631		264,883		59,153,201		25,307,103		36,039,142		310,490		61,656,735

																				15,433,237								17,366,182
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12WAGES (2)

		INDICATOR 8

		Salaries & Wages														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Rapidly increasing spending for salaries & wages																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Salaries & wages spending

																				appropriated

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Town employees		5,456,235		5,785,213		5,938,201		6,200,395		6,469,659		6,784,484		7,176,552		7,512,172		8,102,989

						6.03%		2.64%		4.42%		4.34%		4.87%		5.78%		4.68%		7.86%

		Sudbury Public Schools employees		8,737,474		9,525,293		9,495,036		11,165,787		11,962,340		13,635,557		15,097,940		16,113,515		17,204,114

						9.02%		-0.32%		17.60%		7.13%		13.99%		10.72%		6.73%		6.77%

		Total non regional school wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Percent increase in spending for salaries &

		wages, non regional schools				7.87%		0.80%		12.52%		6.14%		10.79%		9.08%		6.07%		7.12%

		Description

		Spending for wages & salaries is a combination of both the number of employees, and changes in salary and wage levels.

		Salaries and wages can increase due to cost-of-living adjustments or through other compensation adjustments, such as

		step increases, merit pay, seniority pay, or other salary adjustments.  Because each year becomes the base for the next year, and most

		increases cannot be reversed in the short run, its important to monitor the cumulative effect of agreed upon wage packages.

		Analysis

		This indicator only examines the spending that is categorized as wages and salaries for the Town and for the Sudbury Public

		Schools because the regional schools maintain their own spending records.  This indicator mirrors the overall spending indicator

		showing that the overall cost of providing town and school services is very labor intensive, with over two thirds of our

		costs going to salaries.  When benefits costs are added in, the labor intensiveness becomes even clearer.

		However, the FY02 numbers show a reduced rate of increase, and appropriations for FY03 continue this

		trend of a slower rate of increase in spending for salaries & wages.
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Town employees

Sudbury Public Schools employees

Fiscal Year

Salaries & wages
 as a percent of spending



12EMPPERCAPITA

		INDICATOR 9

		Employees Per 1000 Population		Not finished												Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing number of municipal employees per 1000 population																Unfavorable

																X		Uncertain

		Formula

		Number of municipal employees

		Population in thousands

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Number of FTE Town employees		165.5		168.43		171.87		164.81		169.61		177.07		179.00		181.00		181.00

		Number SPS FTE employees		222.13		251.47		266.34		302.93		318.93		345.99		393.46		410.74		385.74

		Total number of employees		387.63		419.9		438.21		467.74		488.54		523.06		572.46		591.74		566.74

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

		Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population								9.98		10.26		10.51		10.63		10.75

		Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population								18.35		19.29		20.54		23.36		24.39

		Total municipal employees/1000 population (non-regional)								28.34		29.55		31.06		33.99		35.14

		% incr. in number of municipal employees per 1000		2.50%		2.61%		2.73%		6.74%		4.45%		7.07%		9.44%		3.37%		3.37%

		Description

		Because personnel costs are a major portion of  the town's operating budget, monitoring changes in the number of employees

		per thousand residents is a good way to further explore and understand changes in overall expenditure growth.  An increase

		in employees per thousand that is linked to an overall growth in spending is an important indicator to monitor.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that the Town employment has remained fairly constant, keeping pace with modest increases in the

		Town's population.  For the Sudbury Public Schools, the indicator shows that the number of employees has been increasing

		steadily.  However, a better measure of  linking employment to service needs for education might be a separate chart that

		shows employment per thousand of students rather than overall population.
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`

Number of FTE Town employees/1000 population

Number of FTE SPS employees/1000 population

Fiscal Year

Municipal Employees



Sheet1

		

				FY 2000

				Rev Per Capita

		Winchester		2,500.00

		Wellesley		2,517.38

		Belmont		2,583.38

		Concord		2,708.61

		Sudbury		2,859.33

		Wayland		3,057.33

		Weston		3,740.05

				FY2002

				State Aid per capita

		Concord		252.05

		Wellesley		286.25

		Weston		336.99

		Belmont		344.97

		Wayland		387.09

		Sudbury		500.76

				FY2002

				Tax Levy Per Capita

		Belmont		1,774.39

		Wellesley		2,029.75

		Concord		2,299.10

		Wayland		2,466.17

		Sudbury		2,661.56

		Weston		3,156.80





13BENEFITS

		INDICATOR 10

		Pensions & Insurance														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing pension & insurance costs as a percentage of non-regional wages & salaries														X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension & insurance costs

		Non-regional schools wages & salaries

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Non reg sch. wages & salaries		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Pension & insurance costs		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		3,450,970		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Pension & insurance spending as a percent of

		non regional wages and salaries		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		19.87%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		Pensions & Insurance represent a significant share of operating costs, and especially in the area of health insurance, can

		consume a significant portion of the budget.  It is important to monitor this indicator carefully to note such cost increases.

		Analysis

		This indicator shows that while the Town was successful in keeping increases in pension & insurance costs down in the years

		FY98-2000, costs of benefits began to spike in FY01 and continued in FY02.  The budgetary allocation for FY03 shows no relief

		from this trend, as the amount approrpriated for FY03 is $5,819,220.
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Pension & insurance spending as a percent of  non regional wages and salaries

Fiscal Year

Pension & Insurance Spending



15FIXEDCOSTS

		INDICATOR 15

		Fixed Costs														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures														x		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fixed costs

		Net operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003

		Fixed costs		14,193,709		15,310,506		15,433,237		17,366,182		18,431,999		20,420,041		22,274,492		23,625,687		25,307,103

		Net operating expenditures		2,790,350		3,110,279		3,062,210		2,937,448		3,289,447		3,374,866		4,167,796		4,786,013		5,819,220

		Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating

		expenditures		19.66%		20.31%		19.84%		16.91%		17.85%		16.53%		18.71%		20.26%		22.99%

		Description

		The operating expenditures of the town are composed in part of mandatory and fixed expenditures

		over which officials have little short-run control.  These include expenditures to which the town is legally

		committed (such as debt service and pension benefits) as well as expenditures mandated by the

		state and federal government.  The higher the level of fixed expenditures, the less freedom the town has

		to adjust spending in response to economic change.
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Fixed costs as a percentage of net operating expenditures

Fiscal Year



16REVVEXP

		INDICATOR 16

		Revenues versus Expenditures

																Sudbury Trend

		Warning Trend																Favorable

																		Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

																		Uncertain

		Formula

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,685,450		33,797,507		36,026,625		42,732,724		43,997,735		47,241,082		51,739,195		59,989,572		60,009,896		59,948,744		60,120,763

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		8,171,627		7,488,989		5,450,284		4,078,956

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239		41,391,184		42,871,858		47,286,077		51,817,945		52,520,907		54,498,460		56,041,807

		C.P.I. For Urban areas, actual		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5		177.5

		C.P.I. , using 1995 as base year		100.0		0.97134		0.95016		0.93444		0.91482		0.88252		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915		0.85915

		Net operating revenues & transfers (constant dollars)		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701		37,865,360		37,835,407		40,626,066		44,519,643		45,123,596		46,822,621		48,148,595

		Current population		15,510		16,079		16,042		16,506		16,532		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841		16,841

				1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Revenues per capita		1,971.2		1,988.9		2,138.4		2,384.5		2,503.7		2,545.7		2,807.8		3,076.9		3,118.6		3,236.1		3,327.7

		Spending per capita		1,868.3		1,935.0		2,055.9		2,088.4		2,298.2		2,428.4		2,753.0		3,027.2		3,216.4

		Description

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,573,932		31,978,798		34,304,946		39,359,239

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,573,932		31,062,208		32,595,042		36,778,701

		rev per capital		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

		constant $ rev per capita		1,971.24		1,988.85		2,138.45		2,384.54

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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Revenues per capita

Spending per capita

Revenues v Spending



17SURPLUS

		INDICATOR 17

		General Fund Operating Surplus/Deficit														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend:  Deficits on an Operating Basis																Marginal

																X		Unfavorable

		Formula:																Uncertain

		Net non-exempt debt operating revenues

		Net non-exempt debt operating expenditures

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Gross operating revenues and transfers*		31,562,163		33,409,862		35,032,929		41,763,520		43,997,735		47,241,082		50,910,871		60,492,211

		Prop 2 1/2 exemptions		1,111,518		1,818,709		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net Non-exempt operating revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035		41,391,184		42,871,858		46,457,753		52,666,759

		Operating expenditures and transfers*		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Exempt debt service		1,152,169		1,795,869		1,721,679		3,373,485		2,606,551		4,369,224		4,453,118		7,825,452

		Net operating expenditures and transfers		28,937,438		31,135,498		32,980,764		34,471,152		37,995,044		40,896,261		45,984,098		51,002,516

		Operating Deficit/Surplus		1,513,207		455,655		330,486		3,918,883		3,396,140		1,975,597		473,655		1,664,243

		Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues		4.97%		1.44%		0.99%		10.21%		8.20%		4.61%		1.02%		3.16%

		Description

		Analysis

				1995		1996		1997		1998

		Operating Revenues		30,450,645		31,591,153		33,311,250		38,390,035

		Operating Revenues in constant 92 dollars		30,089,607		32,931,367		34,702,443		37,844,637

		rev per capital		26.43		17.59		19.35		11.38

		constant $ rev per capita

				140.3		144.5		148.2		152.4

				1		0.970934		0.946694		0.920604
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Operating Deficit/Surplus as a % of Revenues

Fiscal Year



18 CURR LIAB

		INDICATOR 18

		Current Liabilities														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Increasing current liabilities at the end of the year as a																Unfavorable

		percentage of net operating revenues																Uncertain

		Formula

		Current liabilities

		Net operating revenues and transfers

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Current liabilities		1,137,893		1,044,559		1,129,395		2,653,689		3,176,151		2,679,548		2,869,876		2,500,000		* est.

		Operating revenues and transfers		23,227,293		25,837,094		26,632,078		39,159,017		40,603,055		42,083,729		45,669,624		49,445,192

		Current liabilities as a percentage of

		operating revenues and transfers		4.90%		4.04%		4.24%		6.78%		7.82%		6.37%		6.28%		5.06%

		Description

		Current liabilities are defined as the sum of all liabilities due at the end of the fiscal year, including short-term debt,

		all accounts payable, accrued liabilities and other current liabilities.

		A major component of current liabilities may be short-term debt in the form of tax or bond anticipation notes.

		Although short-term borrowing is an accepted way to deal with uneven cash flows, an increasing amount of short-

		term debt outstanding at the end of successive years can indicate liquidity problems, deficit spending, or both.

		Analysis
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Current liabilities as a percentage of operating revenues and transfers

Fiscal year



19 Pension

		INDICATOR 19		Unfinished

		Pension liability														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Unfunded pension plan liability as a percentage of														x		Unfavorable

		operating expenditures																Uncertain

		Formula

		Unfunded pension liability

		Total operating expenditures

		Fiscal year		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002

		Unfunded pension liability		30,089,607		33,349,982		34,702,443				0		31,956,967		0		0

		Total operating expenditures		1,152,169		1,795,869		3,062,210		37,844,637		40,601,595		45,265,485		50,437,216		58,827,968

		Unfunded pension liability as a percentage

		of operating exprenditures		2611.56%		1857.04%		1133.25%		0.00%		0.00%		70.60%		0.00%		0.00%

		Description

		The town is a member of the Middlesex County Retirement System, which has chosen to amortize its unfunded

		pension liability over the maximum amount of time allowed by state law.  This is a significant obligation of the

		town that will continue to

		Analysis
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Unfunded pension liability as a percentage      of operating exprenditures

Fiscal year

Unfunded pension liability as a percentage of operating expenditures



20PENSION

		INDICATOR 20				not finished

		Pension Assets						Sudbury Trend

										Favorable

		Warning Trend								Marginal

		Decreasing value of pension plan assets								Unfavorable

		as a percentage of benefits paid								Uncertain

		Formula

		Pension plan assets

		Annual pension benefits paid

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998

		Pension plan assets		34,916,147		36,503,419		37,187,753		40,642,016

		Benefits paid		1,150,264		1,227,220		1,322,825		1,595,936

		Ratio of assets to benefits paid		30.4		29.7		28.1		25.5

		Sources:    Revenues 95-97, Schedule A.  Revenues 98, Town Accountant

		Description

		A pension plan's assets are held primarily as cash or investments.  A decline in the ratio of plan assets to benefits

		due can indicate serious problems in the management of the pension plan.  An additional ratio to consider is the

		annual amount of pension receipts as a percentage of annual benefits paid, which focuses more specifically on

		a pension plan's ability to meet its current cash requirements.
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21PROPVALUE

		INDICATOR 21

		Property Value														Sudbury Trend

																		Favorable

		Warning Trend																Marginal

		Declining growth or drop in the market																Unfavorable

		value of residential, commercial, or																Uncertain

		industrial property (constant dollars)

		Formula

		Change in property value (constant dollars)

		Prior year property value (constant dollars)

		Fiscal year:		1995		1996		1997		1998		1999		2000		2001		2002		2003		2004		2005

		Market value of property		1,552,504,196		1,691,223,217		1,741,962,896		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		1,852,218,954		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600		2,303,107,600

		Consumer price index		152.5		157.0		160.5		163.2		166.7		172.8		177.5		180.1		180.1		411.1		411.1

		Property value

		(constant dollars)		0		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504		560,230,504

		Property value in prior

		year (constant dollars)		0		1,018,035,538		1,077,212,240		1,085,335,138		1,134,938,085		1,111,109,151		1,071,885,969		1,297,525,408		1,278,793,781		1,278,793,781		560,230,504

		Percent  change in

		property value

		(constant dollars)		0.00%		5.81%		0.75%		4.57%		-2.10%		-3.53%		21.05%		-1.44%		0.00%		-56.19%		0.00%

		Description

		Changes in property value are important because most local governments depend on the property tax for a

		substantial portion of their revenues.  Especially in a community with a stable or fixed tax rate, the higher the

		aggregate property value, the higher the revenues.  Communities experiencing population and economic growth

		are likely to experience short-run, per unit increases in property value.  This is because in the short run, the

		housing supply is fixed and the increase in demand created by growth will force prices up.  Declining areas are

		more likely to see a decrease in the market value of properties.

		The effect of declining property value on governmental revenues depends on the government's reliance on

		property taxes.  The extent to which the decline will ripple through the community's economy, affecting other

		revenues such as those from sales tax, is more difficult to determine.  All of the economic and demographic

		factors are closely related.  A decline in property value will most probably not be a cause but a symptom of

		other, underlying problems.
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Financial Forecast 



Model- Revenues 

 Chapter 70 projection= level funded 
 Local Receipts= lower projections than 

past 5 years (elastic revenues) 
 Available Funds= lower projections than 

past 5 years (exhausted abatement 
surplus) 

 Free Cash= much lower projection 



Model- Expenditures 

 1.0% increase in wages 
 5% increase in expenses 
 25% increase in benefits costs 
 
 



FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06

PROJECTED REVENUE
Cherry Sheet 5,087,907       5,091,065       5,175,274       5,178,281       
SBAB grants 3,169,449       3,169,449       2,826,630       2,826,630       
Chapter 70 and pupil transportation
Chapter 90
Local Receipts 4,096,369       4,002,131       4,057,414       4,114,126       
Enterprise Fund Receipts 583,877          627,215          649,168          671,889          
Free cash 1,180,000       750,000          750,000          750,000          
Available funds 482,790          190,000          190,000          165,000          

Total, non-tax levy Revenue 14,600,392      13,829,861      13,648,486      13,705,926      

Previous year levy 37,009,273      41,609,500      43,249,738      44,930,981      
Allowable 2.5% Increase 925,232          1,040,238       1,081,243       1,123,275       
Allowable New Growth 675,000          600,000          600,000          625,000          
Levy Limit 38,609,505     43,249,738     44,930,981     46,679,256     
Unused Levy Capacity -                 -                 -                 -                 
Debt Exemptions 7,231,140       6,000,513       4,945,754       4,534,549       
Capital Exclusion -                 -                 -                 -                 
Voter approved overrides 2,999,995       -                  -                  -                  

Total, tax levy limit 48,840,640     49,250,251     49,876,735     51,213,805     
Total Revenues 63,441,032      63,080,112      63,525,221      64,919,731      

Budget Deficit/Surplus 56,885          (1,932,391)    (3,413,318)    (5,396,946)    
Surplus as % of revenue 0.09% -3.06% -5.37% -8.31%


available funds

				FY 06		FY 05		FY 04		FY 03		FY 02		FY 01		FY 00		FY 99		FY 98		FY 97		FY 96		FY 95

		Ambulance		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   192,494		$   115,122		$   120,692		$   75,319		$   233,063		$   139,793		$   77,226		$   32,500		$   31,500

		Retirement Trust		$   15,000		$   15,000		$   15,000		$   20,000		$   30,000		$   28,517		$   22,734		$   12,717		$   37,481		$   105,815		$   14,001		$   -

		Abatement Surplus		$50,000		$   75,000		$   75,000		$   194,033		$   656,740		$   222,547		$   360,276		$   123,063		$   102,500		$   282,610		$   280,153		$   400,000

		Grants		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   37,500		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -

		Foundation Reserve		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   67,000		$   118,000		$   -		$   -		$   -

		Insurance Recovery		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   61,335		$   -		$   -		$   -

		Additional State Aid		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   66,926		$   -		$   77,219		$   -		$   -

		Dog Licenses & State Aid		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   6,904		$   4,875		$   7,500		$   5,653		$   6,454

		Article Transfer		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   1,582		$   5,484		$   -		$   -		$   24,000		$   3,918

		State Aid- Septic Program		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   200,000		$   -		$   -		$   -

		Transport. Bond Offset		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   969,204		$   515,923		$   515,923		$   319,713

		Cemetery Fund		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   20,000		$   25,914

		School Settlement		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   102,500		$   -

		1996 ATM 31		0						$   76,263

		Stabilization Fund		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   102,000

		Total:		$   165,000		$   190,000		$   190,000		$   482,790		$   839,362		$   371,756		$   459,911		$   515,157		$   1,633,188		$   1,066,293		$   994,730		$   889,499
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local receipts

				FY 06		FY 05		FY 04		FY 03		FY 02		% chg		FY 01		% chg		FY 00		% chg		FY 99		% chg		FY 98		% chg		FY 97		% chg		FY 96 (act.)		% chg		FY 95

		Local Receipts		Proj.		proj.		proj.		proj.		proj.		pr.yr.		actual		pr.yr.		actual		pr.yr.		actual		pr.yr.		actual		pr.yr.		actual		pr.yr.		actual		pr. yr.		actual

		Motor Vehicle Excise		$2,739,296		$2,712,175		$2,685,321		$2,658,734		$2,533,400		-0.97		$2,558,043		7.53		$2,365,447		8.22		$2,170,950		7.61		$2,005,784		12.31		$1,758,786		5.66		$1,659,197		-2.16		$1,695,049

		Other excise (rm occupancy)		$50,000		$50,000		$50,000		$50,000		$50,000		-34.66		$67,330		10.60		$60,192		18.18		$49,251		-30.40		$64,225		97.59		$1,551		-79.50		$2,784		47.05		$1,474

		Penalties & Interest		$110,250		$105,000		$100,000		$150,000		$175,000		-48.51		$259,891		-7.21		$278,641		33.99		$183,924		-52.49		$280,471		24.15		$212,736		-17.07		$249,048		-4.53		$260,339

		PILOT		$60,000		$60,000		$60,000		$60,000		$60,000		-40.71		$84,424		11.66		$74,583		20.77		$59,092		18.21		$48,331		-134.93		$113,543		38.93		$69,346		2.91		$67,328

		Fees		$125,996		$122,923		$119,925		$117,000		$130,000		17.55		$107,184		-36.26		$146,048		11.96		$128,575		-44.82		$186,199		30.71		$129,012		23.17		$99,117		56.95		$42,665

		Rentals		$84,000		$88,200		$84,000		$80,000		$24,000		-564.03		$159,367		73.75		$41,831		46.20		$22,503		-124.40		$50,496		55.14		$22,650		-4.42		$23,650		23.96		$17,984

		Departmental Revenue		$40,000		$40,000		$40,000		$50,000		$84,000		13.23		$72,883		-174.32		$199,930		94.42		$11,161		-624.50		$80,862		35.65		$52,037		27.50		$37,729		-241.95		$129,014

		Licenses & Permits		$312,298		$304,681		$297,250		$290,000		$300,000		-23.30		$369,886		-6.59		$394,266		19.27		$318,288		-22.14		$388,752		18.25		$317,815		6.64		$296,711		-2.63		$304,518

		Fines & Forfeits		$91,800		$91,800		$90,000		$90,000		$90,000		10.74		$80,331		-25.08		$100,478		-6.71		$107,222		-13.21		$121,382		26.64		$89,046		-28.56		$114,476		-10.66		$126,678

		Investment Income		$374,850		$357,000		$350,000		$425,000		$581,000		-71.45		$996,097		19.68		$800,104		-149.01		$1,992,369		69.56		$606,435		42.83		$346,679		-5.23		$364,810		23.38		$279,508

		Chapter 203		$25,635		$25,635		$25,635		$25,635		$173,951		100.00		$0

		Melone Gravel		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		-50.00		$150,000

		Miscellaneous		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				$70,125

		Total:		$4,114,126		$4,057,414		$4,002,131		$4,096,369		$4,301,351		-15.67		$4,975,561		10.33		$4,461,520		-13.04		$5,043,335		24.00		$3,832,937		20.59		$3,043,855		4.17		$2,916,868		-0.26		$2,924,557

		Notes:

		MVX projected to increase 1% each year

		Other Excise projection includes Room Occupancy Tax (coded as Non-Cherry Sheet Receipts)

		Penalties & Interest/ lower est. due to bad economy/ fewer tax title accounts are being cleared and a higher than ever number of accounts going into tax title.

		PILOT is level funded/ Actual FY 01 Collection includes $20,110 which is actually Cherry Sheet.

		Fees are projected to go down 10% in FY 03, MLC revenue projected to drop off.  (MLC collected as of 12/10/01 = $18,225, $10,000 higher than 12/31/00). Increase 2.5% from thereon.

		Rentals include cell tower revenue.  Projection is to increase 5% per year based upon 2 years history of cell tower revenue.

		Departmental Revenue/ largest line now is fuel reimbursement

		Licenses & Permits projected to drop due to decrease in building permit activity.  Added $50K for new building permit fee increase, plus 2.5% per year thereafter.

		Fines & Forefeits are level for FY 03 & 04. Projected to increase 2% thereafter.

		Investment Income has dropped off due to much lower interest rates and a reduced amount of money to invest.

		Ch. 203 estimates for FY 03, 04, 05  for $1.5M in new value

		Melone Gravel/ est. is based on 2 loads being sold.

		Miscellaneous/ no estimate used/ non-reocurring revenue such as roll-back taxes and excess foreclosure proceeds.





cherry sheet

		

		FY		Chapter 70, Governor				School Trans Programs		School Construction		Tuition of State Wards		Per Pupil Aid		Racial Imbalance		Racial Imbal. Inc. per year		School Lunch		Remediation Asst.		Lottery, Beano & Charity Games				Lottery inc. per year		Additional Assistance		Highway Fund		Police Career Incentive		Vets' Benefits		Exempt: Vets, Blind and Surviving Spouses		Exempt: Elderly		State Owned Land		Housing Supply Incentive Program		Muni. Stabilization		Public Libraries		Total		Assessments		Net C.S.		Less SBA

		06		2,821,603				150,033		2,826,630		0				287,775				9,000				915,572						807,321		0		103,260				7,500		6,500		47,356						22,362		8,004,911						5,178,281

		05		2,821,603				150,033		2,826,630		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		100,252				7,500		6,500		47,356						22,362		8,001,904						5,175,274

		04		2,740,753				150,033		3,169,449		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		97,332				7,500		6,500		47,356						21,923		8,260,514						5,091,065

		03		2,740,753				150,033		3,169,449		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		94,497				7,500		6,500		47,356						21,599		8,257,356						5,087,907

		02		2,837,016				150,033		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.05		9,521		0		915,572				0.06		807,321		27,744		91,745		0		7,775		5,854		47,356		0				21,280		8,430,559		308,631		8,121,928		4,900,361

		01		2,545,546		22.01%		202,785		788,129		0				301,988		0.32		8,937				867,066		7.92%		0.08		807,321		110,976		88,676				8,100		7,028		20,110		0				18,990		5,775,652		352,123		5,423,529		4,635,400		16.69%		662,897

		00		2,086,346		44.42%		195,236		788,129		0				228,850		0.10		9,462				803,448		10.12%		0.10		807,321		110,976		82,086		0		10,709		11,044		16,673						18,510		5,168,791		408,158		4,760,633		3,972,504		23.11%		745,622

		99		1,444,646		20.76%		190,022		788,129		4,517				208,938		-0.10		7,955				729,602		8.74%		0.09		807,321		110,976		78,403				10,813		10,542		13,422						15,127		4,420,413		405,403		4,015,010		3,226,881		10.18%		885,937

		98		1,196,330		17.42%		173,351		200,222		0				233,350		-0.00		7,206				670,965		9.65%		0.10		807,321		110,976		71,521				10,780		10,026		11,267						15,356		3,518,671		389,598		3,129,073		2,928,851		11.80%		309,165

		97		1,018,880		19.05%		136,519		200,222		0				233,764		0.00		6,354				611,899		9.15%		0.09		807,321		110,976		49,708		2,814		10,399		5,139		8,930						15,921		3,218,846		398,938		2,819,908		2,619,686		8.19%		198,239

		96		855,830		22.33%		156,710		200,222		0				233,437		-0.06		5,702				560,595		12.07%		0.12		807,321		110,976		43,743				11,546		5,019		8,062						15,008		3,014,171		392,502		2,621,669		2,421,447		9.67%		213,591

		95		699,605				123,188		200,222		0				248,763		0.00		6,877				500,235				0.20		807,321		110,976		48,947		4,982		13,052		5,220		5,053						15,143		2,789,584		381,506		2,408,078		2,207,856

		94		652,000				104,213		0		0				248,763		0.23		5,483		0		418,367				0.00		807,321		110,976		55,860		0		4,891		13,000		5,089				25,447		10,498		2,461,908

		93		369,870				118,270		0		0		189,700		201,678				5,416		0		418,367						807,321		110,964		33,259		0		4,797		14,840		4,927						10,493		2,289,902

						included in Senate version for 01																								807,321

		The 01 estimate was updated to show final cherry sheet 8/4/00

		The 01 estimate was updated to show preliminary cherry sheet dated 3/28/00
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				total expenditures - debt - benefits								38,363,213		40,861,283		43,861,600		45,875,005		47,622,511		49,183,476		50,854,277

				total expenditures - debt								42,847,162		45,895,458		49,884,188		52,973,558		56,502,203		59,845,606		63,655,333

				% Inc.over Prior Year (ex. debt)										7.11%		8.69%		6.19%		6.66%		5.92%		6.37%

				% Inc. (ex. Debt & benefits)										6.51%		7.34%		4.59%		3.81%		3.28%		3.40%

						Notes		FY98		FY99		FY00		FY01		FY02		FY03		FY04		FY05		FY06		Assumptions:

		APPROPRIATIONS

				Town Wages				6,215,812		6,531,755		6,968,842		7,335,116		7,841,872		8,102,989		8,346,079		8,596,461		8,854,355		3.0% inc

				Town Benefits				1,495,581		1,682,184		1,806,590		1,953,729		2,033,379		2,463,147		3,085,434		3,709,021		4,457,325		25% inc for FY 04, 20% inc for FY 05 & 06

				Town Expenses				1,951,875		2,031,202		2,194,691		2,397,489		2,666,870		2,885,806		3,030,096		3,181,601		3,340,681		5% inc

				Total:  Town				9,663,268		10,245,141		10,970,123		11,686,334		12,542,121		13,451,942		14,461,609		15,487,083		16,652,361

				K-8 wages (Net of offsets)				11,586,154		12,545,211		13,900,540		15,587,806		16,974,206		17,204,114		17,720,237		18,251,845		18,799,400		3.0% inc

				K-8 benefits				1,382,265		1,705,774		1,875,711		2,160,140		2,855,546		3,356,073		4,195,091		5,034,110		6,040,931		25% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				K-8 expenses (net of offsets)				3,120,452		3,022,712		3,344,468		3,635,167		4,033,005		4,914,252		5,159,965		5,417,963		5,688,861		5% inc

				Total:  SPS				16,088,871		17,273,697		19,120,719		21,383,113		23,862,757		25,474,439		27,075,293		28,703,917		30,529,192

				LS wages (%)				5,417,419		5,678,175		6,302,664		6,777,140		7,576,039		7,676,001		7,906,281		8,143,469		8,387,773		3.0% inc

				LS benefits (%)				719,409		753,030		801,648		920,307		1,133,663		1,279,333		1,599,167		1,919,000		2,302,800		25% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				LS expenses (%)				1,939,348		2,051,912		2,243,848		2,421,789		2,345,502		2,674,970		2,808,718		2,949,154		3,096,612		5% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				Total: LS (%)				2,389,956,294		2,476,697,932		9,348,160		10,119,235		11,055,204		11,630,304		12,314,166		13,011,624		13,787,185

				Total:  3 Cost Centers				34,058,973		36,223,968		39,439,002		43,188,682		47,460,082		50,556,685		53,851,068		57,202,623		60,968,738

				Capital Investment				614,997		275,557		238,438		472,037		334,683		310,490		375,000		375,000		375,000		375K avg

				Savings Investment				- 0		- 0		455,000		300,000		100,000		- 0		100,000		100,000		100,000

				Total:  Investment				614,997		275,557		693,438		772,037		434,683		310,490		475,000		475,000		475,000

				Assessments & Offsets				1,044,520		985,473		757,129		719,092		683,945		702,007		750,000		750,000		750,000

				Minuteman Regional Assessment				318,681		357,252		235,589		256,112		319,158		378,971		397,920		417,816		438,706		assume 5% increase each year

				Overlay				290,364		523,480		315,867		350,000		352,500		350,000		400,000		350,000		350,000		FY 04 is reval year

				Enterprise Funds				608,133		576,789		561,637		608,935		633,020		606,005		627,215		649,168		671,889		3.5% inc

				Non-Debt Capital														68,000

				Deficits & Judgments				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Articles & Capital				242,947		500		844,500		600		800		1,400		1,000		1,000		1,000

				Total:  Other				2,504,645		2,443,494		2,714,722		1,934,739		1,989,423		2,106,383		2,176,135		2,167,983		2,211,595

				LS Capital/Debt				230,659		222,014		215,081		217,257		345,804		576,388		2,428,318		2,428,318		2,428,318		from warrant & LS 3 yr proj. (assume 85%)

				Debt Service (Non-LS)				3,142,826		2,384,537		3,371,643		4,206,637		10,424,391		9,834,201		6,741,644		5,344,066		4,932,861		total perm.debt +temp.debt int.+exp./ not LS

				Total:  Debt Service				3,373,485		2,606,551		3,586,724		4,423,894		10,770,195		10,410,589		9,169,962		7,772,384		7,361,179

		Total:  Expenditures						40,552,100		41,549,570		46,433,886		50,319,352		60,654,383		63,384,147		65,672,165		67,617,991		71,016,512

		Total: Revenues						- 0		- 0		47,070,769		51,587,043		60,924,767		63,441,032		63,080,112		63,525,221		64,919,731

		Budget Deficit/Surplus						(11,586,154)		(12,545,211)		636,883		1,267,691		270,384		56,885		(2,592,053)		(4,092,770)		(6,096,782)

				Surplus as % of revenue				0.00%		0.00%		1.35%		2.46%		0.44%		0.09%		-4.11%		-6.44%		-9.39%

						Notes		FY98		FY99		FY00		FY01		FY02		FY03		FY04		FY05		FY06		Assumptions:

		PROJECTED REVENUE				From warrants of next year

				Cherry Sheet				3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		5,562,902		5,211,723		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274		5,178,281		Financial Summit\Cherry Sheet History.xls

				SBAB grants				200,222		788,129		788,129		788,129		3,221,567		3,169,449		3,169,449		2,826,630		2,826,630

				Chapter 70 and pupil transportation				- 0		- 0		- 0

				Chapter 90				969,204

				Local Receipts				3,832,937		5,043,335		4,461,520		4,314,554		4,301,351		4,096,369		4,002,131		4,057,414		4,114,126

				Enterprise Fund Receipts				667,703		636,960		617,816		670,847		665,000		583,877		627,215		649,168		671,889		.

				Free cash				1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,800,000		1,900,000		1,180,000		750,000		750,000		750,000		Pritchitt Roll Back available for FY 04

				Available funds				1,633,188		515,157		559,911		471,756		801,862		482,790		190,000		190,000		165,000		Financial Summit\available funds.xls

		Total, non-tax levy Revenue						12,306,844		12,301,339		12,335,732		13,608,188		16,101,503		14,600,392		13,829,861		13,648,486		13,705,926

				Previous year levy				26,524,037		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,343,090		37,009,273		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

				Allowable 2.5% Increase				663,101		693,002		743,170		778,849		858,577		925,232		1,040,238		1,081,243		1,123,275

				Allowable New Growth				532,960		721,455		683,966		669,354		788,786		675,000		600,000		600,000		625,000		new const.should start to pick up in out years

				Levy Limit				27,720,098		29,134,555		31,153,942		32,602,144		35,990,453		38,609,505		43,249,738		44,930,981		46,679,256

				Unused Levy Capacity												(11,460)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Debt Exemptions				3,173,263		1,818,422		2,798,595		3,635,765		7,825,451		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		4,534,549		per debt schedules

				Capital Exclusion								782,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Voter approved overrides				- 0		592,250		- 0		1,740,946		1,018,820		2,999,995		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Total, tax levy limit						30,893,361		31,545,227		34,735,037		37,978,855		44,823,264		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735		51,213,805

		Total Revenues						43,200,205		43,846,566		47,070,769		51,587,043		60,924,767		63,441,032		63,080,112		63,525,221		64,919,731

		Budget Deficit/Surplus						2,648,105		2,296,996		636,883		1,267,691		270,384		56,885		(2,592,053)		(4,092,770)		(6,096,782)

				Surplus as % of revenue				6.13%		5.24%		1.35%		2.46%		0.44%		0.09%		-4.11%		-6.44%		-9.39%

				excluding override or exemption

								40,026,942		41,435,894		42,897,424		45,427,832		50,351,010		52,191,077		54,079,604		58,579,467		60,385,181

				revenue growth (dollar amt)						1,408,952		1,461,529		2,530,409		4,923,178		1,840,066		1,888,527		4,499,863		1,805,715

				revenue growth (percent)						3.52%		3.53%		5.90%		10.84%		3.65%		3.62%		8.32%		3.08%		5 yr avg 03 - 98=		5.49%

				Override Split

				Town										173,148		309,136		825,208

				Stabilization										200,000		- 0		- 0

				SPS				592,250						1,034,659		337,712		1,599,687

				LSRHS										333,139		371,972		575,100

				Total:				592,250		- 0		- 0		1,740,946		1,018,820		2,999,995		- 0		- 0		- 0

				FY 2004 Salary								Base

												FY 2003		0.50%		1.00%		1.50%		2.00%		2.50%		3.00%

				Town Wages								8,102,989		40,515		81,030		121,545		162,060		202,575		243,090

				SPS Wages								17,204,114		86,021		172,041		258,062		344,082		430,103		516,123

				LSRHS Wages								7,676,001		38,380		76,760		115,140		153,520		191,900		230,280

				total cost:										164,916		329,831		494,747		659,662		824,578		989,493
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forecast 100702

		

				total expenditures - debt - benefits								38,363,213		40,861,283		43,861,600		45,875,005		46,962,849		48,504,024		50,154,441

				total expenditures - debt								42,847,162		45,895,458		49,884,188		52,973,558		55,842,541		59,166,154		62,955,498

				% Inc.over Prior Year (ex. debt)										7.11%		8.69%		6.19%		5.42%		5.95%		6.40%

				% Inc. (ex. Debt & benefits)										6.51%		7.34%		4.59%		2.37%		3.28%		3.40%

						Notes		FY98		FY99		FY00		FY01		FY02		FY03		FY04		FY05		FY06		Assumptions:

		APPROPRIATIONS

				Town Wages				6,215,812		6,531,755		6,968,842		7,335,116		7,841,872		8,102,989		8,184,019		8,429,539		8,682,426		1.0% increase for FY 04, 3.0% inc thereafter

				Town Benefits				1,495,581		1,682,184		1,806,590		1,953,729		2,033,379		2,463,147		3,085,434		3,709,021		4,457,325		25% inc for FY 04, 20% inc for FY 05 & 06

				Town Expenses				1,951,875		2,031,202		2,194,691		2,397,489		2,666,870		2,885,806		3,030,096		3,181,601		3,340,681		5% inc

				Town				9,663,268		10,245,141		10,970,123		11,686,334		12,542,121		13,451,942		14,299,549		15,320,161		16,480,431

				K-8 wages (Net of offsets)				11,586,154		12,545,211		13,900,540		15,587,806		16,974,206		17,204,114		17,376,155		17,897,440		18,434,363		1.0% increase for FY 04, 3.0% inc thereafter

				K-8 benefits				1,382,265		1,705,774		1,875,711		2,160,140		2,855,546		3,356,073		4,195,091		5,034,110		6,040,931		25% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				K-8 expenses (net of offsets)				3,120,452		3,022,712		3,344,468		3,635,167		4,033,005		4,914,252		5,159,965		5,417,963		5,688,861		5% inc

				Sudbury Public Schools				16,088,871		17,273,697		19,120,719		21,383,113		23,862,757		25,474,439		26,731,211		28,349,512		30,164,155

				LS wages (%)				5,417,419		5,678,175		6,302,664		6,777,140		7,576,039		7,676,001		7,752,761		7,985,343		8,224,904		1.0% increase for FY 04, 3.0% inc thereafter

				LS benefits (%)				719,409		753,030		801,648		920,307		1,133,663		1,279,333		1,599,167		1,919,000		2,302,800		25% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				LS expenses (%)				1,939,348		2,051,912		2,243,848		2,421,789		2,345,502		2,674,970		2,808,718		2,949,154		3,096,612		5% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				Lincoln-Sudbury Regional HS				2,389,956,294		2,476,697,932		9,348,160		10,119,235		11,055,204		11,630,304		12,160,646		12,853,498		13,624,316

				Total:  3 Cost Centers				34,058,973		36,223,968		39,439,002		43,188,682		47,460,082		50,556,685		53,191,406		56,523,171		60,268,903

				Capital Investment				614,997		275,557		238,438		472,037		334,683		310,490		375,000		375,000		375,000		375K avg

				Savings Investment				- 0		- 0		455,000		300,000		100,000		- 0		100,000		100,000		100,000

				Total:  Investment				614,997		275,557		693,438		772,037		434,683		310,490		475,000		475,000		475,000

				Assessments & Offsets				1,044,520		985,473		757,129		719,092		683,945		702,007		750,000		750,000		750,000

				Minuteman Regional Assessment				318,681		357,252		235,589		256,112		319,158		378,971		397,920		417,816		438,706		assume 5% increase each year

				Overlay				290,364		523,480		315,867		350,000		352,500		350,000		400,000		350,000		350,000		FY 04 is reval year

				Enterprise Funds				608,133		576,789		561,637		608,935		633,020		606,005		627,215		649,168		671,889		3.5% inc

				Non-Debt Capital														68,000

				Deficits & Judgments				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Articles & Capital				242,947		500		844,500		600		800		1,400		1,000		1,000		1,000

				Total:  Other				2,504,645		2,443,494		2,714,722		1,934,739		1,989,423		2,106,383		2,176,135		2,167,983		2,211,595

				LS Capital/Debt				230,659		222,014		215,081		217,257		345,804		576,388		2,428,318		2,428,318		2,428,318		from warrant & LS 3 yr proj. (assume 85%)

				Debt Service (Non-LS)				3,142,826		2,384,537		3,371,643		4,206,637		10,424,391		9,834,201		6,741,644		5,344,066		4,932,861		total perm.debt +temp.debt int.+exp./ not LS

				Total:  Debt Service				3,373,485		2,606,551		3,586,724		4,423,894		10,770,195		10,410,589		9,169,962		7,772,384		7,361,179

		Total:  Expenditures						40,552,100		41,549,570		46,433,886		50,319,352		60,654,383		63,384,147		65,012,503		66,938,539		70,316,677

		Total: Revenues						- 0		- 0		47,070,769		51,587,043		60,924,767		63,441,032		63,080,112		63,525,221		64,919,731

		Budget Deficit/Surplus						(11,586,154)		(12,545,211)		636,883		1,267,691		270,384		56,885		(1,932,391)		(3,413,318)		(5,396,946)

				Surplus as % of revenue				0.00%		0.00%		1.35%		2.46%		0.44%		0.09%		-3.06%		-5.37%		-8.31%

						Notes		FY98		FY99		FY00		FY01		FY02		FY03		FY04		FY05		FY06		Assumptions:

		PROJECTED REVENUE				From warrants of next year

				Cherry Sheet				3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		5,562,902		5,211,723		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274		5,178,281		Financial Summit\Cherry Sheet History.xls

				SBAB grants				200,222		788,129		788,129		788,129		3,221,567		3,169,449		3,169,449		2,826,630		2,826,630

				Chapter 70 and pupil transportation				- 0		- 0		- 0

				Chapter 90				969,204

				Local Receipts				3,832,937		5,043,335		4,461,520		4,314,554		4,301,351		4,096,369		4,002,131		4,057,414		4,114,126

				Enterprise Fund Receipts				667,703		636,960		617,816		670,847		665,000		583,877		627,215		649,168		671,889		.

				Free cash				1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,800,000		1,900,000		1,180,000		750,000		750,000		750,000		Pritchitt Roll Back available for FY 04

				Available funds				1,633,188		515,157		559,911		471,756		801,862		482,790		190,000		190,000		165,000		Financial Summit\available funds.xls

		Total, non-tax levy Revenue						12,306,844		12,301,339		12,335,732		13,608,188		16,101,503		14,600,392		13,829,861		13,648,486		13,705,926

				Previous year levy				26,524,037		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,343,090		37,009,273		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

				Allowable 2.5% Increase				663,101		693,002		743,170		778,849		858,577		925,232		1,040,238		1,081,243		1,123,275

				Allowable New Growth				532,960		721,455		683,966		669,354		788,786		675,000		600,000		600,000		625,000		new const.should start to pick up in out years

				Levy Limit				27,720,098		29,134,555		31,153,942		32,602,144		35,990,453		38,609,505		43,249,738		44,930,981		46,679,256

				Unused Levy Capacity												(11,460)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Debt Exemptions				3,173,263		1,818,422		2,798,595		3,635,765		7,825,451		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		4,534,549		per debt schedules

				Capital Exclusion								782,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Voter approved overrides				- 0		592,250		- 0		1,740,946		1,018,820		2,999,995		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Total, tax levy limit						30,893,361		31,545,227		34,735,037		37,978,855		44,823,264		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735		51,213,805

		Total Revenues						43,200,205		43,846,566		47,070,769		51,587,043		60,924,767		63,441,032		63,080,112		63,525,221		64,919,731

		Budget Deficit/Surplus						2,648,105		2,296,996		636,883		1,267,691		270,384		56,885		(1,932,391)		(3,413,318)		(5,396,946)

				Surplus as % of revenue				6.13%		5.24%		1.35%		2.46%		0.44%		0.09%		-3.06%		-5.37%		-8.31%

				excluding override or exemption

								40,026,942		41,435,894		42,897,424		45,427,832		50,351,010		52,191,077		54,079,604		58,579,467		60,385,181

				revenue growth (dollar amt)						1,408,952		1,461,529		2,530,409		4,923,178		1,840,066		1,888,527		4,499,863		1,805,715

				revenue growth (percent)						3.52%		3.53%		5.90%		10.84%		3.65%		3.62%		8.32%		3.08%		5 yr avg 03 - 98=		5.49%

				Override Split

				Town										173,148		309,136		825,208

				Stabilization										200,000		- 0		- 0

				SPS				592,250						1,034,659		337,712		1,599,687

				LSRHS										333,139		371,972		575,100

				Total:				592,250		- 0		- 0		1,740,946		1,018,820		2,999,995		- 0		- 0		- 0

				FY 2004 Salary								Base

												FY 2003		0.50%		1.00%		1.50%		2.00%		2.50%		3.00%

				Town Wages								8,102,989		40,515		81,030		121,545		162,060		202,575		243,090

				SPS Wages								17,204,114		86,021		172,041		258,062		344,082		430,103		516,123

				LSRHS Wages								7,676,001		38,380		76,760		115,140		153,520		191,900		230,280

				total cost:										164,916		329,831		494,747		659,662		824,578		989,493
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calcs for FinCom

		

								FY 2003						FY 2004						Forecast

												0% inc.		3% inc.		5% inc.

				Town Wages				$8,102,989				$8,102,989		$8,346,079		$8,508,138				$8,346,079

				Town Benefits				$2,463,147				$3,085,434		$3,085,434		$3,085,434				$3,085,434

				Town Expenses				$2,885,806				$2,885,806		$2,972,380		$3,030,096				$3,030,096

				Total:  Town				$13,451,942				$14,074,229		$14,403,893		$14,623,669				$14,461,609

				K-8 wages (Net of offsets)				$17,204,114				$17,204,114		$17,720,237		$18,064,320				$17,720,237

				K-8 benefits				$3,356,073				$4,195,091		$4,195,091		$4,195,091				$4,195,091

				K-8 expenses (net of offsets)				$4,914,252				$4,914,252		$5,061,680		$5,159,965				$5,159,965

				Total:  SPS				$25,474,439				$26,313,457		$26,977,008		$27,419,376				$27,075,293

				LS wages (%)				$7,676,001				$7,676,001		$7,906,281		$8,059,801				$7,906,281

				LS benefits (%)				$1,279,333				$1,599,167		$1,599,167		$1,599,167				$1,599,167

				LS expenses (%)				$2,674,970				$2,674,970		$2,755,219		$2,808,718				$2,808,718

				Total: LS (%)				$11,630,304				$11,950,137		$12,260,666		$12,467,686				$12,314,166

				Total:  3 Cost Centers				$50,556,685				$52,337,823		$53,641,567		$54,510,730				$53,851,068

				Total:  Investment, Other, Debt				$12,827,462				$11,821,097		$11,821,097		$11,821,097				$11,821,097

				Total:  Expenditures				$63,384,147				$64,158,920		$65,462,664		$66,331,827				$65,672,165

				Estimated Revenue				$63,441,032				$63,080,112		$63,080,112		$63,080,112				$63,080,112

				Projected Surplus (Deficit)				$56,885				-$1,078,808		-$2,382,552		-$3,251,715				-$2,592,053

				Decrease per cost center

				over forecast:

				percentage								0%		3%		5%

				town:								-2.75%		-0.40%		1.11%

				sudbury public schools:								-2.90%		-0.36%		1.25%

				lincoln-sudbury regional hs:								-3.05%		-0.44%		1.23%

				dollar amount

				town:								-$387,380		-$57,716		$162,060

				sudbury public schools:								-$761,836		-$98,285		$344,082

				lincoln-sudbury regional hs:								-$364,029		-$53,499		$153,520
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FY03 FY04 FY05 FY06
APPROPRIATIONS

Town Wages 8,102,989       8,184,019       8,429,539       8,682,426       
Town Benefits 2,463,147       3,085,434       3,709,021       4,457,325       
Town Expenses 2,885,806       3,030,096       3,181,601       3,340,681       
Town 13,451,942      14,299,549      15,320,161      16,480,431      
K-8 wages (Net of offsets) 17,204,114      17,376,155      17,897,440      18,434,363      
K-8 benefits 3,356,073       4,195,091       5,034,110       6,040,931       
K-8 expenses (net of offsets) 4,914,252       5,159,965       5,417,963       5,688,861       
Sudbury Public Schools 25,474,439      26,731,211      28,349,512      30,164,155      
LS wages (%) 7,676,001       7,752,761       7,985,343       8,224,904       
LS benefits (%) 1,279,333       1,599,167       1,919,000       2,302,800       
LS expenses (%) 2,674,970       2,808,718       2,949,154       3,096,612       
Lincoln-Sudbury Regional HS 11,630,304      12,160,646      12,853,498      13,624,316      

Total:  3 Cost Centers 50,556,685      53,191,406      56,523,171      60,268,903      

Capital Investment 310,490          375,000          375,000          375,000          
Savings Investment -                  100,000          100,000          100,000          

Total:  Investment 310,490 475,000 475,000 475,000

Assessments & Offsets 702,007          750,000          750,000          750,000          
Minuteman Regional Assessment 378,971          397,920          417,816          438,706          
Overlay 350,000          400,000          350,000          350,000          
Enterprise Funds 606,005          627,215          649,168          671,889          
Non-Debt Capital 68,000            
Deficits & Judgments -                  -                  -                  
Articles & Capital 1,400              1,000              1,000              1,000              

Total:  Other 2,106,383       2,176,135       2,167,983       2,211,595       

LS Capital/Debt 576,388          2,428,318       2,428,318       2,428,318       
Debt Service (Non-LS) 9,834,201       6,741,644       5,344,066       4,932,861       

Total:  Debt Service 10,410,589      9,169,962       7,772,384       7,361,179       
Total:  Expenditures 63,384,147      65,012,503      66,938,539      70,316,677      

Total: Revenues 63,441,032      63,080,112      63,525,221      64,919,731      
Budget Deficit/Surplus 56,885         (1,932,391)   (3,413,318)   (5,396,946)   

Surplus as % of revenue 0.09% -3.06% -5.37% -8.31%


available funds

				FY 06		FY 05		FY 04		FY 03		FY 02		FY 01		FY 00		FY 99		FY 98		FY 97		FY 96		FY 95

		Ambulance		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   192,494		$   115,122		$   120,692		$   75,319		$   233,063		$   139,793		$   77,226		$   32,500		$   31,500

		Retirement Trust		$   15,000		$   15,000		$   15,000		$   20,000		$   30,000		$   28,517		$   22,734		$   12,717		$   37,481		$   105,815		$   14,001		$   -

		Abatement Surplus		$50,000		$   75,000		$   75,000		$   194,033		$   656,740		$   222,547		$   360,276		$   123,063		$   102,500		$   282,610		$   280,153		$   400,000

		Grants		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   37,500		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -

		Foundation Reserve		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   67,000		$   118,000		$   -		$   -		$   -

		Insurance Recovery		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   61,335		$   -		$   -		$   -

		Additional State Aid		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   66,926		$   -		$   77,219		$   -		$   -

		Dog Licenses & State Aid		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   6,904		$   4,875		$   7,500		$   5,653		$   6,454

		Article Transfer		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   1,582		$   5,484		$   -		$   -		$   24,000		$   3,918

		State Aid- Septic Program		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   200,000		$   -		$   -		$   -

		Transport. Bond Offset		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   969,204		$   515,923		$   515,923		$   319,713

		Cemetery Fund		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   20,000		$   25,914

		School Settlement		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   102,500		$   -

		1996 ATM 31		0						$   76,263

		Stabilization Fund		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   102,000

		Total:		$   165,000		$   190,000		$   190,000		$   482,790		$   839,362		$   371,756		$   459,911		$   515,157		$   1,633,188		$   1,066,293		$   994,730		$   889,499
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local receipts

				FY 06		FY 05		FY 04		FY 03		FY 02		% chg		FY 01		% chg		FY 00		% chg		FY 99		% chg		FY 98		% chg		FY 97		% chg		FY 96 (act.)		% chg		FY 95

		Local Receipts		Proj.		proj.		proj.		proj.		proj.		pr.yr.		actual		pr.yr.		actual		pr.yr.		actual		pr.yr.		actual		pr.yr.		actual		pr.yr.		actual		pr. yr.		actual

		Motor Vehicle Excise		$2,739,296		$2,712,175		$2,685,321		$2,658,734		$2,533,400		-0.97		$2,558,043		7.53		$2,365,447		8.22		$2,170,950		7.61		$2,005,784		12.31		$1,758,786		5.66		$1,659,197		-2.16		$1,695,049

		Other excise (rm occupancy)		$50,000		$50,000		$50,000		$50,000		$50,000		-34.66		$67,330		10.60		$60,192		18.18		$49,251		-30.40		$64,225		97.59		$1,551		-79.50		$2,784		47.05		$1,474

		Penalties & Interest		$110,250		$105,000		$100,000		$150,000		$175,000		-48.51		$259,891		-7.21		$278,641		33.99		$183,924		-52.49		$280,471		24.15		$212,736		-17.07		$249,048		-4.53		$260,339

		PILOT		$60,000		$60,000		$60,000		$60,000		$60,000		-40.71		$84,424		11.66		$74,583		20.77		$59,092		18.21		$48,331		-134.93		$113,543		38.93		$69,346		2.91		$67,328

		Fees		$125,996		$122,923		$119,925		$117,000		$130,000		17.55		$107,184		-36.26		$146,048		11.96		$128,575		-44.82		$186,199		30.71		$129,012		23.17		$99,117		56.95		$42,665

		Rentals		$84,000		$88,200		$84,000		$80,000		$24,000		-564.03		$159,367		73.75		$41,831		46.20		$22,503		-124.40		$50,496		55.14		$22,650		-4.42		$23,650		23.96		$17,984

		Departmental Revenue		$40,000		$40,000		$40,000		$50,000		$84,000		13.23		$72,883		-174.32		$199,930		94.42		$11,161		-624.50		$80,862		35.65		$52,037		27.50		$37,729		-241.95		$129,014

		Licenses & Permits		$312,298		$304,681		$297,250		$290,000		$300,000		-23.30		$369,886		-6.59		$394,266		19.27		$318,288		-22.14		$388,752		18.25		$317,815		6.64		$296,711		-2.63		$304,518

		Fines & Forfeits		$91,800		$91,800		$90,000		$90,000		$90,000		10.74		$80,331		-25.08		$100,478		-6.71		$107,222		-13.21		$121,382		26.64		$89,046		-28.56		$114,476		-10.66		$126,678

		Investment Income		$374,850		$357,000		$350,000		$425,000		$581,000		-71.45		$996,097		19.68		$800,104		-149.01		$1,992,369		69.56		$606,435		42.83		$346,679		-5.23		$364,810		23.38		$279,508

		Chapter 203		$25,635		$25,635		$25,635		$25,635		$173,951		100.00		$0

		Melone Gravel		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		-50.00		$150,000

		Miscellaneous		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				$70,125

		Total:		$4,114,126		$4,057,414		$4,002,131		$4,096,369		$4,301,351		-15.67		$4,975,561		10.33		$4,461,520		-13.04		$5,043,335		24.00		$3,832,937		20.59		$3,043,855		4.17		$2,916,868		-0.26		$2,924,557

		Notes:

		MVX projected to increase 1% each year

		Other Excise projection includes Room Occupancy Tax (coded as Non-Cherry Sheet Receipts)

		Penalties & Interest/ lower est. due to bad economy/ fewer tax title accounts are being cleared and a higher than ever number of accounts going into tax title.

		PILOT is level funded/ Actual FY 01 Collection includes $20,110 which is actually Cherry Sheet.

		Fees are projected to go down 10% in FY 03, MLC revenue projected to drop off.  (MLC collected as of 12/10/01 = $18,225, $10,000 higher than 12/31/00). Increase 2.5% from thereon.

		Rentals include cell tower revenue.  Projection is to increase 5% per year based upon 2 years history of cell tower revenue.

		Departmental Revenue/ largest line now is fuel reimbursement

		Licenses & Permits projected to drop due to decrease in building permit activity.  Added $50K for new building permit fee increase, plus 2.5% per year thereafter.

		Fines & Forefeits are level for FY 03 & 04. Projected to increase 2% thereafter.

		Investment Income has dropped off due to much lower interest rates and a reduced amount of money to invest.

		Ch. 203 estimates for FY 03, 04, 05  for $1.5M in new value

		Melone Gravel/ est. is based on 2 loads being sold.

		Miscellaneous/ no estimate used/ non-reocurring revenue such as roll-back taxes and excess foreclosure proceeds.





cherry sheet

		

		FY		Chapter 70, Governor				School Trans Programs		School Construction		Tuition of State Wards		Per Pupil Aid		Racial Imbalance		Racial Imbal. Inc. per year		School Lunch		Remediation Asst.		Lottery, Beano & Charity Games				Lottery inc. per year		Additional Assistance		Highway Fund		Police Career Incentive		Vets' Benefits		Exempt: Vets, Blind and Surviving Spouses		Exempt: Elderly		State Owned Land		Housing Supply Incentive Program		Muni. Stabilization		Public Libraries		Total		Assessments		Net C.S.		Less SBA

		06		2,821,603				150,033		2,826,630		0				287,775				9,000				915,572						807,321		0		103,260				7,500		6,500		47,356						22,362		8,004,911						5,178,281

		05		2,821,603				150,033		2,826,630		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		100,252				7,500		6,500		47,356						22,362		8,001,904						5,175,274

		04		2,740,753				150,033		3,169,449		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		97,332				7,500		6,500		47,356						21,923		8,260,514						5,091,065

		03		2,740,753				150,033		3,169,449		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		94,497				7,500		6,500		47,356						21,599		8,257,356						5,087,907

		02		2,837,016				150,033		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.05		9,521		0		915,572				0.06		807,321		27,744		91,745		0		7,775		5,854		47,356		0				21,280		8,430,559		308,631		8,121,928		4,900,361

		01		2,545,546		22.01%		202,785		788,129		0				301,988		0.32		8,937				867,066		7.92%		0.08		807,321		110,976		88,676				8,100		7,028		20,110		0				18,990		5,775,652		352,123		5,423,529		4,635,400		16.69%		662,897

		00		2,086,346		44.42%		195,236		788,129		0				228,850		0.10		9,462				803,448		10.12%		0.10		807,321		110,976		82,086		0		10,709		11,044		16,673						18,510		5,168,791		408,158		4,760,633		3,972,504		23.11%		745,622

		99		1,444,646		20.76%		190,022		788,129		4,517				208,938		-0.10		7,955				729,602		8.74%		0.09		807,321		110,976		78,403				10,813		10,542		13,422						15,127		4,420,413		405,403		4,015,010		3,226,881		10.18%		885,937

		98		1,196,330		17.42%		173,351		200,222		0				233,350		-0.00		7,206				670,965		9.65%		0.10		807,321		110,976		71,521				10,780		10,026		11,267						15,356		3,518,671		389,598		3,129,073		2,928,851		11.80%		309,165

		97		1,018,880		19.05%		136,519		200,222		0				233,764		0.00		6,354				611,899		9.15%		0.09		807,321		110,976		49,708		2,814		10,399		5,139		8,930						15,921		3,218,846		398,938		2,819,908		2,619,686		8.19%		198,239

		96		855,830		22.33%		156,710		200,222		0				233,437		-0.06		5,702				560,595		12.07%		0.12		807,321		110,976		43,743				11,546		5,019		8,062						15,008		3,014,171		392,502		2,621,669		2,421,447		9.67%		213,591

		95		699,605				123,188		200,222		0				248,763		0.00		6,877				500,235				0.20		807,321		110,976		48,947		4,982		13,052		5,220		5,053						15,143		2,789,584		381,506		2,408,078		2,207,856

		94		652,000				104,213		0		0				248,763		0.23		5,483		0		418,367				0.00		807,321		110,976		55,860		0		4,891		13,000		5,089				25,447		10,498		2,461,908

		93		369,870				118,270		0		0		189,700		201,678				5,416		0		418,367						807,321		110,964		33,259		0		4,797		14,840		4,927						10,493		2,289,902

						included in Senate version for 01																								807,321

		The 01 estimate was updated to show final cherry sheet 8/4/00

		The 01 estimate was updated to show preliminary cherry sheet dated 3/28/00
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				total expenditures - debt - benefits								38,363,213		40,861,283		43,861,600		45,875,005		47,622,511		49,183,476		50,854,277

				total expenditures - debt								42,847,162		45,895,458		49,884,188		52,973,558		56,502,203		59,845,606		63,655,333

				% Inc.over Prior Year (ex. debt)										7.11%		8.69%		6.19%		6.66%		5.92%		6.37%

				% Inc. (ex. Debt & benefits)										6.51%		7.34%		4.59%		3.81%		3.28%		3.40%

						Notes		FY98		FY99		FY00		FY01		FY02		FY03		FY04		FY05		FY06		Assumptions:

		APPROPRIATIONS

				Town Wages				6,215,812		6,531,755		6,968,842		7,335,116		7,841,872		8,102,989		8,346,079		8,596,461		8,854,355		3.0% inc

				Town Benefits				1,495,581		1,682,184		1,806,590		1,953,729		2,033,379		2,463,147		3,085,434		3,709,021		4,457,325		25% inc for FY 04, 20% inc for FY 05 & 06

				Town Expenses				1,951,875		2,031,202		2,194,691		2,397,489		2,666,870		2,885,806		3,030,096		3,181,601		3,340,681		5% inc

				Total:  Town				9,663,268		10,245,141		10,970,123		11,686,334		12,542,121		13,451,942		14,461,609		15,487,083		16,652,361

				K-8 wages (Net of offsets)				11,586,154		12,545,211		13,900,540		15,587,806		16,974,206		17,204,114		17,720,237		18,251,845		18,799,400		3.0% inc

				K-8 benefits				1,382,265		1,705,774		1,875,711		2,160,140		2,855,546		3,356,073		4,195,091		5,034,110		6,040,931		25% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				K-8 expenses (net of offsets)				3,120,452		3,022,712		3,344,468		3,635,167		4,033,005		4,914,252		5,159,965		5,417,963		5,688,861		5% inc

				Total:  SPS				16,088,871		17,273,697		19,120,719		21,383,113		23,862,757		25,474,439		27,075,293		28,703,917		30,529,192

				LS wages (%)				5,417,419		5,678,175		6,302,664		6,777,140		7,576,039		7,676,001		7,906,281		8,143,469		8,387,773		3.0% inc

				LS benefits (%)				719,409		753,030		801,648		920,307		1,133,663		1,279,333		1,599,167		1,919,000		2,302,800		25% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				LS expenses (%)				1,939,348		2,051,912		2,243,848		2,421,789		2,345,502		2,674,970		2,808,718		2,949,154		3,096,612		5% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				Total: LS (%)				2,292,746,112		2,375,963,532		9,348,160		10,119,235		11,055,204		11,630,304		12,314,166		13,011,624		13,787,185

				Total:  3 Cost Centers				34,058,973		36,223,968		39,439,002		43,188,682		47,460,082		50,556,685		53,851,068		57,202,623		60,968,738

				Capital Investment				614,997		275,557		238,438		472,037		334,683		310,490		375,000		375,000		375,000		375K avg

				Savings Investment				- 0		- 0		455,000		300,000		100,000		- 0		100,000		100,000		100,000

				Total:  Investment				614,997		275,557		693,438		772,037		434,683		310,490		475,000		475,000		475,000

				Assessments & Offsets				1,044,520		985,473		757,129		719,092		683,945		702,007		750,000		750,000		750,000

				Minuteman Regional Assessment				318,681		357,252		235,589		256,112		319,158		378,971		397,920		417,816		438,706		assume 5% increase each year

				Overlay				290,364		523,480		315,867		350,000		352,500		350,000		400,000		350,000		350,000		FY 04 is reval year

				Enterprise Funds				608,133		576,789		561,637		608,935		633,020		606,005		627,215		649,168		671,889		3.5% inc

				Non-Debt Capital														68,000

				Deficits & Judgments				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Articles & Capital				242,947		500		844,500		600		800		1,400		1,000		1,000		1,000

				Total:  Other				2,504,645		2,443,494		2,714,722		1,934,739		1,989,423		2,106,383		2,176,135		2,167,983		2,211,595

				LS Capital/Debt				230,659		222,014		215,081		217,257		345,804		576,388		2,428,318		2,428,318		2,428,318		from warrant & LS 3 yr proj. (assume 85%)

				Debt Service (Non-LS)				3,142,826		2,384,537		3,371,643		4,206,637		10,424,391		9,834,201		6,741,644		5,344,066		4,932,861		total perm.debt +temp.debt int.+exp./ not LS

				Total:  Debt Service				3,373,485		2,606,551		3,586,724		4,423,894		10,770,195		10,410,589		9,169,962		7,772,384		7,361,179

		Total:  Expenditures						40,552,100		41,549,570		46,433,886		50,319,352		60,654,383		63,384,147		65,672,165		67,617,991		71,016,512

		Total: Revenues						- 0		- 0		47,070,769		51,587,043		60,924,767		63,441,032		63,080,112		63,525,221		64,919,731

		Budget Deficit/Surplus						(11,586,154)		(12,545,211)		636,883		1,267,691		270,384		56,885		(2,592,053)		(4,092,770)		(6,096,782)

				Surplus as % of revenue				0.00%		0.00%		1.35%		2.46%		0.44%		0.09%		-4.11%		-6.44%		-9.39%

						Notes		FY98		FY99		FY00		FY01		FY02		FY03		FY04		FY05		FY06		Assumptions:

		PROJECTED REVENUE				From warrants of next year

				Cherry Sheet				3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		5,562,902		5,211,723		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274		5,178,281		Financial Summit\Cherry Sheet History.xls

				SBAB grants				200,222		788,129		788,129		788,129		3,221,567		3,169,449		3,169,449		2,826,630		2,826,630

				Chapter 70 and pupil transportation				- 0		- 0		- 0

				Chapter 90				969,204

				Local Receipts				3,832,937		5,043,335		4,461,520		4,314,554		4,301,351		4,096,369		4,002,131		4,057,414		4,114,126

				Enterprise Fund Receipts				667,703		636,960		617,816		670,847		665,000		583,877		627,215		649,168		671,889		.

				Free cash				1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,800,000		1,900,000		1,180,000		750,000		750,000		750,000		Pritchitt Roll Back available for FY 04

				Available funds				1,633,188		515,157		559,911		471,756		801,862		482,790		190,000		190,000		165,000		Financial Summit\available funds.xls

		Total, non-tax levy Revenue						12,306,844		12,301,339		12,335,732		13,608,188		16,101,503		14,600,392		13,829,861		13,648,486		13,705,926

				Previous year levy				26,524,037		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,343,090		37,009,273		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

				Allowable 2.5% Increase				663,101		693,002		743,170		778,849		858,577		925,232		1,040,238		1,081,243		1,123,275

				Allowable New Growth				532,960		721,455		683,966		669,354		788,786		675,000		600,000		600,000		625,000		new const.should start to pick up in out years

				Levy Limit				27,720,098		29,134,555		31,153,942		32,602,144		35,990,453		38,609,505		43,249,738		44,930,981		46,679,256

				Unused Levy Capacity												(11,460)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Debt Exemptions				3,173,263		1,818,422		2,798,595		3,635,765		7,825,451		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		4,534,549		per debt schedules

				Capital Exclusion								782,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Voter approved overrides				- 0		592,250		- 0		1,740,946		1,018,820		2,999,995		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Total, tax levy limit						30,893,361		31,545,227		34,735,037		37,978,855		44,823,264		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735		51,213,805

		Total Revenues						43,200,205		43,846,566		47,070,769		51,587,043		60,924,767		63,441,032		63,080,112		63,525,221		64,919,731

		Budget Deficit/Surplus						2,648,105		2,296,996		636,883		1,267,691		270,384		56,885		(2,592,053)		(4,092,770)		(6,096,782)

				Surplus as % of revenue				6.13%		5.24%		1.35%		2.46%		0.44%		0.09%		-4.11%		-6.44%		-9.39%

				excluding override or exemption

								40,026,942		41,435,894		42,897,424		45,427,832		50,351,010		52,191,077		54,079,604		58,579,467		60,385,181

				revenue growth (dollar amt)						1,408,952		1,461,529		2,530,409		4,923,178		1,840,066		1,888,527		4,499,863		1,805,715

				revenue growth (percent)						3.52%		3.53%		5.90%		10.84%		3.65%		3.62%		8.32%		3.08%		5 yr avg 03 - 98=		5.49%

				Override Split

				Town										173,148		309,136		825,208

				Stabilization										200,000		- 0		- 0

				SPS				592,250						1,034,659		337,712		1,599,687

				LSRHS										333,139		371,972		575,100

				Total:				592,250		- 0		- 0		1,740,946		1,018,820		2,999,995		- 0		- 0		- 0

				FY 2004 Salary								Base

												FY 2003		0.50%		1.00%		1.50%		2.00%		2.50%		3.00%

				Town Wages								8,102,989		40,515		81,030		121,545		162,060		202,575		243,090

				SPS Wages								17,204,114		86,021		172,041		258,062		344,082		430,103		516,123

				LSRHS Wages								7,676,001		38,380		76,760		115,140		153,520		191,900		230,280

				total cost:										164,916		329,831		494,747		659,662		824,578		989,493
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forecast 100702

		

				total expenditures - debt - benefits								38,363,213		40,861,283		43,861,600		45,875,005		46,962,849		48,504,024		50,154,441

				total expenditures - debt								42,847,162		45,895,458		49,884,188		52,973,558		55,842,541		59,166,154		62,955,498

				% Inc.over Prior Year (ex. debt)										7.11%		8.69%		6.19%		5.42%		5.95%		6.40%

				% Inc. (ex. Debt & benefits)										6.51%		7.34%		4.59%		2.37%		3.28%		3.40%

						Notes		FY98		FY99		FY00		FY01		FY02		FY03		FY04		FY05		FY06		Assumptions:

		APPROPRIATIONS

				Town Wages				6,215,812		6,531,755		6,968,842		7,335,116		7,841,872		8,102,989		8,184,019		8,429,539		8,682,426		1.0% increase for FY 04, 3.0% inc thereafter

				Town Benefits				1,495,581		1,682,184		1,806,590		1,953,729		2,033,379		2,463,147		3,085,434		3,709,021		4,457,325		25% inc for FY 04, 20% inc for FY 05 & 06

				Town Expenses				1,951,875		2,031,202		2,194,691		2,397,489		2,666,870		2,885,806		3,030,096		3,181,601		3,340,681		5% inc

				Town				9,663,268		10,245,141		10,970,123		11,686,334		12,542,121		13,451,942		14,299,549		15,320,161		16,480,431

				K-8 wages (Net of offsets)				11,586,154		12,545,211		13,900,540		15,587,806		16,974,206		17,204,114		17,376,155		17,897,440		18,434,363		1.0% increase for FY 04, 3.0% inc thereafter

				K-8 benefits				1,382,265		1,705,774		1,875,711		2,160,140		2,855,546		3,356,073		4,195,091		5,034,110		6,040,931		25% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				K-8 expenses (net of offsets)				3,120,452		3,022,712		3,344,468		3,635,167		4,033,005		4,914,252		5,159,965		5,417,963		5,688,861		5% inc

				Sudbury Public Schools				16,088,871		17,273,697		19,120,719		21,383,113		23,862,757		25,474,439		26,731,211		28,349,512		30,164,155

				LS wages (%)				5,417,419		5,678,175		6,302,664		6,777,140		7,576,039		7,676,001		7,752,761		7,985,343		8,224,904		1.0% increase for FY 04, 3.0% inc thereafter

				LS benefits (%)				719,409		753,030		801,648		920,307		1,133,663		1,279,333		1,599,167		1,919,000		2,302,800		25% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				LS expenses (%)				1,939,348		2,051,912		2,243,848		2,421,789		2,345,502		2,674,970		2,808,718		2,949,154		3,096,612		5% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				Lincoln-Sudbury Regional HS				2,292,746,112		2,375,963,532		9,348,160		10,119,235		11,055,204		11,630,304		12,160,646		12,853,498		13,624,316

				Total:  3 Cost Centers				34,058,973		36,223,968		39,439,002		43,188,682		47,460,082		50,556,685		53,191,406		56,523,171		60,268,903

				Capital Investment				614,997		275,557		238,438		472,037		334,683		310,490		375,000		375,000		375,000		375K avg

				Savings Investment				- 0		- 0		455,000		300,000		100,000		- 0		100,000		100,000		100,000

				Total:  Investment				614,997		275,557		693,438		772,037		434,683		310,490		475,000		475,000		475,000

				Assessments & Offsets				1,044,520		985,473		757,129		719,092		683,945		702,007		750,000		750,000		750,000

				Minuteman Regional Assessment				318,681		357,252		235,589		256,112		319,158		378,971		397,920		417,816		438,706		assume 5% increase each year

				Overlay				290,364		523,480		315,867		350,000		352,500		350,000		400,000		350,000		350,000		FY 04 is reval year

				Enterprise Funds				608,133		576,789		561,637		608,935		633,020		606,005		627,215		649,168		671,889		3.5% inc

				Non-Debt Capital														68,000

				Deficits & Judgments				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Articles & Capital				242,947		500		844,500		600		800		1,400		1,000		1,000		1,000

				Total:  Other				2,504,645		2,443,494		2,714,722		1,934,739		1,989,423		2,106,383		2,176,135		2,167,983		2,211,595

				LS Capital/Debt				230,659		222,014		215,081		217,257		345,804		576,388		2,428,318		2,428,318		2,428,318		from warrant & LS 3 yr proj. (assume 85%)

				Debt Service (Non-LS)				3,142,826		2,384,537		3,371,643		4,206,637		10,424,391		9,834,201		6,741,644		5,344,066		4,932,861		total perm.debt +temp.debt int.+exp./ not LS

				Total:  Debt Service				3,373,485		2,606,551		3,586,724		4,423,894		10,770,195		10,410,589		9,169,962		7,772,384		7,361,179

		Total:  Expenditures						40,552,100		41,549,570		46,433,886		50,319,352		60,654,383		63,384,147		65,012,503		66,938,539		70,316,677

		Total: Revenues						- 0		- 0		47,070,769		51,587,043		60,924,767		63,441,032		63,080,112		63,525,221		64,919,731

		Budget Deficit/Surplus						(11,586,154)		(12,545,211)		636,883		1,267,691		270,384		56,885		(1,932,391)		(3,413,318)		(5,396,946)

				Surplus as % of revenue				0.00%		0.00%		1.35%		2.46%		0.44%		0.09%		-3.06%		-5.37%		-8.31%

						Notes		FY98		FY99		FY00		FY01		FY02		FY03		FY04		FY05		FY06		Assumptions:

		PROJECTED REVENUE				From warrants of next year

				Cherry Sheet				3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		5,562,902		5,211,723		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274		5,178,281		Financial Summit\Cherry Sheet History.xls

				SBAB grants				200,222		788,129		788,129		788,129		3,221,567		3,169,449		3,169,449		2,826,630		2,826,630

				Chapter 70 and pupil transportation				- 0		- 0		- 0

				Chapter 90				969,204

				Local Receipts				3,832,937		5,043,335		4,461,520		4,314,554		4,301,351		4,096,369		4,002,131		4,057,414		4,114,126

				Enterprise Fund Receipts				667,703		636,960		617,816		670,847		665,000		583,877		627,215		649,168		671,889		.

				Free cash				1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,800,000		1,900,000		1,180,000		750,000		750,000		750,000		Pritchitt Roll Back available for FY 04

				Available funds				1,633,188		515,157		559,911		471,756		801,862		482,790		190,000		190,000		165,000		Financial Summit\available funds.xls

		Total, non-tax levy Revenue						12,306,844		12,301,339		12,335,732		13,608,188		16,101,503		14,600,392		13,829,861		13,648,486		13,705,926

				Previous year levy				26,524,037		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,343,090		37,009,273		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

				Allowable 2.5% Increase				663,101		693,002		743,170		778,849		858,577		925,232		1,040,238		1,081,243		1,123,275

				Allowable New Growth				532,960		721,455		683,966		669,354		788,786		675,000		600,000		600,000		625,000		new const.should start to pick up in out years

				Levy Limit				27,720,098		29,134,555		31,153,942		32,602,144		35,990,453		38,609,505		43,249,738		44,930,981		46,679,256

				Unused Levy Capacity												(11,460)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Debt Exemptions				3,173,263		1,818,422		2,798,595		3,635,765		7,825,451		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		4,534,549		per debt schedules

				Capital Exclusion								782,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Voter approved overrides				- 0		592,250		- 0		1,740,946		1,018,820		2,999,995		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Total, tax levy limit						30,893,361		31,545,227		34,735,037		37,978,855		44,823,264		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735		51,213,805

		Total Revenues						43,200,205		43,846,566		47,070,769		51,587,043		60,924,767		63,441,032		63,080,112		63,525,221		64,919,731

		Budget Deficit/Surplus						2,648,105		2,296,996		636,883		1,267,691		270,384		56,885		(1,932,391)		(3,413,318)		(5,396,946)

				Surplus as % of revenue				6.13%		5.24%		1.35%		2.46%		0.44%		0.09%		-3.06%		-5.37%		-8.31%

				excluding override or exemption

								40,026,942		41,435,894		42,897,424		45,427,832		50,351,010		52,191,077		54,079,604		58,579,467		60,385,181

				revenue growth (dollar amt)						1,408,952		1,461,529		2,530,409		4,923,178		1,840,066		1,888,527		4,499,863		1,805,715

				revenue growth (percent)						3.52%		3.53%		5.90%		10.84%		3.65%		3.62%		8.32%		3.08%		5 yr avg 03 - 98=		5.49%

				Override Split

				Town										173,148		309,136		825,208

				Stabilization										200,000		- 0		- 0

				SPS				592,250						1,034,659		337,712		1,599,687

				LSRHS										333,139		371,972		575,100

				Total:				592,250		- 0		- 0		1,740,946		1,018,820		2,999,995		- 0		- 0		- 0

				FY 2004 Salary								Base

												FY 2003		0.50%		1.00%		1.50%		2.00%		2.50%		3.00%

				Town Wages								8,102,989		40,515		81,030		121,545		162,060		202,575		243,090

				SPS Wages								17,204,114		86,021		172,041		258,062		344,082		430,103		516,123

				LSRHS Wages								7,676,001		38,380		76,760		115,140		153,520		191,900		230,280

				total cost:										164,916		329,831		494,747		659,662		824,578		989,493
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calcs for FinCom

		

								FY 2003						FY 2004						Forecast

												0% inc.		3% inc.		5% inc.

				Town Wages				$8,102,989				$8,102,989		$8,346,079		$8,508,138				$8,346,079

				Town Benefits				$2,463,147				$3,085,434		$3,085,434		$3,085,434				$3,085,434

				Town Expenses				$2,885,806				$2,885,806		$2,972,380		$3,030,096				$3,030,096

				Total:  Town				$13,451,942				$14,074,229		$14,403,893		$14,623,669				$14,461,609

				K-8 wages (Net of offsets)				$17,204,114				$17,204,114		$17,720,237		$18,064,320				$17,720,237

				K-8 benefits				$3,356,073				$4,195,091		$4,195,091		$4,195,091				$4,195,091

				K-8 expenses (net of offsets)				$4,914,252				$4,914,252		$5,061,680		$5,159,965				$5,159,965

				Total:  SPS				$25,474,439				$26,313,457		$26,977,008		$27,419,376				$27,075,293

				LS wages (%)				$7,676,001				$7,676,001		$7,906,281		$8,059,801				$7,906,281

				LS benefits (%)				$1,279,333				$1,599,167		$1,599,167		$1,599,167				$1,599,167

				LS expenses (%)				$2,674,970				$2,674,970		$2,755,219		$2,808,718				$2,808,718

				Total: LS (%)				$11,630,304				$11,950,137		$12,260,666		$12,467,686				$12,314,166

				Total:  3 Cost Centers				$50,556,685				$52,337,823		$53,641,567		$54,510,730				$53,851,068

				Total:  Investment, Other, Debt				$12,827,462				$11,821,097		$11,821,097		$11,821,097				$11,821,097

				Total:  Expenditures				$63,384,147				$64,158,920		$65,462,664		$66,331,827				$65,672,165

				Estimated Revenue				$63,441,032				$63,080,112		$63,080,112		$63,080,112				$63,080,112

				Projected Surplus (Deficit)				$56,885				-$1,078,808		-$2,382,552		-$3,251,715				-$2,592,053

				Decrease per cost center

				over forecast:

				percentage								0%		3%		5%

				town:								-2.75%		-0.40%		1.11%

				sudbury public schools:								-2.90%		-0.36%		1.25%

				lincoln-sudbury regional hs:								-3.05%		-0.44%		1.23%

				dollar amount

				town:								-$387,380		-$57,716		$162,060

				sudbury public schools:								-$761,836		-$98,285		$344,082

				lincoln-sudbury regional hs:								-$364,029		-$53,499		$153,520
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FY 2004 Salary
1.50% 2.00% 2.50% 3.00%

Town Wages 121,545         162,060         202,575         243,090         
SPS Wages 258,062         344,082         430,103         516,123         
LSRHS Wages 115,140         153,520         191,900         230,280         

total cost: 494,747         659,662         824,578         989,493         


available funds

				FY 06		FY 05		FY 04		FY 03		FY 02		FY 01		FY 00		FY 99		FY 98		FY 97		FY 96		FY 95

		Ambulance		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   100,000		$   192,494		$   115,122		$   120,692		$   75,319		$   233,063		$   139,793		$   77,226		$   32,500		$   31,500

		Retirement Trust		$   15,000		$   15,000		$   15,000		$   20,000		$   30,000		$   28,517		$   22,734		$   12,717		$   37,481		$   105,815		$   14,001		$   -

		Abatement Surplus		$50,000		$   75,000		$   75,000		$   194,033		$   656,740		$   222,547		$   360,276		$   123,063		$   102,500		$   282,610		$   280,153		$   400,000

		Grants		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   37,500		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -

		Foundation Reserve		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   67,000		$   118,000		$   -		$   -		$   -

		Insurance Recovery		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   61,335		$   -		$   -		$   -

		Additional State Aid		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   66,926		$   -		$   77,219		$   -		$   -

		Dog Licenses & State Aid		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   6,904		$   4,875		$   7,500		$   5,653		$   6,454

		Article Transfer		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   1,582		$   5,484		$   -		$   -		$   24,000		$   3,918

		State Aid- Septic Program		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   200,000		$   -		$   -		$   -

		Transport. Bond Offset		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   969,204		$   515,923		$   515,923		$   319,713

		Cemetery Fund		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   20,000		$   25,914

		School Settlement		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   102,500		$   -

		1996 ATM 31		0						$   76,263

		Stabilization Fund		0		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   -		$   102,000

		Total:		$   165,000		$   190,000		$   190,000		$   482,790		$   839,362		$   371,756		$   459,911		$   515,157		$   1,633,188		$   1,066,293		$   994,730		$   889,499
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local receipts

				FY 06		FY 05		FY 04		FY 03		FY 02		% chg		FY 01		% chg		FY 00		% chg		FY 99		% chg		FY 98		% chg		FY 97		% chg		FY 96 (act.)		% chg		FY 95

		Local Receipts		Proj.		proj.		proj.		proj.		proj.		pr.yr.		actual		pr.yr.		actual		pr.yr.		actual		pr.yr.		actual		pr.yr.		actual		pr.yr.		actual		pr. yr.		actual

		Motor Vehicle Excise		$2,739,296		$2,712,175		$2,685,321		$2,658,734		$2,533,400		-0.97		$2,558,043		7.53		$2,365,447		8.22		$2,170,950		7.61		$2,005,784		12.31		$1,758,786		5.66		$1,659,197		-2.16		$1,695,049

		Other excise (rm occupancy)		$50,000		$50,000		$50,000		$50,000		$50,000		-34.66		$67,330		10.60		$60,192		18.18		$49,251		-30.40		$64,225		97.59		$1,551		-79.50		$2,784		47.05		$1,474

		Penalties & Interest		$110,250		$105,000		$100,000		$150,000		$175,000		-48.51		$259,891		-7.21		$278,641		33.99		$183,924		-52.49		$280,471		24.15		$212,736		-17.07		$249,048		-4.53		$260,339

		PILOT		$60,000		$60,000		$60,000		$60,000		$60,000		-40.71		$84,424		11.66		$74,583		20.77		$59,092		18.21		$48,331		-134.93		$113,543		38.93		$69,346		2.91		$67,328

		Fees		$125,996		$122,923		$119,925		$117,000		$130,000		17.55		$107,184		-36.26		$146,048		11.96		$128,575		-44.82		$186,199		30.71		$129,012		23.17		$99,117		56.95		$42,665

		Rentals		$84,000		$88,200		$84,000		$80,000		$24,000		-564.03		$159,367		73.75		$41,831		46.20		$22,503		-124.40		$50,496		55.14		$22,650		-4.42		$23,650		23.96		$17,984

		Departmental Revenue		$40,000		$40,000		$40,000		$50,000		$84,000		13.23		$72,883		-174.32		$199,930		94.42		$11,161		-624.50		$80,862		35.65		$52,037		27.50		$37,729		-241.95		$129,014

		Licenses & Permits		$312,298		$304,681		$297,250		$290,000		$300,000		-23.30		$369,886		-6.59		$394,266		19.27		$318,288		-22.14		$388,752		18.25		$317,815		6.64		$296,711		-2.63		$304,518

		Fines & Forfeits		$91,800		$91,800		$90,000		$90,000		$90,000		10.74		$80,331		-25.08		$100,478		-6.71		$107,222		-13.21		$121,382		26.64		$89,046		-28.56		$114,476		-10.66		$126,678

		Investment Income		$374,850		$357,000		$350,000		$425,000		$581,000		-71.45		$996,097		19.68		$800,104		-149.01		$1,992,369		69.56		$606,435		42.83		$346,679		-5.23		$364,810		23.38		$279,508

		Chapter 203		$25,635		$25,635		$25,635		$25,635		$173,951		100.00		$0

		Melone Gravel		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		$100,000		-50.00		$150,000

		Miscellaneous		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0				$70,125

		Total:		$4,114,126		$4,057,414		$4,002,131		$4,096,369		$4,301,351		-15.67		$4,975,561		10.33		$4,461,520		-13.04		$5,043,335		24.00		$3,832,937		20.59		$3,043,855		4.17		$2,916,868		-0.26		$2,924,557

		Notes:

		MVX projected to increase 1% each year

		Other Excise projection includes Room Occupancy Tax (coded as Non-Cherry Sheet Receipts)

		Penalties & Interest/ lower est. due to bad economy/ fewer tax title accounts are being cleared and a higher than ever number of accounts going into tax title.

		PILOT is level funded/ Actual FY 01 Collection includes $20,110 which is actually Cherry Sheet.

		Fees are projected to go down 10% in FY 03, MLC revenue projected to drop off.  (MLC collected as of 12/10/01 = $18,225, $10,000 higher than 12/31/00). Increase 2.5% from thereon.

		Rentals include cell tower revenue.  Projection is to increase 5% per year based upon 2 years history of cell tower revenue.

		Departmental Revenue/ largest line now is fuel reimbursement

		Licenses & Permits projected to drop due to decrease in building permit activity.  Added $50K for new building permit fee increase, plus 2.5% per year thereafter.

		Fines & Forefeits are level for FY 03 & 04. Projected to increase 2% thereafter.

		Investment Income has dropped off due to much lower interest rates and a reduced amount of money to invest.

		Ch. 203 estimates for FY 03, 04, 05  for $1.5M in new value

		Melone Gravel/ est. is based on 2 loads being sold.

		Miscellaneous/ no estimate used/ non-reocurring revenue such as roll-back taxes and excess foreclosure proceeds.





cherry sheet

		

		FY		Chapter 70, Governor				School Trans Programs		School Construction		Tuition of State Wards		Per Pupil Aid		Racial Imbalance		Racial Imbal. Inc. per year		School Lunch		Remediation Asst.		Lottery, Beano & Charity Games				Lottery inc. per year		Additional Assistance		Highway Fund		Police Career Incentive		Vets' Benefits		Exempt: Vets, Blind and Surviving Spouses		Exempt: Elderly		State Owned Land		Housing Supply Incentive Program		Muni. Stabilization		Public Libraries		Total		Assessments		Net C.S.		Less SBA

		06		2,821,603				150,033		2,826,630		0				287,775				9,000				915,572						807,321		0		103,260				7,500		6,500		47,356						22,362		8,004,911						5,178,281

		05		2,821,603				150,033		2,826,630		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		100,252				7,500		6,500		47,356						22,362		8,001,904						5,175,274

		04		2,740,753				150,033		3,169,449		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		97,332				7,500		6,500		47,356						21,923		8,260,514						5,091,065

		03		2,740,753				150,033		3,169,449		0				287,775		0.00		9,000				915,572				0.00		807,321		0		94,497				7,500		6,500		47,356						21,599		8,257,356						5,087,907

		02		2,837,016				150,033		3,221,567		0				287,775		-0.05		9,521		0		915,572				0.06		807,321		27,744		91,745		0		7,775		5,854		47,356		0				21,280		8,430,559		308,631		8,121,928		4,900,361

		01		2,545,546		22.01%		202,785		788,129		0				301,988		0.32		8,937				867,066		7.92%		0.08		807,321		110,976		88,676				8,100		7,028		20,110		0				18,990		5,775,652		352,123		5,423,529		4,635,400		16.69%		662,897

		00		2,086,346		44.42%		195,236		788,129		0				228,850		0.10		9,462				803,448		10.12%		0.10		807,321		110,976		82,086		0		10,709		11,044		16,673						18,510		5,168,791		408,158		4,760,633		3,972,504		23.11%		745,622

		99		1,444,646		20.76%		190,022		788,129		4,517				208,938		-0.10		7,955				729,602		8.74%		0.09		807,321		110,976		78,403				10,813		10,542		13,422						15,127		4,420,413		405,403		4,015,010		3,226,881		10.18%		885,937

		98		1,196,330		17.42%		173,351		200,222		0				233,350		-0.00		7,206				670,965		9.65%		0.10		807,321		110,976		71,521				10,780		10,026		11,267						15,356		3,518,671		389,598		3,129,073		2,928,851		11.80%		309,165

		97		1,018,880		19.05%		136,519		200,222		0				233,764		0.00		6,354				611,899		9.15%		0.09		807,321		110,976		49,708		2,814		10,399		5,139		8,930						15,921		3,218,846		398,938		2,819,908		2,619,686		8.19%		198,239

		96		855,830		22.33%		156,710		200,222		0				233,437		-0.06		5,702				560,595		12.07%		0.12		807,321		110,976		43,743				11,546		5,019		8,062						15,008		3,014,171		392,502		2,621,669		2,421,447		9.67%		213,591

		95		699,605				123,188		200,222		0				248,763		0.00		6,877				500,235				0.20		807,321		110,976		48,947		4,982		13,052		5,220		5,053						15,143		2,789,584		381,506		2,408,078		2,207,856

		94		652,000				104,213		0		0				248,763		0.23		5,483		0		418,367				0.00		807,321		110,976		55,860		0		4,891		13,000		5,089				25,447		10,498		2,461,908

		93		369,870				118,270		0		0		189,700		201,678				5,416		0		418,367						807,321		110,964		33,259		0		4,797		14,840		4,927						10,493		2,289,902

						included in Senate version for 01																								807,321

		The 01 estimate was updated to show final cherry sheet 8/4/00

		The 01 estimate was updated to show preliminary cherry sheet dated 3/28/00
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				total expenditures - debt - benefits								38,363,213		40,861,283		43,861,600		45,875,005		47,622,511		49,183,476		50,854,277

				total expenditures - debt								42,847,162		45,895,458		49,884,188		52,973,558		56,502,203		59,845,606		63,655,333

				% Inc.over Prior Year (ex. debt)										7.11%		8.69%		6.19%		6.66%		5.92%		6.37%

				% Inc. (ex. Debt & benefits)										6.51%		7.34%		4.59%		3.81%		3.28%		3.40%

						Notes		FY98		FY99		FY00		FY01		FY02		FY03		FY04		FY05		FY06		Assumptions:

		APPROPRIATIONS

				Town Wages				6,215,812		6,531,755		6,968,842		7,335,116		7,841,872		8,102,989		8,346,079		8,596,461		8,854,355		3.0% inc

				Town Benefits				1,495,581		1,682,184		1,806,590		1,953,729		2,033,379		2,463,147		3,085,434		3,709,021		4,457,325		25% inc for FY 04, 20% inc for FY 05 & 06

				Town Expenses				1,951,875		2,031,202		2,194,691		2,397,489		2,666,870		2,885,806		3,030,096		3,181,601		3,340,681		5% inc

				Total:  Town				9,663,268		10,245,141		10,970,123		11,686,334		12,542,121		13,451,942		14,461,609		15,487,083		16,652,361

				K-8 wages (Net of offsets)				11,586,154		12,545,211		13,900,540		15,587,806		16,974,206		17,204,114		17,720,237		18,251,845		18,799,400		3.0% inc

				K-8 benefits				1,382,265		1,705,774		1,875,711		2,160,140		2,855,546		3,356,073		4,195,091		5,034,110		6,040,931		25% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				K-8 expenses (net of offsets)				3,120,452		3,022,712		3,344,468		3,635,167		4,033,005		4,914,252		5,159,965		5,417,963		5,688,861		5% inc

				Total:  SPS				16,088,871		17,273,697		19,120,719		21,383,113		23,862,757		25,474,439		27,075,293		28,703,917		30,529,192

				LS wages (%)				5,417,419		5,678,175		6,302,664		6,777,140		7,576,039		7,676,001		7,906,281		8,143,469		8,387,773		3.0% inc

				LS benefits (%)				719,409		753,030		801,648		920,307		1,133,663		1,279,333		1,599,167		1,919,000		2,302,800		25% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				LS expenses (%)				1,939,348		2,051,912		2,243,848		2,421,789		2,345,502		2,674,970		2,808,718		2,949,154		3,096,612		5% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				Total: LS (%)				2,924,612,295		3,030,737,133		9,348,160		10,119,235		11,055,204		11,630,304		12,314,166		13,011,624		13,787,185

				Total:  3 Cost Centers				34,058,973		36,223,968		39,439,002		43,188,682		47,460,082		50,556,685		53,851,068		57,202,623		60,968,738

				Capital Investment				614,997		275,557		238,438		472,037		334,683		310,490		375,000		375,000		375,000		375K avg

				Savings Investment				- 0		- 0		455,000		300,000		100,000		- 0		100,000		100,000		100,000

				Total:  Investment				614,997		275,557		693,438		772,037		434,683		310,490		475,000		475,000		475,000

				Assessments & Offsets				1,044,520		985,473		757,129		719,092		683,945		702,007		750,000		750,000		750,000

				Minuteman Regional Assessment				318,681		357,252		235,589		256,112		319,158		378,971		397,920		417,816		438,706		assume 5% increase each year

				Overlay				290,364		523,480		315,867		350,000		352,500		350,000		400,000		350,000		350,000		FY 04 is reval year

				Enterprise Funds				608,133		576,789		561,637		608,935		633,020		606,005		627,215		649,168		671,889		3.5% inc

				Non-Debt Capital														68,000

				Deficits & Judgments				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Articles & Capital				242,947		500		844,500		600		800		1,400		1,000		1,000		1,000

				Total:  Other				2,504,645		2,443,494		2,714,722		1,934,739		1,989,423		2,106,383		2,176,135		2,167,983		2,211,595

				LS Capital/Debt				230,659		222,014		215,081		217,257		345,804		576,388		2,428,318		2,428,318		2,428,318		from warrant & LS 3 yr proj. (assume 85%)

				Debt Service (Non-LS)				3,142,826		2,384,537		3,371,643		4,206,637		10,424,391		9,834,201		6,741,644		5,344,066		4,932,861		total perm.debt +temp.debt int.+exp./ not LS

				Total:  Debt Service				3,373,485		2,606,551		3,586,724		4,423,894		10,770,195		10,410,589		9,169,962		7,772,384		7,361,179

		Total:  Expenditures						40,552,100		41,549,570		46,433,886		50,319,352		60,654,383		63,384,147		65,672,165		67,617,991		71,016,512

		Total: Revenues						- 0		- 0		47,070,769		51,587,043		60,924,767		63,441,032		63,080,112		63,525,221		64,919,731

		Budget Deficit/Surplus						(11,586,154)		(12,545,211)		636,883		1,267,691		270,384		56,885		(2,592,053)		(4,092,770)		(6,096,782)

				Surplus as % of revenue				0.00%		0.00%		1.35%		2.46%		0.44%		0.09%		-4.11%		-6.44%		-9.39%

						Notes		FY98		FY99		FY00		FY01		FY02		FY03		FY04		FY05		FY06		Assumptions:

		PROJECTED REVENUE				From warrants of next year

				Cherry Sheet				3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		5,562,902		5,211,723		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274		5,178,281		Financial Summit\Cherry Sheet History.xls

				SBAB grants				200,222		788,129		788,129		788,129		3,221,567		3,169,449		3,169,449		2,826,630		2,826,630

				Chapter 70 and pupil transportation				- 0		- 0		- 0

				Chapter 90				969,204

				Local Receipts				3,832,937		5,043,335		4,461,520		4,314,554		4,301,351		4,096,369		4,002,131		4,057,414		4,114,126

				Enterprise Fund Receipts				667,703		636,960		617,816		670,847		665,000		583,877		627,215		649,168		671,889		.

				Free cash				1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,800,000		1,900,000		1,180,000		750,000		750,000		750,000		Pritchitt Roll Back available for FY 04

				Available funds				1,633,188		515,157		559,911		471,756		801,862		482,790		190,000		190,000		165,000		Financial Summit\available funds.xls

		Total, non-tax levy Revenue						12,306,844		12,301,339		12,335,732		13,608,188		16,101,503		14,600,392		13,829,861		13,648,486		13,705,926

				Previous year levy				26,524,037		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,343,090		37,009,273		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

				Allowable 2.5% Increase				663,101		693,002		743,170		778,849		858,577		925,232		1,040,238		1,081,243		1,123,275

				Allowable New Growth				532,960		721,455		683,966		669,354		788,786		675,000		600,000		600,000		625,000		new const.should start to pick up in out years

				Levy Limit				27,720,098		29,134,555		31,153,942		32,602,144		35,990,453		38,609,505		43,249,738		44,930,981		46,679,256

				Unused Levy Capacity												(11,460)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Debt Exemptions				3,173,263		1,818,422		2,798,595		3,635,765		7,825,451		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		4,534,549		per debt schedules

				Capital Exclusion								782,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Voter approved overrides				- 0		592,250		- 0		1,740,946		1,018,820		2,999,995		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Total, tax levy limit						30,893,361		31,545,227		34,735,037		37,978,855		44,823,264		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735		51,213,805

		Total Revenues						43,200,205		43,846,566		47,070,769		51,587,043		60,924,767		63,441,032		63,080,112		63,525,221		64,919,731

		Budget Deficit/Surplus						2,648,105		2,296,996		636,883		1,267,691		270,384		56,885		(2,592,053)		(4,092,770)		(6,096,782)

				Surplus as % of revenue				6.13%		5.24%		1.35%		2.46%		0.44%		0.09%		-4.11%		-6.44%		-9.39%

				excluding override or exemption

								40,026,942		41,435,894		42,897,424		45,427,832		50,351,010		52,191,077		54,079,604		58,579,467		60,385,181

				revenue growth (dollar amt)						1,408,952		1,461,529		2,530,409		4,923,178		1,840,066		1,888,527		4,499,863		1,805,715

				revenue growth (percent)						3.52%		3.53%		5.90%		10.84%		3.65%		3.62%		8.32%		3.08%		5 yr avg 03 - 98=		5.49%

				Override Split

				Town										173,148		309,136		825,208

				Stabilization										200,000		- 0		- 0

				SPS				592,250						1,034,659		337,712		1,599,687

				LSRHS										333,139		371,972		575,100

				Total:				592,250		- 0		- 0		1,740,946		1,018,820		2,999,995		- 0		- 0		- 0

				FY 2004 Salary								Base

												FY 2003		0.50%		1.00%		1.50%		2.00%		2.50%		3.00%

				Town Wages								8,102,989		40,515		81,030		121,545		162,060		202,575		243,090

				SPS Wages								17,204,114		86,021		172,041		258,062		344,082		430,103		516,123

				LSRHS Wages								7,676,001		38,380		76,760		115,140		153,520		191,900		230,280

				total cost:										164,916		329,831		494,747		659,662		824,578		989,493
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forecast 100702

		

				total expenditures - debt - benefits								38,363,213		40,861,283		43,861,600		45,875,005		46,962,849		48,504,024		50,154,441

				total expenditures - debt								42,847,162		45,895,458		49,884,188		52,973,558		55,842,541		59,166,154		62,955,498

				% Inc.over Prior Year (ex. debt)										7.11%		8.69%		6.19%		5.42%		5.95%		6.40%

				% Inc. (ex. Debt & benefits)										6.51%		7.34%		4.59%		2.37%		3.28%		3.40%

						Notes		FY98		FY99		FY00		FY01		FY02		FY03		FY04		FY05		FY06		Assumptions:

		APPROPRIATIONS

				Town Wages				6,215,812		6,531,755		6,968,842		7,335,116		7,841,872		8,102,989		8,184,019		8,429,539		8,682,426		1.0% increase for FY 04, 3.0% inc thereafter

				Town Benefits				1,495,581		1,682,184		1,806,590		1,953,729		2,033,379		2,463,147		3,085,434		3,709,021		4,457,325		25% inc for FY 04, 20% inc for FY 05 & 06

				Town Expenses				1,951,875		2,031,202		2,194,691		2,397,489		2,666,870		2,885,806		3,030,096		3,181,601		3,340,681		5% inc

				Town				9,663,268		10,245,141		10,970,123		11,686,334		12,542,121		13,451,942		14,299,549		15,320,161		16,480,431

				K-8 wages (Net of offsets)				11,586,154		12,545,211		13,900,540		15,587,806		16,974,206		17,204,114		17,376,155		17,897,440		18,434,363		1.0% increase for FY 04, 3.0% inc thereafter

				K-8 benefits				1,382,265		1,705,774		1,875,711		2,160,140		2,855,546		3,356,073		4,195,091		5,034,110		6,040,931		25% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				K-8 expenses (net of offsets)				3,120,452		3,022,712		3,344,468		3,635,167		4,033,005		4,914,252		5,159,965		5,417,963		5,688,861		5% inc

				Sudbury Public Schools				16,088,871		17,273,697		19,120,719		21,383,113		23,862,757		25,474,439		26,731,211		28,349,512		30,164,155

				LS wages (%)				5,417,419		5,678,175		6,302,664		6,777,140		7,576,039		7,676,001		7,752,761		7,985,343		8,224,904		1.0% increase for FY 04, 3.0% inc thereafter

				LS benefits (%)				719,409		753,030		801,648		920,307		1,133,663		1,279,333		1,599,167		1,919,000		2,302,800		25% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				LS expenses (%)				1,939,348		2,051,912		2,243,848		2,421,789		2,345,502		2,674,970		2,808,718		2,949,154		3,096,612		5% inc for FY 04, 20% for 05 & 06

				Lincoln-Sudbury Regional HS				2,924,612,295		3,030,737,133		9,348,160		10,119,235		11,055,204		11,630,304		12,160,646		12,853,498		13,624,316

				Total:  3 Cost Centers				34,058,973		36,223,968		39,439,002		43,188,682		47,460,082		50,556,685		53,191,406		56,523,171		60,268,903

				Capital Investment				614,997		275,557		238,438		472,037		334,683		310,490		375,000		375,000		375,000		375K avg

				Savings Investment				- 0		- 0		455,000		300,000		100,000		- 0		100,000		100,000		100,000

				Total:  Investment				614,997		275,557		693,438		772,037		434,683		310,490		475,000		475,000		475,000

				Assessments & Offsets				1,044,520		985,473		757,129		719,092		683,945		702,007		750,000		750,000		750,000

				Minuteman Regional Assessment				318,681		357,252		235,589		256,112		319,158		378,971		397,920		417,816		438,706		assume 5% increase each year

				Overlay				290,364		523,480		315,867		350,000		352,500		350,000		400,000		350,000		350,000		FY 04 is reval year

				Enterprise Funds				608,133		576,789		561,637		608,935		633,020		606,005		627,215		649,168		671,889		3.5% inc

				Non-Debt Capital														68,000

				Deficits & Judgments				- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Articles & Capital				242,947		500		844,500		600		800		1,400		1,000		1,000		1,000

				Total:  Other				2,504,645		2,443,494		2,714,722		1,934,739		1,989,423		2,106,383		2,176,135		2,167,983		2,211,595

				LS Capital/Debt				230,659		222,014		215,081		217,257		345,804		576,388		2,428,318		2,428,318		2,428,318		from warrant & LS 3 yr proj. (assume 85%)

				Debt Service (Non-LS)				3,142,826		2,384,537		3,371,643		4,206,637		10,424,391		9,834,201		6,741,644		5,344,066		4,932,861		total perm.debt +temp.debt int.+exp./ not LS

				Total:  Debt Service				3,373,485		2,606,551		3,586,724		4,423,894		10,770,195		10,410,589		9,169,962		7,772,384		7,361,179

		Total:  Expenditures						40,552,100		41,549,570		46,433,886		50,319,352		60,654,383		63,384,147		65,012,503		66,938,539		70,316,677

		Total: Revenues						- 0		- 0		47,070,769		51,587,043		60,924,767		63,441,032		63,080,112		63,525,221		64,919,731

		Budget Deficit/Surplus						(11,586,154)		(12,545,211)		636,883		1,267,691		270,384		56,885		(1,932,391)		(3,413,318)		(5,396,946)

				Surplus as % of revenue				0.00%		0.00%		1.35%		2.46%		0.44%		0.09%		-3.06%		-5.37%		-8.31%

						Notes		FY98		FY99		FY00		FY01		FY02		FY03		FY04		FY05		FY06		Assumptions:

		PROJECTED REVENUE				From warrants of next year

				Cherry Sheet				3,753,867		4,554,339		4,150,239		5,562,902		5,211,723		5,087,907		5,091,065		5,175,274		5,178,281		Financial Summit\Cherry Sheet History.xls

				SBAB grants				200,222		788,129		788,129		788,129		3,221,567		3,169,449		3,169,449		2,826,630		2,826,630

				Chapter 70 and pupil transportation				- 0		- 0		- 0

				Chapter 90				969,204

				Local Receipts				3,832,937		5,043,335		4,461,520		4,314,554		4,301,351		4,096,369		4,002,131		4,057,414		4,114,126

				Enterprise Fund Receipts				667,703		636,960		617,816		670,847		665,000		583,877		627,215		649,168		671,889		.

				Free cash				1,249,723		763,419		1,758,117		1,800,000		1,900,000		1,180,000		750,000		750,000		750,000		Pritchitt Roll Back available for FY 04

				Available funds				1,633,188		515,157		559,911		471,756		801,862		482,790		190,000		190,000		165,000		Financial Summit\available funds.xls

		Total, non-tax levy Revenue						12,306,844		12,301,339		12,335,732		13,608,188		16,101,503		14,600,392		13,829,861		13,648,486		13,705,926

				Previous year levy				26,524,037		27,720,098		29,726,805		31,153,942		34,343,090		37,009,273		41,609,500		43,249,738		44,930,981

				Allowable 2.5% Increase				663,101		693,002		743,170		778,849		858,577		925,232		1,040,238		1,081,243		1,123,275

				Allowable New Growth				532,960		721,455		683,966		669,354		788,786		675,000		600,000		600,000		625,000		new const.should start to pick up in out years

				Levy Limit				27,720,098		29,134,555		31,153,942		32,602,144		35,990,453		38,609,505		43,249,738		44,930,981		46,679,256

				Unused Levy Capacity												(11,460)		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Debt Exemptions				3,173,263		1,818,422		2,798,595		3,635,765		7,825,451		7,231,140		6,000,513		4,945,754		4,534,549		per debt schedules

				Capital Exclusion								782,500		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

				Voter approved overrides				- 0		592,250		- 0		1,740,946		1,018,820		2,999,995		- 0		- 0		- 0

		Total, tax levy limit						30,893,361		31,545,227		34,735,037		37,978,855		44,823,264		48,840,640		49,250,251		49,876,735		51,213,805

		Total Revenues						43,200,205		43,846,566		47,070,769		51,587,043		60,924,767		63,441,032		63,080,112		63,525,221		64,919,731

		Budget Deficit/Surplus						2,648,105		2,296,996		636,883		1,267,691		270,384		56,885		(1,932,391)		(3,413,318)		(5,396,946)

				Surplus as % of revenue				6.13%		5.24%		1.35%		2.46%		0.44%		0.09%		-3.06%		-5.37%		-8.31%

				excluding override or exemption

								40,026,942		41,435,894		42,897,424		45,427,832		50,351,010		52,191,077		54,079,604		58,579,467		60,385,181

				revenue growth (dollar amt)						1,408,952		1,461,529		2,530,409		4,923,178		1,840,066		1,888,527		4,499,863		1,805,715

				revenue growth (percent)						3.52%		3.53%		5.90%		10.84%		3.65%		3.62%		8.32%		3.08%		5 yr avg 03 - 98=		5.49%

				Override Split

				Town										173,148		309,136		825,208

				Stabilization										200,000		- 0		- 0

				SPS				592,250						1,034,659		337,712		1,599,687

				LSRHS										333,139		371,972		575,100

				Total:				592,250		- 0		- 0		1,740,946		1,018,820		2,999,995		- 0		- 0		- 0

				FY 2004 Salary								Base

												FY 2003		0.50%		1.00%		1.50%		2.00%		2.50%		3.00%

				Town Wages								8,102,989		40,515		81,030		121,545		162,060		202,575		243,090

				SPS Wages								17,204,114		86,021		172,041		258,062		344,082		430,103		516,123

				LSRHS Wages								7,676,001		38,380		76,760		115,140		153,520		191,900		230,280

				total cost:										164,916		329,831		494,747		659,662		824,578		989,493
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calcs for FinCom

		

								FY 2003						FY 2004						Forecast

												0% inc.		3% inc.		5% inc.

				Town Wages				$8,102,989				$8,102,989		$8,346,079		$8,508,138				$8,346,079

				Town Benefits				$2,463,147				$3,085,434		$3,085,434		$3,085,434				$3,085,434

				Town Expenses				$2,885,806				$2,885,806		$2,972,380		$3,030,096				$3,030,096

				Total:  Town				$13,451,942				$14,074,229		$14,403,893		$14,623,669				$14,461,609

				K-8 wages (Net of offsets)				$17,204,114				$17,204,114		$17,720,237		$18,064,320				$17,720,237

				K-8 benefits				$3,356,073				$4,195,091		$4,195,091		$4,195,091				$4,195,091

				K-8 expenses (net of offsets)				$4,914,252				$4,914,252		$5,061,680		$5,159,965				$5,159,965

				Total:  SPS				$25,474,439				$26,313,457		$26,977,008		$27,419,376				$27,075,293

				LS wages (%)				$7,676,001				$7,676,001		$7,906,281		$8,059,801				$7,906,281

				LS benefits (%)				$1,279,333				$1,599,167		$1,599,167		$1,599,167				$1,599,167

				LS expenses (%)				$2,674,970				$2,674,970		$2,755,219		$2,808,718				$2,808,718

				Total: LS (%)				$11,630,304				$11,950,137		$12,260,666		$12,467,686				$12,314,166

				Total:  3 Cost Centers				$50,556,685				$52,337,823		$53,641,567		$54,510,730				$53,851,068

				Total:  Investment, Other, Debt				$12,827,462				$11,821,097		$11,821,097		$11,821,097				$11,821,097

				Total:  Expenditures				$63,384,147				$64,158,920		$65,462,664		$66,331,827				$65,672,165

				Estimated Revenue				$63,441,032				$63,080,112		$63,080,112		$63,080,112				$63,080,112

				Projected Surplus (Deficit)				$56,885				-$1,078,808		-$2,382,552		-$3,251,715				-$2,592,053

				Decrease per cost center

				over forecast:

				percentage								0%		3%		5%

				town:								-2.75%		-0.40%		1.11%

				sudbury public schools:								-2.90%		-0.36%		1.25%

				lincoln-sudbury regional hs:								-3.05%		-0.44%		1.23%

				dollar amount

				town:								-$387,380		-$57,716		$162,060

				sudbury public schools:								-$761,836		-$98,285		$344,082

				lincoln-sudbury regional hs:								-$364,029		-$53,499		$153,520
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